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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Best Management Practices (BMPs): Includes schedules of activities, prohibitions of practices,
maintenance procedures, design standards, and other management practices to prevent or reduce the
discharge of pollutants directly or indirectly into the waters of the United States. BMPs also include
treatment requirements, operating procedures, educational activities, and practices to control plant site
runoff spillage or leaks, sludge or waste disposal, or drainage from raw material storage.
Clean Water Act (CWA): The Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. § 1251 et seq.), and any
subsequent amendments thereto.
Construction Activity: Activities subject to UPDES Construction Permits. These include construction
projects resulting in land disturbance of one acre or more. Such activities include but are not limited to
clearing and grubbing, grading, excavating, and demolition.
Conveyance System: Any channel or pipe for collecting and directing the storm water.
Culvert: A covered channel or large diameter pipe that directs water flow below the ground surface.
Discharge: The release of storm water or other substance from a conveyance system or storage
container.
Drainage: Refers to the collection, conveyance, containment, and/or discharge of surface and storm
water runoff.
Erosion: The wearing away of land surface by wind or water. Erosion occurs naturally from weather or
runoff but can be intensified by land-clearing practices related to farming, residential and industrial
development, road building, or timber-cutting.
General Permit: A permit issued under the UPDES program to cover a class or category of storm water
discharges.
Grading: The cutting and/or filling of the land surface to a desired slope or elevation.
Hazardous Waste: By-products of society that can pose a substantial or potential hazard to human
health or the environment when improperly managed. Possesses at least one of four characteristics
(flammable, corrosivity, reactivity, or toxicity), or appears on special EPA lists.
Illicit Discharge: Any direct (i.e. illicit connection), or indirect non-storm water discharge to the storm
drain system, except discharges from fire fighting activities and other discharges exempted in the
Permit.
Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination (IDDE): A program that each municipality develops to
identify and eliminate any illicit discharges they might have within their collection system.
Impervious Surface: A surface which prevents or retards the penetration of water into the ground
including, but not limited to roofs, sidewalks, patios, driveways, parking lots, concrete and asphalt
5

paving, gravel, compacted native surfaces and earthen materials, and oiled, macadam, or other surfaces
which similarly impede the natural infiltration of storm water.
Infiltration: The downward movement of water from the surface to the subsoil. The infiltration capacity
is expressed in terms of inches/hour.
Inlet: An entrance into a ditch, storm sewer, or other waterway.
Low Impact Development (LID): This term is used to describe means and methods that can be utilized
to reduce the impact of development on the environment.
Maximum Extent Practicable (MEP): MEP is a standard that establishes the level of pollutant
reductions that the MS4 operators must achieve through implementation of a storm water management
program. The strategies used to reduce pollutants to the MEP may be different for each small MS4
because of unique local hydrologic, geologic, and water quality concerns in different areas. EPA
envisions that permittees will determine what the MEP is on a location-by-location basis and consider
such factors as conditions of receiving waters, specific local concerns, and other aspects of a
comprehensive watershed plan.
Measurable Goals: BMP design objectives or goals that quantify the progress of the program
implementation and the performance of the University’s BMP’s. They are objective milestones that the
University and the Utah Division of Water Quality use to track the progress and effectiveness of the
University’s BMP’s in reducing pollutants to the MEP.
Minimum Control Measure (MCM): The EPA has identified six areas of focus for MS4s in developing a
program to minimize the potential for pollutants to leave a jurisdiction and to enter the waters of the
United States. These six areas of focus are called minimum control measures and they include:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Public Education and Outreach
Public Involvement
Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination
Construction Site Storm Water Control
Post Construction Storm Water Control
Pollution Prevention and Good Housekeeping

Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4): A municipally owned and operated storm water
collection system that may consist of any or all of the following: curb & gutter, drainage swales, piping,
ditches, canals, detention basins, inlet boxes, or any other system used to convey storm water that
discharges into canals, ditches, streams, rivers, or lakes not owned and operated by that municipality.
Outfall: The point, location, or structure where wastewater or drainage discharges from a sewer pipe,
ditch, or other conveyance to a receiving body of water.
Pollutant: Generally, any substance introduced into the environment that adversely affects the
usefulness of a resource. Pollutants may include, but are not limited to: paints, varnishes, and solvents;
oil and other automotive fluids; non-hazardous liquid and solid wastes and yard wastes; refuse, rubbish,
garbage, litter, or other discarded or abandoned objects, and accumulations, so that same may cause or
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contribute to pollution; floatables; pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers; hazardous substances and
wastes; sewage, fecal coliform and pathogens; dissolved and particulate metals; animal wastes; wastes
and residues that result from constructing a building or structure; and noxious or offensive matter of
any kind.
Receiving Waters: Bodies of water or surface water systems receiving water from upstream constructed
(or natural) systems.
Retention: The holding of runoff in a basin without release except by means of evaporation, infiltration,
or emergency bypass.
Standard Operating Procedure (SOP): A written description of the standard method of performing a
given task. Can include a step by step description. SOP’s are developed in an effort to bring consistency
to a program and to clearly define the expectations of that program. They should be the basis of
training programs for municipal employees.
Storm Drain: A slotted opening leading to an underground pipe or open ditch for carrying surface
runoff.
Storm Water: Rainfall runoff, snow melt runoff, and drainage.
Storm Water Advisory and Management Team (SWAMT): A team of University of Utah employees,
including members of the Environmental Health and Safety department, as well as staff from other
departments, who meet to discuss the storm water program and storm water related issues including
comments from the general public.
Storm Water Management Program (SWMP): A document which describes the Best Management
Practices and activities to be implemented by a person or business to identify sources of pollution or
contamination at a site and the actions to eliminate or reduce pollutant discharges to storm water,
storm water conveyance systems, and/or receiving waters.
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP): A document which describes the general plan for
addressing storm water pollutants at a given site. The plan characterizes the nature of the potential
pollutants, describes methods and concepts for controlling those pollutants and identifies those
responsible for the plan.
Swale: An elongated depression in the land surface that is at least seasonally wet, is usually heavily
vegetated, and is normally without flowing water. Swales direct storm water flows into primarily
drainage channels and allow some of the storm water to infiltrate into the ground surface.
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Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL): An acronym for and in this Permit refers to a study that:
1) quantifies the amount of a pollutant in a stream;
2) identifies the sources of the pollutant; and
3) recommends regulatory or other actions that may need to be taken in order for the impaired
waterbody to meet water quality standards.
Utah Department of Environmental Quality (UDEQ): State of Utah department under whose purview
storm water regulating is tasked.
Utah Division of Water Quality (UDWQ): State of Utah division under the Department of Environmental
Quality under whose purview storm water regulating (UPDES) is directly tasked.
Utah Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (UPDES): The Utah Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(UPDES) is the Utah version of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), which is the
permit system mandated by § 402 of the Clean Water Act to control pollutants in waters of the State
(Utah), and waters of the United States, including storm water.
Waters of the State: Surface waters and ground waters within the boundaries of the State of Utah and
subject to its jurisdiction.
Waters of the United States: Surface watercourses and water bodies as defined in 40 CFR § 122.2.
including all natural waterways and definite channels and depressions in the earth that may carry water,
even though such waterways may only carry water during rains and storms and may not carry storm
water at and during all times and seasons.
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1.0

ADMINISTRATIVE

The purpose of this Storm Water Management Program (SWMP) is to comply with Utah Department of
Environmental Quality’s (UDEQ) general permit (UTR090000) for the discharge of storm water from the
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) of the University of Utah Campus, hereafter described as
“University.” The general permit became effective on March 1, 2016 and expires on February 28, 2021.
The University desires to discharge under that permit and thus has completed the Notice of Intent (NOI)
and an update to their SWMP in accordance with Part 2.2 and Part 4.1 of the permit. The University
intends to fully implement the conditions in this SWMP 120 days from the effective date or no later than
June 28, 2016.

1.1

Plan Organization

The introductory section of this plan describes the key elements of the permit issued by the UDEQ and
how the University is responding to each of these elements. The storm water management program is
based on the requirements of the Minimum Control Measures (MCMs) and the actions the University is
taking to address each. The MCMs are described on a separate table (Appendix A Tables 1 through 6).
These tables include the reference to the UPDES permit requirement, measurable goals from the permit,
action items/program response to each of the permit identified measureable goals, target pollutants,
target audiences, documentation in the SWMP, responsible department, initiation date, milestone date
and measure of success for each of the MCMs.

1.2

Responsibility and Legal Authority

The majority of the MS4 is comprised of University of Utah owned and operated facilities. Through its
ownership and control, the University controls discharges to and from the MS4, as described in this plan.
The University will have the responsibility to implement all measures within this SWMP.
The University of Utah is both responsible for and has legal authority for storm water discharges from
both University owned and non-University facilities. This legal authority includes enforcement of storm
water requirements and regulations.
The University is not responsible for or in control of the quantity or quality of water flowing into their
storm drain system from sources such as upstream municipalities or natural sources like Red Butte
Creek.

1.3

Reviewing and Updating the SWMP

The Storm Water Advisory Management Team (SWAMT) will continue to meet on an annual basis in
order to review the SWMP and evaluate the implementation status of the SWMP components as well as
the effectiveness of each component or combination of components. The University, in consideration of
any received public comment, will determine how the SWMP needs to be revised, if at all.

1.4

Annual Report

The University will submit an annual report to the Division of Water Quality by October 1 of each year of
the Permit term for the preceding period of July 1 through June 30. The University will report on the
information required in Part 5.5 of the permit.
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1.5

Analytical Monitoring

Permittees are not required to conduct analytical monitoring during the effective term of this Permit;
unless one of the exceptions listed in part 5.2 of the MS4 Permit apply. The University does not elect to
conduct analytical monitoring as part of its Storm Water Management Program.

1.6

Program Contacts

This plan was prepared by the Environmental Health & Safety Department with input from the Storm
Water Advisory & Management Team (SWAMT). Questions about or comments on the storm water
program plan should be directed to:
Secondary

Primary

Construction and Design

Michael Brehm, P.E.

Christian Buehler

Gary Giglio

Environmental Engineer

Environmental Compliance
Coordinator

Director Design & Construction

Environmental Health & Safety

Planning, Design & Construction

Environmental Health & Safety
801-585-1617

801-581-4264

801-581-4707

Michael.brehm@ehs.utah.edu

christian.buehler@ehs.utah.edu

Gary.Giglio@fm.utah.edu

Updated: 9.4.19
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1.61 Storm Water Program Organization / Updated: 9.21.18
The following table identifies the responsible parties (and their titles), for key departments that
support the Stormwater Program.
EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Robin Burr (Chief Facilities Officer)
• SWMP Signatory
• Construction project NOI
signatory

SWMP ADMINISTRATION
Fred Monette (Interim
Director, Environmental
Health and Safety)
Michael Brehm
(Environmental Protection
Division Lead)
Christian Buehler
(Environmental
Compliance Coordinator)
• Inspections
• Enforcement
Coordination
Bryson Ockey (Training
and Education
Coordinator)

MCM 1-6
•

CONSTRUCTION
Gary Giglio (Director, Design and
Construction)
Liz Blackner (Dir, Designing,
Drafting, Construction)
• Project Management
Nils Eddy (Sr. Program Manager)
• Project Management

Bob Simonton (Dir, Capital
Projects)
• Project Management
Michael Beck (Quality Control)
• Stop Work Orders

MCM 4-5

OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE
Jim Staples (Spv, Plumbing Shop)
• Stormwater Structures
• Pipes, Connections
David Rees (Manager, Motor Pool)
• Fleet Maintenance
Lisa McCarrel (Supervisor, Grounds)
• Landscape Maintenance

Joshua James (Manager, Waste
Management)
• Custodial/Special Events
Richard Tison (Spv, HVAC Systems)
• Refrigerant disposal
Todd Ryan (Spv, Heavy Equipment)
• Snow Plowing/Road Salt
Alan Burdick (Spv, Carpentry Shop)
• Concrete/Painting
• Christopher Strong (GIS Analyst)
Steffanie Brown (Sr. Engineer)
Design Standards
• MCM 4, 6

The bullets in this table indicate specific, assigned duties that contribute to the program and
compliance. The bottom row of this table indicates which group or individual is assigned roles
that deliver one or more Minimum Control Measures (MCMs, see page 17).
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1.62
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Facilities and Operations Divisions (MS4 Staff)
Environmental Health and Safety
o Storm water program administration
o Regulatory liaison
o Pre-Construction SWPPP review and approval
o Construction site inspections
o Project post construction BMP annual inspections
o IDDE Program implementation
o Hazardous Material Emergency Response Plan
Plumbing Shop
o Inspection/maintenance of the Storm Water Conveyance System (catch basins, culverts
and pipelines)
o Post-Construction inspection/maintenance of storm water control measures/BMPs:
Inspection and Cleaning of Structural Storm Water Controls (detention ponds, retention
ponds, swales and etc.)
o Assist with tracing the source of illicit discharges (IDDE program)
Waste Management
o Mass gathering organization and cleaning
o Management of dumpster and trash containers
Heavy Equipment Department
o Cleaning of the Storm Water Conveyance System (catch basins, culverts and pipelines)
o Material area cleaning, transporting and storing
o Heavy Equipment storage area cleaning
o Street and parking lot sweeping
o Street and parking lot maintenance
o Cold weather operations-streets and parking lots: plowing, sanding, application of
deicing compounds, maintenance of snow disposal areas
Landscape Maintenance
o Cold weather operations-sidewalks: plowing, sanding, application of deicing
compounds, maintenance of snow disposal areas
o Chemical use, storage and disposal
o Parks and Open Space landscaping and maintenance: mowing, trimming
o Washing maintenance equipment
HVAC
o Coolant collection and storage
Motor Pool
o Vehicle maintenance and repair
o Vehicle washing
Facilities Management and Planning
o Review and updating of the Campus Design Standards
o Review and updating of the Campus Master Plan
12

•

•

Construction Project Delivery
o Implementation of the Campus Design Standards
o Construction project review
o Long Term Flood control device installation inspection
Business Services - GIS
o Mapping of outfalls, storm drain pipe and permanent structural controls
o IDDE historical mapping
o Retrofit plan mapping and prioritization

2.0

Programmatic

2.1

Pollutants of Concern

The University has evaluated the permit requirements for the six MCMs as required in the MS4 permit.
Based on that review, the University has selected BMPs for each MCM that the University believes will
accomplish the goal of reducing pollution from storm water runoff to the maximum extent practicable
(See Appendix F). Given the unique nature of our academic and hospital campus, the following program
elements represent the two greatest storm water pollution concerns at the University of Utah:
•

•

Water Quality:
o

Total Suspended Solids--sediment from construction activities and eroding slopes

o

Floatables – leaves, litter, and other debris in gutters and landscaping

o

Oil & grease – from parking lots, material handling, spills and leaks, and illegal dumping

o

Total Organic Matter (leaves, grass clippings, etc.)

o

Nitrogen and Phosphorus (fertilizer, pet waste, etc.)

Water Quantity: total volume of discharge – a function of the amount of paved surfaces directly
connected to storm drain inlets (The EPA has taken the view that water quantity and water
quality are directly related, therefore measuring quantity is an indicator of quality. Therefore,
measures taken to decrease quantity are also correlated to improving quality).

The University has identified dates by which implementation of each BMP will begin, targeted
completion dates for implementation of each BMP, and the measurable goals and responsible persons
for each action. The SWMP provides the rationale for how and why each of the BMPs and measurable
goals for the University’s storm water management program were selected and are listed in the
Appendices.

2.2

Discharges to Water Quality Impaired Waters

The Jordan River TMDL water quality study Phase 1 was published July 1, 2013 and identified
Total Organic Matter as a pollutant of concern. This phase does not propose new means of
managing Stormwater but recommends a continuation and expansion of existing practices as
well as targeting priority areas. Possible BMPs and structures for controlling Organic Matter in
the Jordan River watershed include, but are not limited to: retention and detention ponds,
13

infiltration systems, impervious surface reduction, rain gardens, practices such as street
sweeping, housekeeping practices, appropriate construction sequencing, maintenance of
sediment collection structures, and public education.
The University of Utah already employs some of the recommended BMPs listed in Phase 1 of
the Jordan River TMDL and will continue to control the discharge of Total Organic Matter by
the use of the BMPs listed in the SWMP (see Appendix A Tables 1 through 6).
Campus Design Standards have provisions for low impact development encouragement which
include but are not limited to: water conservation, storm water infiltration rates, storm water
runoff reduction, pervious concrete and asphalt designs, minimization of paved and impervious
surfaces, site grading to reduce the amount of directly connected impervious surfaces, onsite
detention and roof runoff capture.
2.3

Nitrogen and Phosphorus Reduction

The University has targeted those Municipal Operation and Maintenance activities with the
potential to result in the discharge of the identified pollutants of concern, and developed
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for landscape maintenance that are designed to target
and reduce the discharge of Nitrogen and Phosphorus as well as the other pollutants of concern
listed in the SWMP section 2.1. Further information about good housekeeping and municipal
maintenance SOPs can be found in Appendix B of the University’s SMWP.
The Outreach and Education program is targeted at specific groups on Campus: Residents, MS4
Staff, Developers and Construction Contractors, and Institutions, Industrial and Commercial
Facilities. Information includes: preventing storm water runoff from becoming polluted and
about the University’s prohibition against illicit discharges. Outreach and Education efforts from
section 4.2.1 of the MS4 Permit are incorporated into compliance with the Nitrogen and
Phosphorus reduction directive; further information can be found in Appendix E of the
University’s SWMP.
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2.4

Mapping and Location

Numerous electronic and hard copy drawings were gathered and compiled to develop the Geographic
Information System (GIS) database and map of the University of Utah’s storm drain system. Drawings
were reviewed with University and Salt Lake City personnel to tap into their collective knowledge
concerning facility locations (see Figure 1). The University’s storm drain system includes catch basins,
retention ponds, detention ponds; several outfalls and a bio-retention garden, among other structural
storm water control measures inventoried in the SWMP appendices. Pipe slopes, elevations, and GPS
coordinates were collected in an effort to improve the system mapping. Mapping was completed in
2003, and information was updated and placed in the University’s GIS by the end of 2008. Updates to
the GIS database and map are made on a continual basis as new information is made available; the
Municipal map included in the SWMP is reviewed and/or updated at least annually.
The University’s municipality is composed of a total of 475 acres of impervious surfaces (roads, parking
lots, and building footprint area) and 239 acres of vegetated space. In total, the 714 acres of the
University municipal area is 67% impervious and 33% pervious. The University of Utah has several
outfalls that empty into Red Butte Creek. These outfalls are directly adjacent to the creek, or are in the
Red Butte Garden concert venue. The majority of the University’s storm system is connected to the
storm drain system of Salt Lake City. Eventually all of the University’s storm water is conveyed into the
Jordan River.
The Jordan River is listed on the State’s 303d list as an impaired waterway. A Total Maximum Daily Load
(TMDL) study is currently under way on the Jordan River, with a draft expected sometime in 2019. The
Jordan River’s impairments include Dissolved Oxygen and Total Organic Matter.
Information on the location of floor drains in each building are included in the drawings for each
building, so the drawings include all of the plumbing for the building. The drawings are available as
needed from Facilities Management.
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3.0

SIX MINIMUM CONTROL MEASURES

3.1

Public Education and Outreach on Storm Water Impacts (MCM 1)

The University of Utah uses a variety of methods to educate the specific Permit identified audiences.
The activities that the University is engaged in for each of the target audiences are described in detail in
the BMP fact sheets found in Appendix E. Examples of education and outreach materials used by the
University are also included in Appendix E.
The target audiences were selected based on their potential to impact storm water and the professional
judgment of the storm water pollution prevention team. The target audiences are the following:
-

Residents and General Public

-

Developers and Contractors (Construction)

-

MS4 Staff (Operations and Maintenance)

-

Institutions, Industrial and Commercial

Appendix F includes the schedule of training sessions by University department. See Appendix A and
Table 1, which identifies the reference to the UPDES permit requirement, measurable goals from the
permit, action items/program response to each of the permit identified measureable goals, target
pollutant(s), target audience(s), associated documentation in the SWMP, responsible department,
initiation date, milestone date and measure of success/effectiveness for each measureable goal.

3.2

Public Involvement/Participation (MCM 2)

The University of Utah seeks public input on its Storm Water Management Program Plan through the
following methods:
•
•
•
•

Included in training sessions and in training materials.
Advertised availability of Plan on the Environmental Health and Safety websites. Annual reports
are also on the Environmental Health and Safety website.
Listed contact information on printed materials (e.g. handouts, advertisements).
Storm Water Advisory Management Team (SWAMT) discussion of received comments.

Public participation is an integral part of the University’s planning process. The OEHS website is used to
solicit comments on the Storm Water Program Plan, and the Plan is updated as needed.
Another University document, the University Campus Master Plan vision statement, includes leadership
in environmental stewardship and is a relevant guide for construction related projects on campus. Input
has been sought from students, staff and faculty for this guidance document. See the Campus Master
Plan available through the University’s webpage for more information on the process the University has
used to engage the public in the process of creating the Campus Master Plan.
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See Appendix A and Table 2 as well as Appendix E, which identifies the reference to the UPDES permit
requirement, measurable goals from the permit, action items/program response to each of the permit
identified measureable goals, target pollutant(s), target audience(s), associated documentation in the
SWMP, responsible department, initiation date, milestone date and measure of success/effectiveness
for each measureable goal.

3.3

Illicit Discharge, Detection and Elimination (MCM 3)

The University of Utah’s Environmental Health and Safety (OEHS) Policy 3-300 “…endorses programs
which assure compliance with both the spirit and intent of national, state, and local regulations
providing for environmental and occupational safety and health.” Any violation of the storm water
regulations would be contrary to the University Policy. The University’s Illicit Discharge Policy is also
available in Appendix D of the SWMP.
Illegal dumping incidents (e.g., pouring motor vehicle fluids into the gutter or into storm drain catch
basins, dumping gray water into the storm drainage system, and etc.) reported to OEHS or University
Police (UPD) are initially investigated by Environmental Health and Safety (OEHS). If warranted, OEHS
calls in the Salt Lake Valley Health Department to assist with investigation and possible criminal
enforcement.
Contract violations on the part of vendors or contractors may be escalated to include stop work orders,
taking over the work, monetary penalties and/or revocation of contracts as per the University’s contract
language:
As per the Construction General Conditions part 12.2.2: “UNIVERSITY'S RIGHT TO CARRY OUT THE
WORK: (1) If the Contractor defaults or neglects to carry out the Work in accordance with the Contract
Documents and fails within a ten (10) day period (or longer if approved by the University in writing) after
receipt of written notice from the University to cure such default or neglect, the University may without
prejudice to other remedies the University may have, correct such deficiencies, including taking over the
Work and prosecuting the same to completion, by contract or otherwise, and may take possession of,
and utilize in completing the Work, such materials, appliances, and facilities as may be on the site of the
Work as well as the site as necessary for its proper completion. In such case, the University shall offset
from payments then or thereafter due the Contractor the cost of correcting such deficiencies, including
compensation for the A/E, the University's staff and legal counsel's additional services and expenses
made necessary by such default, neglect or failure. If payments then or thereafter due the Contractor are
not sufficient to cover such amounts, the Contractor shall pay the difference to the University. The
Contractor shall continue performance of the Contract to the extent not terminated.”
Leaks or spills from storage tanks or containers are cleaned up by OEHS or by the party responsible for
the tank(s) or container(s). Required repairs are the responsibility of the storage area operator. OEHS
bills the responsible party/department for all response costs associated with leaks/spills/releases.
The Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination program has two components aimed at reducing and
eliminating illicit discharges and spills and their effects. These components are:
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1. Dry Weather Field Screening
2. Spill Prevention and Response
Procedures, logs and report forms for the IDDE program are included in Appendix D. See Appendix A
and Table 3, which identifies the reference to the UPDES permit requirement, measurable goals from
the permit, action items/program response to each of the permit identified measureable goals, target
pollutant(s), target audience(s), associated documentation in the SWMP, responsible department,
initiation date, milestone date and measure of success/effectiveness for each measureable goal.
Dry Weather Field Screening
The University maintains a storm sewer map that includes the eleven outfalls to Red Butte Creek, all
outfalls are inspected annually. Written procedures, a flow chart and a form included in Appendix D
describe in detail how dry weather field screening is done.
Spill Prevention and Response
The University has a number of written procedures for responding to illicit discharges, tracing illicit
discharges and removing illicit discharges. Some of these procedures are included in the University’s
“Hazardous Material Emergency Response Plan” and others, such as the University Police Department
dispatch phone procedure, are included separately. See appendix D for all procedures, logs and report
forms related to this program. OEHS uses an online database incident reporting tool; a template
example from the “OEHS Report Manager” is included in the SWMP (Appendix D).
University facilities are designed and operated so as to minimize the chances that spills will occur. OEHS
staff distributes spill response materials (spill kits) to researchers and other facility operators on campus.
OEHS is often the first responder for spills on campus, and as such has a response truck stocked with
absorbents, PPE, and other spill response equipment. The spill program includes spill response and
report forms (OEHS “Hazardous Material Emergency Response Plan”).

3.4

Construction Site Storm Water Runoff Control (MCM 4)

Decreasing suspended sediment loads from construction sites is the main goal of the University’s
construction site storm water runoff control program. In 2009 the University hired a full-time
environmental technician to conduct inspections and began implementing the procedures described in
the following paragraphs.
The majority of the construction activity within the MS4 is under the direct control of the University (i.e.,
the University is the owner). Requirements for where building can occur on the campus are outlined in
the Campus Master Plan and how construction should be done on campus is described in the Campus
Design Standards. The 2008 Campus Master Plan designates areas for building and sustainability;
describes mostly redevelopment; outlines land and tree preservation and identifies sensitive
areas/priority areas. The Campus Design Standards include standards related to mitigating water quality
impacts (i.e., not increasing storm water runoff) and low impact development (i.e., minimizing
connected impervious surfaces, encouraging pervious surfaces), erosion control, site grading, and storm
water controls, including structural and non-structural BMP requirements, and others. See Appendix C
for excerpts from the Revised Campus Design Standards related to storm water.
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Construction projects with costs greater than $10 million may be administered by the Division of
Facilities Construction and Management (DFCM) (Utah Administrative Code R23-29-3). DFCM Design
Manual University of Utah Supplement 5.0 (January 15, 2016) requires that all DFCM projects of $5
million or greater obtain Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) v4 Silver certification.
Certain LEED points can be achieved by employing certain storm water pollution prevention practices
and technologies.
The University’s Supplemental General Conditions requires construction projects with disturbed area 1
acre or greater to prepare and implement a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP), make use
of erosion and sediment control measures and obtain a UPDES construction discharge permit from the
Utah Division of Water Quality. Sites one acre or larger must use the UDWQ’s SWPPP template found
on the Utah Division of Water Quality’s website.
In emergency construction situations human life and the safety and operations of the facilities and
infrastructure are of overall importance. In those cases, work will be performed to minimize any
immediate danger and stabilize the situation, and sediment and erosion control actions will follow. This
may require the use of an outside contractor to clean the storm water drainage system following the
emergency to prevent or minimize sediment transport to the system’s receiving waters.
Appendix C includes the procedures, logs and forms used in the construction program. See Appendix A
and Table 4, which identifies the reference to the UPDES permit requirement, measurable goals from
the permit, action items/program response to each of the permit identified measureable goals, target
pollutant(s), target audience(s), associated documentation in the SWMP, responsible department,
initiation date, milestone date and measure of success/effectiveness for each measureable goal.

3.5

Long-Term Storm Water Management in New Development and Redevelopment
(Post-Construction Storm Water Management) (MCM 5)

The Campus Master Plan is one of the University’s key tools for directing long-term growth and
construction. The Campus Master Plan identifies areas for future build-out and considers the impacts of
such future build-outs. Because the University is space-constrained nearly all projects are
redevelopment projects. While projects are constructed by a third-party contractor, all aspects of the
project development and operation and maintenance are the responsibility of the University.
Therefore, the University enforces the requirements to implement and maintain structural and nonstructural BMPs on their own projects.
While the Campus Master Plan is concerned with directing growth, it also limits growth; the University
granted a conservation easement, the Heritage Preserve, which limits facility growth on the east side of
campus to the existing campus footprint (e.g., no farther up on the east bench than the existing
Huntsman Cancer Hospital and Institute). These growth limits include the Red Butte Creek area.
Water conservation measures are included in the campus design standards, and are implemented on all
new construction or substantial remodeling projects. No project is to increase the quantity of water
consumed; indeed; water consumption should decrease with the completion of each new project or
redevelopment project.
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Projects which add impervious surfaces and storm water run-off must include storm-water control
systems that will not increase flow into the University’s storm-water system. The hydrology associated
with new construction projects must mirror predevelopment hydrology of the previously undeveloped
site; or, the design must improve the hydrology of a redeveloped site and reduce the discharge of storm
water. Specific retention design requirements for construction projects are provided in 3.2 Civil of the
University design standards.
Appendix C includes the procedures, logs and forms used in the construction program. See Appendix A
Table 5, which identifies the reference to the UPDES permit requirement, measurable goals from the
permit, action items/program response to each of the permit identified measureable goals, target
pollutant(s), target audience(s), associated documentation in the SWMP, responsible department,
initiation date, milestone date and measure of success/effectiveness for each measureable goal.

3.6

Pollution Prevention and Good Housekeeping for Municipal Operations (MCM 6)

The University of Utah MS4 is unique in that almost all of the facilities and operations are owned and
operated by the MS4.
Section 1.8 identifies the departments involved with the Operation and Maintenance Program and the
facilities/areas that they are in charge of maintaining. Appendix B includes an inventory, schedules,
responsible persons, inspection forms and procedures for the Operation and Maintenance Program.
The list below highlights some of the areas included in the Operation and Maintenance Program:
•

•

•

•

•
•

Street and Parking Lot sweeping. The University owns one street sweeper; University streets
and parking lots are swept quarterly. Streets affected by construction projects are swept by the
construction contractor responsible for the site.
Vehicle/Fleet Maintenance/Storage. Passenger and police vehicles are serviced in the Motor
Pool Shop (Building 309). University vehicles are washed in either a wash bay inside the Motor
Pool or outside (north) of the building; these wash bays drain to the sanitary sewer. Heavy
equipment is serviced in Building 306.
Waste Management (i.e., refuse and litter pickup). Staff are employed in picking up litter
throughout campus. Trash receptacles are located throughout the campus and are emptied on
a regular basis. Trash is handled appropriately and in a timely manner after mass gatherings,
such as football games and concerts at Rice-Eccles Stadium.
Hazardous waste pickup and offsite disposal. Waste generators throughout campus have
access to an online waste disposal pickup request system managed by OEHS. OEHS picks up
hazardous waste daily or as needed. One fulltime environmental technician is assigned to waste
pickups. Waste is taken to Building 590 where it is stored awaiting offsite disposal. Building 590
complies with the RCRA regulations for less than 90 day hazardous waste storage in containers.
Used oil recycling. Used oil generated on campus is sent offsite for recycling in compliance with
the applicable RCRA regulations.
Catch basins. Leaves are removed from catch basins quarterly or more often as needed. Storm
drain lines are cleaned when plugged. Removed sediment, leaves, and litter are dried and then
sent offsite for disposal as municipal solid waste.
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Material (salt, sand, dirt and gravel) area storage. Loose materials are stored outside near
Buildings 213 & 215. A plastic tank retention system was created to store runoff from the salt
pile and prevent pollution.

•

Areas that are possible high priority due to potential pollution sources were identified by OEHS and the
SWAMT. The following areas were evaluated to determine whether they present a high, medium, or
low potential to pollute storm water runoff. More details on these evaluations are found in the
Permittee Owned Facility Inventory Log in Appendix B. Areas that were identified as potential pollution
sources include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Facilities maintenance area (around Bldgs 350, 309, 306 and 305)
Bullpen area (near Bldg 215)
Campus Greenhouse
RBG Greenhouse
Grease traps ( buildings 077, 053, 555, 556, 874, 575)
Outside Bldgs 644 and 676
SOM/Hospital Loading dock area
Moran Eye Center loading dock area
HCI and HCH loading dock areas
RV lot
PCMC loading dock area
Bldg 350 loading docks
Area around Art and Architecture
Area around ERML and HEDCO

Appendix B includes the procedures, logs and forms used in the Pollution Prevention and
Good Housekeeping program. See Appendix A Table 6, which identifies the reference to the
UPDES permit requirement, measurable goals from the permit, action items/program
response to each of the permit identified measureable goals, target pollutant(s), target
audience(s), associated documentation in the SWMP, responsible department, initiation
date, milestone date and measure of success/effectiveness for each measureable goal.
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Appendix A
MCM and BMP Tables
• Amendments to the U of U SWMP Log
• Justification for Changes Form (template)
• MCM 1 Public Education and Outreach on Storm Water
Impacts
• MCM 2 Public Involvement/Participation
• MCM 3 Illicit Discharge, Detection, Elimination (IDDE)
• MCM 4 Construction Site Storm Water Runoff Control
• MCM 5 Long-Term Storm Water Management in New
Development and Redevelopment (Post-Construction Storm
Water Management)
• MCM 6 Pollution Prevention and Good Housekeeping for
Municipal Operations
• Compliance Calendar (Table 7)

STORM WATER MANAGMENT PLAN- 2016
APPENDIX A, Updated 6.2.16

9/5/2019

Amendments to University of Utah Storm Water Management
Program Plan
Addition, deletion,
replacement, or
clarification?
addition

Made by
Christian Buehler

addition
clarification
clarification
clarification
clarification

Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler

replacement
clarification

Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler

clarification
replacement

Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler

Modification
storm drain flow accumulation map (retrofit)

Reason for change
map and ranking for retrofit

5.24.16
5.27.16
5.27.16
5.27.16
5.27.16

Compliance Calendar
Notice of Termination SOP
Construction Runoff Control SOP
Construction Enforcement SOP
Inspection Procedure SOP

Breakdown of
annual/quaterly/monthly/weekly
activity and documentation needs
Department name updated
Department name updated
Department name updated
Department name updated

5.27.16
5.27.16

SWPPP Review SOP
Dry Weather Field Screening SOP

6.2.16
6.2.16

Outreach/Education Fact sheets
Outfall inventory log and map

Priority site requirement clarification
Department name updated
Updated target groups, permit
citations
updated to be current

6.7.16

Weekly Visual Inspection SOP and form

Language Clarity/Process specifics

replacement

Christian Buehler

6.7.16

Quarterly Comphrensive Insepction SOP and form

Language Clarity/Process specifics

replacement

Christian Buehler

6.7.16
6.6.16
6.8.16
6.8.16
6.8.16

Quarterly Wet Weather Screening SOP and form
Long term flood control devices inventory
Vehicle Washing SOP
Heavy Equipment Storage SOP
Vechile maintenance and storage SOP

Language Clarity/Process specifics
updated with new items
Department name updated
Department name updated
Department name updated

replacement
replacement
replacement
replacement
replacement

Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler

6.8.16
6.9.16

Parking lot/street sweeping SOP
Earthwork SOP

replacement
addition

Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler

6.9.16
6.9.16

SWMP Main
Material Storage Area SOP

replacement
addition

Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler

6.9.16

Salt Pond SOPs

Impervious decant specifics added
SOP addition/process specifics
Nitrogen/Ph. Reqs, org chart update,
MS4 map, outfall update
added salt storage tank process
salt pond no longer exists, replaced
with salt runoff tanks

deletion

Christian Buehler

6.9.16
6.9.16
6.14.16
6.14.16

SOP signoff sheet for annual review (log)
Permittee owned Facility Evaluation SOP/log
Overall inspection schedule
High Priority Area SWPPP and area map

addition
replacement
replacement
addition/replacement

Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler

6.14.16
6.14.16
4.30.17
5.4.17
5.9.17
5.9.17
5.9.17

Training Class overview matrix
Training material examples included
High Priority Area SWPPP and area map
SOP for Coolant Draining & Disposal (HVAC shop)
MS4 Map Updated
IDDE History Map Updated
Outfall map updated

replacement
addition
replacement
addition
replacement
replacement
replacement

Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler

addition
addition
addition

Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler

Language Clarity/Process specifics

replacement

Christian Buehler

Language Clarity/Process specifics

replacement

Christian Buehler

Language Clarity/Process specifics

replacement

Christian Buehler

Language Clarity/Process specifics

replacement

Christian Buehler

Language Clarity/Process specifics

replacement

Christian Buehler

Language Clarity/Process specifics
personnel update
process clarification/update log
Autumn leaf removal details
Language Clarity/Process specific
Additional Facility added
Structures added/updated

replacement
replacement
replacement
addition
replacement
replacement
replacement

Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler
Marita Tyrolt
Christian Buehler
Christian Buehler

Date
5.4.16

5.9.17
6.1.17
6.29.18
6.29.18
6.29.18
6.29.18
6.29.18
6.29.18
6.29.18
6.29.18
6.29.18
3.18.19
1.1.19
5.20.19
9.5.19

Outreach Residents/GP update
IDDE/SWP2 Training for O&M online via Bridge program
Long term flood control devices inventory
SOP Storm Water Structures
SOP Power-Pressure Washing
SOP Traicing the Source and Removal of Illicit Discharges
SOP Coolant Draining, Storage & Disposal
SOP Culvert and Pipe
SOP Permeable Pavement Maintenance
Hazardous Material Emergency Reponse Plan
Permittee Owned Facility Evaluation SOP/log
SOP Landscape Maintenance
RBG Storm Water Protection SOP(s)
Facility Inventory Log
Long term flood control devices inventory

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN - 2016
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Facility Ops Supervisordirected
review for Facility Ops employees
process clarification/update log
permit citation update
SOPs, logs, procedures and map
permit citation updates, target group
clarifications
IDDE and P2 training materials
Area priority annual check
O&M SOP needed for work task
Included USA east/west village
Event added
Included 1 new outfall to RBC
Select University courses, iUtah,
Ecological Plng Cntr
Availability added
8 green roofs added

JUSTIFICATION FOR CHANGES
Updating Storm Water Management Program: Updates to the Storm Water Management
Program must be done in accordance with Section 4.4 of the MS4 Permit with the following
information submitted to the State.
BMP Name: ___________________________________________________
BMP Description: _______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Explanation of ineffectiveness or infeasibility: ________________________________________
Affected Goal:__________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Replacement BMP Name: ________________________________________
Replacement BMP Description: ____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Anticipated effectiveness/feasiblitiy:________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Analysis of Replacement BMP: ____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
See attachments:
Old BMP Fact Sheets
Effectiveness Data
Replacement Fact Sheet
Anticipated Effectiveness Data
Analysis Information
Certification and Signature. (6.8.3) (by Principal Executive Officer or Ranking Elected Official)
I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared under my direction or
supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified personnel properly gathered and evaluated
the information submitted. Based on my inquiry of the person or persons who manage the system, or those persons
directly responsible for gathering the information, the information submitted is, to the best of my knowledge and
belief, true, accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false information,
including the possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations.

___________________________________________
MS4 Name
___________________________________________
Print name
__________________________________________
Signature
STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN – 2016
APPENDIX A

____________________________
Date

General Permit for Discharges from
Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s)
Measurable Goals

Table 1. MCM1 Public Education and Outreach on Storm Water Impacts
Reference
Number
from
Permit

Measurable Goals (from the permit)

Action Items2

Target Pollutant(s)

Target Audience(s)

Documentation in SWMP

Responsible
Department

4.2.1.1

Target specific pollutants and pollutant sources determined by the
Permittee to be impacting, or have the potential to impact, the beneficial
uses of [the] receiving water. This includes providing information which
describe the potential impacts from storm water discharges; methods for
Identify targeted pollutants in the SWMP and for each MCM goal
avoiding, minimizing and reducing, and/or eliminating the adverse
and BMP.
impacts of storm water discharges; and the actions individuals can take
to improve water quality, including encouraging participation in local
environmental stewardship activities, based on the land uses and target
audiences within the community.

4.2.1.2

Provide and document information given to the general public of the
Permittee's prohibitions against and the water quality impacts associated
with illicit discharges and improper disposal of waste. The Permittee
must at a minimum considering the following topics. These topics are not
inclusive and the Permittee must focus on those topics most relevant to Provide targeted information to targeted audiences. See Appendix All pollutants of concern,
E Fact Sheets for more details.
Illicit Discharges
the community: maintenance of septic systems; effects of outdoor
activities such as lawn care (use of pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers);
benefits of on-site infiltration of storm water; effects of automotive work
and car washing on water quality; proper disposal of swimming pool
water; and proper management of pet waste.

General Public

Appendix E - Residents & General
Public Fact Sheet

4.2.1.3

Provide and document information given to institutions, industrial, and
commercial facilities on an annual basis of the Permittee's prohibitions
against and the water quality impacts associated with illicit discharges
and improper disposal of waste. The Permittee must at a minimum
considering the following topics. These topics are not inclusive and the
Permittee must focus on those topics most relevant to the community:
proper lawn maintenance (use of pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers);
Provide targeted information to targeted audiences. See Appendix All pollutants of concern,
benefits of appropriate on-site infiltration of storm water; building and
E Fact Sheets for more details.
Illicit Discharges
equipment maintenance (proper management of waste water); use of
salt or other deicing materials (cover/prevent runoff to storm system and
contamination of ground water); proper storage of materials (emphasize
pollution prevention); proper management of waste materials and
dumpsters (cover and pollution prevention); and proper management of
parking lot surfaces (sweeping). This education can also be a part of the
Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination measure detailed in part 4.2.3

Primary Children's Hospital

Appendix E - Institutions, Industrial
and Commcercial Facilities Fact
OEHS
Sheet

4.2.1.4

Provide and document information given to engineers, construction
contractors, developers, development review staff, and land use planners
concerning the development of storm water pollution preventions plans
(SWPPPs) and BMPs for reducing adverse impacts from storm water
runoff from development sites. This education can also be a part of the
Construction Site Strom Water Runoff minimum control measure details
in Part 4.2.4.
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All pollutants of concern,
Illicit Discharges, Nitrogen
and Phosphorus,
sediment, and hazardous
wastes

Residents/General Public;
Institutions, industrial, and
SWMP Section 2.0; Appendix E
commercial facilities;
Fact Sheet 1-4
Developers and contractors
(construction); and MS4-owned
or operated facilities.

Measure of Success (Effectiveness)

Occupational
Environmental
Health & Safety
(OEHS), SWAMT

2005

Dec-10

Successful if completed by milestone.

OEHS,
Sustainability,
Civil Engineering
Dept, University
Student
Apartments

2003 and 2005

Dec-10,
Ongoing

Successful if completed by milestone.
(See Appendix E Fact Sheets).

2016

Dec-10,
Ongoing

Successful if completed by milestone.
(See Appendix E Fact Sheets).

2010

Dec-10,
Ongoing

Successful if the Design Standards are
available for contractors.

2010

Dec-10, As
needed

Successful if the trainings are entered
into the EHS training database.

Post the Design Standards for Project Designers on the Facilities
Management website; Provide Design Standards for bid
submission purposes.

All pollutants of concern,
Illicit Discharges

Project Designers

Appendix E - Developers and
Contractors Fact Sheet

Hold pre-construction training with Contractors (of projects with
sites 1 acre or larger).

All pollutants of concern,
Illicit Discharges

Construction Contractors

Appendix E - Developers and
Contractors Fact Sheet, Appendix F OEHS
Training Schedule

1

Milestone/
Completion
Initiation Date Date (Month,
(Year)
Year)

Construction
Project Delivery
(CPD)

9/4/2018

General Permit for Discharges from
Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s)
Measurable Goals
Reference
Number
from
Permit

Measurable Goals (from the permit)

Action Items2

Target Pollutant(s)

Target Audience(s)

Documentation in SWMP

Responsible
Department

Milestone/
Completion
Initiation Date Date (Month,
(Year)
Year)

Measure of Success (Effectiveness)

4.2.1.5

Provide and document information and training given to employees of
Permittee-owned or operated facilities concerning the Permittee's
prohibition against and the water quality impacts associated with illicit
discharges and improper disposal of waste. The Permittee must at a
minimum consider the following topics: equipment inspection to ensure
timely maintenance; proper storage of industrial materials (emphasize
pollution prevention); proper management and disposal of wastes;
proper management of dumpsters; minimization of use of salt and other
de-icing materials (cover/prevent runoff to MS4 and ground water
contamination); benefits of appropriate on-site infiltration (areas with
low exposure to industrial materials such as roofs or employee parking);
and proper maintenance of parking lot surfaces (sweeping).

All pollutants of concern

MS4 Staff

Appendix E - MS4 Staff Fact Sheet,
OEHS
Appendix F Training Schedule

2010

Dec-10,
Ongoing

Successful if the trainings are entered
into the EHS training database.

4.2.1.6

Provide and document information and training given to MS4 engineers,
development and plan review staff, land use planners and other parties
Develop and schedule a training to review what is covered in the
as applicable to learn about Low Impact Development (LID) practices,
Design Standards and additional information related to LID, Green All pollutants of concern
green infrastructure practices, and to communicate the specific
infrastructure, and post-construction BMPs.
requirements for post-construction control and the associated BMPs
chosen within the SWMP.

MS4 Staff

Appendix E - MS4 Staff Fact Sheet,
OEHS
Appendix F Training Schedule

2010

Dec-11;
ongoing

Successful if the EHS training database
notes that Department employees
have received the training.

4.2.1.7

An effective program must show evidence of focused messages and
audiences as well as demonstration that the defined goal of the program
has been achieved. The Permittee must define the specific messages for
each audience. The Permittee must identify methods that will be used to Employ evaluation methods for educational messages delivered to All pollutants of concern,
each target audience.
Illicit Discharges
evaluate the effectiveness of the educational messages and the overall
education program. Any methods used to evaluate the effectiveness of
the program must be tied to the defined goals of the program and the
overall objective of changes in behavior and knowledge.

All Audiences

SWMP Section 3.0; Appendix E
Factsheets(by audience)

OEHS

2010

Dec-10

Successful if an evaluation methods
are included in the SWMP.

4.2.1.8

The Permittee must include written documentation or rationale as to
why particular BMPs were chosen for its public education and outreach
program.

All Audiences

SWMP Section 3.0; Appendix E
Factsheets(by audience)

OEHS

2005

Dec-10

Successful if documented rationale is
included in the SWMP.
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Deliver and track annual storm water pollution prevention and
illicit discharge detection and elimination training for applicable
MS4 Staff in conjunction with parts 4.2.3.11 and 4.2.6.10 of the
Permit; Conduct annual refresher for applicable SOPs that could
impact storm water discharges.

Include an explanation in the SWMP.

All pollutants of concern

2

9/4/2018

General Permit for Discharges from Small Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s)
Measurable Goals

Table 2. MCM 2 Public Involvement/Participation
Reference
Number
from Permit

4.2.2.1

Measurable Goals (from the permit)

Permittees shall adopt a program or policy directive to create
opportunities for the public to provide input during the
decision making processes involving the development,
implementation and update of the SWMP document
including development and adoption of all required
ordinances or regulatory mechanisms.

Action Items2
Post SWMP and annual reports on the EHS website, as
well as a link on the Facilities Management website, and
direct questions, comments or concerns to an email or
phone number of an EHS staff member.

Target Pollutant(s)

All pollutants of
concern

Form an advisory board, the Storm Water Advisory and
Management Team (SWAMT), and meet annually to
All pollutants of
review the storm water program. Public comments will be concern
given consideration by the team.

Target Audience(s)

Documentation in
SWMP

Responsible
Department
Occupational
Environmental
Health and Safety
(OEHS)

General Public

Appendix E (website
examples)

MS4 Staff

SWMP Main: Section
OEHS
1.5

Initiation Date
(Year)

2005

Milestone/
Completion
Date (Month,
Year)

Ongoing

Measure of Success (Effectiveness)

Successful when the public comment
procedure is in place.

Successful if 1 (one) meeting is held
annually with the board to review the
storm water program.

2005
Ongoing

4.2.2.2

Renewal Permittees shall make the revised SWMP document Post SWMP on the EHS website and direct questions,
All pollutants of
available to the public for review and input within 120 days
comments or concerns to an email or phone number of an
concern
from the effective date of this Permit.
EHS staff member.

General public

Appendix E (website
examples)

OEHS

2010

Dec-10

Successful when the SWMP is on the EHS
website for public review.

4.2.2.3

A current version of the SWMP document shall remain
available for public review and input for the life of ther
Permit. If the Permittee maintains a website, the latest
Post SWMP on the EHS website and direct questions,
version of the SWMP document shall be posted on the
All pollutants of
comments or concerns to an email or phone number of an
website within 120 days from the effective date of this Permit
concern
EHS staff member.
and shall clearly denote a specific contact person and phone
number or email address to allow the public to review and
provide input for the life of the Permit.

General public

Appendix E (website
examples)

OEHS

2010

Dec-10;
ongoing

Successful when the SWMP is on the EHS
website for public review.

4.2.2.4

The Permittee must at a minimum comply with State and
Post SWMP on the EHS website and direct questions,
All pollutants of
Local public notice requirements when implementing a public comments or concerns to an email or phone number of an
concern
EHS staff member.
involvement/participation program.

General public

Appendix E (website
examples)

OEHS

2010

Dec-10;
ongoing

Successful when the SWMP is on the EHS
website for public review.

MCM 2
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General Permit for Discharges from Small Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s)
Measurable Goals

Table 3. MCM 3 Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination
Reference
Number from
Permit
Measurable Goals (from the permit)

4.2.3.1

4.2.3.2

4.2.3.2.1

4.2.3.3

4.2.3.3.1

Action Items2

Target Pollutant(s)

Target Audience(s)

Documentation in SWMP

Responsible
Department

Initiation Date (Year)

Milestone/
Completion Date
(Month, Year)

Measure of Success (Effectiveness)

N/A

Staff

SWMP Section 2.0, Figure 1. Storm
Drain System Map, Appendix D

Occupational
Environmental Health
2003
and Safety (OEHS),
Business Services-GIS

N/A

Staff

SWMP Section 2.0, Figure 1. Storm
Drain System Map, Appendix D

OEHS, Business
Services-GIS

-

Dec-10; ongoing

Successful if map update occurs annually.

University Illicit Discharge Policy available at
ehs.utah.edu/environmental-programs/storm-waterAll Pollutants; Illicit Discharges
pollution-prevention/preventing-illicit-discharges-illegaldumping

All Audiences

Appendix D Universtiy Illicit
Discharge Policy

OEHS, Facilities
Management

2014

12/1/2014; ongoing

Successful if regulatory mechanism
includes prohibitions and escalating
enforcement resources.

The IDDE program must have adequate legal authority to
detect, investigate, eliminate and enforce against non-storm
water discharges, including illegal dumping into the MS4.
Adequate legal authority consists of an effective ordinance, bylaw, or other regulatory mechanism. The documented IDDE
program that is included in the Permittee's SWMP must
include a reference or citation of the authority the Permittee
will use to implement all aspects of the IDDE program.

Outline the legal authority of the University of Utah to
detect, investigate, eliminate and enforce against nonstorm water discharges. Include the legal authority in
the Illicit Discharge Policy and Enforcement Procedures.

All Pollutants; Illicit Discharges

All Audiences

SWMP Section 1.0; Appendix D Illicit
OEHS, Facilities
Discharge Policy & Enforcement
Management
Procedure

2009

Dec-14

Successful if regulatory mechanism
includes the legal authority.

Implement a written plan to detect and address non-storm
water discharges to the MS4, including spills, illicit
connections, sanitary sewer overflows and illegal dumping.

Develop, implement, and prepare in writing a plan to
detect and address non-SW discharges.

All Pollutants; Illicit Discharges

All Audiences

Appendix D Spill Prevention and
Response Program, including the
Hazardous Material Emergency
Response Plan

OEHS, University
Police Department
(UPD)

2005

Dec-10

Successful if a procedure for detecting
and addressing non-storm water
discharges is implemented.

Develop, implement, and prepare in writing a plan to
identify high priority areas.

All Pollutants; Illicit Discharges

All Audiences

Appendix B Facility Evaluation SOP

OEHS, Pollution
Prevention Team

2008

Dec-10

Successful if a procedure for identifying
high priority areas is implemented.

Create a list of the high priority areas and document the
basis for each area. Update list annually.

All Pollutants; Illicit Discharges

All Audiences

Appendix B Permittee Owned
Facilities Inventory

OEHS, Pollution
Prevention Team

2010

Dec-10; ongoing

Successful if permittee owned facilities
are prioritized and list is updated
annually.

Maintain a current storm sewer system map of the MS4,
showing the location of all municipal storm sewer outfalls with GIS maintains University storm water map.
the names and location of all State waters that receive
discharges from those outfalls, storm drain pipe and other
storm water conveyance structures with the MS4.
Map is updated on a continual basis.

Effectively Prohibit, through ordinance or other regulatory
mechanism, non-storm water discharges to the MS4, including
spills, illicit connections, illegal dumping and sanitary sewer
overflows (SSOs), into the storm sewer system, require
removal of such discharges consistent with Part 4.2.3.6 of this
Permit, and implement appropriate enforcement procedures
and actions. Permittee must have escalating enforcement
procedures and actions. The Permittee must have a variety of
enforcement options in order to apply escalating enforcement
procedures as necessary for the severity of violation and/or
the recalcitrance of the violator. Exceptions are discharges
pursuant to a separate UPDES Permit (other than the UPDES
Permit for discharges from the MS4) and non-storm water
discharges listed in Part 1.2.2.2.

The plan must include (as per 4.2.3.3) written systematic
procedures for locating and listing the following priority areas
likely to have illicit discharges (if applicable to the jurisdiction):
areas of older infrastructure; industrial, commercial or mixed
use areas; areas with a history of illicit discharges; areas with a
history of illegal dumping; areas with onsite sewage disposal
systems; areas with older sewer lines or with a history of sewer
overflows or cross-connections; areas upstream of sensitive
waterbodies; and, other areas the Permittee determines to be
likely to have illicit discharges. The Permittee must document
the basis for its selection of each priority area and create a list
of all priority areas identified in the system. This priority area
list must be updated annually to reflect changing priorities.
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4

Dec-10

Successful if the map is completed and a
procedure is in place to update it.

9/4/2018

General Permit for Discharges from Small Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s)
Measurable Goals

Reference
Number from
Permit

Measurable Goals (from the permit)

Action Items2

Target Pollutant(s)

Target Audience(s)

Documentation in SWMP

Responsible
Department

Initiation Date (Year)

Milestone/
Completion Date
(Month, Year)

Measure of Success (Effectiveness)

4.2.3.3.2

Field inspections of areas which are considered a priority area
as identified in Permit Part 4.2.3.3.1. Compliance with this
Develop quarterly inspection SOP and inspection form for
provision shall be achieved by inspecting each priority area
HPAs; conduct quarterly comprehensive inspections and All Pollutants; Illicit Discharges
annually at a minimum. All field assessment activities shall
document findings in SWMP in accordance with 4.2.6.5.2.
utilize an inspection form to document findings.

All Audiences

Appendix B Quarterly
Comprehensive Inspection SOP,
OEHS
Quarterly Comprehensive Inspection
Form

2008

Dec-10; ongoing

Successful if dry weather screening at
outfalls to receiving waters occurs
annually; and HPA areas are inspected
quarterly in accordance with 4.2.6.5.2.

4.2.3.3.3

Dry weather screening (see definition 7.13) activities for the
purpose of verifying outfall locations and detecting illicit
discharges that discharge within the Permittee's jurisdiction to
a receiving water. All outfalls shall be inspected at least once
during the 5-year Permit term. Dry weather screening
activities shall utilize an inspection form to document findings.

Establish a dry weather field screening program.
Program to include: an outfall inventory and log, dry
weather screening SOP, and annual dry weather visual
monitoring inspection procedure.

All Audiences

Appendix D Dry Weather Field
Screening SOP

OEHS

2008

Dec-10; ongoing

Successful if dry weather screening at
outfalls to receiving waters occurs
annually.

4.2.3.3.4

If the Permittee discovers or suspects that a discharger may
need a separate UPDES Permit (e.g. Industrial Storm Water
Permit, Dewatering Permit), the Permittee shall notify the
Division.

The University controls nearly 100% of the facilities
within the Municipality and directs all land development;
therefore it is unlikely that any unpermitted dischargers
would be discovered.

OEHS

Mar-16

Ongoing

OEHS will notify the Division if any such
dischargers are identified within the
University of Utah storm water
municipality.

Dec-10

Successful if a SOP for tracing illicit
discharges is implemented.

4.2.3.4

Implement standard operating procedures (SOPs) or similar
type of documents for tracing the source of an illicit discharge;
including visual inspections, and when necessary, opening
manholes, using mobile cameras, using field tests of selected
Develop a SOP for tracing illicit discharges.
chemical parameters as indicators of discharge sources,
collecting and analyzing water samples for the purpose of
determining sanctions or penalties, and/or other detailed
inspection procedures.
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All Pollutants; Illicit Discharges

_

All Pollutants; Illicit Discharges

_

All Audiences

5

_

Appendix D Tracing the Source of
the Illicit Discharge SOP

OEHS, Plumbing Shop 2005

9/4/2018

General Permit for Discharges from Small Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s)
Measurable Goals

Reference
Number from
Permit

4.2.3.5

4.2.3.5.1

4.2.3.6

4.2.3.6.1

4.2.3.7

Measurable Goals (from the permit)

Action Items2

Target Pollutant(s)

Target Audience(s)

Documentation in SWMP

Responsible
Department

Initiation Date (Year)

Milestone/
Completion Date
(Month, Year)

Measure of Success (Effectiveness)

Implement standard operating procedures (SOPs) or similar
type of documents for characterizing the nature of, and the
potential public or environmental threat posed by, any illicit
discharges found or reported to the Permittee by the hotline
Develop a SOP for characterizing the nature of an illicit
developed in 4.2.3.9. These procedures shall include details
discharge, include instructions for evaluating how the
instructions for evaluating how the discharge shall be
discharge will be contained and investigated.
immediately contained and steps to be taken for containment
of the discharge. Compliance with this provision can be
achieved by initiating an investigation immediately upon being
alerted of a potential illicit discharge.

All Pollutants; Illicit Discharges

All Audiences

Appendix D Spill Prevention and
Response Program, On-call
procedures summary sheet

OEHS, UPD

2005

Dec-10

Successful if SOPs for characterizing,
evaluating and investigating illicit
discharges are implemented.

When the source of a non-stormwater discharge is identified
and confirmed, the Permittee must record the following
information in an inspection report; the date the Permittee
became aware of the discharge, the date the Permittee
initiated an investigation, the date the discharge was
observed, the location, a description, the method of discovery,
Develop an inspection report form.
date of removal, repair or enforcement action, and date and
method of removal verification. Analytical monitoring may be
necessary to aid in the identification of the potential sources
of an illicit discharge and to characterize the nature of the
illicit discharge. The decision process for utilizing analytical
monitoring must be fully documented in the inspection report.

All Pollutants; Illicit Discharges

All Audiences

Appendix D Hazardous Material
Emergency Response Plan, OEHS
Incident Report

OEHS

2008

Dec-10; ongoing

Successful if an inspection report form is
developed and the OEHS Incident Report
Manager is updated with incidents.

Implement standard operating procedures (SOPs) or similar
type of documents for ceasing the illicit discharge. Include
notification of appropriate authorities and the property owner,
technical assistance for removing or eliminating the source of
the discharge, follow-up inspections, and escalating
enforcement and legal actions if the discharge is not
eliminated. Illicit discharges to the MS4 are prohibited and any Develop a SOP for ceasing the illicit discharge.
such discharges violate this Permit and remain in violation
until they are eliminated. Upon detection, the Permittee shall
require immediate cessation of improper disposal practices
upon confirmation of responsibly parties in accordance with its
enforceable legal authorities established pursuant to Part
4.2.3.2.1. of this Permit.

All Pollutants; Illicit Discharges

All Audiences

Appendix D Hazardous Material
Emergency Response Plan

OEHS

2008

Dec-10

Successful if SOP for ceasing the illicit
discharge is implemented.

All IDDE investigations must be thoroughly documented and
may be requested at any time by the Division. If a Permittee is
unable to meet the minimum performance measures outlined
in Parts 4.2.3.5 or 4.2.3.6, the Permittee must immediately
Dedicate a portion of the SWMP document to
submit to the Division written documentation or rationale
documentation for spills and illicit discharges.
describing the circumstances why compliance with the
minimum performance measures was not possible. All IDDE
documentation shall be retained by the Permittee as required
by the SWMP document.

All Pollutants; Illicit Discharges

All Audiences

Appendix D OEHS Incident/Report
System

OEHS

2008

Dec-10; ongoing

Successful if a portion of the OEHS
Incident Report Manager is included in
the SWMP.

OEHS

2003

various; Ongoing

Varies. See Appendix A Table 1. MCM 1
and Appendix E Education and
Involvement Program measures of
success.

Permittees shall inform public employees, businesses, and the
Include information about illicit discharges and improper
general public of hazards associated with illicit discharges and
All Pollutants; Illicit Discharges
disposal of waste in the public education program.
improper disposal of waste.
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Students, Faculty, Staff,
Appendix A Table 1. MCM 1,
Non-University Owned
Appendix E Education and
Facilities, General
Involvement Program
Public/Campus Visitors

6

9/4/2018

General Permit for Discharges from Small Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s)
Measurable Goals

Reference
Number from
Permit
4.2.3.8

4.2.3.9

4.2.3.9.1

Measurable Goals (from the permit)

Action Items2

Promote the household hazardous waste collection
Permittees shall promote or provide services for the collection
events. Promote link to household hazardous waste
of household hazardous waste.
disposal facilities on OEHS website and handouts.
Permittees shall publicly list and publicize a hotline or other
telephone number for public reporting of spills and other illicit
discharges. A written record shall be kept for all calls received,
all follow-up actions taken, and any feedback received from
public education efforts.
The Permittee must develop a written spill/dumping response
procedure, and a flow chart for internal use, that shows the
procedures for responding to public referrals of illicit
discharges, the various responsible agencies and their
contacts, and who would be involved in illicit discharge
incidence response, even if it is a different entity other than
the Permittee. The procedure and list must be incorporated as
part of the IDDE program and incorporated into the
Permittee's SWMP document. The list must be maintained and
updated as changes occur.

MCM 3
STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN – 2016
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Put in place and advertise a hotline to contact OEHS
through hardcopy materials and the website.

Target Pollutant(s)

Target Audience(s)

Documentation in SWMP

Responsible
Department

Initiation Date (Year)

Milestone/
Completion Date
(Month, Year)

Measure of Success (Effectiveness)

Household Hazardous Waste

All Audiences

Appendix D, Website examples for
OEHS, Waste
University Recycling Program/"What
Management
Goes Around Comes Around"

All Pollutants; Illicit Discharges

All Audiences

Appendix A Table 1. MCM 1,
Appendix E Education and
Involvement Program; Appendix D
Spill Prevention and Response
Program

OEHS

-

Dec-10; ongoing

Successful if hotline listed on the OEHS
website.

OEHS, Plant Operations

Appendix D Hazardous Material
Emergency Response Plan and
University Police Department
Dispatch SOP

OEHS, UPD

-

Dec-10; ongoing

Successful if Plan includes the response
procedures and flow chart.

Develop a written spill/dumping response procedure and
flow chart that shows how to respond to calls/reports
All Pollutants; Illicit Discharges
and the responsible agencies/persons.

7

2003

Ongoing

Successful if programs are offered at
regular intervals, and links available on
webpage.

9/4/2018

General Permit for Discharges from Small Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s)
Measurable Goals

Reference
Number from
Permit

Action Items2

Measurable Goals (from the permit)

Target Pollutant(s)

Target Audience(s)

4.2.3.10

Permittees shall implement procedures for program evaluation
Employ GIS for mapping and tracking of illicit discharges.
and assessment which includes maintaining a database for
OEHS reporting system will be used to keep inspection
All Pollutants; Illicit Discharges
mapping, tracking of the number and type of spills or illicit
records/update GIS map on an annual basis.
discharges identified; and inspections conducted.

All Audiences

4.2.3.11

Permittees shall at a minimum, ensure that all staff,
contracted staff, or other responsible entities receives annual
training in the IDDE program including identification,
investigation, termination, cleanup, and reporting of illicit
discharges including spills improper disposal, and illicit
connections. All Permittees shall ensure that all new hires are
trained immediately upon hire and annually thereafter, at a
minimum. Follow-up training shall be provided as needed to
Train targeted employees on the IDDE program with
address changes in procedures, methods or staffing. The
training materials purchased from Excal Visual, "Illicit
All Pollutants; Illicit Discharges
Permittee shall provide to all field staff that as part of their
Discharge Detection and Elimination: A Grate Concern ".
normal job responsibilities might come into contact with or
otherwise observe an illicit discharge or illicit connection to
the MS4. The Permittee shall also train office personnel who
might receive initial reports of illicit discharge. Training records
must be kept and shall include dates, activities or course
descriptions, and names and positions of staff in attendance.
The Permittee shall include of summary of such training in the
annual report.

4.2.3.12

The Division reserves the right to request documentation or
further study of a particular non-storm water discharge of
concern to require a reasonable basis for allowing the nonstorm water discharge and excluding the discharge from the
Permittee's program, and the require the inclusion of the
discharge in in the Permittee's program, if water quality
concerns cannot otherwise be reasonably satisfied.

MCM 3
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-

All Pollutants; Illicit Discharges

Responsible
Department

Documentation in SWMP

Milestone/
Completion Date
(Month, Year)

Initiation Date (Year)

Measure of Success (Effectiveness)

Appendix D, EHS Incident/Report
System, IDDE database Map

OEHS, Business
Services-GIS

Dec-15

Dec-17

Successful if methods evaluated by the
milestone date.

Plant Operations

Appendix F Training Schedule

OEHS

Dec-11

Dec-11

Successful if the EHS training database
notes that Department employees have
received the training.

All Audiences

-

-

-

-

-

1

8

9/4/2018

General Permit for Discharges from Small Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s)
Measurable Goals
Table 4. MCM 4 Construction Site Storm Water Runoff Control
Reference
Number from
Permit

4.2.4.1

Measurable Goals (from the permit)
Revise as necessary and enforce an ordinance or other regulatory
mechanism that requires the use of erosion and sediment control
practices at construction sites. The ordinance or other regulatory
mechanism shall, at a minimum, be equivalent with the
requirements set forth in the most current UPDES Storm Water
General Permits for Construction activities which can be found at
http://www.deq.utah.gov/Permits/water/updes/stormwatercon.ht
m. The ordinance or other regulatory mechanism shall include
sanctions to ensure compliance. The ordinance or other regulatory
mechanism shall apply, at a minimum, to construction projects
disturbing greater than or equal to one acre and to construction
projects of less than one acre that are part of a larger common plan
of development or sale. Existing local requirements to apply storm
water controls at smaller sites shall be retained.

Action Items2

Target Pollutant(s)

Target Audience(s)

Responsible
Department

Documentation in SWMP

Milestone/
Completion Date
(Month, Year)

Measure of Success (Effectiveness)

Sediment, Construction Site
Debris, Hydrocarbons

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C Construction Runoff
Control Program SOP, Excerpts
from the Campus Design
Standards (revised June 2016)

Construction Project
Delivery (CPD)

Dec-10

Dec-10

Successful if construction sites greater
than or equal to 1 acre have erosion and
sediment control practices.

Include sanctions in the regulatory mechanism that
requires the use of erosion and sediment control
Sediment, Construction Site
practices in future University of Utah General
Debris, Hydrocarbons
Conditions (August 2010).

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C Construction
Enforcement SOP, Excerpts from
the Campus Design Standards
(revised June 2016)

CPD

Dec-10

Dec-14

Successful when included in the Campus
Design Standards.

Include in University contract documents, language
that will stipulate that all sites 1 acre or larger will Sediment, Construction Site
have a UPDES Construction Discharge Permit and
Debris, Hydrocarbons
SWPPP in place.

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C SWPPP Review for
Project Sites =>1 acre SOP,
CPD, Facilities
Excerpts from the Campus Design Management
Standards (revised June 2016)

Dec-14

Dec-14

Successful when included in construction
and development contract language.

Sediment, Construction Site
Debris, Hydrocarbons

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C SWPPP Review
CPD, Occupational
checklist, Excerpts from the
Environmental Health Dec-10
Campus Design Standards (revised
and Safety (OEHS)
June 2016)

Dec-10

Successful if construction sites greater
than or equal to 1 acre have SWPPPs.

Dec-14

Successful when included in construction
and development contract language.

Dec-10

Successful if EHS staff inspect
construction storm water BMPs at
construction sites greater than or equal
to 1 acre.

Include the requirement of erosion and sediment
control in the University of Utah Supplimental
General Conditions. (September 2011)

4.2.4.1.1

The ordinance or other regulatory mechanism shall, at a minimum,
require construction operators to prepare a Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and apply sediment and erosion control
BMPs as necessary to protect water quality, reduce the discharge of
pollutants, and control waste such as, but not limited to, discarded
building materials, concrete washout, chemicals, litter and sanitary Include the requirement of erosion and sediment
waste at the construction site that may cause adverse impacts to
control in the University of Utah Supplimental
water quality. The SWPPP requirements must be, at a minimum,
General Conditions. (September 2011)
equivalent with the SWPPP requirement set forth in the most
current UPDES Storm Water General Permits for Construction
Activities, which can be found at:
http://www.deq.utah.gov/Permits/water/updes/stormwatercon.ht
m.

4.2.4.1.2

Permittees shall ensure construction operators obtain and maintain
coverage under the current UPDES Storm Water Permits for
Construction Activities for the duration of the project. Coverage can
be obtained by completing an NOI as well as renewed online at:
https://secure.utah.gov.account/login.html?returnToUrl=https%3A/
/secure.utah.gov/stormwater/uii_authentication.

Include in University contract documents, language
that will stipulate that all sites 1 acre or larger will Sediment, Construction Site
have a UPDES Construction Discharge Permit and
Debris, Hydrocarbons
SWPPP in place.

Construction
Contractors

Revised Supplemental Conditions;
CPD, Facilities
Appendix C SWPPP Review
checklist, and Construction Runoff Management
Control Program SOP

4.2.4.1.3

The ordinance shall include a provision for access by qualified
personnel to inspect construction storm water BMPs on private
properties that discharge to the MS4.

Include the provision for personnel to inspect
construction storm water BMPs in the University of Sediment, Construction Site
Utah Contract Documents, General Conditions
Debris, Hydrocarbons
(August 2010).

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C Construction
Inspection Program SOP, Excerpts
CPD, OEHS
from the Campus Design
Standards (revised June 2016)
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Initiation Date
(Year)

9

Dec-14

Dec-10

9/4/2018

General Permit for Discharges from Small Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s)
Measurable Goals

Reference
Number from
Permit

Measurable Goals (from the permit)

Action Items

2

Target Pollutant(s)

Target Audience(s)

Documentation in SWMP

Responsible
Department

4.2.4.2

Develop a written enforcement strategy and implement the
enforcement provisions of the ordinance or other regulatory
mechanism which shall include: (4.2.4.2.1, 4.2.4.2.2)

4.2.4.2.1

Standard operating procedures (SOPs) or similar type of documents
that include specific processes and sanctions to minimize the
occurrence of, and obtain compliance from violators which shall
Implement the enforcement strategy.
include appropriate, escalating enforcement procedures and
actions.

4.2.4.2.2

Document and tracking of all enforcement actions.

4.2.4.3

Develop and implement SOPs or similar type of documents for preconstruction Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) review
and keep records for, at a minimum, all construction sites that
Develop and implement SOPs, use developed
disturb greater than or equal to one acre, including projects less
than one acre that are part of a larger common plan of development checklist begin to do preconstruction reviews of
or sale, to ensure plans are complete and in compliance with State SWPPP and keep records.
and Local regulations. Permittees shall keep records of these
projects for five years or until construction is completed, whichever
is longer. Prior to construction, the Permittee shall:

4.2.4.3.1

Conduct a pre-construction SWPPP review, including a review of the
site design, the planned operations at the construction site, planned Review SWPPPs of all sites greater than 1 acre or as Sediment, Construction Site
BMPs during the construction phase, and the planned BMPs to be
part of common plan of development.
Debris, Hydrocarbons
used to manage runoff created after development.

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C SWPPP Review for
Project Sites >=1 acre SOP

4.2.4.3.2

Incorporate into the SWPPP review procedures the consideration of
Use the University's checklist for the prepotential water quality impacts and procedures for pre-construction
construction SWPPP review.
review which shall include the use of a checklist.

Sediment, Construction Site
Debris, Hydrocarbons

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C Inspection Checklist &
OEHS
Form

4.2.4.3.3

Identify priority construction sites considering the following factors
at a minimum: soil erosion potential; site slope; project size and
type; sensitivity of receiving waterbodies; proximity to receiving
waterbodies; and, non-storm water discharges and past record of
non-compliance by the operators of the construction site.

Sediment, Construction Site
Debris, Hydrocarbons

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C Current Construction
Projects database.

MCM 4
STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN – 2016
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Include priority areas of the campus, in terms of
proximity to receiving waters, and likely hood to
discharge to these waters. Identify priority
construction sites in the SWPPP review checklist.

Milestone/
Completion Date
(Month, Year)

Measure of Success (Effectiveness)

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C Construction
Enforcement SOP

CPD, Facilities
Management

Dec-10

Dec-14

Successful when Construction
Enforcement process is included in the
pre-construction training for contractors.

Sediment, Construction Site
Debris, Hydrocarbons

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C Construction
Enforcement SOP, University
General Conditions (sections
4.5.2, 8.2.4, 9.1.3, 12.2.2, 12.5)

OEHS

Dec-10

Dec-14

Successful if enforcement strategy Is
used in necessary situations.

Sediment, Construction Site
Debris, Hydrocarbons

Construction
Contractors

OEHS incident/report system

OEHS

Dec-12

Dec-12

Successful if active construction sites are
recorded in the log.

Sediment, Construction Site
Debris, Hydrocarbons

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C SWPPP Review
checklist

OEHS

2007

Dec-10

Successful if the SWPPP SOP and
Checklist have been developed.

Ongoing

Successful if SWPPP reviews are
conducted on projects. Track number of
completed reviews vs. the total number
of SWPPPs vs. the number of active
construction sites.

2008

Ongoing

Successful if the inspection checklist is
being used on projects. Track completed
reviews using the current construction
project spreadsheet.

2008

2008

Include a written enforcement strategy in University Sediment, Construction Site
of Utah SWMP.
Debris, Hydrocarbons

Enforcement actions are documented and tracked
in the OEHS incident/report system.

Initiation Date
(Year)

10

OEHS

Facilities
Management

2007

9/4/2018

General Permit for Discharges from Small Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s)
Measurable Goals

Reference
Number from
Permit

Measurable Goals (from the permit)

Action Items

2

Target Pollutant(s)

Target Audience(s)

Documentation in SWMP

Responsible
Department

Initiation Date
(Year)

Milestone/
Completion Date
(Month, Year)

Measure of Success (Effectiveness)

4.2.4.4

All Permittees shall develop and implement SOPs or similar type of
documents for construction site inspection and enforcement of
construction storm water pollution control measures. The
procedures must clearly define who is responsible for site
Develop and implement SOPs for construction site
inspections as well as who has authority to implement enforcement
inspection and enforcement.
procedures. The Permittee must have the authority to the extent
authorized by law to impose sanctions to ensure compliance with
the local program. These procedures and regulatory authorities
must be written and documented in the SWMP.

Sediment, Construction Site
Debris, Hydrocarbons

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C Construction
Inspection Program SOP,
Construction Enforcement SOP,
Contract Provisions for Enforcing
SWPPP Compliance

OEHS

2008

Ongoing

Successful if inspections at active
construction sites greater than or equal
to 1 acre are inspected with the
Construction Program SOP.

4.2.4.4.1

Inspections of all new construction sites with a land disturbance of
greater than or equal to one acre, including projects less than one
acre that are part of a larger common plan of development or sale at
Environmental Technician conducts monthly
least monthly by qualified personnel using the Construction Storm
inspections of all applicable construction sites.
Water Inspection Form (checklist) found on the Division's website at
http://www.deq.utah.gov/Permits/water/updes/stormwatermun.ht
m.

Sediment, Construction Site
Debris, Hydrocarbons

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C Inspection Checklist &
Form, Construction Inspection
OEHS
Program SOP

2007

Ongoing

Successful if all active construction sites
are inspected monthly.

4.2.4.4.2

The Permittee must inspect all phases of construction: prior to land
disturbance, during active construction, and following active
construction. The Permittee must document in its SWMP the
procedures for being notified by construction operators/owners of
their completion of active construction so that verification of final
stabilization and removal of all temporary control measures may be
conducted. This procedures must be provided to the construction
operator/owner before active construction begins.

Develop a written Notice of Termination process for
use within the MS4. Prior to land disturbance 'site
Sediment, Construction Site
analsys' follows DFCM Manual requirements (part
Debris, Hydrocarbons
2.5) for Geologic surveys, soils investigation, site
conditions, etc.

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C Notice Of Termination
OEHS
Process SOP

2007

Dec-10

Successful if active construction sites are
terminated appropriately.

4.2.4.4.3

Inspections by the MS4 of priority construction sites defined in Part
7.36. must be conducted at least biweekly using the Construction
Inspect high priority sites bi-monthly using the DWQ
Sediment, Construction Site
Storm Water Inspection Form (Checklist) found on the Division's
inspection checklist and Construction Inspection
Debris, Hydrocarbons
website at
SOP.
http://www.deq.utah.gov/Permits/water/updes/stormwatermun.ht
m.

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C Inspection Checklist &
Form, Construction Inspection
OEHS
Program SOP

Dec-12

Successful if all high priority sites are
inspected bi-weekly. Track the number
of sites inspected vs. the number of
active construction sites.

4.2.4.4.4

Based on site inspection findings, the permittee must take all
necessary follow-up actons (i.e., reinspection, enforcement) to
Develop enforcement procedures and
ensure compliance in accordance with the permittee's enforcement
documentation method.
strategy. These follow-up and enforcement actions must be tracks
and documented.

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C Draft Construction
Enforcement SOP, OEHS
incident/report system

Dec-14

Dec-14

Successful when draft Construction
Enforcement SOP is finalized and
included in the Campus Design
Standards. Track number of deficiencies
and if corrected.

4.2.4.4.5

Permittees shall publicly provide and publicize a hotline or other
local telephone number for public reporting of storm water related
Put in place and advertise a hotline to contact OEHS All Pollutants; Illicit Discharges,
issues on construction sites, such as tracking onto streets. Records of
All Audiences
through hardcopy materials and the website.
Construction related discharges
violations, enforcement actions and corrective actions taken shall be
tracked and documented.

-

Dec-10; ongoing

Successful if hotline listed on the OEHS
website.
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Sediment, Construction Site
Debris, Hydrocarbons

11

OEHS

Appendix A Table 1. MCM 1,
Appendix E Education and
Involvement Program; Appendix D OEHS
Spill Prevention and Response
Program

Dec-12

9/4/2018

General Permit for Discharges from Small Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s)
Measurable Goals

Reference
Number from
Permit

Measurable Goals (from the permit)

Action Items

2

Target Pollutant(s)

Target Audience(s)

Documentation in SWMP

Responsible
Department

Initiation Date
(Year)

Milestone/
Completion Date
(Month, Year)

Measure of Success (Effectiveness)

4.2.4.5

The Permittee must ensure that all staff, whose primary job duties
are related to implementing the construction storm water program,
including permitting, plan review, construction site inspections, and
enforcement, are annually trained to conduct these activities. The
training can be conducted by the MS4 or outside training can be
attended. Such training must extend to third-party inspectors and
Train SWPPP inspectors and any personnel who are
Sediment, Construction Site
plan reviewers as well. The Permittee shall ensure that all new hires involved with permitting, plan review, construction
Debris, Hydrocarbons
are trained upon hire and before commencing storm water related site inspections, and enforcement.
duties and annually thereafter, at a minimum. Follow-up training
shall be provided as needed to address changes in procedures,
methods or staffing. The training records to be kept include dates,
activities or course descriptions, and names and positions of staff in
attendance.

EHS, CPD, Plant
Operations

Appendix F Training Schedule

OEHS

Dec-11

Dec-11

Successful if the OEHS training database
notes that Department employees have
received the training.

4.2.4.6

All Permittees shall implement a procedure to maintain records of
all projects disturbing greater than or equal to one acre, including
projects less than one acre that are part of a larger common plan of
development or sale. Permittees shall keep records which include
Establish a log and record management method.
but are not limited to, site plan reviews, SWPPPs, inspections and
enforcement actions including verbal warnings, stop work orders,
warning letters, notices of violation, and other enforcement records.
Permittees shall keep records of these projects for five years or until
construction is completed, whichever is longer.

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C Construction Site
Inventory, OEHS incident/report
system

OEHS

Dec-12

Dec-12

Successful if active construction sites are
recorded in the log.
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Sediment, Construction Site
Debris, Hydrocarbons

12

9/4/2018

General Permit for Discharges from Small Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s)
Measurable Goals

Table 5. MCM 5 Long-Term Storm Water Management in New Development and Redevelopment (Post-Construction Storm Water Management)
Reference
Number from
Permit

Measurable Goals (from the permit)

Action Items2

Target Pollutant(s)

4.2.5.1

Develop and adopt an ordinance or other regulatory mechanism that requires long-term
post-construction storm water controls at new development and redevelopment sites. The
ordinance or other regulatory mechanism shall apply, at a minimum, to new development
and redevelopment sites that discharge to the MS4 and that disturb greater than or equal to
one acre, including projects less that one acre that are part of a larger common plan of
development or sale. Existing local requirements to apply storm water controls at smaller
sites shall be retained. The ordinance or other regulatory mechanism shall require BMP
selection, design, installation, operations and maintenance standards necessary to protect
water quality and reduce the discharge of pollutants to the MS4.

Include a requirement for long-term post-construction storm water
controls in new development and redevelopments sites in the
University of Utah Campus Design Standards (revised December 2010). All Pollutants
The long term post construction controls shall prevent or minimize
impacts to water quality.

Target Audience(s)

Documentation in SWMP

Responsible
Department

Initiation
Date (Year)

Milestone/
Completion
Date (Month,
Year)

Measure of Success (Effectiveness)

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C Excerpts from the Campus
Design Standards (revised December
2010)

CPD, OEHS

Dec-10

Dec-10

Successful if long-term post-construction
storm water controls (BMPs) are included
in the University of Utah Campus Design
Standards. Successful if sites have postconstruction storm water controls.

4.2.5.2

Implement an enforcement strategy and implement the enforcement provisions of the
ordinance or other regulatory mechanism. (see 4.2.5.2.1, 4.2.5.2.2)

The University is responsible for the planning, implementing and
maintenance of post-construction BMPs and as such internal write-up
All Pollutants
and performance reviews of employees are structured to ensure job
related tasks are completed.

Construction Project
Delivery, Plant
Operations

-

CPD, Plant
Operations

Dec-14

Dec-14

Successful if a post-construction BMP
enforcement strategy is completed by
milestone.

4.2.5.2.1

The University is responsible for the planning, implementing and
Procedures that include specific processes and sanctions to minimize the occurrence of, and
maintenance of post-construction BMPs and as such internal write-up
All Pollutants
obtain compliance from, chronic and recalcitrant violators which shall include appropriate,
and performance reviews of employees are structured to ensure job
escalating enforcement procedures and actions.
related tasks are completed.

Construction Project
Delivery, Plant
Operations

-

CPD, Plant
Operations

Dec-14

Dec-14

Successful if a post-construction BMP
enforcement strategy is completed by
milestone.

4.2.5.2.2

Documentation on how the requirements of the ordinance or other regulatory mechanism
will protect water quality and reduce the discharge of pollutants to the MS4.
Documentation shall include: How long term BMPs were selected; the pollutant removal
expected from the selected BMPs; and the technical basis which supports the performance
claims for the selected BMPs.

Developers (A/Es) submit project documentation on the postconstruction BMPs, pollutant removal expected from the BMP, and
technical basis supporting performance claims as part of compliance
with University bid and contract process.

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C Construction Run-Off
Control Program SOP (part 4 and 5),
Excerpts from the Campus Design
Standards (revised December 2010)

CPD, OEHS

Dec-10

Dec-10

Successful if projects have completed the
BMP submittal worksheet.

4.2.5.3

The Permittee's new development/redevelopment program must have requirements or
standards to ensure that any storm water controls or management practices for new
development and redevelopment will prevent or minimize impacts to water quality. BMPs
must be selected that address pollutants known to be discharged or anticipated to be
discharged from the site.

Include a requirement for long-term post-construction storm water
controls in new development and redevelopments sites in the
University of Utah Campus Design Standards (revised December 2010). All Pollutants
The long term post construction controls shall prevent or minimize
impacts to water quality.

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C Excerpts from the Campus
Design Standards (revised December
2010)

CPD, OEHS

Dec-10

Dec-10

Successful if long-term post-construction
storm water controls (BMPs) are included
in the University of Utah Campus Design
Standards. Successful if sites have postconstruction storm water controls.

4.2.5.3.1

The Permittee's new development/redevelopment program shall include non-structural
BMPs such as requirements and standards to minimize development in areas susceptible to
erosion and sediment loss; to minimize the disturbance of native soils and vegetation; to
preserve areas in the municipality that provide important water quality benefits; to
implement measure for flood control; and to protect the integrity of natural resources and
sensitive areas.

Include non-structural BMPs in the University of Utah Campus Design
Standards (revised December 2010) aimed at minimizing disturbances,
All Pollutants
preventing impairments to water quality, and implementing flood
control measures.

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C Excerpts from the Campus
Design Standards (revised December
2010)

CPD, OEHS

2008

Dec-10

Successful if non-structural BMPs are
included in the Campus Design Standards.

4.2.5.3.2

For new development/redevelopment projects that disturb greater than or equal to 1 acre,
including projects less than one acre that are part of a larger common plan of development
or sale, the program shall include a process which requires the evaluation of a Low Impact
Development (LID) approach which encourages the implementation of BMPs, that infiltrate,
evapotranspire or harvest and use storm water from the site to protect water quality.
Include and require low impact development approaches in the
All Pollutants
Structural controls may include green infrastructure practices such as rainwater harvesting, University of Utah Campus Design Standards (revised December 2010).
rain gardens, permeable pavement, and vegetated swales. If an LID approach cannot be
utilized, the Permittee must document an explanation of the reasons preventing this
approach and the rationale for the alternative controls on a case by case basis for each
project.

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C Excerpts from the Campus
Design Standards (revised December
2010)

CPD, OEHS

2008

Dec-10

Successful if low impact development
approaches are included in the Campus
Design Standards.
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9/4/2018

General Permit for Discharges from Small Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s)
Measurable Goals

Reference
Number from
Permit

Measurable Goals (from the permit)

Action Items2

Target Pollutant(s)

Target Audience(s)

Documentation in SWMP

Responsible
Department

4.2.5.3.3

The Permittee must develop a plan to retrofit existing developed sites that are adversely
impacting water quality. The retrofit plan must be developed to emphasize controls that
infiltrate evapotranspire or harvest and use storm water discharges. The plan must include a
ranking of control measures to determine those best suited for retrofitting as well as those
that could later be considered for retrofitting. The Permittee must include the following
when developing the criteria for the retrofit plan: proximity to waterbody, status of
waterbody to improve impaired waterbodies and protect unimpaired waterbodies,
hydrologic condition of the receiving waterbody, proximity to sensitive ecosystem or
protected area, any upcoming sites that could be further enhanced by retrofitting storm
water controls.

Evaluate campus for deficiencies (areas where sites are potentially
adversely impacting water quality) and areas that need retrofitting.
All Pollutants
Make this information available to site designers and project managers
for use with development/redevelopment projects.

EHS, GIS

Appendix C Storm Drain Flow Analysis
Map

4.2.5.3.4

Each Permittee shall develop and define a specific hydrologic method or methods for
calculating runoff volumes and flow rates to ensure consistent sizing of structural BMPs in
their jurisdiction and to facilitate plan review. Within 180 days from the effective date of
this Permit, new development or redevelopment projects that disturb greater than or equal
to one acre, including projects less than one acre that are part of a larger common plan of
development or sale must manage rainfall on-site, and prevent the off-site discharge of the
precipitation from all rainfall events less than or equal to the 90th percentile rainfall event.
This objective must be accomplished by the use of practices that are designed, constructed,
and maintained to infiltrate, evapotranspire and/or harvest and reuse rainwater. The 90th
percentile rainfall event is the event whose precipitation total is greater than or equal to 90
percent of all storm events over a given period of record. If meeting this retention standard
is technically infeasible, a rationale shall be provided on a case by case basis for the use of
alternative design criteria. The project must document and quantify that infiltration,
evapotranspiration and rainwater harvesting have been used to the maximum extent
technically feasible and that full employment of these controls are infeasible due to site
constrains.

New development are required by the University of Utah Campus
Design Standards (revised December 2010) to mirror predevelopment
hydrological conditions. New sites should therefore be managing
rainfall on site at close to 100% of the rainfall volume. Designers are to
document the technical basis and calculations for the infiltration rates.
All Pollutants
The miminum (90th Percentile) calculation is to be included in the
November 2016 update to the Campus design standards. Until then or alternatively - designers can utilize the airport baseline (.6 inches)
provided by the DWQ in the 2016 Fact Sheet Statement of Basis for
Permit UTR090000.

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C Excerpts from the Campus
Design Standards (revised December
2010)

CPD, OEHS

All Permittees shall adopt and implement procedures for site plan review which evaluate
water quality impacts. The procedures shall apply through the life of the project from
conceptual design to project closeout.

Implement a site plan review procedure that includes consideration of
All Pollutants
water quality impacts.

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C Excerpts from the Campus
Design Standards (revised December
2010), CPD Substantial Completion
Punchlist Example

Review post construction plans for, at a minimum, all new development and redevelopment
sites that disturb greater than or equal to one acre, including projects less than one acre
Project designs must meet the requirements set forth in the University
that are part of a larger common plan of development or sale, to ensure that the plans
design standards in order to be approved by University Campus
All Pollutants
include long-term storm water management measures that meet the requirements of this Planning and Construction Project Delivery.
minimum control measure.

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C Excerpts from the Campus
Design Standards (revised December
2010)

4.2.5.4

4.2.5.4.1
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Initiation
Date (Year)

Milestone/
Completion
Date (Month,
Year)

Measure of Success (Effectiveness)

Dec-11;
Ongoing

Successful if map is updated and evaluated
for retrofitting needs by milestone.

Jul-16

Nov-16

Successful if the mimimun (90th
Percentile) calculation is included in the
revised Campus Design Standards for
November 2016.

CPD, OEHS

Dec-10

Dec-10

Successful if the if design process
procedure includes water quality impacts.

OEHS, CPD

2007

Ongoing

Successful if project designers meet the
requirements of the University Design
Standards.

Business ServicesGIS, OEHS

Dec-10

9/4/2018

General Permit for Discharges from Small Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s)
Measurable Goals

Reference
Number from
Permit

Measurable Goals (from the permit)

Action Items2

Target Pollutant(s)

Target Audience(s)

Documentation in SWMP

Responsible
Department

4.2.5.4.2

Permittees shall provide developers and contractors with preferred design specifications to
more effectively treat storm water for different development types such as industrial parks,
commercial strip malls, retail gasoline outlets, restaurants, parking lots, automotive service
facilities, street and road construction, and projects located in, adjacent to, or discharging to
environmentally sensitive areas.

Include preferred design specifications for projects located in, adjacent
to, or discharging to environmentally sensitive areas in the University
All Pollutants
of Utah Campus Design Standards (revised December 2010) and design
preferences and visions in the Campus Master Plan.

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C Excerpts from the Campus
Design Standards (revised December
2010) and Campus Master Plan

CPD, OEHS

4.2.5.4.3

Permittees shall keep a representative copy of information that is provided to design
professionals; and if information is distributed to a large number of design professional at
once, the dates of the mailings and lists of recipients.

Post the Utah Campus Design Standards (revised December 2010) for
Contractors and Developers on the Facilities Management website.

Construction
Contractors

Appendix E Education Materials Fact
Sheets for Construction Contractors &
Others

All Pollutants

4.2.5.5.1

The ordinance or other regulatory mechanism shall include provisions for post-construction
access for Permittees to inspect storm water control measures on private properties that
discharge to the MS4 to ensure that adequate maintenance is being performed. The
ordinance or other regulatory mechanism may, in lieu of requiring that the Permittee's staff
inspect and maintain storm water controls on private property, instead require private
Included in University General Conditions Article 9.1.1 "Tests and
property owner/operators or qualified third parties to conduct maintenance and provide
Inspections", after construction is completed, University staff are
annual certification that adequate maintenance has been performed and the structural
controls are operating as designed to protect water quality. In this case, the Permittee must responsible for maintenance activities.
require a maintenance agreement addressing maintenance requirements for any control
measure installed on site. The agreement must allow the Permittee to conduct oversight
inspection of the storm water control measures and also account for transfer of
responsibility in leases and/or deeds. The corrective actions neglected by the property
owner/operator, and bill or recoup costs from the property owner/operator as needed.

4.2.5.5.2

Permanent structural BMPs shall be inspected at least once during installation by qualified
personnel. Upon completion, the Permittee must verify that post-construction BMPs were
constructed as designed.

4.2.5.5.3

Inspections and any necessary maintenance must be conducted annually by either the
Permittee or through a maintenance agreement, the property owner/operator. On sites
where the property owner/operator is conducting maintenance, the Permittee shall inspect
those storm water control measures at least once every five years or more frequently as
determined by the Permittee to verify and ensure that adequate maintenance is being
performed. The Permittee must document its finding in an inspection report which includes
the following: inspection date; name and signature of inspector; project location; current
ownership information; a description of the condition of the storm water control measure
including the quality of: vegetation and soils; inlet and outlet channels and structures; catch
basins; spillways; weirs, and other control structures; and sediment and debris accumulation
in storage as well as in and around inlet and outlet structures; and specific maintenance
issues or violations found that need to be corrected by property owner or operator along
with deadlines and reinspection dates.

4.2.5.5

Measure of Success (Effectiveness)

Dec-10

Successful if the Campus Design Standards
include design specifications for projects in
environmentally sensitive areas.

Facilities
Management, CPD, Dec-10
OEHS

Dec-10

Successful if the Design Standards are
available for contractors.

MS4

Appendix C UPDES Storm Water
Submittal Form for Post-Construction
Long Term Compliance, Appendix B
Operation and Maintenance Program

OEHS, Plumbing
Shop, Plant
Operations1

Dec-10

Dec-11

Successful if inspection and enforcement
SOPs are current and being utilized.

All Pollutants

Construction
Contractors, NonUniversity Owned
Facilities, MS4

-

OEHS

Dec-14

Dec-14

Successful if a regulatory mechanism is in
place that allows inspection on all sites by
the milestone date.

Projects are inspected regularly during construction by the University
Project Managers (and/or A/Es) who verify proper constrution.

All Pollutants

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C Storm Water Submittal
Form and Punch List example

CPD

Dec-10

Dec-10

Successful if post-construction structural
BMPs are inspected during and following
installation.

OEHS will conduct inspections annually of post-construction BMPs
including Drywells, Permeable Pavement, Storm Water Ponds, Green
Roofs, and others (as needed) listed in the Long Term Flood Control
Device Inventory.

All Pollutants

OEHS

Appendix C Post Construction Program,
OEHS
Post-Con BMP Review Form

Dec-11

Dec-11;
Ongoing

Successful if post-construction BMP
inspections are conducted on projects.

Permittees shall adopt and implement SOPs or similar type of documents for site inspection
and enforcement of post-construction storm water control measures. These procedures
Review and customize SOPs for inspection and enforcement of postmust ensure adequate ongoing long-term operation an maintenance of approved storm
construction control measures.
water control measures.
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Initiation
Date (Year)

Milestone/
Completion
Date (Month,
Year)
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All Pollutants

2008

9/4/2018

General Permit for Discharges from Small Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s)
Measurable Goals

Reference
Number from
Permit

Measurable Goals (from the permit)

Action Items2

4.2.5.6

Permittees shall ensure that all staff involved in post-construction storm water
management, planning and review, and inspections and enforcement receive adequate
training on an annual basis. Training shall be provided or made available for shall in the
fundamentals of long-term storm water management through the use of structural and nonstructural control methods. The training records to be kept include dates, activities or
Maintenance staff annual review of applicable SOPs
course descriptions, and the names and positions of staff in attendance. The Permittee shall
ensure that all new hires are training upon hire and before commencing storm water related
duties and annually thereafter, at a minimum. Follow-up training shall be provided as
needed to address changes in procedures, methods or staffing.

Target Pollutant(s)

Target Audience(s)

Documentation in SWMP

All Pollutants

Plumbing Shop,
Landscape
Maintenance, Heavy
Equipment Dept.

Appendix F Training Schedule

4.2.5.7

The Permittee must maintain an inventory of all post-construction structural storm water
control measures installed and implemented at new development and redevelopment sites
Inventory post-construction BMPs in a log with all required
that disturb greater than or equal to one acre, including projects less than one acre that are
information and update annually.
part of a larger common plan of development or sale. This inventory shall include both
public and private sector sites located within the Permittee's service area.

All Pollutants

MS4

4.2.5.7.1

Each entry to the inventory must include basic information on each project, such as project's
name, owner's name and contact information, location, start/end date, etc. In addition,
inventory entries must include the following for each project: short description of each
The University maintains an inventroy of all Post-Construction BMPs
storm water control measure (type, number, design or performance specifications); short
with related information and a campus wide map provided by GIS.
description of maintenance requirements (frequency of required maintenance and
inspections); and inspection information (date, finding, follow up activities, prioritization of
follow-up activities, compliance status).

All Pollutants

Based on inspections conducted pursuant to Part 4.2.5.5., the Permittee must update the
inventory as appropriate when changes occur in property ownership or the specific control
measures implemented at the site.

All Pollutants

4.2.5.7.2
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Inventory log updated annually.

16

Responsible
Department

Initiation
Date (Year)

Milestone/
Completion
Date (Month,
Year)

Measure of Success (Effectiveness)

Dec-11

Dec-11

Successful if the OEHS training database
notes that Department employees have
received the training.

Appendix B Post-Construction Structural
OEHS, Plumbing
Storm Water Control Measures/BMPs
Shop
Inventory

Dec-10;
Ongoing

Dec-10;
Ongoing

Successful if post-construction BMPs are
inventoried in a log.

MS4

Appendix B Post-Construction Structural
OEHS, Plumbing
Storm Water Control Measures/BMP
Shop, GIS
Inventory and Map

Dec-10;
Ongoing

Dec-10;
Ongoing

Successful if post-construction BMPs are
inventoried in a log.

MS4

Appendix B Post-Construction Structural
Storm Water Control Measures/BMPs
GIS, Plumbing Shop Dec-11
Inventory

Dec-11;
Ongoing

Successful if log is updated annually.

OEHS

9/4/2018

General Permit for Discharges from Small Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s)
Measurable Goals

Table 6. MCM 6 Pollution Prevention and Good Housekeeping for Municipal Operations

Reference Number
from Permit

Measurable Goals (from the permit)

2

Action Items

Target
Pollutant(s)

Target
Audience(s)

Documentation in SWMP

Responsible Department

Initiation
Date (Year)

Milestone/
Completion Date
(Month, Year)

Measure of Success (Effectiveness)

4.2.6.1

Permittees shall develop and keep current a written inventory of Permittee-owned or
operated facilities and storm water controls that may include but are not limited to:
composting facilities, equipment storage and maintenance facilities, fuel farms,
hazardous waste disposal facilities, hazardous waste handling and transfer facilities,
incinerators, landfills, landscape maintenance on municipal property, materials
Develop a complete list of facilities and storm
storage yards, pesticide storage facilities, public buildings including libraries, police
stations, fire stations, municipal buildings, and similar Permittee-owned or operated water controls.
buildings, public parking lots, public golf courses, public swimming pools, public
works yards, recycling facilities, salt storage facilities, solid waste handling and
transfer facilities, street repair and maintenance sites, vehicle storage and
maintenance yards, Permittee-owned and/or maintained structural storm water
controls.

All pollutants

MS4

Appendix B Permittee Owned Facility
Inventory Log and Appendix C PostConstruction BMP Inventory form

Occupational
Environmental Health
and Safety (OEHS),
Pollution Prevention
Team

Dec-10

Dec-10

Successful if inventory is completed by
milestone date and updated as necessary.

4.2.6.2

All Permittees shall assess the written inventory of Permittee-owned or operated
facilities, operations and storm water controls identified in Part 4.2.6.1 for their
potential to discharge to storm water the following typical urban pollutants:
sediment, nutrients, metals, hydrocarbons (e.g. benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and
xylene), pesticides, chlorides, and trash. Other pollutants may be associated with, but Complete assessments of facilities and storm
not generated directly from, the municipally-owned or operated facilities, such as
water controls that have been inventoried.
bacteria, chlorine, organic matter, etc. Therefore, the Permittee must determine
additional pollutants associated with its facilities that could be found in storm water
discharges. A description of the assessment process and findings must be included in
the SWMP document.

All pollutants

MS4

Appendix B Permittee Owned Facility
Inventory Log and Appendix C PostConstruction BMP Inventory form

OEHS, Pollution
Prevention Team

Dec-10

Dec-10

Successful if assessments are completed and
documentation recorded in SWMP.

4.2.6.3

Based on the assessment required in Part 4.2.6.2., the Permittee must identify as
"high-priority" those facilities or operations that have a high potential to generate
storm water pollutants. Among the factors that must be considered in giving a
Identify "high priority" facilities and storm water
facility a high priority ranking is the amount of urban pollutants stored at the site, the
controls. See also MCM 3.
identification of improperly stored materials, activities that must be performed
outside (e.g. changing automotive fluids), proximity to water bodies, poor
housekeeping practices, and discharge of pollutant(s) of concern to impaired waters.

All pollutants

MS4

Appendix B Permittee Owned Facility
Inventory Log

OEHS, Pollution
Prevention Team

Dec-10

Dec-10

Successful if high priority facilities are
identified.

All pollutants

MS4

Appendix B HPA SWPPP, Bullpen Drainflow OEHS, Pollution
map, HPA SOPs
Prevention Team, GIS

Mar-16

Jul-16

Successful if SOPs are developed for the
facilities ranked with a high priority level.

Within 180 days from the effective day of this Permit, the Permittee shall develop and
implement a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) or similar type
document for each "high-priority" Permittee-owned or operated facility. The SWPPP
shall identify potential sources of pollution that may reasonably be expected to affect Develop facility-specific SWPPPs for the facilities
the quality of storm water discharges associated with activity from the facility. The
ranked with a high priority level.
SWPPP shall describe and ensure the implementation of standard operating practices
(SOPs) that are to be used to reduce the pollutants in storm water discharges
associated with activity at the facility and to ensure compliance with the terms and
conditions of this Permit. This document shall be tailors and retained at all "highpriority" facility locations. The SWPPP shall include a site map showing the following
information: Property boundaries; buildings and impervious surfaces; directions of
t
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9/4/2018

General Permit for Discharges from Small Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s)
Measurable Goals

Reference Number
from Permit
4.2.6.4

4.2.6.5

Measurable Goals (from the permit)
Action Items2
stormwater flow (use arrows); locations of structural control measures; location and
name of nearest defined drainage(s) which could receive runoff from facility, whether
it contains water or not; locations of all storm water conveyances including ditches,
pipes, basins, inlets and swales; locations where the following activities are exposed
to storm water: fixed fueling operations, vehicle and equipment maintenance and/or
cleaning areas, brine making areas, loading/unloading areas, waste storage or
disposal areas, liquid storage tanks, process and equipment operating areas,
materials storage or disposal areas. Locations where significant spills or leaks have
Review, customize and update appropriate
occurred; Locations of all visual storm water monitoring points; Locations of storm
Standard Operating Procedures.
water inlets and outfalls, with a unique identification code for each outfall and an
approximate outline of the areas draining to each outfall; locations of all nonstormwater discharges; and locations of sources of run-on to your site from adjacent
property.

The following inspections shall be conducted at "high priority" Permittee-owned or
operated facilities:

_

Target
Pollutant(s)

All pollutants

Target
Audience(s)

Responsible Department

Appendix B Operation and Maintenance
Program, Salt Storage, Material Storage
Plant Operations1
Area, and Utility Service Yard Management
SOPs

MS4

_

Documentation in SWMP

_

_

_

Initiation
Date (Year)

Mar-16

Milestone/
Completion Date
(Month, Year)

Successful if SOPs are included in the HPA
SWPPP.

Jul-16

_

Measure of Success (Effectiveness)

_

_

4.2.6.5.1

Weekly visual inspections: The Permittee must perform weekly visual inspections of
"high priority" facilities in accordance with the developed SOPs to minimize the
potential for pollutant discharge. The Permittee must look for evidence of spills and
immediately clean them up to prevent contact with precipitation or runoff. The
Weekly inspections must be tracked in a log for every facility and records kept with
the SWMP document. The inspection log should also include any identified
deficiencies and the corrective actions taken to fix the deficiencies.

Develop weekly visual inspection log and include
All pollutants
in HPA SWPPP.

MS4

Appendix B Operation and Maintenance
Program, Material Storage Area

Heavy Equipment

Dec-11

Dec-11

Successful if HPA weekly visual inspection log
is included in the HPA SWPPP.

4.2.6.5.2

Quarterly comprehensive inspections: At least once per quarter, a comprehensive
inspection of "high priority" facilities, including all storm water controls, must be
performed, with specific attention paid to waste storage areas, dumpsters, vehicle
Develop quarterly inspection SOP and inspection
and equipment maintenance/fueling areas, material handling areas, and similar
form for HPAs; conduct quarterly comprehensive All pollutants
pollutant generating areas. The quarterly inspection results must be documented and
inspections and document findings in SWMP.
records kept with the SWMP document. This inspection must be done in accordance
with the developed SOPs. An inspection report must also include any identified
deficiencies and the corrective actions taken to remedy the deficiencies.

MS4

Appendix B Quarterly Comprehensive
Inspection SOP, Quarterly Comprehensive
Inspection Form and Quarterly Inspection
Log

OEHS

Dec-10

Dec-10

Successful if inspection form and log are
completed by the milestone date.
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General Permit for Discharges from Small Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s)
Measurable Goals

Reference Number
from Permit

Measurable Goals (from the permit)

Action Items2

Target
Pollutant(s)

4.2.6.5.3

Quarterly visual observation of storm water discharges: At least once per quarter, the
Permittee must visually observe the quality of the storm water discharges from the
"high priority" facilities (unless climate conditions preclude doing so, in which case
the Permittee must attempt to evaluate the discharges four times during the wet
season). Any observed problems (e.g., color, foam, sheen, turbidity) that can be
associated with pollutant sources or controls must be remedied to prevent discharge
to the storm drain system. Visual observations must be documented and records
kept with the SWMP document. This inspection must be done in accordance with the
developed SOPs. The inspection report must also include any identified deficiencies
and the corrective actions taken to remedy the deficiencies.

4.2.6.6

SOPs shall be developed and implemented for the following types of facilities and/or
activities listed below:

4.2.6.6.1

Building and facilities: SOPs shall address, but is not limited to: Permittee-owned or
operated offices, police and fire stations, pools, parking garages, and other Permitteeowned or operated buildings or utilities. The SOPs must address the use, storage and Review, customize and update appropriate SOPs
disposal of chemicals and ensure through employee training, that those responsible for: Chemical Use, Storage and Disposal; Waste
for handling these products understand and implement the SOPs. All PermitteeManagement; Parking Lot/Street Sweeping; Spill
owned or operated facilities must develop and ensure that spill prevention plans are Prevention Plan; maintenance schedules; training
in place, if applicable and coordinate with the local fire department as necessary. The schedules; floor drain inventory and map of
All pollutants
SOPs must address dumpsters and other waste management which includes, but is
storm drains. The University also maintains a
not limited to, cleaning, washing, panting and other maintenance activities. The
Regulated Waste Storage facility that conducts
Permittee must include a description of schedules and SOPs for sweeping parking lots removal and disposal of hazardous waste from
and keeping the area surrounding the facilities clean to minimize runoff of pollutants. labs and other University operations in
All Permittees must maintain an inventory of all floor drains inside all Permitteeaccordance with RCRA.
owned or operated buildings. The inventory must be kept current. The Permittee
must ensure that all floor drains discharge to appropriate locations.

4.2.6.6.2

Material storage areas, heavy equipment storage areas and maintenance areas:
Permittees shall develop and implement SOPs to protect water quality at each of
these facilities owned or operated by the Permittee.

4.2.6.6.3

Parks and open space. SOPs shall address but are not limited to: the proper
application, storage, and disposal of fertilizer, pesticides, and herbicides including
minimizing the use of these products and using only in accordance with
manufacturer's instructions; sediment and erosion control; evaluation of lawn
maintenance and landscaping activities to ensure practices are protective of water
quality such as, proper disposal of lawn clippings and vegetation, and use of
alternative landscaping materials such as drought tolerant plants. The SOPS must
address the management of trash containers at parks and other open spaces which
include scheduled cleanings and establishing a sufficient number of containers, and
for placing signage in areas concerning the proper disposal of pet wastes. The SOPS
must also address the proper cleaning of maintenance equipment, building exterior,
trash containers and the disposal of the associated waste and wastewater.
Permittees shall implement park and open space maintenance pollution
preventions/good housekeeping practices at all park areas, and other open spaces
owned or operated by the Permittee.
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Develop quarterly "wet weather" inspection SOP
and inspection form for HPAs; conduct quarterly
All pollutants
storm water discharge inspections and document
findings in SWMP.

_

Target
Audience(s)

Appendix B Quarterly Wet Weather
Screening SOP, Quarterly Wet Weather
Visual Monitoring Inspection Form

MS4

_

Documentation in SWMP

_

_

Responsible Department

OEHS

Initiation
Date (Year)

Dec-10

_

Milestone/
Completion Date
(Month, Year)

Successful if annual quarterly visual
monitoring inspections of high priority
facilities are logged and reports available in
SWMP.

Dec-10

_

Measure of Success (Effectiveness)

_

_

MS4

Appendix B Chemical Use, Storage &
Disposal SOP, Waste Management SOP,
Parking Lot/Street Sweeping SOP; Appendix
D Spill Prevention and Response Program;
Appendix F Training Schedule; SWMP
Section 2.0, Figure 1. Storm Drain System
Map; Floor Drain Inventory available on
request (SWMP Section 2.2)

Landscape Maintenance,
Campus Services, OEHS,
Dec-10
Business Services-GIS,
Plumbing Shop

Dec-10

Successful if SOPs are updated and current by
milestone date.

Review, customize and update appropriate SOPs
for: Material Area Storage and Heavy Equipment All pollutants
Storage.

MS4

Appendix B Material Area Storage SOP,
Heavy Equipment Storage SOP, Utility
Service Yard SOP

Heavy Equipment

Dec-10

Dec-10

Successful if SOPs are updated and current by
milestone date.

Review, customize and update appropriate SOPs
for: Chemical Use, Storage and Disposal, Mowing
All pollutants
& Trimming, Planting Vegetation, Seeding,
Cleaning Equipment, Transporting Equipment,
Waste Management

MS4

Appendix B Chemical Use, Storage &
Disposal SOP, Mowing & Trimming SOP,
Planting Vegetation SOP, Seeding SOP,
Cleaning Equipment SOP, Transporting
Equipment SOP, Waste Management SOP

Landscape Maintenance

Dec-10

Dec-10

Successful if SOPs are updated and current by
milestone date.
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General Permit for Discharges from Small Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s)
Measurable Goals

Reference Number
from Permit

Measurable Goals (from the permit)

Action Items2

Target
Pollutant(s)

Target
Audience(s)

Documentation in SWMP

Responsible Department

Initiation
Date (Year)

Milestone/
Completion Date
(Month, Year)

Measure of Success (Effectiveness)

Vehicle and Equipment. SOPs shall address, but are not limited to: vehicle
maintenance and repair activities that occur on Permittee-owned or operated
vehicles. BMPs should include using drip pans and absorbents under or around leaky
Review, customize and update appropriate SOPs
vehicles and equipment or storing indoors where feasible. Fueling areas for Permitteefor Vehicle Washing and Vehicle and Equipment All pollutants
owned or operated vehicles and equipment shall be evaluated. If possible, place
Maintenance.
fueling areas under cover in order to minimize exposure. The O & M program shall
include SOPs to ensure that vehicle wash water are not discharged to the MS4 or
Waters of the State. This Permit strictly prohibits such discharges.

MS4

Appendix B Vehicle Washing SOP and
Motor Pool
Vehicle Repair and Equipment Storage SOP

Dec-10

Dec-10

Successful if SOPs are updated and current by
milestone date.

4.2.6.6.5

Roads, highways, and parking lots. SOPs shall address, but are not limited to: SOPS
and schedule for sweeping streets and Permittee-owned or operated parking lots and
any other BMPs designed to reduce road and parking lot debris and other pollutants
from entering the MS4; road and parking lot maintenance, including pothole repair,
pavement marking, sealing and repaving; cold weather operations, including plowing,
sanding, and application of deicing compounds and maintenance of snow disposal
areas; right of way maintenance, including mowing, herbicide and pesticide
application; and municipally-sponsored events such as large outdoor festivals,
parades or street fairs. The Permittee must ensure that areas used for snow disposal
will not result in discharge to receiving waters.

Review, customize and update appropriate SOPs
for: Special Events, Parking Lot/Street
All pollutants
Maintenance, Parking/Lot Street Sweeping, Snow
Removal and Deicing and Sidewalk Deicing.

MS4

Appendix B Parking Lot/Street
Maintenance SOP (Overlays and Patching,
etc.), Parking Lot/Street Sweeping SOP,
Snow Removal and Deicing SOP, Sidewalk
Deicing SOP

Dec-10

Dec-10

Successful if SOPs are updated and current by
milestone date.

4.2.6.6.6

Storm water collection and conveyance system. SOPs shall address, but are not
limited to: SOPs and schedules for the regular inspections, cleaning, and repair of
catch basins, storm water conveyance pipes, ditches and irrigation canals, culverts,
and structural storm water controls, and structural runoff treatment and/or flow
control facilities. Permittees shall implement catch basin cleaning, storm water
system maintenance, scheduled structural BMP inspections and maintenance, and
pollution prevention/good housekeeping practices. Permittees shall prioritize storm
sewer system maintenance, with the highest priority areas being maintained at the
greatest frequency. Priorities should be driven by water quality concerns, the
consideration of the receiving water, the amount and type of material that typically
accumulates in an area, or other location-specific factors. All Permittee-owned or
operated storm water structural BMPs including but not limited to, swales,
retention/detention basins or other structures must be inspected annually to ensure
that they are properly maintained to reduce the discharge of pollutants into receiving
waters. Permittees shall ensure and document proper disposal methods of all waste
and wastewater removed from the storm water conveyance system. These disposal
methods apply to, but are not limited to, street sweeping and catch basin cleaning.
Materials removed from the MS4 shall be dewatered in a contained, impervious area
and discharged to the local sanitary sewer (with approval of local authorities) where
feasible. The solid material shall be stored and disposed of properly to avoid
discharge to Waters of the State during a storm event. Any other treatment and
disposal measures shall be reviewed and approved by the Division. Some materials
removed from storm drains and open channels may require special handling and
disposal and may not be authorized to be disposed of in a landfill.

Review, customize and update appropriate SOPs
for Catch Basins and Storm Drain Manholes,
Culinary and Storm Water Pipe Cleaning, Storm
Water Structures, and Sumps and Injection Wells. All pollutants
In addition - Permittee owned structural BMPS
(swales, retention/detention basins, etc.) are
inspected annually as per part 4.2.5.5.3

MS4

Appendix B Catch Basins and Storm Drain
Manholes SOP, Culvert and Storm Water
Pipe Cleaning SOP, Storm Water Structures Plumbing Shop,
SOP, Sumps and Injection Wells SOP, and Landscape Maintenance, Dec-10
Permeable Pavement SOP Appendix C Post and Heavy Equipment
Construction Program, Post-Con BMP
Review Form

Dec-10

Successful if SOPs are updated and current by
milestone date.

4.2.6.6.4

MCM 6
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Campus Services,
Landscape Maintenance
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General Permit for Discharges from Small Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s)
Measurable Goals

Reference Number
from Permit

Measurable Goals (from the permit)

Action Items2

Target
Pollutant(s)

Target
Audience(s)

4.2.6.6.7

Other facilities and operations. Permittees shall identify any facilities and operations
Identify any additional SOPs that are required.
not listed above that would reasonably be expected to discharge contaminated
All pollutants
runoff, and develop, implement, and document the appropriate BMPs and SWPPP to Review, customize and update appropriate SOPs.
protect water quality from discharges from these sites.

MS4

4.2.6.7

If a Permittee contracts with a third-party to conduct municipal maintenance or
allows private developments to conduct their own maintenance, the contractor shall
be held to the same standards as the Permittee. This expectation must be defined in The University controls nearly 100% of the
facilities within the Municipality and directs all
contracts between the Permittee and its contractors or the contractors of private
All pollutants
developments. The Permittee shall be responsible for ensuring, through contractually- land development; there are no 3rd party owned
required documentation or periodic site visits that contractors are using appropriate long term BMPs.
storm water controls and following the standard operating procedures, storm water
control measures, and good housekeeping practices of the Permittee.

Non-University
Facilities

4.2.6.8

The Permittee must develop and implement a process to assess the water quality
impacts in the design of all new flood management structural controls that are
associated with the Permittee or that discharge to the MS4. This process must
include consideration of controls that can be used to minimize the impacts to site
water quality and hydrology while still meeting project objectives. A description of
this process must be included in the SWMP document.

Include a requirement for long-term postconstruction storm water controls in new
development and redevelopments sites in the
University of Utah Campus Design Standards
(revised December 2010). The long term post
construction controls shall prevent or minimize
impacts to water quality (as per MS4 part
4.2.5.3).

4.2.6.8.1

Existing flood management structural controls must be assessed to determine
whether changes or additions should be made to improve water quality. A
description of this process and determinations should be included in the SWMP
document.

4.2.6.9

Public construction projects shall comply with the requirements applied to private
projects. All construction projects disturbing greater than or equal to one acre,
including projects less than one acre that are part of a larger common plan of
development or sale, owned or operated by the Permittee are required to be covered
under the General UPDES Permits for Storm Water Discharges Associated with
Construction Activities.

4.2.6.10

The Permittee shall ensure that all employees, contracted staff and other responsible
entities that have primary construction, operation or maintenance job functions that Develop training materials and schedule.
are likely to impact storm water quality receive annual training. The Permittee shall
identify target individuals to participate in the training sessions and ensure that all
such employees receive training upon being hired and annually thereafter, at a
minimum. Training shall address the importance of protecting water quality, the
requirements of this Permit, operation and maintenance requirements, inspection
procedures, ways to perform their job activities to prevent or minimize impacts to
water quality, SOPs and SWPPPs for the various Permittee-owned or operated
facilities and procedures for reporting water quality concerns, including potential
illicit discharges. Training records must be kept and shall include dates, activities or Conduct time of hire and annual recurring
training according to schedule.
course descriptions, and names and positions of staff in attendance. Follow up
training shall be provided as needed to address changes in procedures, methods or
staffing.

1

Documentation in SWMP
Appendix B, Operation & Maintenance
Programs, In-House Concrete Work,
Pressure Washing, Special Events, HVAC
Coolant Disposal

Responsible Department

Plant Operations1

_

_

Initiation
Date (Year)

Dec-11

Milestone/
Completion Date
(Month, Year)

Successful if SOPs are updated and current by
milestone date.

Dec-11

_

Measure of Success (Effectiveness)

_

_

Plant Operations

Construction Project
Appendix C Excerpts from the Campus
Delivery (CPD), OEHS,
Design Standards (revised December 2010)
Plant Operations

Dec-14

Dec-16

Successful if plan is prepared and ready for
internal review process by milestone date.

Flood management structural controls are part of
the redevelopment program as included in the
University of Utah Campus Design Standards
All pollutants
(revised December 2010). Structural storm water
control assessments and inspections are included
in the O&M SOPs.

MS4

Appendix B Storm Water Collection and
Conveyance System SOPs, Appendix C
Excerpts from the Campus Design
Standards (revised December 2010)

OEHS, CPD, Plant
Operations

Dec-10

Dec-10

Successful if flood management structural
controls are assessed.

All projects greater than 1 acre must conform to
the University of Utah Campus Design Standards
All pollutants
(revised December 2014) which requires use of a
SWPPP.

Construction
Contractors

Appendix C Excerpts from the Campus
OEHS, CDC, Plant
Design Standards (revised December 2010)
Operations
and Campus Master Plan

Dec-10

Dec-10

Successful if all projects conform to the
Campus Design Standards and Campus
Master Plan.

Successful if a training schedule is developed
by milestone.

All pollutants

All pollutants

Plant Operations1 Appendix F Training Schedule

OEHS

Dec-11;
Ongoing

Dec-11; Ongoing

All pollutants

Plant Operations1 Appendix F Training Schedule

OEHS

Dec-11;
Ongoing

Successful if the OEHS training database
Dec-11; Ongoing notes that Department employees have
received the training.

Plant Operations: Motor Pool, Campus Services, Landscape Maintenance, Plumbing Shop, Heavy Equipment, and Others as Necessary. 2 Action items in red and italics indicate action items that are not yet complete. As of 6.14.16 there are no incomplete action items.
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MS4 Permit Compliance Calendar
(This summarizes dynamic the University program to comply with repeating MS4 Permit requirements)
Weekly
•

“High Priority Area” Week visual inspection (Todd Ryan) (4.2.6.5.1)

Monthly
•

Document and track (sometimes bimonthly or as needed for enforcement) construction
inspections and any enforcement actions (4.2.4.2.2, 4.2.4.4)

Quarterly
•
•

Comprehensive inspections of “High Priority Areas” (4.2.3.3.2, 4.2.6.5.2)
Wet weather screenings of “High Priority Areas” (4.2.6.5.3)

Annually
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Publish a “Chronicle” Ad (4.2.1.2)
University Student Apartments - RA Training/Handouts (4.2.1.2)
College guest lecture course (4.2.1.2)
“@TheU” Mass Mailing (4.2.1.2)
Provide O&M SOPs electronically to PMC along with solicitation for questions concerning
pollution prevention (4.2.1.3)
Provide IDDE and Stormwater P2 training to targeted MS4 Employees (4.2.1.5, 4.2.3.11,
4.2.6.10)
Provide LID information to MS4 planners and designers (4.2.1.6)
Conduct SWAMT meetings annually and update SWMP as needed, update to website (4.2.2.1)
Update “High Priority Area” list (4.2.3.3.1)
Dry Weather Field Screening of outfalls (4.2.3.3.3)
Update IDDE History map (4.2.3.10)
Update Post-Con BMP inventory (4.2.5.7)
Train SWPPP inspector/reviewer to conduct these activities (4.2.4.5)
Post-Con BMP structure inspections and maintenance (Grounds/Plumbing) (4.2.5.5.3)
Shop supervisor’s review applicable SOPs (4.2.6.10)

As needed
•
•
•
•

Pre-construction training/enforcement actions with construction contractors (4.2.1.4)
Pre-Construction SWPPP Review (4.2.4.3.1)
Notice of Termination inspections (4.2.4.4.2)
Permanent BMP structures inspected at least once during construction (PMs) to verify that they
are installed as designed. (4.2.5.5.2)

STORM WATER MANAGMENT PLAN- 2016
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OVERALL INSPECTION SCHEDULE
Permit condition
Requirement
4.2.3.3.3
Dry weather screening

Responsible Department
Plumbing Shop and OEHS

4.2.3.4 & 4.2.3.5.1 Illicit discharge investigation

Plumbing Shop and OEHS

4.2.4.2.2, 4.2.4.4

Active construction inspections and enforcement
actions

OEHS

4.2.4.3.1

Pre-construction SWPPP Review and NOT Inspection

OEHS

4.2.5.5.2

Permanent structural BMPs during installation

4.2.5.7

Site inspection of post-construction BMPs

Project Manager (CPD)
GIS
OEHS

4.2.6.5.1
4.2.3.3.2,
4.2.6.5.2
4.2.6.5.3

Visual inspections of "high priority" potential pollution
Heavy Equipment
sources
Comprehensive quarterly inspections of "high priority"
OEHS
potential pollution sources
Visual wet weather observation of storm water
discharges from areas that are high "priority" potential OEHS
pollution sources

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN- 2016
APPENDIX A, Updated 9.4.18

Documentation Required
Inspection form
SOP
OEHS report
SOP
Inspection form/OEHS report
database
SOP
Checklist/OEHS report
database
Punch list
Inventory/database
4.2.5.5.3 & 4.2.5.7.1, 4.2.6.6.6

Frequency
Annually

Log kept with SWMP document

Weekly

SOP, inspection form and report

Quarterly

SOP, inspection form and report

Quarterly

As needed
Monthly or Bimonthly (as needed)
As needed
Once (minimum)
annually

Appendix B
Operation and Maintenance Program (MCM 6):
•
•

SOP annual review signoff roster (template)
Standard Operating Procedures
o Culvert and Storm Water Pipe Cleaning
o Coolant Draining, Storage, and Disposal
o Permeable Pavement
o Storm Water Structures: Detention Pond, Retention
Pond and Swales Cleaning
o Sumps and Injection Wells (includes Underground Storm
Water Detention Structures)
o Pressure Washing
o In-house Painting
o Heavy Equipment Storage
o Vehicle Washing
o Vehicle and Equipment Maintenance
o In-house Concrete Work
o Waste Management
o Special Events
o Chemical Use, Storage and Disposal
o Sidewalk Deicing
o Mowing, Trimming, and Fertilizing
o Planting Vegetation
o Seeding
o Cleaning Equipment
o Transporting Equipment
o Parking Lot/Street Maintenance
o Snow Removal and De-icing
o Earthwork (less than 1 acre)

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN – 2016
APPENDIX B, Updated 5.4.17

•

Permittee Owned Facilities
o Permittee Owned Facility Evaluation SOP
o Permittee Owned Facility Inventory Log

•

HPA SWPPP Summary
o “Bullpen” Area and Drain Flow Map
o Utility Service Yard Management SOP
o Material Area Storage SOP
o Weekly Visual Inspection SOP
o Catch Basins and Storm Drain Manholes
o Parking Lot/Street Sweeping
o Weekly Inspection Form
o Quarterly Comprehensive Inspection SOP
o Quarterly Comprehensive Inspection Form
o Quarterly Wet Weather Screening SOP
o Quarterly Wet Weather Visual Monitoring Inspection
Form

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN – 2016
APPENDIX B, Updated 5.4.17

Annual review of the following University of Utah Standard Operating
Procedures (SOPs) for Operations and Maintenance Activities
Department Supervisors must ensure training on those SOPs for employees at the
time of hire and at least annually thereafter. The department will review the
applicable SOPs and have employees sign-off that they have received this SOP
review.

Date:
Name (first last)

Department

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN – 2016
APPENDIX B, Updated 6.14.16

UNID

*Signature
(Signature confirms attendance)

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES
List of Standard Operating Procedures, Responsible Department, Permit Reference and Name of SOP
Name of SOP in SWMP
Appendix B: Buildings and Facilities
In‐house Painting

Responsible Department

Permit Reference

Carpentry Shop

4.2.6.6.1

Heavy Equipment

4.2.6.6.2

Standard Operating Procedure (Permit Reference)

Appendix B: Material Storage Areas, Heavy Equipment and Maintenance
Heavy Equipment Storage SOP

Heavy equipment storage area use

Appendix B: Parks and Open Spaces
Chemical Use, Storage and Disposal SOP

Landscape Maintenance, USA

Mowing & Trimming SOP, Planting Vegetation SOP, Seeding SOP

Landscape Maintenance, USA

Waste Management SOP
Cleaning Equipment SOP and Transporting Equipment SOP
Appendix B: Vehicles and Equipment

Waste Mngmt, USA
Landscape Maintenance, USA

Chemical use, storage, disposal of pesticides, herbicides, fertilizers: minimize use, use only in accordance
with manufacturer's instruction
Parks/Open Space ‐ Mowing and trimming; lawn maintenance & landscaping: proper disposal of lawn
clippings & vegetation and use of alternative landscaping, and fertlizer application
4.2.6.6.1, 4.2.6.6.3 Management of trash containers at parks & open spaces‐SOP, cleaning schedule, sufficient # of
4.2.6.6.3
Proper cleaning of park maintenance equipment
4.2.6.6.3

4.2.6.6.3

Vehicle Washing SOP

Motor Pool, Landscaping, Heavy
EQ, USA

4.2.6.6.4

Vehicle washing

Vehicle and Equipment Maintenance SOP

Motor Pool

4.2.6.6.4

Vehicle maintenace and repair: drip pans, absorbents

Parking Lot/Street Maintenance SOP
Parking Lot/Street Sweeping SOP
Special Events SOP

Heavy Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Waste Mngmt

4.2.6.6.5
4.2.6.6.6
4.2.6.6.5

Sidewalk Deicing SOP

Landscape Maintenance, USA

4.2.6.6.5

Snow Removal and Deicing SOP

Heavy Equipment, USA

4.2.6.6.5

Street/Road Maintenance SOP & Schedule: pothole repair, pavement marking, sealing & repaving
Street/Road Sweeping SOP & Schedule: reduce road & parking lot debris
Special events/Mass Gatherings
Cold Weather operations: plowing, sanding, application of deicing compounds, maintenance of snow
disposal areas
Cold Weather operations: plowing, sanding, application of deicing compounds, maintenance of snow
disposal areas

Appendix B: Storm water Collection & Conveyance
Catch Basisn and Storm Drain Manholes SOP
Culvert and Storm Water Pipe Cleaning SOP

Plumbing Shop/Heavy EQ
Plumbing Shop

4.2.6.6.6
4.2.6.6.6

Catch basins
Culverts and Storm water conveyance pipes

Storm Water Structures SOP

Landscaping/Plumbing/Heavy EQ

4.2.6.6.6

Inspection and maintenance of long term flood control BMPs

Appendix B: Roads, Highways and Parking Lots

Sumps and Injection Facilities (includes Underground Storm Water Detention Structures)
SOP
Permeable Pavement Maintenance
Appendix B: Other Facilities and Operations
Coolant Draining, Storage & Disposal
In‐House Concrete Work SOP
Power‐Pressure Washing
Earthwork SOP
Appendix B: High Priority Facilities
Weekly Visual Inspection SOP
Quarterly Wet Weather Screening SOP
Wet Weather Screening SOP
Utility Service Yard Management SOP
Material Area Storage SOP

Plumbing Shop/Heavy EQ

4.2.6.6.6

Heavy EQ

4.2.6.6.6

Structural storm water control BMPs: Swales, retention ponds, detention ponds, or other structures‐‐
annual inspection
Cleaning of permeable pavement surface at the Sutton buidling

HVAC
Carpentry Shop
Carpentry Shop

4.2.6.6.7
4.2.6.6.7
4.2.6.6.7

In‐house Concrete Work
Washing of concrete surfaces

Heavy Equipment

4.2.6.6.7

Small scope projects that require digging

OEHS
OEHS
OEHS
Heavy Equipment
Heavy Equipment

4.2.6.5.1
4.2.6.5.2
4.2.6.5.3
4.2.6.6.2
4.2.6.6.2

High priority facilities (BMP's, LID, Good house keeping): weekly inspections, quarterly visual monitoring
Outfall inspections at High Priority Facilities
Quarterhly storm water runoff observations for High Priority Facilities
Bullpen area operations and pollution prevention

Material area storage and use

Appendix C: Construction Program
4.2.4.3.1, 4.2.4.3.2,
Pre‐construction storm water prevention plan review
4.2.4.3.3
4.2.4.4
Construction progam overview

SWPPP Review for Project Sites Greater than 1 acre SOP

OEHS

Construction Runoff Control Program SOP

OEHS

Construction Enforcement SOP

OEHS

4.2.4.2, 4.2.4.2.1‐
Construction enforcement
4.2.4.2.2
4.2.4.4.1, 4.2.4.4.3 Site inspection of construction phase storm water control measures

Construction Inspection Procedures SOP

OEHS

Notice of Termination Process SOP

OEHS

Appendix D: IDDE Program
Tracing and Removal of Illicit Discharges SOP

Plumbing Shop

4.2.3.4

Tracing the source of illicit discharges

Spill Response Program SOP

OEHS

4.2.3.5

Response procedure to spills/leaks/illicit discharges

Dry Weather Field Screening SOP

OEHS/Plumbing Shop

Hazardous Material Emergency Response Plan/UPD Dispatch SOP

OEHS

4.2.4.4.2

4.2.3.3.3

Annual inspection of outfalls to RBC

4.2.3.5.1, 4.2.3.6,
Characterizing Nature of and ceasing/removal of illicit discharges/phone call procedures
4.2.3.9.1

Stormwater Management Plan ‐ 2016, Appendix B, Updated 6.14.16
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Project Close out and NOI termination process

1

Standard Operating Procedures:
Chemical (pesticides, herbicides and others) Use, Storage, and Disposal
Responsibility: Landscape Maintenance
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing
Description: This section contains information on the application of Pesticides, Herbicides and Fertilizers
in the landscape; including preparation, use and disposal of chemical products (4.2.6.6.3).
Applicability: Using chemicals in the landscape.
1.

Preparation
a. Make sure your state non-commercial applicator certification is complete and up-todate before handling any chemicals.
b. Calibrate fertilizer and pesticide application equipment to avoid excessive application.
c. Use pesticides only if there is an actual pest problem.
d. Time and apply the application of fertilizers, herbicides or pesticides to coincide with the
manufacturer’s recommendation for best results (“Read the Label”).
e. Know the weather conditions. Do not use pesticides if rain is expected. Apply pesticides
or herbicides only when wind speeds are low (less than 5 mph).

2.

Process
a. Always follow the manufacturer’s recommendations for mixing, application and
disposal. (“Read the Label”).
b.

Do not mix or prepare pesticides for application near storm drains.

c. Employ techniques to minimize off-target application (e.g. spray drift, over
broadcasting) of pesticides and fertilizers.
3.

Clean-up
a. Sweep pavement or sidewalks where fertilizers or other solid chemicals are present,
before applying irrigation water.
b. Triple rinse containers, and use rinse water as product. Dispose of unused pesticide as
hazardous waste if required.

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN – 2016
APPENDIX B, Updated 6.8.16

c. Always follow all federal and state regulations governing use, storage and disposal of
fertilizers, herbicides or pesticides and their containers (“Read the Label”).
4.

Documentation
a. Copies of Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) for all pesticides, fertilizers and other
hazardous products used are kept at the Grounds/Transportation offices.
b. Records of fertilizing and pesticide application activities, including date, individual who
did the application, amount of product used and approximate area covered are kept
electronically.
c. Electronic spreadsheet/personnel files are up to date with all full-time employees that
mix and handle chemicals. These employees are certified non-commercial applicator
through the Department of Agriculture and renew their certification every three years.

5.

Training
a. Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during new
employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable employees
and will provide a training log to OEHS for documentation in the SWMP.

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN – 2016
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Standard Operating Procedures:
Coolant (Antifreeze, Freon and/or others) Draining, Storage, and Disposal
Responsibility: HVAC Shop
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing
Description: This section contains information on facilities and operations that would reasonably be
expected to discharge contaminated runoff, and develop, implement, and document the appropriate
BMPs and SWPPP to protect water quality from discharges from these sites (4.2.6.6.7).
Applicability: Draining chemicals from refrigerator units or other equipment.
1.

Process
a. Dropped off equipment has fluid tanks removed and taken inside.
b. Drain tank contents into sealed disposal container over secondary containment. When
full place disposal container in chemical storage shed.
c. Schedule pickup with OEHS staff of all materials in chemical storage shed before it is full
to prevent overflow materials from being stored outside and or in an exposed manner.
d. OEHS disposes of material in accordance with RCRA and retains documentation of
disposal costs as part of building 590 operations.

2.

Housekeeping & Spill Response
a. Paved surfaces outside and around equipment storage area are to be kept clean and
free of drips, leaks or spills that may occur. Spill cleanup materials are located in the
HVAC shop.
b. Spot check equipment drop off area, chemical storage shed, and surrounding area for
leaks or spills regularly during work hours.
c. Any outdoor spills on paved surfaces should be cleaned up as soon as possible to
prevent rainwater or other precipitation from discharging pollutants into the storm
drain system.

3.

Training

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN – 2016
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Standard Operating Procedures:
Culvert and Storm Water Pipe Cleaning
Responsibility: Plumbing Shop, Heavy Equipment
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing; Annually
Description: This section contains information on the cleaning of storm drain culverts and pipes. This
also includes what methods to use to remove sediment and debris from the structure. A record keeping
procedure is also outlined for tracking the cleaning process (4.2.6.6.6).
Applicability: Cleaning of Culverts and Pipes.
1.

Preparation:
a. Clean sediment and trash off inlet to culvert/storm water pipe.
b. If possible do visual inspection of inside of culvert/storm water pipe.
c. Look for cracks, missing or broken pieces in the walls/sides of structure.
d. Do inside visual inspection to see what needs to be cleaned.

2.

Process
a. For manual cleaning:
i. Place removed material in a location protected from potential runoff.
ii. Place spoils in vehicle for transport to disposal area.
iii. Dispose of spoils in an approved location for dewatering if necessary.
b. For mechanical cleaning:
i. Clean using a high powered vac truck, cleaning the sides of the structure and
sucking out sediment on the bottom.
ii. Send high powered hose down culvert and pull back any sediment.
iii. Clean inlets and outlets.
iv. Move truck down to next storm drain.
v. If vac truck is not able to sufficiently clean the pipe and/or culvert, use a vendor
with jetting capabilities to clean the pipe and/or culvert.

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN – 2016
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3.

Clean-up
a. When vac truck is full of sediment take it to the bull pen area to dry.
b. When evaporates are dry, clean it up with a backhoe, put it into a dump truck and take
it to the landfill.

4.

Documentation
a. Logs of culverts/storm water pipes wells cleaned are kept in the AIM program.
b. Amount of waste collected are removed is recorded in the AIM program.
c. Notes/comments recorded in the AIM program.

5.

Training
a. Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during new
employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable employees
and will provide a training log to OEHS for documentation in the SWMP.

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN – 2016
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Standard Operating Procedures:
Earthwork (less than 1 acre)
Responsibility: Heavy Equipment
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing; as needed
Description: Best management practices for digging activities to reduce or eliminate the discharge of
pollutants into the storm sewer system (4.2.6.6.7).
Applicability: Small scale work or repairs that require digging.
1. Procedures
a. Discharge to the storm drain will be avoided through use of any BMPs deemed
necessary in consideration of work size and scope.
b. Inlet protection BMPs (i.e. inlet bags, straw waddle or rock bags, etc.) will be employed
as is appropriate around storm drain inlets.
c. Soil piles will be stored on pervious surfaces first and on impervious surface secondarily.
2. Housekeeping and Clean up
a. Any equipment leaks will be cleaned up using dry absorbent as soon as possible. The
absorbent will then be disposed of in the garbage.
b. All work areas will be kept clean and swept as needed to prevent discharge.
3. Documentation
a. Record work orders using the AIM system.
4. Training
a. Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during new
employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable employees
and will provide a training log to OEHS for documentation in the SWMP.
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Standard Operating Procedures:
Heavy Equipment Storage
Responsibility: Heavy Equipment
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing
Description: Best management practices guiding the maintenance and storage of heavy equipment to
reduce or eliminate the contact with runoff (4.2.6.6.2).
Applicability: Heavy equipment storage.
1. Procedures
a. Whenever possible vehicles should be stored inside where floor drains have been
connected to the sanitary sewer system. When this is not possible vehicles and
equipment should be stored /parked in approved areas. These areas should never be
located near storm drains.
b. Maintain vehicles to prevent leaks.
c. Address leaks as soon as possible. When leak is detected a drip pan will be placed under
vehicle or equipment, and repairs will be schedule immediately.
d. Parking and storage areas will be inspected for stain/leaks on a regular basis.
2. Housekeeping and Clean up
a. All leaks will be cleaned up using dry absorbent. The absorbent will then be disposed of
in the garbage.
b. A labeled location will be provided to empty and store drip pans.
c. All storage areas will be swept bimonthly weather permitting.
3. Documentation
a. Record inspections and sweeping using the AIM system.
b. In the event of a leak: record location, vehicle/equipment leak and actions taken.
c. Include comments on any ongoing or continual vehicle/equipment issues.
4. Training
a. Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during new
employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable employees
and will provide a training log to OEHS for documentation in the SWMP.
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Standard Operating Procedures:
In-House Concrete Work
Responsibility: Carpentry Shop
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing
Description: Concrete Work (4.2.6.6.7).
Applicability: Concrete work (form work, mixing, pouring, and finishing) done by Carpentry shop
employees.
1. If there is sufficient space in the area being poured, the chute will be cleaned out into the area being
poured; if not, buckets will be used to collect the rinsate. The rinsate may be poured back into the
hopper above the chute. Rinsate is never discharged to a gutter, storm or sewer drain, or other
paved surface.
2. Excess concrete without free-flowing liquid may be placed on a paved surface during finishing.
Material not used will be allowed to solidify, and will then be collected for disposal at the bullpen.
3. The cement truck driver will minimize overspray when rinsing the chute and will avoid overspray in
the vicinity a storm drain inlet. Small amounts of overspray on a road or other paved surface is not
of concern.
4. Equipment, if rinsed, will be rinsed into buckets or onto a grassy area.
5. If the small mixer is used rather than contracting with a cement mixer truck, the following cleanup
procedures will be used:
1. Excess concrete without free-flowing liquid may be placed onto previously solidified waste
concrete at the bullpen.
2. Liquid rinsate will be discharged to the lined retention pond at the salt storage area of the
bullpen.
3. No liquid, semi-solid, or solid waste materials will be discharged into the storm water
detention pond located at the bullpen.
6. Concrete cutting is done in house with the use of a chainsaw blade for short cuts only. The slurry is
left to dry on the pavement and then shoveled or swept up and then the remains are placed in the
dumpster.
7. Documentation: Work orders recorded in AIM system.
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8. Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during new employee
orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable employees and will provide a
training log to OEHS for documentation in the SWMP.
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Standard Operating Procedures:
In-House Painting
Responsibility: Carpentry Shop
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing
Description: External or Internal painting jobs (4.2.6.6.1).
Applicability: Painting done by Carpentry shop employees.
1. Area around surface to be painted is prepared before any paint is applied to it.
a. Drop cloths, taping, plastic wrap or tarps are used as appropriate.
b. Drops cloths and tarps are shaken out into a dumpster after the painting is done.
c. Disposable plastic wrap and tape are thrown out after drying.
2. Brushes and other tools are washed out over a deep sink, which drains to the sanitary sewer.
a. Sink drain contains a P-trap for hard chunks of dried paint which are then disposed of in
the trash/dumpster.
b. Sometimes paint brushes are wrapped in tin foil and stored instead of washed, if they
are to be used in the same color the next day.
3. Waste paint is dumped into a 55 gallon drum and picked up by OEHS personnel for disposal
when it is full.
a. Oil and Latex paint are not mixed but are kept instead in separate 55 gal. drums.
b. Left over paint thinner is put into a separate 5 gal. before being picked up by OEHS.
4. Left over paint is stored in the storage area; some buildings upon request will keep additional
paint for touch ups in “attic storage”.
5. Empty paint buckets are washed out into the deep sink, the left over paint watered down before
being sent into the sanitary sewer.
6. Open paint cans are never left unattended; if everyone must leave the work area for some
reason they are sealed closed to prevent spills.
7. Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during new employee
orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable employees and will provide a
training log to OEHS for documentation in the SWMP.
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Standard Operating Procedures:
Landscaping Maintenance – Mowing, Trimming, and Fertilizing

Responsibility: Landscape Maintenance
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing
Description: This section contains information on mowing and trimming around drainage structures and
the proper cleaning of mowing and trimming equipment (4.2.6.6.3).
Applicability: Mowing, trimming, fertilizing, and fall leaf removal.
1.

Preparation
a. Process overview with all employees
b. Check the oil and fuel levels of the mowers and other equipment; fill if needed away
from storm drains.
c. Locate all storm drain collection structures and inlets in the right-of-way.

2.

Process
a. Install temporary catch basin protection on affected basins as needed.
b. Put on eye and hearing protection.
c. Mow and trim the lawn. The Turf is mowed with mulching mowers therefore no
collection or disposal of clippings is required.
d. Sweep or blow clippings to grass areas
e. Vacuum or manually remove leaves from gutters around green space areas as needed
during autumn
f.

Remove inlet protection if they were installed

g. Fertilization should be done with the minimal amount possible in order to prevent
excess nitrogen and phosphorus being discharged into storm drains during rain events.
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3.

Clean-up
a. Scrape and brush mowers at the shop, and sweep dry spoils and dispose at approved
facilities.
b. Wash equipment in approved wash station.

4.

Training
a. Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during new
employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable employees
and will provide a training log to OEHS for documentation in the SWMP.
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Standard Operating Procedures:
Landscaping Maintenance – Planting Vegetation

Responsibility: Landscape Maintenance
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing
Description: This section contains information on planting within the landscape of the University of Utah
campus. This also includes cleaning of the area and how to dispose of excess soil (4.2.6.6.3).
Applicability: Planting.
1.

Preparation
a. Call Campus Utilities and/or Blue Stakes Center of Utah at least 1 week before any
digging will be performed, to reveal the location of any underground utilities.
b. Dial Campus utilities 581-7221 or 811 or 1-800-662-4111 (Blue Stakes).
c. Determine where any spoils will be taken.

2.

Process
a. Dig holes; place spoils near the hole where they may easily be placed back around roots.
Avoid placing spoils in the gutter or areas that may drain into drainage ways
b. Bring each plant near the edge of the hole dug for it.
c. Check the depth of the hole, and adjust the depth if necessary. The depth of the hole
for a tree should be as deep as the root ball, so that the top of the root ball is level with
the top of the hole.
d. Carefully remove pot or burlap.
e. Place the plant in the hole.
f.

Backfill the hole with existing spoils, compost, and fertilize if needed and in sparse
amounts.

g. Water the plant.
h. Stake the plant, if necessary, to stabilize it.
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3.

Clean-up
a. Move any extra spoils into truck or trailer. Place the spoils on a tarp if there is likelihood
that some of the dirt would be lost through openings in the bed.
b. Sweep dirt from surrounding pavement(s) into the planter area
c. Transport spoils to their designated fill or disposal area.

4.

Training
a. Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during new
employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable employees
and will provide a training log to OEHS for documentation in the SWMP.
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Standard Operating Procedures:
Landscaping Maintenance – Seeding

Responsibility: Landscape Maintenance
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing
Description: This section contains information on the seeding of areas on the University of Utah
campus. This also includes cleaning of the area and how to dispose of excess soil (4.2.6.6.3).
Applicability: Seeding.
1.

Preparation
a. Dial Campus utilities 581-7221 or 1-800-662-4111 (Blue Stakes) at least 7 working days
before any digging or grading will be done, to reveal the location of any underground
utilities.
b. Decide on the application rate, method, water source, and ensure adequate materials
are in possession.
c. Grade and prepare the soil to receive the seed. Place any extra soil in a convenient
location to collect.

2.

Process
a. Place the seed and any cover using the pre-determined application method (and rate).
b. Lightly moisten the seed.
c. Adjust watering rates to minimize runoff from seeded area.
d. Monitor site for erosion. Correct as needed.

3.

Clean-up
a. Move any extra spoils into truck or trailer. Place the spoils on a tarp if there is a likely
hood that some of the dirt would be lost through openings in the bed.
b. Sweep dirt, seed, and any cover material from surrounding pavement(s) into the planter
area.
c. Transport spoils to their designated fill or disposal area.
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4.

Training
a. Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during new
employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable employees
and will provide a training log to OEHS for documentation in the SWMP.
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Standard Operating Procedures:
Landscaping Maintenance – Cleaning Equipment

Responsibility: Landscape Maintenance
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing
Description: This section contains information on cleaning equipment used in landscape maintenance
(4.2.6.6.3).
Applicability: Cleaning.
1.

Preparation
a. Review process with all Landscape Maintenance employees.

2.

Process
a. Wipe off dirt, dust and fluids with disposable towel.
b. Wash equipment in approved wash station.

3.

Clean-up
a. Dispose of towels in proper trash receptacle.
b. Sweep floor and dispose of debris.

4. Training
a. Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during new
employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable employees
and will provide a training log to OEHS for documentation in the SWMP.
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Standard Operating Procedures:
Landscaping Maintenance – Transporting Equipment
Responsibility: Landscape Maintenance
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing
Description: This section contains information on transporting equipment used in landscape
maintenance (4.2.6.6.3).
Applicability: Transportation.
1.

Preparation
a. Determine equipment needed for transport and method (trailer, truck bed) needed to
transport equipment.
b. Conduct pre- trip inspection of equipment.

2.

Process
a. Load and secure equipment on trailer or truck.
b. Load and secure fuel containers for equipment usage.

3.

Clean-up
a. Off load equipment.
b. Store equipment and trailer in proper location.
c. Conduct post-trip inspection of equipment.
d. Wash equipment, if needed, according to the SOP for Cleaning Equipment SOP.

4.
5.

Documentation
a. Fill out a service check sheet on equipment before and after each use.
Training
a. Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during new
employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable employees
and will provide a training log to OEHS for documentation in the SWMP.
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Standard Operating Procedures:
Parking Lot/Street Maintenance
Responsibility: Heavy Equipment
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing
Description: Best management practices to protect and minimize the affect of street construction; such
as crack, chip, and slurry sealing or overlay and patching to the runoff and storm drain system
(4.2.6.6.5).
Applicability: Maintenance of parking lots and streets including crack sealing, chip sealing, slurry sealing,
and overlays and patching.
Crack Sealing
1.

Procedures
Cover manholes and catch basins as needed to prevent oil and materials from
entering the inside of structures and polluting the system.
Clean and dry areas to be sealed.
Place material in cracks.
Keep sealing equipment on asphalt away from curb and drain areas as to minimize
possibility of spill.

2.

Housekeeping and Clean up
Remove excessive sealant, loose debris, or spills from asphalt.
Clean up equipment.
Remove manhole catch basin covers.
Dispose of all clean up material in the landfill.

3.

Documentation
Date project started and any manholes/catch basins covered are recorded in the
AIM program.
Date complete and the final inspection of area are recorded in the AIM program.

4.

Training
-

Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure
during new employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with
applicable employees and will provide a training log to OEHS for
documentation in the SWMP.
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Chip Sealing
1.

Procedures
Cover manholes and catch basins as needed to prevent oil and materials from
entering the inside of structures and polluting the system.
Clean and dry areas to be sealed.
Apply emulsion and calibrate spreader and slowly spread chips closely behind
emulsion distributor to reduce chips tumbling into curb areas.
Roll chips twice at 5 mph.

2.

Housekeeping and Clean up
Sweep and dispose of loose aggregate as per street sweeping procedure.
Remove excessive asphalt and spills dispose of in land fill.
Remove manhole and catch basin covers, cleaning up and disposing of any loose
material that may have entered the inlet boxes.

3.

Documentation
Dates of project start and completion are recorded in the AIM program.
Dates protection materials if installed and removed are recorded in the AIM
program.

4.

Training
-

Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure
during new employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with
applicable employees and will provide a training log to OEHS for
documentation in the SWMP.
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Slurry Sealing

1.

Procedures
a. Cover manholes and catch basins as needed to prevent oil and materials from entering
the inside of structures and polluting the system.
a. Clean and dry areas to be sealed.
b. Apply Slurry in a smooth and uniform manner.

2.

Housekeeping and Clean up
c. Clean up any excess material that may have entered the gutter.
d. Remove manhole and catch basin covers if installed, cleaning out any excess material
that may have entered the system. Dispose of clean up materials in the landfill.

3.

Documentation
e. Dates of project start and completion are recorded in the AIM program.
f. Dates protection materials were installed and removed are recorded in the AIM
program, if used.
g. Dates and result of final inspection are recorded in the AIM program.

4.

Training
a. Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during

new employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable
employees and will provide a training log to OEHS for documentation in the
SWMP.
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Overlays and Patching
1.

Procedures
a. Cover manholes and catch basins as needed to prevent oil and materials from entering
the inside of structures and polluting the system.
b. Measure and mark locations of manholes, covers and valves on the curb. Correct any
drainage issues.
c. Clean and dry areas.
d. Seal cracks, fill potholes, repair soft spots, milling preformed for rutting.
e. Apply tack coat and allow curing, check asphalt mixture, raise manhole lids and valves as
needed using riser rings. Roll to achieve proper in place air void specification.

2.

Housekeeping and Clean up
f. Allow pavement to cool then sweep gutters and remove all excess aggregate and debris.
g. Remove manhole and catch basin covers if installed, cleaning out any excess material
that may have entered the system. Dispose of clean up materials in the landfill.

3.

Documentation
h. Dates of project start and completion are recorded in the AIM program.
i. Dates protection materials installed and removed (if installed) are recorded in the AIM
program.
j. Date and result of final inspection are recorded in the AIM program.

4.

Training
a. Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during

new employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable
employees and will provide a training log to OEHS for documentation in the
SWMP.
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Standard Operating Procedures:
Permeable Pavement Maintenance
Responsibility: Heavy Equipment
Frequency and Duration: Quarterly
Description: Permeable pavement allows for storm water to infiltrate before reaching University
controlled storm inlets thus reducing the runoff volume, rate and pollutants that enters the storm drain
system (4.2.6.6.6).
Applicability: As of July, 2013, there are permeable surfaces installed at the Sutton building and the
Natural History Museum.
Use and Maintenance
1.

Winter Procedures
Do not use sand for snow or ice conditions. Salt can be used for deicing; the amount
should be limited to only what is necessary.
Snow plowing over permeable pavement should be done with a rubber plow blade,
or with a metal blade set higher than usual to avoid scratching or grinding the
pavement surface.

2.

Housekeeping and Clean up
Quarterly use of a vacuum sweeper truck to remove sediment and debris.
Street cleaning activities and debris amounts collected are recorded in the AIM
program.

3.

Documentation
Recordkeeping of quarterly sweep/vacuum cleaning maintenance in AIM program
as part of Parking lot and Street sweeping SOP.

4.

Training
Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during
new employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable
employees and will provide a training log to OEHS for documentation in the SWMP.
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Standard Operating Procedure for Power/Pressure Washing
Responsibility: Carpentry Shop
Frequency and Duration: As needed
Description: Best management practices to minimize storm water pollution when cleaning impervious
surfaces/building exteriors with pressurized water (4.2.6.6.7).
Applicability: Carpentry shop employees preforming pressure washing.
1. Procedures
a. Survey the area to be washed for storm drain structures (inlets, manholes, etc.); take
note of the slope of the ground.
b. Use as little water as possible to mobilize dirt/animal waste/oily residue/other detritus;
scrub affected area with a broom to help remove dirt/animal waste/oily residue/other
detritus.
c. Direct wash water into grass, gravel, or other pervious (permeable) surface; do not
direct wash water into storm drain inlets, gutters, streets, or any other impervious
(impermeable) surface.
2. Personal protective equipment (PPE) – the following may be necessary depending on the type
and amount of material being removed and the surface being cleaned. Check with a Safety
Specialist/Industrial Hygienist in EHS for guidance
a. Respirator
b. Goggles
c. Gloves
3. Documentation
a. Work orders recording in AIM system.
4. Training
a. Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during new
employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable employees
and will provide a training log to OEHS for documentation in the SWMP.
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Standard Operating Procedures:
Side walk De-icing – Snow Removal and De-icing
Responsibility: Landscape Maintenance
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing
Description: This section contains information on proper storage and loading of de-icing material in
order to prevent materials from entering into a storm drain system (4.2.6.6.5).
Applicability: Snow removal or application of de-icing materials.
1.

Preparation
a. Store de-icing material in bags under a covered storage area or in plastic container with
a lid. Store materials on impervious surfaces only.
b. Mix and Wash out vehicles (if necessary) in approved washout rack at Motor Pool
(building 309) before preparing them for snow removal.
c. Calibrate spreaders to minimize amount of de-icing material used and still be effective.
d. Train employees in spill cleanup procedures and proper handling and storage of de-icing
materials.

2.

Process
a. Bagged materials are used for winter use.
b. Hand load material into trucks minimizing spillage.
c. Distribute the minimum amount of de-icing material to be effective on sidewalks or
stairs either by applying the de-icing material by hand or by using a truck or utility cart
mount salter spreader.
d. Sweep loading area periodically to reduce the amount of de-icing materials exposed to
runoff.
e.

Do not allow spreaders to idle while distributing de-icing materials.

f.

Park trucks with de-icing material inside when possible.
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3.

Clean-up
a. Sweep up all spilled de-icing material around loading area.
b. Clean out trucks after snow removal duty in approved washout rack at Motor Pool
(building 309).
c. Provide maintenance for vehicles in covered area.
d. After a storm has passed, any accumulated de-icing material is then removed by method
of sweeping to reduce the amount of de-icing materials exposed to runoff.

4.

Documentation
a. De-icer that is applied to concrete side walks, steps and other surfaces is recorded
electronically and documented after each storm by quadrant applied to and amount
used.

5.

Training
a. Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during new
employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable employees
and will provide a training log to OEHS for documentation in the SWMP.
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Standard Operating Procedures:
Snow Removal and De-Icing

Responsibility: Heavy Equipment
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing
Description: Best management practices to reduce the affect of snow removal operations and de-icing
on the storm runoff system (4.2.6.6.5).
Applicability: Snow removal and de-icing of parking lots and streets.

1.

Procedures
Volume and type of salt used is gaged on air and ground temperatures, duration of
storm, time of day, and location on campus.
Less salt is used on straight and flat roads than on hills or in intersections. Each
operator is assigned to a specific area so they can learn where more salt is required
and where less will be adequate according to storm conditions.
Spreaders should be calibrated to minimize de-icing materials used and still be
effective. Do not allow spreaders to run idle while distributing de-icing materials.

2.

Housekeeping and Clean up
Maintain de-icing equipment in a covered location and provide dry clean up kits for
vehicle fluid leaks.
Store materials on an impervious surface. All runoff from location is directed into a
storage tank.
Salt residue is swept from the loading and adjacent areas after loading is complete
and as weather permits.

3.

Documentation
Log for annual salt use (about 2500 tons), and use per storm are recorded and
tracked in the AIM system. Materials are dispersed by quadrant system to record
where the materials are being used and in what amounts.
Spills and spill cleanup are recorded in the AIM system notes section.

4.

Training
Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during
new employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable
employees and will provide a training log to OEHS for documentation in the SWMP.
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Standard Operating Procedures:
Special Events
Responsibility: Waste Management
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing
Description: For special events involving masses of people (4.2.6.6.5).
Applicability: Clean-up and waste management from special/mass events.

1. Procedures
a. Sufficient trash receptacles are provide and located in noticeable locations around the
event area/facility.
b. Recycling is encouraged through the use of announcements and placement of wellmarked containers throughout the event area.
c. A sufficient number of dumpsters and roll offs are provided for the collection of waste
produced by the event. These are located as to comply with the waste collection
procedure. All collection containers are removed to the landfill no later than 24 hours
following the event.
2. Housekeeping/Clean up
a. Collection and clean-up of the event area commences directly following the event and is
finished 24 hours after the event to reduce the effect on runoff.
b. Recycling containers are collected and items processed no later than 48 hours following
event.
c. Walkways, roadways, and grounds areas affected by the event have all debris picked up
24 hours following the event.
3. Documentation
a. Electronic spreadsheet records are kept of all recycled materials collected at the event.
b. Electronic spreadsheet records all charges associated with the clean up for each event.
c. Spills or other emergency situations that could affect storm water are reported to OEHS
staff at event or on call personnel via campus dispatch.
4. Training
a. Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during new
employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable employees
and will provide a training log to OEHS for documentation in the SWMP.
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Standard Operating Procedures:
Storm Water Structures: Detention Pond, Retention Pond and Swales Cleaning
Responsibility: Landscape Maintenance, Plumbing Shop, and Heavy Equipment
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing; as needed
Description: This section contains information on the maintenance and cleaning of storm drain
detention ponds and structures. This also includes what methods to use to remove sediment and debris
from the structure. A record keeping process is also outlined for maintenance (4.2.6.6.6).
Applicability: Maintenance of detention structures.
1.

Preparation:
a. Schedule the Pond cleaning work for a time when dry weather is expected.
b. Remove any sediment and trash from grates, placing it in a truck for disposal. Heavy
Equipment is responsible for removing sediment from the grates.
c. Do a visual inspection to make sure any grates, structures, manholes, boxes, and pipes
are now clean and in good working order.
d. Pull manhole covers and grates, inspect inside of structures/boxes/pipes. The plumbing
shop is responsible for the piping and the replacement of the boxes.

2.

Process
a. Provide outlet protection where feasible to minimize the amount of debris that might
leave basin/pond during cleaning process.
b. If necessary, clean basin by using backhoe to remove debris, silt and sediment off the
bottom.
c. Continue cleaning structures and pond bottom as necessary by sweeping and shoveling.
d. Place all material into a dump truck.
e. Clean structures as described in cleaning catch basins SOP.
f.

Mow grass swales as part of regular mowing activities on campus as described in
Landscaping Maintenance SOP.
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3.

Clean-up
a. After cleaning the ponds, clean off the concrete pads using dry methods (sweeping and
shoveling).
b. Make sure they are swept up and clean.
c. When vac truck is full of sediment take it to the bull pen area to dry.
d. After drying, put it into a dump truck and take it to the landfill.

4.

Documentation
a. Keep records of discovered issues or maintenance in the AIM system.
b. Keep a log of each detention basin/pond cleaned including date, estimated quantity of
sediment removed by truck load, and a description of the type of debris removed.

5.

Training
a. Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during new
employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable employees
and will provide a training log to OEHS for documentation in the SWMP.
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Standard Operating Procedures:
Sumps and Injection Wells (Includes Underground Storm Water Detention Structures)
Responsibility: Plumbing Shop for Inspection and Heavy Equipment for Maintenance
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing; Annually
Description: This section contains information on the cleaning of storm drain sumps and injection wells.
This also includes what methods to use to remove sediment and debris from the structures. A record
keeping procedure is also outlined for tracking the cleaning process (4.2.6.6.6).
Applicability: Cleaning of Sumps and Injection Wells.
1.

Preparation:
a. Clean sediment and trash off inlet to sump/injection well.
b. Determine how water is supposed to drain from the structure and assess the ability of
the structure to allow water to drain as designed.
c. If possible, do visual inspection of inside of sump/injection well if possible.
d. Look for cracks, missing or broken pieces in the walls/sides of structure.
e. Do inside visual inspection to see what needs to be cleaned.

2.

Process
a. Clean using a high powered vac truck, cleaning the sides of the structure and sucking out
sediment on the bottom.
b. Remove fine sediments that might inhibit the drainage of water if the structure is
designed such that the water drains out the bottom.
c. Clean those places where to water drains if the structure is designed to drain out the
sides of the sump/injection well.
d. Clean inlets and overflow outlets.

3.

Clean-up
a. When vac truck is full of sediment take it to the bull pen area to dry.
b. When evaporates are dry, clean it up with a backhoe, put it into a dump truck and take
it to the landfill.
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4.

Documentation
a. Keep logs of culverts/storm water pipes wells cleaned in the AIM program.
b. Records the amount of waste collected are kept in the AIM program.
c. Any notes or comments of any problems are kept in the AIM program.

5.

Training
a. Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during new
employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable employees
and will provide a training log to OEHS for documentation in the SWMP.
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Standard Operating Procedures:
Vehicle and Equipment Maintenance
Responsibility: Motor Pool
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing
Description: Procedure for the storage and maintenance of vehicles (4.2.6.6.4).
Applicability: Passenger vehicles and light trucks.
1. Preparation
a. Inspect parking areas for stains/leaks on a regular basis.
b. Provide drip pans or absorbents for leaking vehicles.
2. Process
a. Whenever possible, store vehicles inside where floor drains have been connected to a
sanitary sewer system.
b. When inside storage is not available, vehicles and equipment will be parked in the
approved designated areas.
c. Maintain vehicles to prevent leaks as much as possible.
d. Address any known leaks or drips as soon as possible, a drip pan will be used to collect
the fluids and the vehicle will be scheduled for repairs.
g. Clean up all spills as soon as possible using dry methods.
h. Never store leaking vehicles over a storm drain.
3. Clean Up
a. Any leaks that are spilled on the asphalt will be cleaned up with dry absorbent; the dry
absorbent will be swept up and disposed of in the garbage.
4. Training
a. Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during new
employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable employees
and will provide a training log to OEHS for documentation in the SWMP.
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Standard Operating Procedures:
Vehicle Washing
Responsibility: Motor Pool, Landscape Maintenance, Heavy Equipment
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing
Description: Procedure describing vehicle washing (4.2.6.6.4).
Applicability: Campus vehicles washed at motor pool.
1. Preparation
a. Use either the inside or outside wash racks at the motor pool, which is plumbed to the
sanitary sewer system.
b. No vehicle washing will be done where the drain system is connected to the storm drain
system.
2. Process
a. Minimize water and soap use as much as possible when washing vehicles.
b. Make sure all wash water is contained on the wash pad to prevent discharge to the
storm drain.
c. Never wash vehicles over a storm drain.
3. Clean Up
a. Sweep wash areas after every washing to collect what solids can be collected to prevent
them from washing down the drain system.
b. Clean solids from the settling pits on an as needed basis.
4. Training
a. Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during new
employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable employees
and will provide a training log to OEHS for documentation in the SWMP.
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Standard Operating Procedures:
Waste Management

Responsibility: Waste Management
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing
Description: Best management practices for the reduction or elimination of runoff contact with waste
and waste receptacles (4.2.6.6.1, 4.2.6.6.3).
Applicability: Trash removal and waste management throughout campus.
1. Procedures
a. Reduction in the amount of waste collected and stored through recycling programs and
placement of properly mark recycle bins in appropriate areas.
b. Trash receptacles are located in convenient and easily observable areas. Receptacles
are inspected at least annually and repaired or replaced as needed.
c. Whenever possible dumpsters are located beneath covered structures. These areas are
also not to be located near storm water drains whenever possible.
d. All Dumpsters have lids that are to be left closed when the dumpster is not in use. Drain
holes are to be sealed with rubber plugs.
2. Housekeeping/Clean up
a. Areas around Dumpsters are clean and free of debris and trash.
b. Garbage bins and dumpsters are emptied regularly to keep from overfilling.
c. Lids to trash receptacles are washed on an as needed basis at the “wash rack” at Motor
Pool.
d. Issues requiring repairs are to be submitted immediately.
3. Documentation
a. Record annual inspections, track reported issues and repairs.
b. Document recurring problems/locations, issues, or needs.
4. Training
a. Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during new
employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable employees
and will provide a training log to OEHS for documentation in the SWMP.
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Standard Operating Procedures:
Permittee Owned Facilities Evaluation (4.2.3.3.1, 4.2.6.1, 4.2.6.2)
Responsibility: OEHS and Pollution Prevention Team
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing; Annual review
Description: This section contains information on the procedure to evaluate and rate facilities and areas
for their potential to contribute pollutants into the storm sewer system. The evaluated areas include
but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Areas with older infrastructure that are more likely to have illicit connections;
Industrial, commercial, or mixed use areas;
Areas with a history of past illicit discharges;
Areas with a history of illegal dumping;
Areas with onsite sewage disposal systems;
Areas with older sewer lines or with a history of sewer overflows or cross-connections; and
Areas upstream of sensitive waterbodies.
Composting facilities
Equipment storage and maintenance facilities
Fuel farms
Hazardous waste disposal facilities, waste handling and transfer facilities
Incinerators
Landfills
Landscape maintenance on municipal property
Materials storage yards
Pesticide storage facilities
Public parking lots
Public golf courses
Public swimming pools
Public works yards
Recycling facilities
Salt storage facilities
Solid waste handling and transfer facilities
Street repair and maintenance sites
Vehicle storage and maintenance yards
Permittee-owned and/or maintained structural storm water controls
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Applicability: Procedure to evaluate and rate facilities.
1.

Using the Permittee Owned Facility Inventory Log evaluate each facility or area. Note: The
Permittee Owned Facility Inventory Log was developed by the Pollution Prevention Team
(P2 Team). The facilities/areas listed in the inventory are reevaluated annually or on an as
needed as part of the SWMT meeting.
a. Note the Facility Name, Control Description, Location and Date of Evaluation.
b. Are any of the following present and in what quantity?
i. Sediments
ii. Nutrients
iii. Metals
iv. Hydrocarbons
v. Pesticides
vi. Chlorides
vii. Trash
viii. Bacteria
ix. Nitrogen and/or Phosphorus
x. History of illegal dumping, illicit connects, or sewer overflows
xi. Others

2.

Based on the Evaluation, assign a rating or priority level to the facility or area. Use a high,
medium or low priority level rating system based on the potential for impairment of water
quality at the facility or area. Factors should include (but are not limited to) history of spills
at the location, existence of uncovered storage, and proximity to waterbody.

3.

For those facilities or areas with a “high” priority level weekly and quarterly monitoring will
need to be done. Use the forms and logs found in Appendix B of the High Priority Facilities
Program.
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PERMITTEE OWNED FACILITY INVENTORY LOG (4.2.6.1, 4.2.6.2)
Potential Priority Facilities: Potential to Generate Storm Water Pollutants
Section 4.2.6.3 requires that the "Permittee must identify as "high-priority" those facilities or operations that have a high potential to generate storm
water pollutants." Weekly inspections are required (4.2.6.5.1), and Storm Water discharge must be evaluated quarterly at these high priority locations (4.2.6.5.3)

Facility Name and Location

Bullpen (west building 212 and 213)

Control Description

Priority Level
History of Spills,
(High, Medium, Illicit Discharge, or
Illegal Dumping
Low)

Stored
Pollutants
Onsite

Outdoor
Close
Maintanence Waterbody
Activities
Proximity

Jersey barriers, covered salt storage, runoff piped
to enclosed storage tanks.

H

N

Y

Y

N

Fenced gravel yard underlined with filter fabric,
sealed roll off containers.

M

N

Y

N

N

Plumbing Storage (old shop)

Materials stored inside, metal and some
equipment stored outside.

L

N

N

N

N

Fuel Pump Station (near building 350)

Fuel stored in underground tanks, spill kits
available on site.

M

N

Y

N

N

Heavy Equipment Storage (parking,
northwest side of 350)

Snow plows parked along with other large
vecholes/misc. equipment.

L

N

N

N

N

HVAC shop (305)

Covered chemical storage, spill kit materials onsite.
Work preformed inside building.

L

N

Y

N

N

Mower/vechile wash rack (306)

Uncovered vehicle wash area sloped towards and
into sanitary sewer system

L

N

N

Y

N

Indoor car maintenance, no outdoor activity.

L

N

Y

N

N

No sewage hook up for RVs in lot.
Equipment storage and small wood shop, no
outdoor activitiy.

L

N

N

N

N

L

N

N

N

N

590 Heavy EQ. storage area

Motor Pool (309)
Hospital RV parking lot (east side of
PCMC)
Building 676
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water pollutants." Weekly inspections are required (4.2.6.5.1), and Storm Water discharge must be evaluated quarterly at these high priority locations (4.2.6.5.3)

Facility Name and Location
Moran Eye Center loading dock
HCI and HCH loading dock areas (east side
of building)
SOM/Hospital Loading dock area (west
side of building)
PCMC loading dock area (east side of
building)
Area around art and architecture (south
side of building)
RBG Greenhouse (west of RBG concert
venue)
Campus Greenhouse (south of sage point
and west of RBG Greenhouse)
"Boneyard" storage
Shuttle Storage lot (east of Ft. Douglas
Barricks)

Control Description

Stored
Pollutants
Onsite

Outdoor
Close
Maintanence Waterbody
Activities
Proximity

Enclosed biohazard disposal unit at dock.

L

N

N

N

N

Covered and underground, biohazard unit.

L

N

N

N

N

Covered and underground, biohazard unit.

L

N

N

N

N

Dock covered.

L

N

N

N

N

No local drains, area surrounded by grass.
Materials and work areas covered, locked cabinets
or on spill trays. Spill kits on site.
Green house enclousure, fertilizer/pesticides kept
in chemical cabinet.

L

N

N

N

N

L

N

Y

N

Y

L

N

Y

N

Y

Signs, gates and barricades stored on site.

L

N

N

N

Y

M

N

N

N

Y

M

N

Y

N

N

L

N

Y

N

N

M

N

Y

N

N

Spill kits available for use.
Covered dock, spill clean up material on truck and
in building.
590 south dock (haz. Waste facility)
Landscaping waste area (southeast side of Short term storage of green (brances, rocks, etc.)
legacy bridge)
waste before disposal. Vegetation/Jersey barriers
Surrounded by Jersey barriers, nearby SD has filter
fabric installed, some tarps used to cover.
South Chiller Plant Landscaping Storage
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Priority Level
History of Spills,
(High, Medium, Illicit Discharge, or
Low)
Illegal Dumping

University of Utah
“Bullpen”
High Priority Area SWPPP Summary
Description of site and possible pollutants and sources of pollution that could result in discharge:
•
•
•
•

Salt pile and seasonal salt storage (salt)
Material Storage piles (sediments, gravel)
Dewatering sealed containers (excess phosphorus, nitrogen, or sediments from road debris)
Utility Service Yard (scrap metal rust, oil/chemical residue, or coolants)

SOPs to prevent pollutant discharge:
•
•
•
•

Material Storage Areas SOP
Utility Service Yard Management SOP
Parking Lot and Street Sweeping SOP
Catch Basin and Manhole Maintenance SOP

Descriptions of personnel/responsibilities:
•
•
•
•

Quarterly Comprehensive Inspections
Quarterly wet weather
Weekly log
Annual review of SOPs included in the HPA SWPPP

Onsite:
This document shall be tailors and retained at the "Bullpen" location.
The SWPPP includes a site map showing the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Property boundaries; buildings and impervious surfaces and directions of storm water flow
Locations of structural control measures and location of nearest defined drainage(s) which could
receive runoff from facility
Locations of all storm water conveyances including ditches, pipes, basins, inlets and swales
locations where the following activities are exposed to storm water
Loading/unloading areas, waste storage or disposal areas
Materials storage or disposal areas
Locations where significant spills or leaks have occurred
Locations of storm water inlets and outfalls and an approximate outline of the areas draining to
each outfall
Locations of sources of run-on to your site from adjacent property
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Storm Drain Flow: Bull Pen Area
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Created By: Facilities Management, GIS
Date: 4/14/2016

Standard Operating Procedures:
Catch Basins and Storm Drain Manholes
Responsibility: Plumbing Shop for Inspection and Heavy Equipment for Maintenance
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing; Annually
Description: This section contains information on the cleaning of catch basins in the storm drain system.
This includes the processes of disposal of excess waste and the record keeping of the amounts of waste
collected (4.2.6.6.6).
Applicability: Cleaning catch basins or storm drains.
1.

Preparation
a. Clean off sediment and trash off grate.
b. Do visual inspection on outside of grate.
c. Make sure nothing needs to be replaced.

2.

Process
a. Clean catch basin using manual or mechanical means.
b. For manual cleaning:
i. Place removed material in a location protected from potential runoff.
ii. Place spoils in vehicle for transport to disposal area.
iii. Place spoils in material storage area of the Bullpen for dewatering if necessary
before disposal.
c. For mechanical cleaning:
i. Use a high powered vac truck to remove sediment.
ii. When sediment is removed use a high pressure washer to clean any other
sediment out of catch basin.
iii. After catch basin is clean, send the rodder of the vac truck downstream to clean
pipe and pull back sediment that might have moved down stream of the catch
basin.
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3.

Clean-up
a. When vac truck is full of sediment take it to the bull pen area to dry.
b. Material will be left to dry in a designated pan container. After drying, put it into a dump
truck and take it to the landfill.

4.

Documentation:
a. Keep logs of the date and number of catch basins cleaned in AIM work orders.
b. Record the estimated amount of waste disposed of.
c. Keep any notes or comments of any problems as needed.

5.

Training
a. Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during new
employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable employees
and will provide a training log to OEHS for documentation in the SWMP.
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Standard Operating Procedure for Management of the Utility Services Yard
Responsibility: Heavy Equipment Dept.
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing
Description: Best management practices to minimize storm water pollution (4.2.6.4, 4.2.6.6.2) at the
“Bullpen” area.
Applicability: Storage of equipment, scrap metal, drums awaiting pickup for recycling, etc.
1. Procedures
a. Whenever possible stored materials are covered and/or enclosed to prevent contact
with storm water.
b. All machinery that is to be stored in this area for eventual scrap or sale shall have fuels,
coolants, oil, and refrigerant removed prior to placement in this area. Materials and
equipment placed in the yard are tagged with date, the fact that all fluids have been
removed and reason for retention in the yard.
c. Materials and scrap are stacked /stored in a manner to minimize surface area exposed
to precipitation.
d. Materials and scrap are free of oil/chemical residue before being placed in the yard for
storage. Materials that cannot be rendered residue-free are stored indoors or under
cover.
e. Drums awaiting pickup for recycling are triple-rinsed IAW the requirements of the drum
recycler, and will be marked or tagged as empty.
f. Scrap metal is hauled away for recycling as expeditiously as possible.
2. Housekeeping and Clean-up
a. Weekly spot check inspections by Heavy Equipment Department.
b. Disposal of debris, waste, and accumulated garbage as needed.
c. Street sweeping as needed to remove debris as needed.
d. Spills are cleaned up using dry methods. Used absorbent is swept up by the end of the
work day.
3. Documentation
a. Record housekeeping and materials delivered to/removed from site via AIM work
orders.
b. Weekly spot check inspection form completed by Heavy Equipment Supervisor and kept
in the “High Priority Area” SWPPP.
4. Training
a. Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during new
employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable employees
and will provide a training log to OEHS for documentation in the SWMP.
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Standard Operating Procedures:
Parking Lot/Street Sweeping

Responsibility: Heavy Equipment
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing, Quarterly
Description: Best management practices to maximize efforts in sweeping parking lots and streets as to
minimize the effects of debris on the runoff (4.2.6.6.6).
Applicability: Street sweeping of parking lots and streets.

1.

Procedures
Street and Campus maps will be utilized to ensure all streets and lots are typically
swept once per quarter.
Sweeping of parking areas to be performed in hours or times of lowest occupancy.
Increase frequency of sweeping during fall months to reduce affect of leaves on
runoff.
Utilize all safety equipment available while driving the sweeper.

2.

Housekeeping and Clean up
Material will be dried out in a designated impervious surface area, after drying out
solids will be taken to landfill.
Clean out areas should be swept up and kept free of debris.
Inspections should be performed before and after utilizing the sweeper.
Maintenance will be performed as needed.

3.

Documentation
Street cleaning activities and debris amounts collected are recorded in the AIM
program.

4.

Training
Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during
new employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable
employees and will provide a training log to OEHS for documentation in the SWMP.
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Standard Operating Procedures:
Material Storage Area
Responsibility: Heavy Equipment
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing
Description: Best management practices to minimize, treat, or eliminate the contact of runoff in
material storage areas (4.2.6.4, 4.2.6.6.2).
Applicability: Storage of materials such as sand, salt, gravel, mulch and soil at the “Bullpen” area.
1. Procedures
a. Whenever possible stored materials should be covered and/or enclosed to prevent
contact with storm water.
b. When equipment or drums are stored they should be off the ground on pallets and
always covered, either in a shed or with tarps. Impervious surface should be installed
beneath all materials with runoff being directed away from storage areas when possible.
c. Aggregate should be stored with same size and type being stored separately in three
sided containment. Stockpiles should be maintained at a height so as not to overflow.
d. Salt storage is located so storm water is diverted to a closed storage tank system, and
the materials should be stored in a manner to minimize surface area exposed to
precipitation.
e. Temporary Salt Pile storage in the Ft. Douglas Museum Parking lot is to be maintained
only during winter months (Oct-Mar) and is contained impervious berms to prevent
discharge. Temporary salt pile is subject to weekly HPA inspections while in use.
f. All storage areas should be paved to allow easy clean up and runoff control.
2. Housekeeping and Clean-up
a. Weekly spot check inspections by Heavy Equipment Department.
b. Disposal of debris, waste, and accumulated garbage as needed.
c. Street sweeping as needed to remove debris.
d. Salt pile runoff tanks are to be emptied before becoming totally full; on an as needed
basis.
e. Spills are cleaned up using dry methods. Used absorbent is swept up by the end of the
work day.
3. Documentation
a. Record housekeeping and materials delivered to/removed from site via AIM work
orders.
b. Weekly spot check inspection form completed by Heavy Equipment Supervisor and kept
in the “High Priority Area” SWPPP.
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4. Training
a. Responsible department supervisor will provide training on this procedure during new
employee orientation and will this SOP on an annual basis with applicable employees
and will provide a training log to OEHS for documentation in the SWMP.
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QUARTERLY COMPREHENSIVE INSPECTION SOP
For High Priority Facilities
Responsibility: Occupational Environmental Health and Safety, Heavy Equipment Department
Frequency and Duration: Quarterly, follow ups as needed
Description: Quarterly comprehensive reporting procedure to inspect facilities/area that have been
identified as having a high potential to discharge pollutants in storm water runoff (4.2.6.5.2).
Applicability: Bullpen service yard and storage area
PREPARATION
Identify limits of area to be inspected, drains (storm and sewer), and other storm water
runoff conveyance infrastructure
Map of location
Become familiar with potential pollutants at the site
Review weekly inspection log kept by the Heavy Equipment Department.
PROCESS
Equipment: clipboard and paper or notebook, pen, camera
Photograph suspected and actual spills, leaks and problem areas
Check around tanks, containers and dumpsters for spills and leaks
Check drains and storm water conveyance structures for evidence of pollutant
discharges
Look for evidence of spills and leaks at the site
Follow up with Heavy Equipment department for any corrective action needs
DOCUMENTATION
Fill out a Quarterly Comprehensive Inspection form for facility
Document the inspection was complete on the SWMP
o Quarter 1 (Jan-March): Transportation Dept.
o Quarter 2 (April-June): Plumbing Shop
o Quarter 3 (July-Sept): Environmental Health & Safety
o Quarter 4 (Oct-Dec): Landscape Maintenance
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QUARTERLY COMPREHENSIVE INSPECTION FORM (4.2.6.5.2)
For High Priority Facilities
Personnel shall conduct quarterly comprehensive inspections at “High Priority Areas” as specified in the Quarterly
Inspection SOP in Appendix B of the SWMP.
Facility Name: Bullpen service yard and storage area
Y/N

Checklist:

Evaluation date:_______________________
Comments or corrective actions taken:

Salt Pile well contained and properly stored?
Storm drains clean and free of debris?
Material piles neat and properly stored?
Is the area free of visible leaks or spills?
Is waste properly disposed of in dumpster?
Are the dumpsters in good repair?
Is the area free of unidentified materials?
Is salt runoff tank in good repair and free of leaks?
Is the general housekeeping acceptable?

This report shall be made and retained as part of the Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan.
I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared under my direction or supervision in
accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified personnel properly gathered and evaluated the information
submitted. Based on my inquiry of the person or persons who manage the system, or those persons directly responsible for
gathering the information, the information submitted is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, accurate, and
complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false information, including the possibility of fine
and imprisonment for knowing violations.
Name of Examiner____________________________

Title______________________________

Signature____________________________________

Date_____________________________
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WEEKLY VISUAL INSPECTION SOP
For High Priority Facilities
Responsibility: Heavy Equipment Department
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing; Weekly
Description: Weekly inspection procedure to spot check the Bullpen service yard and storage area which
has been identified as having a high potential to discharge pollutants in storm water runoff (4.2.6.3).
Location: West of building 213.
Applicability: Bullpen service yard and storage area
PROCESS
Check around tanks, containers and dumpsters and equipment for spills and leaks
Check drains and storm water conveyance structures for evidence of pollutant
discharges
Check salt pile to ensure adequate containment
Check salt tanks for overflow or other non-containment

DOCUMENTATION
Fill out High Priority Facilities Weekly Inspection Log for facility.
If a deficiency is found make note on the High Priority Facilities Weekly Inspection Log
and contact Occupational Environmental Health and Safety for assistance with spill
abetment and follow up.
Provide OEHS with electronic copy of Weekly Inspection Log every 6 months by email.
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UTILITY SERVICE YARD EVALUATION
The Heavy Equipment Department conducts a comprehensive visual storm water pollution prevention evaluation of University
Bullpen service yard and storage area weekly (4.2.6.5.1).
Month:_____________________
Item Evaluated
Containers and dumpsters in good repair?
Is waste disposed of properly?

Y or N

Comments

Are storm drains free of debris?
Is the area well swept and clean?
Is the salt pile adequately contained?
Do salt takes have adequate storage space?
Is area free of other spills or leaks?
Date:
Item Evaluated
Containers and dumpsters in good repair?
Is waste disposed of properly?

Name:
Y or N

Comments

Are storm drains free of debris?
Is the area well swept and clean?
Is the salt pile adequately contained?
Do salt takes have adequate storage space?
Is area free of other spills or leaks?
Date:
Item Evaluated
Containers and dumpsters in good repair?
Is waste disposed of properly?

Name:
Y or N

Comments

Are storm drains free of debris?
Is the area well swept and clean?
Is the salt pile adequately contained?
Do salt takes have adequate storage space?
Is area free of other spills or leaks?
Date:
Item Evaluated
Containers and dumpsters in good repair?
Is waste disposed of properly?

Name:
Y or N

Are storm drains free of debris?
Is the area well swept and clean?
Is the salt pile adequately contained?
Do salt takes have adequate storage space?
Is area free of other spills or leaks?
Date:
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Name:

Comments

QUARTERLY WET WEATHER SCREENING SOP
For High Priority Facilities

Responsibility: Occupational Environmental Health and Safety
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing
Description: Wet weather screening procedure (4.2.6.5.3).
Applicability: Bullpen service yard and storage area

Pre-inspection Items
Map Outfalls
Develop outfall inspection priority schedule
Equipment:
o Clear sampling jar
o Map showing location
o Visual monitoring report form
o Camera
Inspection
Check for wet weather discharge
If discharge is present – pull sample
Follow procedures on visual monitoring form
Photo document findings if needed
If there is cause for concern move to inspection follow up procedures
Inspection Follow-Up Procedures
File any Photos
Call health department and report findings
Find last manhole with any evidence of illicit discharge
Inspect area for spills/possible sources or suspects
If determination cannot be made from the surface investigations contact plumbing shop for
possible drain system inspection
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QUARTERLY WET WEATHER VISUAL STORM WATER DISCHARGE
MONITORING INSPECTION FORM (4.2.6.5.3)
Date of Examination: ___________________________ Permit No. UTR :_090024___________________
Outfall location: Bullpen service yard and storage area
Nature of Discharge (i.e., runoff, land drain, irrigation or snowmelt): _____________________________
Type of Monitoring:
Wet Weather Screening (Quarterly Min.)
 Rainfall Event
Date of Rainfall Event:___________________
Time of Event:_________________________
Precipitation:__________________________
 Unable to collect sample due to adverse
conditions or inadequate runoff.
Visual Quality of Storm Water Discharge:

(circle response)

At Time of Sampling:

After One Hour of Settling:

Color: clear brown green rust other: ______

Settled Solids: Yes / No

Odor: Yes / No

Suspended Solids: Yes / No

Clarity:

Oil Sheen: Yes / No

Floating Solids: Yes / No
Foam: Yes / No
Other obvious indicators of storm water pollution: ___________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Probable sources of any observed storm water contamination: _________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Identified Deficiencies: _________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Corrective Actions: _____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Name of Examiner____________________________________ Title______________________________
Signature____________________________________________Date_____________________________
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Appendix C
Construction and Post-Construction Program:

•

Construction Site Storm Water Runoff Control (MCM 4)
o Construction Site Inventory Example
o Construction Run-Off Control Program SOP
o SWPPP Review for Project Sites >or =1 acre SOP
o SWPPP Review Checklist Example
o Construction Site Inspection SOP
o Inspection Form (Template)
o Construction Enforcement SOP
o Contract Provision Excepts for Escalating Enforcement
o Notice of Termination Process SOP
o Campus Master Plan Example

•

Long-Term Storm Water Management (MCM5)
o Campus Design Standards (Website Example)
o Campus Design Standards - Stormwater Excerpts
o Long Term Flood Control Device Inventory
o Long Term Flood Control Device Inspection Forms
o Substantial Completion Punch-list Example
o Flow Analysis Map for Retrofitting
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Construction Site Inventory
Projects Greater than 1 acre
Project Name

Permit Start Date Permit End Date

Crocker Science Center
RBG Horticulture Center
Alumni House Project
OSH Redevelopment Project
HTW (Cottonwood)
HSC Ambulatory Care
Rehab Hospital Project
Garf Executive Education Building

9.4.15
8.22.16
10.24.16
10.18.16
8.9.16
2.15.17
10.24.17
3.7.17
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2.22.18
8.22.17
10.24.17
10.18.17
9.8.17
2.15.18
10.24.18
3.7.18

NOT

Acreage
Greater than
Greater than
Greater than
Greater than
Greater than
Greater than
Greater than
Greater than

Prioity Site
n
y
n
n
n
n
n
n

Frequency
Monthly
Bi-monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly

Project Number Project Manager
UTR373965
UTR376743
UTR377803
UTR377675
UTR376511
UTR378979
UTR383281
UTR379293

Mike Beck
Brett Peterson
Mike Beck
Brett Peterson
Brett Peterson
Curtis Leetham
Curtis Leetham
Mike Beck

office #
581-6022
581-8083
581-6022
581-8083
581-8083
587-0086
587-0086
581-6022

Contractor SWPPP review SWPPP Training SWPPP Location
Okland
Gramoll
Zwick
Okland
Cottonwood
Jacobsen
Okland
Jacobsen

12.21.15
9.2.16
10.31.16
11.2.16
2.16.17
3.6.17
10.30.17
3.31.17

2.26.16
10.7.16
10.28.16
10.25.16
3.9.17
3.9.17
11.9.17
2.3.17

Online
Trailer
Online
Online
Trailer
Online
Online
Online

Contact onsite

phone #

Preston Shepherd
Mike Thompson
Brigg Rasmussen
Robert Johnston
Shawn Irvine
Gary Krutsch
Briant Murphy
Chris Field

801.386.1080
801.403.6661
801.783.9327
801.386.3667
N/A
801.574.1670
801.641.0558
801.745.7139

email
preston.shepherd@okland.com
mthompson@gramoll.com
briggr@zwickconstruction.com
robert.johnston@okland.com
shawnirvine67@gmail.com
gkrutsch@jacobsenconstruction.com
brian.murphy@okland.com
cfield@jacobsenconstruction.com

Standard Operating Procedures:
Construction Run-Off Control Program
Responsibility: Occupational Environmental Health and Safety Department (OEHS) – Environmental
Technician, Construction Project Delivery (CPD) – Project Manager
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing, as needed
Description: Construction site permitting process
Applicability: Construction sites 1 acre or larger
Sites Larger than 1 acre
1. Projects must file a Notice of Intent (NOI) with the Utah Department of Water Quality and
submit a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan using the State SWPPP template to the
University of Utah, Occupational Environmental Health and Safety Department for review and
approval. Construction operators obtain and maintain coverage under the current UPDES Storm
Water Permits for Construction Activities for the duration of the project.
2. After the SWPPP has been submitted to OEHS the Environmental Technician will schedule PreConstruction training with the site superintendent and any other required contractor staff.
3. Monthly site inspections (bi-monthly if site is identified as a priority site), plus any follow up
inspections will be conducted as needed. Inspections are electronically recorded and archived
via the OEHS L: drive server in PDF format with a picture log, and email receipt confirmations
included in a single file.
4. Post-construction plan review and approval (requires both review for goals/intent and
engineering calculation review) conduction by the Construction Project Delivery Project
Manager as per the design requirements, Civil 3.2 “Storm Drainage”.
5. Inspection of permanent structural BMPs done during installation by Construction Project
Delivery Project Manager using the “Project Punch-list”, notation only made if installation done
incorrectly or a change order is required.
6. Notice of Termination (NOT) sign off and post-construction inspection by OEHS Environmental
Technician (as needed by contractor upon completion of construction actives) and NOI
confirmed termination electronically via Utah.gov.
7. Document all reviews, inspections, corrective actions and enforcement actions in the OEHS
report system.
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Standard Operating Procedures:
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Review
For Project Sites Disturbing Greater Than or Equal to (1) Acre
Responsibility: Occupational Environmental Health and Safety Department
Frequency and Duration: As needed
Description: Procedure for reviewing SWPPPs (4.2.4.3, 4.2.4.3.1, 4.2.4.3.2, 4.2.4.3.3).
Applicability: SWPPP review at construction sites greater than 1 acre in size.
1. Projects must use the Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) template found at the
Utah Division of Water Quality (DWQ) website. SWPPP will be reviewed using the University’s
SWPPP review checklist.
2. Submit the project SWPPP to the Environmental Technician via Christian.buehler@ehs.utah.edu,
OEHS will respond within one week to let the contractor know if it is approved, or if they need
to make changes before receiving approval. Once approved (and certified as received by the
State office) the contractor can apply for the construction permit from the DWQ using the
online Notice of Intent (NOI) system.

http://www.deq.utah.gov/Permits/water/updes/stormwatercon.htm
3. Schedule a time with the EHS Environmental Technician at Christian.Buehler@ehs.utah.edu or
801-581-4264 for the superintendent and the personnel responsible for inspections and
maintenance of BMPs for a preconstruction meeting/training session. The personnel responsible
for BMPs are to be identified in the SWPPP.
4. Contractors must have SWPPP approved by OEHS and install the BMPs listed in the SWPPP on
the site before breaking ground.
5. Most construction sites 1 acre or larger will be inspected at least once each month (bi-monthly if
site is identified as a priority site as per 4.2.4.3.3). Verbal and written feedback will be given
when the inspector observes a release or an imminent release of pollutants from the
construction site. An electronic copy of the inspection report will be sent to the construction
contractor and the University Project Manager (if there is a corrective action notice) within one
working day of the inspection.
6. Priority construction sites will be identified in consideration of the following factors at a
minimum: soil erosion potential; site slope; project size and type; sensitivity of receiving
waterbodies; proximity to receiving waterbodies; and, non-storm water discharges and past
record of non-compliance by the operators of the construction site.
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Additional Information: http://www.deq.utah.gov/Permits/water/updes/stormwatercon.htm
•
•
•
•

State SWPPP Template
Notice of Intent form (NOI) and Notice of Termination form (NOT)
Stormwater menu of MPS
UPDES Storm Water General Permit for Construction Activities
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U of U Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) review checklist (4.2.4.3.1, 4.2.4.3.2, 4.2.4.3.3)
Project Name/UTR:
SWPPPP Reviewer: Christian Buehler, EHS (801)581-4264
Section 1: “Contact Information/Responsible Parties”
Has the Utah State SWPPP Template been used?
Is the UPDES permit number included?
Has the PM/Site Supervisor information been included?
Has the SWPPP contact information been included?
24 hour emergency contact information complete?
SWPPP has been signed/certified by operator representative?
Is section 1.1 “Owner(s), Operator, Contractors” complete?
Is section 1.2 “Storm Water Team” complete?
Section 2: “Site Evaluation, Assessment, and Planning”
Is section 2.1 “Project/Site Information” complete?
Is section 2.2 “Nature of Construction Activity” complete?
Is section 2.3 “Construction Site Estimates” complete?
Is section 2.4 “Soils/Slopes/Vegetation” complete?
Is section 2.5 “Emergency Related Projects” complete?
Is section 2.6 “Phase/Sequence of Construction” complete?
Is section 2.7 “Site Features/Sensitive areas” complete?
Is section 2.8 “Maps” complete?
Section 3: “Water Quality”
3.1 UIC wells
3.2 Discharge info
3.3 Receiving Waters
3.4 Impaired Waters
3.5 High Water Quality
3.6 Dewatering Practices
3.7 Control Water Flowing onto Project
3.8 Protect Storm Drain inlets
Section 4: “Pollution Prevention Standards”
4.1 Potential sources of Pollution
4.2 Non-storm water discharges
4.3 Natural Buffers of Equivalent
Section 5: “Erosion and Sediment Controls”
5.1 Minimize Disturbed Area
5.2 Perimeter Controls
5.3 Retain Sediment onsite
5.4 Established Stabilized Construction exits
5.5 Protect slopes
5.6 Stockpiled Soil
5.7 Minimize dust
5.8 Topsoil
5.9 Soil compaction
5.10 High Altitude/ Heavy snow
5.11 Chemical Treatment
5.12 Stabilize Soils
5.13 Final Stabilization
Section 6: “Pollution Prevention”
6.1 Spill prevention

Date SWPPP Reviewed:
Date SWPPP Approved:
Y
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Y
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Y
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Y
X
X
X
Y
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Y
X
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N

N/A

Comments

N

N/A

Comments

N

N/A

Comments

N

N/A

Comments

N

N/A

Comments

N

N/A

Comments

6.2 construction and domestic waste
6.3 washing of applicators
6.4 Establish proper building materials staging
6.5 Equipment/Vehicle Fueling practices
6.6 Vehicle washing
6.7 Pesticides, etc.
6.8 Other pollution prevention practices
Section 7: “Inspections and Corrective Actions”
7.1 Inspections
7.2 Corrective Actions
7.3 Delegation of Authority
Section 8: “Training and Record Keeping”
8.1 Training
8.2 Recordkeeping
8.3 Change log
Misc:
Is the SWPPP signed and certified?
Is this a priority site? (Requiring bi-monthly inspections)

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Y
X
X
X
Y
X
X
X
Y
X

N/A

Comments

N

N/A

Comments

N

N/A

Comments

X
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Standard Operating Procedures:
Construction Site Inspection Procedure
Responsibility: Occupational Environmental Health and Safety Department - Environmental Technician
Frequency and Duration: Monthly or bimonthly as determined by the priority status of the site; until
successful completion of a NOT inspection.
Description: This is the procedure EHS staff follow when inspecting a construction site with respect to
storm water pollution prevention (4.2.4.4.1, 4.2.4.4.3).
Applicability: Inspection of construction sites.
1. The most current Utah DWQ inspection form is used.
2. Electronic template is created for each construction site larger than 1 acre.
3. Necessary safety equipment is used hard hat, orange vest, steel toed shoes and safety glasses
(as required by site).
4. University identification is presented when arriving on site to meet with the site POC.
5. Keep an electronic archive of any photos taken.
6. Complete electronic form back in the office, the report will include (in a single PDF) photo log
taken in regards to specific corrective actions required on site. Documentation will also include
contractor email receipt confirmations.
7. Provide site POC with an electronic copy of report of all negative findings/corrective actions if
corrective actions are required.
8. Notify Construction Project Delivery Project Manager of deficiencies, corrective actions, and
deadlines for corrective action as necessary.
9. Notify Construction Project Delivery project manager of completed corrections and/or
continued deficiencies as necessary.
10. Preform follow up inspections with respect to provided deadlines as needed.
11. Follow Construction Enforcement SOP as needed.
12. Document all inspections, corrective actions and enforcement actions in the OEHS report
system.
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UTAH

Local Jurisdiction or County: University ofUtah
Total Project Area:

1. Has a pre-construction

Phone:

E-mail:

Phone:

E-mail:

Phone:

E-mail:

Phone:

E-mail:

_

review ofthe SWPPP been conducted by the appropriate municipal agency?
site Operators lisæd in the SWPPP?

disturbance, surface waters (name of receiving wateÐ, TMDL requirements, buffer zones, sûuctural controls, and does
controls?
l-roes me

I
Yes !

No

Yes

Are contact names, positions, responsibilities, and ûelephone numbers ofthe Stormwarer Team and

r+.

Total Disturbed Area:

it

define/explain

non-structural yes

No

¡

! lNo n

ùwfrr

nave an e$rmaæ ol tne area to þe dlsturbed, a sequence ofconstuctlon actlvltles, the SW runofTcoeilicient before and after
construction, a description of the soil types, confiols for discharges from (asphalVconcreûe) bahh plants if any, list UIC Class 5 Injection Well activities
and use, show wetland areas, and have a description ofthe nature ofthe construction activþ?

yes

5. Does the SWPPP and site map show erosion and sediment confols placement & details, buffer zone documentation (e.g.erosion blankets, mulch, slope
drains, check dams, sediment basins, grass-lined channels, fiber rolls, sediment traps, silt fence, inlet protection, curb cut-back, dust control, chemical
treatÌnents etc?)

yes

!

I

I

I

No

n

No n

6. Does the SWPPP and site map show and describe good housekeeping controls and storage areas ofpolymers, flocculants or other treatnent chemicals,
spill prevention and mitigation measures, stafftraining procedures and logs. (e.g. tack out pad, street sweeping, material storage, consÍuction
containment and removal, sanitary waste, concrete washout pits,

waste ye.
l.,,,^ [--l
r çü l--l
L--J | "" LJ

etc)

7. Are post-constuction elements included in the SWPPP? (i.e. grass swales, detention basins, vegetated

filter strips, infilhatio4

8.4¡e the SWPPP Certifications signed by the proper and responsible officers and parties (see permit Appendix G Part G. 16,1,2
9. A¡e the

NOI

!
Yes !
Yes

depression storage, landscaping/xeriscaping, discontinuous concrete or hard surface SW conveyance, etc.)

& 1.3\

n
lNo n
lNo

, a copy of the State permit, Appendix logs and forms in the SWPPP?

2. Have all temporary BMPs been removed?
3. Have post-consfuction (permanent sûorm water system) elements been

constucted and inspected in accordance with approved project drawings?

Yes

Yes

!

lt¡o

n

4. Is the site acceptably clean?

certifyunderpenaltyoflaulthatthßdocwnentandallatt4chmentswerepreparedundermydirec1ionorsupervßioninacco,danc@
tmlified personnel properþ gathered and evaluated the information submiued. Based on my inquiry of the person or persons who manage the system, or those persons direcþ
tlefor gøhering the inþrmation, the irformation submitted is, to the best of my lvtowledge ønd belief tnæ, accurale, and complete. I an aware that there are signiJìcant
for submittingfalse inþrmation, including the possibility offine and imprisonmentfor laroving violdtions.
lnspectar (Print Nane)
Operator: (PrintName)
Operator: (Print Name)

By: Date:
Project Name:

Project Address:

INS,FECTION ,FORM

SW.F,FP GO

Inspection

Project Narre:

Site Contact:

#:

tJNIVERSITY

_

or [JTAl.l

Date:

Contractor (Gen/Sub):

Start time:-

Phone:

Stop Time:

UPDES Permit #:

Expiration:

Weather:

Date of last rain evenl

Duration:

Approx. Rainlall (in):

Sunny

lnspected By (Print): Christian Buehler

Cloudyf Raining!

!

SnowingI

Other

Local Jurisdiction or County: University of Utah - EHS

Receiving Waters:Jordan River
! ComplainVTip! Random I
Inspection Code SW sampling !
Inspector Code (S) State ll
l-Municpall__l
(Check):
(check):
'
(L) Local f
SW non-sampling I
Iype Code (check):

Reason for

lnspection: Scheduled

2lndustrial

fl

3-State

Y#q
L ls the SWPPP on site and accessible, or is the SWPPP location posted in an obvious place and reasonably accessibìe (in
2. Are erosion control, sediment control, buffer controls and good hirusekeeping BMFs installed on
3. Has the SWPPP been updated to reflect the cunent site conditions (modifications dated

tÏe

a short time)?

site as shówn in rhe SWPPP?

& initialed on site

map, new BMPs on site map,

discontinued BMPs crossed offsite map, new BMP details & spec's in SWPPP, SWPPP amendment Log, etc.)?
4. Are on-site inspections being performed and recorded by a qualified person on a weekly or biweekly basis, reporting items required by permit?
(Inspector name, qualifications and signature, weather, problemVrepairs, corrective action, new BMPs, removed BMPs, discharges, etc.)
5. Have all corrective action items from previous inspections been logged, addressed and documented within the time frame allotted?

6. Are SW flows entering and leaving the construction site controlled, managed, or diverted around the site? (e-g. buffer zones perimeter controls,
berms, silt fence, up gmdient boundary diversion, down gra.dient boundary sediment control, etc.)
7. Is there evidence ofsediment discharge such as mud flows or soil deposits from the construction site in downstream locations?
8. Is there evidence ofvehicles fracking soil

offthe construction

site?

9. Is there soil, construction material" Iandscaping items, or otlrer debris piled on impervious surfaces (roads, drives) that could be washed
SW to a storm drain or water body?
I

I

with

0. Is there a need to repair, maintain, or improve erosion cor¡trol BMPs (temporary stabilization, erosion blankets, mulch, vegetated strips, rip rap,
surface roughening, pipe slope drain, dust control, etc)?

l.

_

Address:

Is there a need to repair, maintain, or improve sediment contol BMPs (silt fence, check dams, fiber rolls, sediment trap/basin, inlet protection,
waddles, straw bails, cwb cut-back, etc?

12. Is there a need to repair, maintai4 or improve good housekeeping contols (clean track out pad, sweeping, construction materials management,
litter/trash control, port-epotties staked down, fueling areas, concrete \ryash out area, proper curb ramps" spill prevention, etc)?
13. Are there disturbed areas that have not had construction activities

for

14 to 21 days

without stabilization? (except

sno\¡r' or frozen ground)?

14. Are there places where BMPs are needed and should be installed or not needed and should be removed?
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Inspector, please list all applicable SEV codes
I certfy under penalty of

lat+' that this document and all attachments were prepared under my direction or supenision in accordance with a system designed ro assure that
qualitìed personnel properþ gathered and evaluated the information submilted. Based on my inquiry ofthe person or personswho manage the system, or those persons direcþ

penahiesfor submittingfalse information, including

the

possibilig offine and imprßonmentfor knov,ing violations.

lnspetor (Print Name,) Christian Buehler

Title: Environmental Tech

Signature:

Date:
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Signature:

Date:
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Signature:

Date:
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Standard Operating Procedures:
Construction Enforcement
Responsibility: Occupational Environmental Health and Safety, Construction Project Delivery, Utah
Division of Facilities Construction and Management
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing; as needed
Description: Construction contracts require compliance with state and federal laws; failure to meet
those requirements is met with an escalating enforcement policy (4.2.4.2, 4.2.4.2.1, 4.2.4.4, 4.2.4.2.2,
4.2.4.4.4).
Applicability: Construction site enforcement
1. The University MS4 Inspector (OEHS Environmental Technician) informs the contractor of
deficiencies and issues a notice of the required corrective actions. The Environmental
Technician lists the issue(s) that need attention on the corrective action form and includes a
completion deadline (e.g., 24 hrs, 3 days, 7 days, etc). The specific date and time is noted;
for instance, “must be corrected within 24 hours, that is, no later than 4PM November 9.”
2. The Environmental Technician notifies the Construction Project Delivery Project Manager of
the need for corrective action by sending an electronic copy of the inspection form.
3. A follow up inspection that takes place after the initial time frame has expired will
determine if previous corrective action items have been adequately addressed.
4. If the corrective actions are completed properly and on-time, EHS will notify the CPD Project
Manager (PM) that the contractor has met their obligations related to the inspection(s) and
corrective action(s) in question. If the corrective actions are not completed on time or
properly, the Environmental Technician will notify the Contractor and CPD Project Manager
that a notice of work stoppage will be issued after an additional 24 hours.
5. When a stop work order has been issued, all work on the site will stop for 24 hours, except
for storm water BMP maintenance and installation.
6. If upon another follow-up inspection, the site is still out of compliance than the University
will hire a 3rd party contractor to follow up on the corrective actions and the primary
construction contractor will be billed for the work, the site will then be allowed to resume
work.
7. All inspections and enforcement actions will be documented and tracked in the OEHS
incident/report system.
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Contract Provisions Supporting
Storm Water Escalation Process
Provisions from existing DFCM and University General Conditions:
4.5.2

COMPLIANCE WITH PUBLIC AUTHORITIES, NOTICES. The Contractor shall
comply with and give notices required by laws, ordinances, resolutions, rules, regulations
and lawful orders of public authorities bearing on the performance of the Work.

8.2.4

HOLDBACK BY THE UNIVERSITY. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary
contained in the Contract Documents, the University may, as a result of the claims resolution
process, withhold any payment to the Contractor hereunder if and for so long as the
Contractor fails to perform any of its obligations hereunder or otherwise is in default under
any of the Contract Documents.

9.1.3

NONCONFORMING WORK. If such procedures for testing, inspection or approval
under Paragraph 9.1.1 reveal failure of portions of the Work to comply with the requirements
established by the Contract Documents, the Contractor shall bear all costs made necessary by
such failure including those of repeated procedures and compensation for the University's
expenses, including the cost of retesting for verification of compliance if necessary, until the
University accepts the Work in question as complying with the requirements of the Contract
Documents.

12.2.2 UNIVERSITY'S RIGHT TO CARRY OUT THE WORK.
(1)

If the Contractor defaults or neglects to carry out the Work in accordance with the
Contract Documents and fails within a ten (10) day period (or longer if approved
by the University in writing) after receipt of written notice from the University to
cure such default or neglect, the University may without prejudice to other
remedies the University may have, correct such deficiencies, including taking over
the Work and prosecuting the same to completion, by contract or otherwise, and
may take possession of, and utilize in completing the Work, such materials,
appliances, and facilities as may be on the site of the Work as well as the site as
necessary for its proper completion. In such case, the University shall offset from
payments then or thereafter due the Contractor the cost of correcting such
deficiencies, including compensation for the A/E, the University's staff and legal
counsel's additional services and expenses made necessary by such default,
neglect or failure. If payments then or thereafter due the Contractor are not
sufficient to cover such amounts, the Contractor shall pay the difference to the
University. The Contractor shall continue performance of the Contract to the
extent not terminated.

(2)

Except with respect to defaults of Subcontractors, the Contractor shall not be
liable for any excess costs if the failure to perform the Contract arises out of
causes beyond the control and without the fault or negligence of the Contractor or
anyone for whom the Contractor may be liable. Such causes may include, but are
not limited to, acts of God or of the public enemy, acts of the University of Utah,
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State of Utah or federal government in either their sovereign or contractual
capacity, fires, floods, epidemics, quarantine restrictions, strikes, freight
embargoes, and unusually severe weather; but in every case the failure to perform
must be beyond the control and without the fault or negligence of the Contractor
or anyone for whom the Contractor may be liable. If the failure to perform is
caused by the default of a Subcontractor, and if such default arises out of causes
beyond the control of both the Contractor and the Subcontractor, and without the
fault or negligence of either of them or anyone for whom either may be liable, the
Contractor shall not be liable for any excess costs for failure to perform unless the
supplies or services to be furnished by the Subcontractor were obtainable from
other sources in sufficient time to permit the Contractor to meet the required
delivery or completion schedule.
12.5

UNIVERSITY’S RIGHT TO STOP THE WORK. If the Contractor fails to correct Work or
fails to carry our Work, as required by the Contract Documents or fails to comply with all
required and customary safety precautions; the University, by written order signed personally or
by an agent specifically so empowered by the University in writing, may order the Contractor to
stop the Work, or any portion thereof, until the cause for such order has been eliminated;
however, the right of the University to stop the Work shall not give rise to a duty on the part of
the University to exercise this right for the benefit of the Contractor or any other person or entity.
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Standard Operating Procedures:
Notice of Termination (NOT) Process
Responsibility: Occupational Environmental Health and Safety Department
Frequency and Duration: As needed
Applicability: The following procedures apply to all construction projects that disturb 1 acre or more
and are looking to turn project area(s) back over to University control, or turn the project area(s) over to
the control of another contractor (4.2.4.4.2).
1. Before the University will sign off on the Notice of Termination (NOT) a final Storm Water
inspection of the site must be completed and meet the requirements of “final stabilization” as
defined in the general construction permit.
a. The University requires that a uniform (e.g. evenly distributed, without large bare areas)
perennial vegetative cover with a density of 70% of the native background vegetative
cover for the area has been established on all unpaved areas and areas not covered by
permanent structures.
b. Area not stabilized by vegetative cover can be provided equivalent permanent
stabilization measures such as the use of riprap, geo-textiles, etc. The inspection will in
part check these permanent BMPs to ensure that they have been installed correctly.
c. All construction-phase BMPs must be removed unless there is a short-term requirement
to prevent erosion or provide sediment control. In that case, the contractor will be
required in writing to remove the temporary BMPs within a specified time-frame.
2. In a situation where the contractor applying for the NOT is turning the area over to the control
of another construction company, who is beginning a new project, final stabilization is not
required so long as the company taking control of the site has submitted their Notice of Intent
(NOI) and takes legal responsibility for of the Best Management Practice (BMP) maintenance at
the site immediately.
3. Process:
a. Contractors must schedule a time with the Occupational Environmental Health and
Safety Environmental Technician for a final inspection at least seven days before the
desired inspection date.
b. Final inspection is completed with the State Inspection form and an electronic copy will
be provided to the responsible party by the Environmental Technician, who will keep
the original for University records.
The Environmental Technical will then sign off on the termination of the NOI with the State
office. This ends the University’s responsibility for SWPPP inspection on the site where
construction is concerned. If site is turned over to another Contractor, the University will
inspect the new Contractor’s operation as per MS4 Permit requirements.
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Storm Water Excerpts from the Campus Design Standards:
o
o
o

Supplemental General Conditions for the University of Utah (Sept 30, 2011)
General Conditions for the University of Utah (August 27, 2010)
3.0 DFCM Requirements: 3.1 General and 3.2 Civil (DFCM Design Manual, UofU
Supplement May 1, 2017), DFCM Programming Standards (031506)

(Supplemental General Conditions) Storm Water Pollution Prevention (SWPPP):
In addition to complying with the SWPPP requirements provided for in the Instruction to Bidders, the
Contractor shall comply with the following. The University must approve any variance or exception in
writing.
18.1
The Contractor must employ the following storm water pollution prevention measures during
construction of the project.
a. Perimeter control, a system of sediments control best management practices (BMPs) that act
as barriers to retain sediment on the construction site.
b. Construction entrance/exit stabilization for all entrances/exits used by the project, no matter
how short the duration. Sediment tracking onto University roads, parking lots, sidewalks, and
other paved surfaces is prohibited. If tracking occurs, the Contractor must clean the affected
area before the end of the workday.
c. Temporary earth stabilization until final stabilization has been achieved.
d. Protect all storm drain inlets/catch basins that could receive storm water from the project
until final stabilization of the site has been achieved.
e. If concrete work is part of the project, a concrete washout area must be provided. The area
must be lined or a sealed container may be used.
18.2
The Contractor’s SWPPP must be reviewed and approved by the University’s Department of
Environmental Health and Safety (EHS) prior to submitting the application (NOI) online, and the
Contractor must have the permit before beginning construction. The University Project Manager will
assist in submitting the Contractor’s SWPPP to EHS.
18.3
The Contractor shall assume full responsibility for any SWPPP drafted by others and adopted by the
Contractor for use at the construction site. The Contractor shall finalize and file the SWPPP grading,
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sediment and erosion control plan and pay permit fees. The Contractor shall make any needed
modifications to the SWPPP to fit the existing site conditions prior to beginning construction.
18.4
In addition to other requirements, the Contractor shall:
a. Inspect the construction site to verify the SWPPP plan every two weeks and after significant
rainfall, and keep a record of each inspection at the construction site,
b. Remedy deficient management practices, controls and control structures; and,
c. Modify the SWPPP as site conditions change (i.e., as demolition and construction phases
progress).
(4.2.4.1, 4.2.4.1.1)
General Conditions:
9.1 TESTS AND INSPECTIONS
(General Conditions) 9.1.1 Inspection Access: Tests, inspections and approvals of portions of the Work
required by the Contract Documents or by laws, ordinances, rules, regulations, resolutions or orders of
public authorities having jurisdiction shall be made at an appropriate time. Unless otherwise specifically
set forth in the Contract Documents or agreed to by the University in writing, the University shall
contract for such tests, inspections and approvals with an independent entity, or with the appropriate
public authority, and the University shall bear all related costs of tests, inspections and approvals except
as provided below. If any of the Work is required to be inspected or approved by the terms of the
Contract Documents or by any public authority, the Contractor shall, at least two working days prior to
the time of the desired inspection, and following the procedures established by the University, request
such inspection or approval to be performed. The Contractor shall give the A/E timely notice of when
and where tests and inspections are to be made so that the A/E may observe such procedures.
(4.1.4.1.3)
12.2.2.: UNIVERSITY'S RIGHT TO CARRY OUT THE WORK:
(1) If the Contractor defaults or neglects to carry out the Work in accordance with the Contract
Documents and fails within a ten (10) day period (or longer if approved by the University in writing) after
receipt of written notice from the University to cure such default or neglect, the University may without
prejudice to other remedies the University may have, correct such deficiencies, including taking over the
Work and prosecuting the same to completion, by contract or otherwise, and may take possession of,
and utilize in completing the Work, such materials, appliances, and facilities as may be on the site of the
Work as well as the site as necessary for its proper completion. In such case, the University shall offset
from payments then or thereafter due the Contractor the cost of correcting such deficiencies, including
compensation for the A/E, the University's staff and legal counsel's additional services and expenses
made necessary by such default, neglect or failure. If payments then or thereafter due the Contractor
are not sufficient to cover such amounts, the Contractor shall pay the difference to the University. The
Contractor shall continue performance of the Contract to the extent not terminated. (4.2.4.1)
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12.5.: UNIVERSITY’S RIGHT TO STOP THE WORK:
If the Contractor fails to correct Work or fails to carry our Work, as required by the Contract Documents
or fails to comply with all required and customary safety precautions; the University, by written order
signed personally or by an agent specifically so empowered by the University in writing, may order the
Contractor to stop the Work, or any portion thereof, until the cause for such order has been eliminated;
however, the right of the University to stop the Work shall not give rise to a duty on the part of the
University to exercise this right for the benefit of the Contractor or any other person or entity. (4.2.4.1)
UofU Design Standards:
(2.8.a) In addition to the DFCM requirements the A/E shall coordinate with the University’s Occupational
and Environmental Health and Safety Office for specific University requirements.
(3.2.a.3.d) As an alternate for University consideration, the A/E’s design shall include at least one
concrete pavement section that incorporates pervious concrete. The A/E will consult with Facilities
Management through the University Project Manager about the possibility of including at least one
section as an alternate bid item in the bidding documents. Options might include concrete pavers, etc.
(3.2.a.4.e) As an alternate for University consideration, the A/E’s design shall include at least one asphalt
pavement section that incorporates rubberized asphalt (at a minimum as a top layer), or pervious (gap
graded) asphalt, or pervious concrete. The A/E will consult with Facilities Management through the
University Project Manager about the possibility of including at least one section as an alternate bid
item in the bidding documents.
(3.2.d.1) Storm drainage calculations and drawings are to be submitted to the University Project
Manager for review and approval. The submittal shall include the engineer’s stamp and dated signature.
Storm Water Design Criteria: (4.2.5.3, 4.2.5.3.2)
• (3.2.d.2.a) The storm water hydrology associated with new construction projects must mirror
predevelopment hydrology of the previously undeveloped site; or, the design must improve the
hydrology of a redeveloped site and reduce the discharge of storm water.
•

(3.2.d.2.b) Projects which add impervious surfaces and storm water run-off must include storm
water control systems that will not increase flow into the University’s (and consequently Salt
Lake City’s) storm water system.

•

(3.2.d.2.c) Provide on-site detention of storm water runoff to detain the 100 year, 24-hour
storm, with 0.20 CFS/Acre run-off rate. Show calculations for detection volume requirement.

•

(3.2.d.2.d) Provide on-site retainage for a 10 year 2-hour storm. If a 10 year 2-hour storm cannot
be retained on the project site, design a modification to the University’s storm water system
which will accommodate an equivalent retention of the 10 year 2-hour storm. The modification
could include bio retention (bioswale), previous pavement, etc.

•

(3.2.d.2.e) Runoff first to pervious surfaces or landscape. The A/E’s design shall direct the runoff
onto pervious surfaces or landscaped areas prior to capture in a formal drainage
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system/structure to slow the time of concentration and increase water quality, and provide
supplemental irrigation for landscaped areas.
•

(3.2.d.2.f) Limit Impervious Surfaces. Every effort shall be made to minimize and disconnect
impervious surfaces, slow the time of concentration, and improve water quality through the use
of micro detention, bio retention (bioswale), etc. Convey runoff in surface conveyances to the
greatest extent possible.

•

(3.2.d.2.g) The design shall incorporate both water quality and water quantity best management
practices (BMP) and pollutant concentration calculations.

Storm Water Management Plan:
• (3.2.g.1.a) An approved Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) for projects 1 acre or
larger will be required prior to obtaining a digging permit. (4.2.5.1)
•

(3.2.g.1.b) Direct the Contractor to submit the SWPPP to the University Construction Project
Delivery Project Manager and the Occupational and Environmental Health and Safety
Department for review.

•

(3.2.g.2.a) Maintenance and Escalation of Best Management Practices: The density of developed
area and close proximity of impervious surfaces requires proactive storm water protection at
the University of Utah. Impermeable surfaces adjacent to construction sites are to be kept free
of sediment and construction site debris. The University requires all contractors to ensure that
these potential pollutants be controlled to the “Maximum Extent Practicable” (MEP) as defined
by the Federal Clean Water Act (CWA) part 402(p)(3)(B)(iii). In situations where the installation
of a Best Management Practice (BMP) has proven ineffective (two or more corrective actions
issued) the University of Utah will require alternate BMPs.

•

(3.2.g.3.a) Long Term Storm Water Controls: The design team must complete the University’s
Utah Pollution Discharge Elimination System submittal form for Longer Term Storm Water
control compliance. Describe why the specific long-term storm water controls were selected,
the pollutant removal expected from the selected controls and the technical basis that supports
the performance claims for the selected controls. For a copy of this form, please see the forms
section on the University’s Documents and Standards web page. (4.2.5.2.2)
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Erosion Control:
•

(3.2.g.6.a) Avoid disturbing areas of high erosion susceptibility, sensitive vegetation areas, and
areas with steep slopes. (4.2.5.3.1, 4.2.5.4.2)

•

(3.2.g.6.b) Provide special erosion control measures on slopes greater than the angle of repose
necessary for natural erosion control. Coordinate erosion control measures with the soils
engineer.

•

(3.2.g.6.c) Erosion Control Plan: Create and erosion control and sedimentation plan for all
construction activities associated with the entire project site. The plan must incorporate
practices for stock piling top soil of reuse, seeding, grading, mulching, filter socks, stabilized
construction entrances, protection of drain inlets, preservation of existing vegetation, and any
other ‘best management practice (“BMP”) needed to control site erosion and sedimentation
from storm water runoff.

•

(3.2.g.6.c.i) The plan must include a drawing and a complete description of the BMPs that will be
implemented to prevent erosion at the site and control sedimentation in storm water runoff. A
menu of sample erosion and sediment control BMPs can be found at the EPA’s National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System / National Menu of Storm Water Best Management
Practices website.

•

(3.2.g.6.d) Sediment Control at Open Utilities: For projects where open utilities will be necessary
during construction, require the Contractor to protect the University’s utility system by installing
sediment control devices at each open utility, similar to Royal InfraSafe Sediment control Barrier
(manufactured by Royal environmental Systems, Inc.) Require the contractor to install the
devices in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations.

DFCM Programming Standards (031506):
Site Analysis:
•

2.5.B Physical Characteristics: Collect, organize and present facts about the site which are
pertinent to the development of the project.
o Including, but not limited to: Environmental assessments, geologic surveys, soil
investigation, surface contours and property description surveys, utilities surveys, title
search, and archeological surveys.
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UofU Long Term Flood Control Device Inventory (4.2.5.7, 4.2.5.7.1, 4.2.5.7.2, 4.2.6.1)
Number of
Locations
Inspection and Maintenance
occurrences
Requirements
8
84 (sw)
See relevant SOP for details.
Drywells
84 (n)
(AKA: Seepage Pits, Sumps, Sinkholes,
32 (sw)
Injection well, Infiltration basin)
581 (e)
589 (e)
Soccer/Lacrosse
90 (n)
5(ne)
(See MS4 map for locations)
Subsurface Infiltration or Storage
3
SJ Quinney College of Law
See relevant SOP for details.
devices (including In-line storage)
Includes a variety of pre-cast or pre-built
proprietary subsurface detention vaults,
chambers, or other devices designed to
capture and infiltrate storm water runoff
Storm drain inlet
1381
Various, see MS4 map for location.
See relevant SOP for details.
BMP name/description

Oil/water separator

8

Vegetated swales
Swales (e.g., grassed channels, dry
swales, wet swales, or bio-swales) are
vegetated, open-channel management
practices designed specifically to treat
and attenuate storm water runoff. As
storm water runoff flows along these
channels, vegetation slows the water to
allow sedimentation, filtering through a

0
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Northwest Parking Structure, Business
Loop PS, Ambulatory Care PS, Health
Science PS, Huntsman Cancer Hospital
PS, Rice Eccles Stadium, Helipad, and
outside the Mower shop.

See relevant SOP for details.

Priority
Low (as needed)

Low (as needed)

Medium (cleaned annually)
Low (as needed)

N/A

UofU Long Term Flood Control Device Inventory (4.2.5.7, 4.2.5.7.1, 4.2.5.7.2, 4.2.6.1)
subsoil matrix, and/or infiltration into the
underlying soils.
Permeable pavement
4 locations
Sutton Building
See relevant SOP for details.
Gardner Commons (North side)
Pervious or porous pavement surface,
Gardner Commons (NW side)
often built with an underlying stone
Garff Building (North side)
reservoir that temporarily stores surface
runoff before infiltration.
Permeable interlocking concrete
pavement (pavers)
Pervious concrete pavement
Porous asphalt pavement
Stormwater ponds
19
Skaggs (w)
See relevant SOP for details.
ACC
Parking
Dry detention ponds (a.k.a. dry ponds,
Lassonde (sw)
extended detention basins, detention
Gardner
Commons (sw)
ponds, and extended detention ponds)
Bullpen
Pond
are basins whose outlets have been
Tiered Pond at Ustar
designed to detain storm water runoff for
NW side of Warnock
some minimum time (e.g., 24 hours) to
Warnock (e)
allow particles and associated pollutants
Guest House
to settle. Unlike wet ponds, these facilities
Eccles Broadcast (n)
do not have a large permanent pool of
NE side of Lassonde
water. However, they are often designed
Huntsman Center
with small pools at the inlet and outlet of
Horticulture Compound
the basin.
Honors Housing
Student Life Center (n)
Garff Building (n)
Sutton (w)
Biology Grow Site
Chapel Glen
(See MS4 map for locations)
Green roof
8
Huntsman Cancer Institute
See relevant SOP for details.
Huntsman Cancer Hospital
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Medium (Along with
parking lot and street
sweeping: permeable
pavement is cleaned with a
sweeper truck each
quarter.)

Low (as needed)

Low (as needed)

UofU Long Term Flood Control Device Inventory (4.2.5.7, 4.2.5.7.1, 4.2.5.7.2, 4.2.6.1)
ACC Garage
Basketball offices behind arena
Marriot Library
Quinney Law
Sutton
Business
Protection of natural features
2
Heritage Preserve
See Campus Master plan for
Riparian Zone of Red Butte Creek
details.
Undeveloped sites can have numerous
natural features that provide
environmental, aesthetic, and
recreational benefits if preserved and
protected from the impacts of
construction and development. These
features include wetlands, riparian areas,
floodplains, aquifer recharge areas,
mature trees, woodlands, and other
wildlife habitat. Restricted areas such as
floodplains and steep slopes should also
be protected from possible impacts from
construction activities. Natural area
protection is not limited to undeveloped
land; properties that are being
redeveloped might have attractive open
space, well-drained soils, or riparian areas
that should be identified and considered
for preservation early in the planning
process.
Vegetated buffers
0
Areas of natural or established vegetation
maintained to protect the water quality of
neighboring areas. Buffer zones slow
storm water runoff, provide an area
where runoff can infiltrate the soil,
Vegetated roof
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High (construction not
permitted in protected
area)

N/A

UofU Long Term Flood Control Device Inventory (4.2.5.7, 4.2.5.7.1, 4.2.5.7.2, 4.2.6.1)
contribute to groundwater recharge, and
filter sediment.
Vegetated landscaping
Yes
239 Acres
See Landscape Maintenance
SOPs for details.
Areas of vegetated landscaping allowing
for storm water runoff infiltration.
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Medium (regular/ongoing
maintenance conducted by
Grounds Dept.)

Green Roof Annual Inspection (4.2.5.5.3, 4.2.6.6.6)

Location:
Date:
Time:
Inspector:

Inspection Item

Satisfactory

Undesirable vegetative growth
Sediment erosion
Standing water
Trash accumulation
Storm drain inlet
Leaves/organic detritus
Any public hazards
Action items:

Department/Personnel responsible for maintenance:

Additional comments:
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Unsatisfactory

Comments

Injection Well Annual Inspection (4.2.5.5.3, 4.2.6.6.6)

Location:
Date:
Time:
Inspector:

Inspection Item

Satisfactory

Concrete condition
Nearby pavement condition
Metal great condition
Undesirable vegetative growth
Trash accumulation
Standing water
Excessive Sediment buildup
Any public hazards
Action items:

Department/Personnel responsible for maintenance:

Additional comments:
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Unsatisfactory

Comments

Permeable Pavement Annual Inspection (4.2.5.5.3, 4.2.6.6.6)

Location:
Date:
Time:
Inspector:

Inspection Item

Satisfactory

Pavement wear/tear condition
Sediment buildup
Trash accumulation
Standing water
Clear of obstructions
Any public hazards
Action items:

Department/Personnel responsible for maintenance:

Additional comments:
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Unsatisfactory

Comments

Stormwater Pond Annual Inspection (4.2.5.5.3, 4.2.6.6.6)

Location:
Date:
Time:
Inspector:

Inspection Item

Satisfactory

Embankment erosion
Sediment buildup
Undesirable vegetative growth
Standing water
Storm drain inlet
Trash accumulation
Slope erosion
Any public hazards
Action items:

Department/Personnel responsible for maintenance:

Additional comments:
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Unsatisfactory

Comments

____________________________________________________________________________
DAVID L. JENSEN & ASSOCIATES
Richard D. Jensen, P.E. LEED AP
Mechanical Engineers
Hal L. Abercrombie, P.E.
547 West 500 South, #140
Bountiful, UT 84010
Phone: (801) 294-9299
Fax: (801) 294-9399
www.dljeng.com

February 11, 2015
Jared Searcy
Commercial Mechanical
3673 West 1987 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84104
jsearcy@cmssutah.com
PROJECT:

UOFU HEB NE TOWER FUME HOOD REPLACEMENT PHASE 2

SUBJECT: SUBSANTIAL SITE INSPECTION OF FEBRUARY 11, 2015
Dear Jared:
Please address the following punch list items:
A.

General Items:
1.
Provide O & M manuals to DLJ for review.
2.
Submit test reports for all the installed backflow preventers in each lab
with fume hood.
3.
Submit two proposals for review on floor painting and or patching:
a. First proposal to include painting the floor in rooms where fume hoods
are replaced leaving unpainted floor below and around the new fume hood
(include rooms numbers affected in proposal).
b. Second proposal is to include the paint patching as described in (a) and
to include the painting of entire labs that floors are in need of refinishing
(include room numbers affected in proposal).
4.
Upon university approval of change order #9. Complete installation of
electrical switches and stainless steel table located in fume hood in room
3113.

B.

Basement Items:
1.
Replace cracked glass door in fume hood located in room B112.

C.

First Floor Items:
1.
Grout opening in concrete floor closed next to new fume in room 1015.
2.
Install new vst floor tiles next to new fume hoods to match the remaining
floor tiles in room 1015.
3.
Paint and patch sheetrock wall opening around waste line located above
new fume hood in room 1015.
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D.

Third Floor Items:
1.
Grout opening in floor closed below fume hood in room 3159 and then
paint to match existing floor.
2.
In the corridor next to new the ceiling access door outside room 3139, glue
existing ceiling tiles up to repair damage from access door installation.

E.

Fifth Floor Items:
1.
Patch hole in wall from duct removal in room 5105 and paint repair to
match existing finish and color.
2.
Patch ceiling around new diffuser located in room 5105 and patch to
match existing finish and color.
3.
TSI controller located in room 5108 is going into alarm. Verify flows and
control sequences to eliminate this issue.
4.
Re-locate vacuum breaker serving fifth floor fume hoods to be in an
exposed location.

F.

Roof Items:
1.
Install chains with carabineer at both hinged sections of roof railing.

G.

Control Items:
1.
Fume hood located in room B112 is short on airflow.
2.
Fume hood located in room 1110 is hunting and short on airflow.
3.
Verify fume hood flow rates in rooms 1121, 1163, 3103, 3107, 3115 &
5108 due to alarms experienced last week.
4.
There is no graphics for VAV-50 that is located in 5th floor corridor.
5.
There is no graphics for V-116 and V-L located in room 5105.
6.
In room 5001B address the following:
a. Exhaust venture valve V-115 has ~0.58 differential pressure drop and is
going into alarm (0.6 is required by manufacturer). This is due to a small
flame arrestor opening on the flammable cabinet.
b. There are no graphics for V-115 or V-K.
7.
In room 5104 address the following:
a. Are the hoods bypass hoods?
b. Disable “emergency” button on hoods.
c. There is no graphics for EF-4 and EF-5.
d. There is no graphics for V-J.
8.
Update control graphics backgrounds to match CAD backgrounds to
include all addenda’s and change orders (insure V-120 is included on third
floor and graphics added to match cad drawing MH102B).
9.
Numeric displays for general exhaust valves on graphics screen need to
include units. Also they do not seem to be displaying scheduled airflows.

Electrical, Architectural and Structural substantial completion punch list items are
attached to this letter.
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ELECTRICAL PUNCH LIST
ELECTRICAL FIELD OBSERVATION REPORT
To:
Company:

Boyd Abercrombie
David L Jensen & Associates
547 West 500 South, Suite 140
Bountiful, UT 84010
Phone:
801‐294‐9299
Email:
babercrombie@dljeng.com
Project Name: Eyring Chemistry NE Tower Fume Hood
Replacement Phase 2
Date of Visit: February 11, 2015
Date Issued:
February 12, 2015

In Attendance:
Name
Lyle
Paris LeLaCheur
Boyd Abercrombie
Steve Laraway

Organization
Rocky Mountain Electric
Ken Garner Engineering
DLJ
U of U

From:

Paris LeLaCheur
Ken Garner Engineering, Inc.
420 E. South Temple, Suite 370
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
801‐328‐8800

KGE Project #:
Client Project #:
Time arrived:
Time departed:

2013‐014.00
21435
9:00 am
10:30 am

Email

Phone

paris@kengarner.com

801‐328‐8800

Item #

Below is a list of items the Electrical Engineer noticed during the punch list walkthrough that need to be addressed.
This list may not be comprehensive and the contractor is responsible for completing all work as indicated in the
contract documents, including all addendum and change order items. After each deficiency is correct, the
Subcontractor must date and initial the appropriate line item. The General Contractor is to review the list, indicate
by signature that he/she believes the work is completed, and return it to the Architect.
Subcontractor
Action
Date
Initial
Completed

Description of Deficiency

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
A.

B.

The j‐boxes that remain with no labels were installed by the mechanical controls
contractor.
For the panel schedules in the panelboards, during a construction meeting it was
agreed that the electrical contractor may white out the old information and hand
write the updated information. Lyle said Boyd Abercrombie, Jim Miller and Russ
Courville were present at that meeting.

ROOM #5104
1.

Research to see that the fan controls on the east side of the room are connected to. If
they are to the exhaust fans that were demolished, demolish the controls. Report
back to the UofU what they are controlling if they are to remain. The (2) fan controls
are labeled with “CKT 12 WEST” and “CKT 9 EAST”. See picture below.

www.kengarner.com

420 E. South Temple, Suite 370, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

P 801.328.8800 F 801.328.8802
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Item #

Electrical Punch List – Page 2
Henry Eyring Chemistry Building Northeast Tower Fume Hood Replacement Phase 2
2/12/2015

Description of Deficiency

Subcontractor
Action
Date
Initial
Completed

CLOSEOUT ITEMS
I. Complete all required owner trainings
Provide As‐Built Construction red lines to Architect/Engineer
 Include any changes to the original construction documents
 Provide dimensioned locations for all buried lines from known building
II.
points (such as corners, walls, edge of sidewalks, edge of parking lots, etc.
Provide correct circuit numbers for all circuits that are different than the
original Contract Documents
 Show location and routing for all conduits and junction boxes for the project
Provide all required warranties to the Architect/Engineer for review including
III.
extended warranties on items such as lighting, lighting controls, TVSS, etc.
IV. Provide O&M manuals to the Architect/Engineer for review
V. Provide all spare parts as required such as lamps, fuses, etc.

To the best of my knowledge, the deficiencies identified in this report have been corrected.
__________________________
General Contractor

_________
Date

Page 2

Site Visit
ProjectName:
Contractor:
Engineer:
Present:

U of U HEB NE Tower Phase 2
CMSS
Chris Hofheins
Jared Searcy
Chris Hofheins

Project #:
Date:

13088
February 17, 2015

PURPOSE OF VISIT:



Substantial completion final walk through
Observe the final installation

FINDINGS:




Supply cabinets are seismically restrained (see attached photo)
Contractor said hoods are seismically restrained to the wall
o It was not possible to see the restraints behind the hoods during my visit
o Jared said the University saw the restraints during installation
Guard rails and stack bracing were installed on the roof (see attached photo)
o Roofing covers the connections to the roof, but the rails and stack bracing appear to
be installed correctly

Seismic restraint on supply cabinet

2766 South Main Street - SLC, Utah 84115 - Phone:

801.355.5656 - Fax:

www.bhbengineers.com

801.355.5950

Guard rails installed on roof

Guard rails and stack bracing on roof

2766 South Main Street - SLC, Utah 84115 - Phone:

801.355.5656 - Fax:

www.bhbengineers.com

801.355.5950

Storm Drain Flow Accumulation
Area Drain Flow (cfs)

0.000000 - 0.000610 cfs
0.000611 - 0.002745 cfs

0.002746 - 0.006287 cfs
0.006288 - 0.021645 cfs
0.021646 - 0.059610 cfs

Catch Basin Flow (cfs)

0.000000 - 0.000094 cfs
0.000095 - 0.000429 cfs
0.000430 - 0.002169 cfs
0.002170 - 0.016046 cfs
0.016047 - 0.041041 cfs
Storm Drain Lines
High_Flow_Areas

Storm Drain Ponds

0

0.125

0.25

1:11,125

Miles
0.5

Created By: Facilities Management, GIS
Date: 5/4/2016

Appendix D
Illicit Discharge, Detection & Elimination Program:
•

Dry Weather Field Screening (MCM 3)
o University Outfall Map
o Dry Weather Screening Outfall Inventory
o Dry Weather Screening SOP
o Dry Weather Screening Flow Chart
o Annual Dry Weather Visual Monitoring Inspection Form

•

Spill Prevention and Response (MCM 3)
o Illicit Discharge Policy & Enforcement Procedure
o IDDE Policy (Website Example)
o IDDE Database Map (Example)
o EHS Incident Report Manager (Example)
o EHS Incident Report (Example)
o Spill Response Program SOP
o OEHS On-Call Procedures Summary Sheet
o University Police Department Dispatch Procedure
o Tracing Illicit Discharges SOP
o Hazardous Material Emergency Response Plan
o UofU Recycling FAQ (Website Example)
o “What Goes Around Comes Around” (Website Example)

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN – 2016
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Storm Drain Outfalls
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Dry Weather Screening Outfall Inventory (4.2.3.1)
Appendix D

Facility Name

Control Description

Location of Outfall

See Outfall map
Greenhouse Outfall

Drain in the center of the parking lot
to Red Butte Creek
See Outfall map

Biology Grow Site

Pipe from the grow area into Red
Butte Creek—no catch basin
Catch basin drains to creek

See Outfall map

Heartport
See Outfall map
Shuttle Storage Lot

Catch basin drains to creek
See Outfall map

Building 666

Bubble up overflow grate
Catch basin drains to creek

Bridge SD at
intersection of Pollock
Road and Chipeta Way.

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN - 2016
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See Outfall map

Gravel area catchment with outfall See Outfall map
that drains to creek
RBC Substation
Catch basin drains to creek

See Outfall map

Catch basin drains to creek

See Outfall map

Catch basin drains to creek

See Outfall map

Catch basin drains to creek

See Outfall map

Catch basin drains to creek

see Outfall map

RBG Concert 1
RBG Concert 2
RBG Concert 3
RBG Concert 4
RBG Concert 5

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN - 2016
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Dry Weather Screening SOP
Responsibility: Occupational Environmental Health and Safety Department, Plumbing Shop
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing; Annually
Description: This procedure is used to find illicit discharges to the MS4. University staff inspects
portions of the storm drainage system and storm drain outfalls during periods of dry weather (4.2.3.3.3).
Applicability: University outfalls that discharge to Red Butte Creek.
Equipment
o
o
o
o

Clear sampling jar
Map showing location
Visual monitoring report form
Camera

Inspection
Check for dry weather discharge
If discharge is present, evaluate discharge to determine if sampling is necessary; sample if
necessary
Follow procedures on visual monitoring form
Photo document findings
If there is cause for concern move to inspection follow up procedures
Inspection Follow-Up Procedures in event of discharge concern
File any Photos, log activity in EHS electronic reporting system.
Call health department and report findings 801-580-6681
Trace discharge upstream by checking manholes – 1,000 foot intervals
Find last manhole with any evidence of illicit discharge
Look at surface improvements in the area to determine possible suspects
If determination cannot be made from the surface investigations, smoke or dye test line for
unknown connections.

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN – 2016
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DRY WEATHER SCREENING FLOWCHART
Visual
MonitoringOccupational
Environmental
Health & Safety

Find
Discharge
Point

Is Water
Flowing?

No

Yes
Is sampling
necessary?

No

odor, color, foam?

No
Take and
Examine
Sample

Yes

Problems?

Take
Photos

Yes

Investigate
Further?

No

Yes

Is Source
Apparent?

Check
Surroundings for
Possible Pollutant
Source

No

Check
Manhole
1,000 ft.
upstream

Is Problem
Still There?

No

No

Yes
Yes

Make
Arrangements
to TV or Smoke
Test

Determine
Responsible
Party

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN - 2016
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Isolate
Source

No

Is
Source
Owner
Known?

Yes

Initiate
Corrective
Action

Complete and File
Documentation

ANNUAL DRY WEATHER VISUAL STORM WATER DISCHARGE
MONITORING INSPECTION FORM
Date of Examination: ___________________________ Permit No. UTR :090024___________________
Outfall location or ID number: _____________________________________________
Nature of Discharge (i.e., runoff, land drain, irrigation or snowmelt): _____________________________
Type of Monitoring:
 Dry Weather Screening
Date of last Rainfall Event:________________
Visual Quality of Storm Water Discharge:

(circle response)

At Time of Sampling:

After One Hour of Settling:

Color: clear brown green rust other: ______

Settled Solids: Yes / No

Odor: Yes / No

Suspended Solids: Yes / No

Clarity:

Oil Sheen: Yes / No

Floating Solids: Yes / No
Foam: Yes / No
Other obvious indicators of storm water pollution: ___________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Probable sources of any observed storm water contamination: _________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Identified Deficiencies: _________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Corrective Actions: _____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Name of Examiner____________________________________ Title______________________________
Signature____________________________________________Date_____________________________

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN – 2016
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University of Utah Storm Water Pollution Prevention Program
Illicit Discharge Policy
Prohibition of Illicit Discharges
No person shall introduce or cause to be introduced into the University’s permitted municipal separate
storm sewer system any discharge that is not composed entirely of storm water. Upon detection of any
illicit discharge the immediate cessation and removal of improper disposal practices is required. The
commencement, conduct or continuance of any non-storm water discharge to the municipal separate
storm sewer system is prohibited except as described in part 1.2.2.2 of the Small MS4 General UPDES
permit.
Legal Authority (4.2.3.2.1)
The majority of the MS4 is comprised of University of Utah owned and operated facilities. Through its
ownership and control, the University controls discharges to and from the MS4, as described in the Storm
Water Management Plan (SWMP). The University will have the responsibility to implement all measures
within the SWMP.
The University of Utah is both responsible for and has legal authority for storm water discharges from both
University owned and non-University facilities. This legal authority includes enforcement of storm water
requirements and regulations.
Applicability
This University of Utah Rule applies to all water generated on developed or undeveloped land entering the
University of Utah’s storm sewer system, including University of Utah facilities and University of Utah
tenants located within the University’s permitted municipal separate storm sewer system. This rule applies
to all persons employed by, doing business with, or visiting the University.
Purpose
1. Protect, maintain, and enhance the environment of the University of Utah.
2. Protect the public health, safety and general welfare of the University of Utah community,
including, but not limited to: residents, students, faculty, staff, contractors, vendors, and other
campus visitors, by controlling discharges of pollutants to the University of Utah’s storm water
system.
3. To maintain and improve the quality of the receiving waters into which the storm water outfalls
flow, including without limitation: lakes, rivers, streams, ponds, wetlands and groundwater.
4. Enable the University of Utah to comply with the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
permit (NPDES/UPDES) and applicable regulations, 40 CFR 122.26 for storm water discharges.
5. Allow the University of Utah to regulate and prohibit discharges into storm water facilities of
sanitary, industrial, or commercial sewage or waters that have otherwise been contaminated. This
regulation and prohibition of sewage and contaminated water discharges is required by the August
1, 2010 Small MS4 permit issued by the Utah Division of Water Quality.
Author
Occupational Environmental Health & Safety
STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN - 2016
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References
University of Utah SOP 10: Tracing the Source and Removal of Illicit Discharges
University of Utah MS4 Permit UTR090000
University of Utah Storm Water Management Program Plan
Utah Water Quality Act, Title 19, Chapter 5, Utah Code Annotated 2004, as amended
Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. §§1251 et. seq., as amended to date)
Definitions
Contaminant – any physical, chemical, biological, or radiological substance or matter in water.
Discharge – dispose, deposit, spill, pour, inject, seep, dump, leak, or place by any means, or that which is
disposed, deposited, spilled, poured, injected, seeped, dumped, leaked, or placed by any means including
any direct entry of any solid or liquid matter into the municipal separate storm sewer system.
Illicit Connections – illegal or unauthorized connections to the municipal separate storm sewer system
whether or not such connections result in discharges into that system.
Illicit Discharge – any discharge to the municipal separate storm sewer system that is not composed
entirely of storm water and not specifically exempted by this rule.
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) – the conveyances owned or operated by the municipality
(in this case the University of Utah) for the collection and transportation of storm water, including the roads
and streets and their drainage systems, catch basins, curbs, gutters, ditches, man-made channels, and
storm drains.
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit – a permit issued pursuant to 33 USC
1342.
Person - an individual, corporation, partnership, association, state, municipality, commission, or political
subdivision of a state, or any interstate body.
Runoff – water produced by storms, surface drainage, snow and ice melt, and other water handled by the
storm sewer drainage system; that portion of the precipitation on a drainage area that is discharged from
the area into the MS4.
Storm Water – storm water runoff, snow melt runoff, surface runoff, street wash waters related to street
cleaning or maintenance, infiltration and drainage.
Storm Water Management Facilities System – the drainage structures, conduits, ditches, combined sewers,
sewers, and all device appurtenances by means of which storm water is collected, transported, pumped,
treated, or disposed of.
Storm Water Management Plan- the set of drawings and other documents that comprise all the
information and specifications for the programs, drainage systems, structures, best management practices
(BMPs), concepts and techniques intended to maintain or restore quality and quantity of storm water
runoff to pre-development levels.
Storm Water runoff - the flow on the surface of the ground resulting from precipitation.
Surface Water – includes waters upon the surface of the earth in bounds created naturally or artificially
including, but not limited to, streams, other water courses, lakes and reservoirs.
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Waters of the U.S. – Surface watercourses and water bodies as defined at 40 CFR 122.2, including all natural
waterways and definite channels and depressions in the earth that may carry water, even though such
waterways may only carry water during rains and storm and may not carry storm water at and during all
times and seasons.
UPDES – Utah Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
Specific Activities
1. Washing down paved areas into storm drains or gutters is prohibited unless necessary for health or
safety purposes. Storm Water Management Plan Procedure 05 – Power/Pressure Washing provides
details on acceptable washing practices.
2. No person shall throw, deposit, leave, maintain, keep, or permit to be thrown, deposited, left, or
maintained, in or upon any University of Utah property, driveway, parking area, street, alley,
sidewalk, component of the storm drain system, or water of the U.S., any refuse, rubbish, garbage,
litter, or other discarded or abandoned objects, articles, and accumulations, so that the same may
cause or contribute to pollution.
3. Machinery and equipment, including motor vehicles, which are leaking significant amounts of oil or
fluid, must be repaired.
4. Any machine or equipment which is to be repaired or maintained in an uncovered outdoor area
shall be placed on a pad of absorbent material to contain leaks, spills, or small discharges.
5. Fuel and chemical residue or other types of potentially harmful material, such as animal waste,
garbage or batteries, which are located in an area susceptible to runoff, shall be removed
immediately and disposed.
6. Use of any pesticide, herbicide, or fungicide, the manufacture of which has been either voluntarily
discontinued or prohibited by the Environmental Protection Agency, is prohibited.
7. Grease traps must be maintained and serviced by the applicable food service vendor at a frequency
that prevents overflow or release of grease to the sewer system.
8. Any discharge of untreated sanitary wastewater is illegal and must be eliminated. Discharges of this
nature must be reported to the Division of Water Quality and to the local wastewater treatment
plant.
Prohibition of illicit connections
The construction, use, maintenance or continued existence of illicit connections to the separate municipal
storm sewer system is prohibited. This prohibition expressly includes, without limitation, illicit connections
made in the past, regardless of whether the connection was permissible under law or practices applicable
or prevailing at the time of connection. See Appendix D of the University’s Storm Water Management Plan
for details on removal of illicit connections.
Reporting Illicit Discharges and Notification of spills
In the event of a spill or leak of hazardous materials, oil, or any other pollutant, the person shall
immediately notify the University of Utah Occupational Environmental Health & Safety Department at 801581-6590 and/or the University Police Department at 801-585-2677.
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Enforcement
The University Police will be notified of all illegal dumping activities including those concerning the storm
sewer system. If a violation of this University Rule is also a violation of Salt Lake City or Salt Lake County
ordinances or state or Federal law, the appropriate agency (e.g., Salt Lake City Public Utilities, Salt Lake
Valley Health Department, Utah Division of Water Quality) will be notified of the violation.
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HAZARDOUS MATERIAL EMERGENCY
RESPONSE PLAN

Revised 12/4/2017
University of Utah
Occupational and Environmental Health and Safety
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University of Utah
Hazardous Material Emergency Response Plan
Responsibilities
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Decontaminati
on
Monitoring
Notification

Final Inspections
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ACTION CHECKLIST
PRIORITIES: Protect life, control incident, and protect property.
EMERGENCY PHASE
1. Assessment.
NOTE: Entering the scene may be too hazardous at this point.
a. Determine type and quantity of hazardous material(s) involved:
b. Exact Location:
c. Isolate immediate area:
d. Any victims or potential victims?
e. Is evacuation necessary?
2. Summon Additional Assistance (as needed).
a. Salt Lake City Fire Department (Paramedics, Hazardous Material Response Team, Fire
Fighting).
b. Police/Security.
c. Plant Operations.
d. Radiological Health (Radiation Incidents Only).
e. Vacuum trucks (see Appendix).
3. Establish a Command Post when additional assistance is summoned.
Make sure it is a safe distance away, up-wind/uphill of the scene and in view of the scene (if
possible). If Salt Lake City Fire Department responds, locate this command post with their
command post.
4. Advise Dispatch who is in command and location of command post.
5. Victim Rescue. Rescuers must be properly protected.
Salt Lake City Fire Department has primary responsibility for victim rescue.
6. Provide Hazard Information to emergency response and medical personnel. Contact Poison
control for additional assistance: 1-800-222-1222
7. Evacuate the affected area as needed.
Consider; the wind direction, spill flow, explosion potential, toxicity of material, electrical
hazards, etc. Consult with Plant Operations regarding ventilation shutdown (if necessary).
8. Crowds and Traffic Control.
Request that police/security establish crowd control to prevent civilians and unprotected
personnel from entering the Evacuation Zone.
9. Establish Evacuation and Hazard zones.
a. Yellow banner tape set up to designate Evacuation zone. Use sampling equipment if
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available to determine safe evacuation zone.
b. Red banner tape set up around the Hazard Zone.
NOTE: Only personnel actually working on the hazardous material incident will be
allowed in the Hazard Zone. All personnel and equipment passing into this zone must be
decontaminated before exiting.
HAZARD ZONE (protected personnel)
HAZARD ZONE SKETCH
EVACUATION ZONE (emergency
SAFE AREA (civilians)
DECONTAMINATION ZONE

personnel)

SPILL

HAZARD ZONE (protected personnel only)
EVACUATION ZONE (emergency personnel)

10. Incident Control.
c. Stop the leak.
d. Determine the extent of vapor spread, using combustible gas meter, detector tubes, pH
meter, infrared analyzer or other equipment.
e. Contain the material (absorb, blanket, or construct dams/channels with inert materials).
f. Where possible dilute or neutralize material.
NOTE: Avoid flushing when possible! Attempt to contain and collect.
e. Eliminate open flames when necessary, starting downwind.
NOTE: To avoid sparking, do not flip open switches.
f. Prevent the material from entering ground water or sewer system.
11. Public Information/Relations.
University Public Relations (or designee) are the only ones authorized to act as Public
Information Officer for the University.
RECOVERY PHASE
1. Assign Occupational and Environmental Health and Safety personnel to gather names, phone
numbers, and addresses of people involved in the incident (injured, exposed, responsible
parties).
2. Determine if the emergency is a Reportable Spill/Leak using the EPA List of Lists/Reportable
Quantities list. Updated list can be found at http://www2.epa.gov/sites/production/files/201308/documents/list_of_lists.pdf or L:\DIVISION\Haz Waste\emergency response plans\Current
plans. If reportable:
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a) Inform the Director of Occupational and Environmental Health and Safety
b) Contact the agency listed on the table and provide the information requested by the
agency
c) If required, contact the National Response Center: 1-800-424-8802
d) Note the date and times reports made

Type of Incident

Air Pollution Control Device Upsets

Hazardous Waste Spills
CERCLA/ EPCRA Hazardous
Substances *
Releases Affecting "Waters of the
State" or Petroleum Products *
Radiological Materials *

Division

Office Hours
Phone

Air Quality

(801) 5364000

Solid and Hazardous
Waste

(801) 5360200

Environmental Response
and Remediation

(801) 5364100

Water Quality

(801) 5364300

Radiation Control

(801) 5364250

After Hours Phone

(801)
536-4123

* May also require notification of the National Response Center (1-800-424-8802)
3. If the release was to the sanitary sewer contact the Salt Lake City Pretreatment Coordinator:
Andra Ahrens
Office: 801-799-4041
After Hours: 801-799-4000
Cell: 801-673-2607
4. Contact Salt Lake Valley Health Department, Emergency Response at 385-468-8888 to inform
them of the incident.
5. Contact the manufacturer of the spilled substance and other references to determine chemical
toxicity, hazardous exposures, and decontamination procedures. Obtain MSDS for the material.
Consult Chemical Dictionary and other references. Determine whether ongoing health
monitoring is necessary for exposed personnel.
6. Assess and document damages by collecting samples, taking photos, obtaining cost estimates,
listing injured parties, noting disruption of services, etc.
7. Containment and Security Procedures.
If the spill will not be cleaned up immediately:
a. Post appropriate warning signs.
b. Notify occupants.
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c. Arrange for continuing site security.
d. Provide on-going site monitoring.
8. Clean Up/Decontamination/Disposal Procedures:
a. Consult with the Utah Division of Environmental Quality or Salt Lake Valley Health
Department to determine the extent of cleanup and decontamination necessary.
b. Ensure that personnel are provided with and are using proper personal protective
equipment.
c. Clean up material and place in a compatible container; e.g., polyethylene bag (<20 lbs),
polyethylene-lined 55-gallon drum(s) (>20 lbs.), etc.
d. Decontaminate all equipment (that can be adequately decontaminated) that came in
contact with the hazardous material.
e. Place contaminated equipment and protective clothing in polyethylene bags for disposal.
NOTE: Personnel and equipment should be decontaminated as they leave the Hazard
Zone.
f. Transport bags/drums to Bldg 590 for temporary storage until final disposal at an
approved hazardous waste site. Properly label drums and waste manifest.
g. Collect samples to ensure that site decontamination is adequate.
9. Perform Final Inspection and issue a site release.
SLC/County Health, Utah State Health, SLC Fire and University Occupational and Environmental
Health and Safety should mutually agree that the site has been cleaned and decontaminated
adequately.
10. Prepare a detailed Incident Report.
11. Re-stock all spill response equipment and supplies.
12. Submit Reports to agencies (in #3) as necessary.
(Send copy of reports to Risk Management.)
13. Evaluate and critique the response to the incident with involved personnel.
14. When appropriate, implement Plan Changes to improve emergency response and make
recommendations to appropriate personnel/departments to prevent a similar incident from
recurring.
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APPENDIX
SPILL RESPONSE RESOURCES – OCCUPATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH & SAFETY
MATERIAL

AMOUNT

LOCATION

Activated Charcoal

100 lbs.

Bldg 590

Activated Charcoal

15 lbs.

Vehicle

Acid absorbent/neutralizer

100 lbs.

Bldg 590

Acid absorbent/neutralizer

5 lbs.

Vehicle

Base absorbent/neutralizer

150 lbs.

Bldg 590

Base absorbent/neutralizer

20 lbs.

Vehicle

Spill pillows

various

Bldg. 590

Spill pillows

various

Vehicle

Other absorbents (vermiculite)

100 - 500 lbs.

Bldg 590

Other absorbents (vermiculite)

15 lbs.

Vehicle

Visqueen

Bldg 590

Detector tubes/sampling pump

Bldg 605, IH Tech area

Personal protective equipment
(gloves, goggles, clothing)

Bldg 590, 605, and Vehicle

55 gallon drums
Spill response kits (limited
absorbent, neutralizer, plastic,
protective clothing, respiratory
protection, and equipment.)

Vacuum Trucks

Contract Responders

1-5 drums

Bldg 590
Bldg. 605, Vehicle, SOM, MEB,
CAMT, Chemistry
Envirocare
Roto-Rooter
Rooter Man
B&E Rooter
Electric Drain

801-299-1900
801-972-2828
801-532-6011
801-261-8893
801-266-7806

Clean Harbors
Envirocare
Stericycle
Veolia Env.

435-843-4840
801-299-1900
801-631-0119
801-294-7111
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HAZARDOUS MATERIAL
EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN
Hazardous material incident: an accidental release of a substance that may be harmful to people, property
or the environment.
HAZARDOUS MATERIAL INCIDENT TELEPHONE PROMPT
Exact Location: (building name/#, room #):
Nature/extent of injuries or illness:
Complainant:

Phone#:

Type of Incident:
Quantity Spilled:
Chemicals involved:
Have the caller spell the name of the substance. If caller doesn’t know the name, get a description or
characteristics, odors and effects:

Property damage:
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SPILL RESPONSE RESOURCES (OUTSIDE OCCUPATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH & SAFETY)
PLANT OPERATIONS
MATERIAL

AMOUNT

LOCATION

Sand and sand bags

General Services

Visqueen

General Services

Heavy Equipment

General Services

Rakes, shovels, etc

General Services

Water hauling

General Services

Squeegees
Water vacuums

General Services
Custodial
Custodial

Ladders

Custodial

Mops, etc.

Custodial

Spill Kit

Gas Pumps

Portable Spill Kits

School of Medicine - Level B

Portable Spill Kits

Chemistry – 1st Floor

Portable Spill Kits

CAMT – 1st Floor

Portable Spill Kits

MEB – 1st Floor

SLC FIRE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS RESPONSE TEAM
MATERIAL
Absorbent materials
Explosi-meters
Water
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NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL RELEASES
In compliance with SARA III the following notification procedures must occur for any release of “Extremely
Hazardous Chemicals” in reportable quantities (see attached list) that extends beyond University of Utah
boundaries by any means (air, water, sewer, ground water, etc.).
Immediately notify:
Community Emergency coordinator
Local Emergency Planning committee
Corey Lyman
State Emergency Response Commission for any adjacent state likely to be affected
Utah SERC will be notified by ***Not Announced
Immediate notification includes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Chemical name or identity of any substances in the release.
Indication that it is on the list of Extremely Hazardous Chemicals
Estimate of quantity released.
Time and duration of the release.
Medium or media into which the release occurred.
Known or anticipated acute or chronic health risks associated with the emergency and advise
regarding medical attention necessary for exposed individuals.
7. Proper precautions to take as a result of the release including evacuation.
8. Name and telephone numbers of persons to contact for further information.
Follow-up notification (as soon as reasonable) Includes:
1. Actions taken to respond to and contain the release
2. Any known or anticipated acute or chronic health risks associated with the release.
3. Advise regarding medical attention necessary for exposed individuals.
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Amendments:
9/22/2008

Change of Fire Division on call personnel and titles
Change of Emergency coordinator list for building 590.
Change of on call list.

10/9/2008
12/15/2008

Change of LEPC Coordinator from Dan Andrus to Corey Lyman.
Add Chris Kay to on-call lists
Make Date corrections
Add Kristen Orwin to on-call lists
Annual Review of Plan – No Changes
Remove Jon White and Brianne Garzarelli from on call lists
Annual Review, No Changes
Made changes to “Recovery Phase”; changed outside agency reporting numbers; added
Judy Moran to emergency call list; removed Christian Buehler as Office Assistant
Added Jared Lee to the On Call List
Removed Jim Johnston from On-call list
Updated phone numbers for on-call personnel, added Bryan Benham and Gina Ramoz
to on-call list.
Removed Bryan Benham from on-call personnel. Added Don Stidd and Liz Hodges to
on-call personnel list.
Added Alicia Duprey, James Morris to on call list. Added Richard White and Scott
Jefferies to fire division. Added Shera Kostrencich to administration. Removed Don
Korth and Dave Limberg from fire division
Added phone number of Poison control to emergency phase instruction #6. Edited
Recovery phase #2 to reference the location for reportable quantities list. Updated
Utah Solid and Hazardous waste spill number from 801 538 6170 to 801 536 0200.
Updated number for water quality to (801) 536-4300 in lieu of 801-538-6146. Updated
the number for SL Dept of Health to 385-468-8888 in lieu of 801 468 2710. Updated
the number Clean Harbors a contract responder. Added Matt Lundquist, Greg Walters,
Mike Brehm, Bill Bonn removed Gina Ramoz, Judy Moran, Mike Halligan.
Updated phone numbers for on-call personnel, removed Michele Johnson, Richard
White, added Donny Schultz. Corrected normal work hours for a number of individuals.
Updated contact name and phone numbers for reporting illicit sanitary sewer releases.
Updated EHS contact names and phone numbers. Don Stidd, Alicia Duprey and
DonnyShultz were removed from plan.
Removed Jeff Throckmorten from oncall contacts list. Updated Kristen Shulsen’s title.
Added Jen Stones contact info from Administration list to the contacts list. Removed
Brian Walker, John Norris, Scott Jefferies, Steve Bernard from On-call fire; added Bill
Bonn, Amber VanDusen, Clint Haymond.
Removed Liz Hill and Marc Momcilovich from oncall contacts list.
Removed Kristen Shulsen, added Blake Smith, Josh Manning, Marie Thorsen, Derek
Fisher, Ben Krahn, removed Amber Van Dusen, Diane Ragan

12/29/2008
5/27/2009
6/11/2009
5/13/2010
7/14/2010
7/27/2010
6/20/2011
1/5/2012
8/14/2012
10/17/12
5/19/14

7/10/2014
6/18/2015
2/24/16

12/28/16
12/4/17
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Preventing Illicit Discharges (Illegal Dumping) | Environmental Health an...

1 of 2

http://ehs.utah.edu/environmental-programs/storm-water-pollution-preven...

Signed in as: Christian Buehler (Log out)

What is an illicit discharge?
Illicit discharges are generally any spill into a storm drain system this is not composed entirely of
storm water. Illicit discharges are a problem because, unlike wastewater which flows to a
wastewater treatment plant, storm water generally flows to waterways without any additional
treatment. These Illicit discharges often include pathogens, nutrients, surfactants, and various toxic
pollutants.
These pollutants include, but are not limited to the following:
Household Hazardous Wastes (kitchen and bathroom cleaners, etc)
Oil or other fluids from motor vehicles
Pet Waste
Trash, litter or debris such as grass clippings
Half of a cup of motor oil can contaminate over 30,000 gallons of water. So if so little can do so
much, what can you do to prevent oil spills? The first step is to be aware of the possible hazards in
your workplace, including storage and use of oils. Some other keys to pollution prevention:
Store oil containers inside secondary containment. If you store several containers of oil,
provide enough containment for at least one entire container.
Store containers out of the flow of traffic.
Tightly close containers when you are not using them
Make everyone in the area aware of what is stored and how to respond.
Have a spill response kit available in the event of an accident.
Conduct vehicle maintenance in a proper place, not in a parking lot.
Clean up drips and leaks promptly.
Keep in mind- all oils, including edible oils, are an environmental hazard.
The commencement, conduct or continuance of any illegal discharge to the storm drain system is
prohibited.
Remember! Only clean water can go down the storm drain.
If you observe illegal dumping or spilled materials at the U please call Environmental Health and
Safety at (801)581-6590.
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EHS Report #1396475456: lncident Response: lllicit Discharge conce...

Signed in as: Christian Buehler

https ://ehs.utah.edu/dashboard/ehsreport
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(Lçs qur)

EHS Report #1396475456: lncident Response: lllicit Discharge

concern

View

Hd¡t

Details
Title of event: lncident Response: lllicit Discharge concern
Filed By: Christian Buehler

Buildins: gggg CVRTI
Location details: East side of building 500.
Filed Date: Wed, O4lO2t2O14 - 09:15
Event date: Wed, 0410212014 - 21:15
Narrative: Kristen Shulsen let me know about some soapy looking water that was possibly
making its way down the storm drain near building 500.
People: Kristen Shulsen Christian Buehler Eric Gardner

Details: I didn't find any soapy water running down the drain at building 500, however a
Layton Constructor subcontractor was doing some concrete cutting on the east side of
the building. There was no material running into the storm drain at that time.
I called Eric Gardner

with Layton construction since he is the super intendant of the
lnfrastructure Upgrade project, Layton is scheduled to begin digging at this location
tomorrow (4.3.14), and they will be installed BMPs such as inlet protection to protect
the nearby drain locations.

Corrective actions: No further action is required.
All clear date: Wed, 0410212014
Time spent: 1
Billable: Not billable
Attachments: ..:: 2014-04-CI2 09-33-02 1S2.ips
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Spill Response Program
Responsibility: Occupational Environmental Health and Safety Department, Plumbing Shop
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing
Description: The OEHS Department is the typical responder for spills, leaks and environmental releases
(4.2.3.3).
Applicability: Spill response.
1.

Publicize reporting mechanism on OEHS website and printed response signs.

2.

Spill/Illicit discharge reported to OEHS or UPD (after hours).

3.

Follow written procedures found in the “Hazardous Material Emergency Response Plan” and/or
“University Police Dispatch Procedure.”

4.

Record data about the response per the above procedures.

5.

a.

Date of initiation of investigation.

b.

Location.

c.

Description.

d.

Method of discovery.

e.

Corrective action (removal, repair).

f.

Date of corrective action and/or enforcement action.

g.

Date and method of removal verification.

Enter data about the incident (spill, leak, environmental release, or illicit discharge) in the EHS
database.

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN - 2016
APPENDIX D, Updated 6.2.16

1

Occupational and Environmental Health and Safety On-Call event procedures:
In the event of a UOSH reportable injury:
Immediately report the injury to either Matt Lundquist (O: 801-585-9413 C: 801-616-0188), Jen Stones
(O:801-585-6279 C:801-920-6094), or Blake Smith (O: 801-587-5417 C: 801-355-1085)
If above are not unavailable contact James Stubbs (O: 801-585-5788 C: 801-425-3807)
In the event of a flood at the hospital:
Contact the Clinical Care Safety Staff:
Blake Smith (O: 801-587-5417 C: 801-355-1085)
Chris Kay (O: 801-587-9297 C: 801-592-1258)
In the event a radiation alarm is sounding or any other request involving radiation:
Inform the requestor that they will need to contact Radiation Safety, 801-581-6141.
In the event that there is vomit in a parking terrace:
Notify custodial services, 801-581-6108.
In the event of a spill of a chemotherapy agent
Notify hospital environmental services 801-581-2253
In the event of a blood or OPIM spill:
On Main Campus (Inside or Outside) – Notify Custodial Services, 801-581-6108
Inside the Hospitals & Clinics – Notify Environmental Services, 801-581-2253
In the event of an illicit discharge into a storm drain:
Accidental discharges should be ceased immediately and cleaned up (leaking cars, spills etc.)
Purposeful dumping into the storm drain is illegal – Notify University Police 801-585-2677
All on-call incidents involving Hospitals, Clinics and Health Sciences Buildings must be reported to :
Hospital Emergency Management 801-581-2222 -orPhil Chafee: 801-585-3134 Cell: 801-330-7108 -or- Kip Thompson: 801-585-6288 Cell: 435-850-9385

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN – 2016
APPENDIX D

UNIVERSITY POLICE DISPATCH PROCEDURE

CHEMICAL/BIOLOGICAL RELEASE, SPILL/
FUMES/ VAPORS/ODORS

EFFECTIVE DATE:

DEFINITION: In case of accidental release of a substance which may be harmful to

people, property or the environment. Problem may be detected by monitors, visual
inspection, odors or other knowledge of a release. This includes chemical and biological
material spills, exposures, fumes and vapors.

CALL-TAKING PROCEDURE:

1. Obtain caller name and a call back number
2. Obtain incident location information: building name, number, specific room number or incident
location parking lot or roadway.
3. Obtain time of onset of release/spill/vapors/fumes.
4. Obtain information on nature and extent of injuries and illnesses.
5. If Injuries conference in the SLC Fire Department.
6. Obtain complete name of chemical or substance involved, if known: exact spelling and CASE# (if
possible), intensity of smells.
7. Ask caller for an estimate of amount spilled.
8. Create a CAD case.
9. Notify Environmental Health and Safety (EHS) at phone numbers listed below
10. EHS will determine whether HAZMAT should be dispatched.
11. Send Security if bldg access is needed
12. Send Police for crowd control as needed
13. If criminal intent found, send a Detective as needed.

DISPATCH PROCEDURE:
NATURE OF CALL

CHEMICAL,
BIOLOGICAL/FUMES, VAPORS

PRIORITY

ALERT
TONES

1

none

UNITS

NOTIFY

Sec, EHS, 1U

EHS at phone # shown below /
on-call Detective / Command

GENERAL NOTES:
Business Hours:

Contact EHS at 1-6590. If no contact use the pager
EHS pager 801-339-3335.

After Hours:

EHS pager number EHS Pager 801-332-3335. If no contact in 5 minutes page again.
If no contact in 5 minutes call James Stubbs at 801-425-3807
If no contact, call Liz Hill 801-875-0294.
If no contact, call Marty Schaub cell 801-550-9158 Home 801-484-6711.

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN – 2016
APPENDIX D

Standard Operating Procedures:
IDDE Program – Tracing and Removal of Illicit Discharges
Responsibility: Occupational Environmental Health and Safety/Plumbing Shop
Frequency and Duration: Ongoing
Description: Procedure to trace and remove illicit discharges (4.2.3.4).
Applicability: Use to trace any illicit discharge where the source is unknown and prevent discharge.

1.

Preparation
a. Review / consider information collected when illicit discharge was initially identified and
documented using Incident Tracking Form or Outfall Inspection Form.
b. Obtain storm drain mapping for the area of the reported illicit discharge from GIS as
needed.
c. Gather (as needed) all necessary equipment including: tape measure, clear container,
clipboard with necessary forms, flashlight, and camera.

2.

Process
a. Survey the general area / surrounding properties to identify potential sources of the
illicit discharge as a first step.
b. Trace illicit discharges using visual inspections of upstream points as a second step. Use
available mapping to identify tributary pipes, catch basins, etc.
c. If the source of the illicit discharge cannot be determined by a survey of the area or
observation of the storm drain system, then consider the following additional steps:
1. Use weirs, sandbags, dams, or optical brightener monitoring traps to collect or
pool intermittent discharges during dry weather.
2. Televise the storm drain system to trace high priority, difficult to detect illicit
discharges.
3. Dye test individual discharge points within suspected buildings.
4. Collect samples as necessary for testing as warranted by discharge investigation.
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d. If the source is located and is the result of a spill, follow SOP IDDE – Spill Response
Program.
e. If the source is located and is the result of an illicit pipe connection, work with plumbing
shop to shut off and correct the connection.
f.

Contact University Police or the Salt Lake Valley Health Department as needed.

g. If the source cannot be found, note the location/event for future reference in the OEHS
report system.
3.

Clean up
a. Clean catch basin, clean storm drain, or initiate spill response, as applicable. Follow
relevant SOPs.

4.

Documentation
a. Document tracing results in the AIM system/OEHS Report system.
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Appendix E
Education and Outreach (MCM 1)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BMP Fact Sheet 1 - Residents and General Public
UofU Chronicle Ad Example
Civil Eng. and Environmental Sustainability course examples
University Student Apartments Handout
Class Room Presentation Example
@TheU Blast Email Example
BMP Fact Sheet 2 - Institutions, Industrial and Commercial
Stormwater Pollution Prevention (Website Example)
BMP Fact Sheet 3 - Developers and Contractors (Construction)
Construction Contractor Pre-construction training (Example)
BMP Fact Sheet 4 - MS4-owned or Operated Facilities (Staff)
Involvement and Participation (MCM 2)

•
•
•
•

SWAMT Meeting roster (Example)
Stormwater Management Plan website availability (Example)
Stormwater website contact information (Example)
Stormwater Annual Reports website availability (Example)
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BMP Fact Sheet
Residents and General Public – Education Materials
Measurable Goal: The desired result is to meet the permit requirements outlined in section 4.2.1.1, and
4.2.1.2. The information is provided to target audience on prohibitions against illicit discharges and
improper disposal of waste, as well as topics most relevant to the audience in question.
Additional topics include:
•
•
•
•
•

Household Hazardous Waste Disposal
Proper Car Maintenance and Washing
Proper management of pet wastes
General storm water education
Illicit Discharge awareness

Rationale: Environmental protection information is made easily accessible to students through website
pages and an annual print advertisement, as well as by direct training or workshop opportunities on
campus.
Objectives & Goals: Address the target pollutants (TSS, oils, grease, and floatables, etc.) and pollutant
sources (parking lots and etc.) through education of the specified audience. The University makes it clear
to both resident and commuter students that storm water pollution prevention is important to the
Institution by the methods we promote to reduce runoff and improve water quality.
For each Action Item the Responsible Department, Initiation Date, Milestone Date, and Measure of
Effectiveness will be included.
Action Items

Responsible Department

Develop and
deliver course
curriculum for a
college-level class
on environmental
topics including
storm water design
and pollution
prevention.
Provide general
storm water
information to

Civil & Environmental Engineering,
and Environmental &
Sustainability Studies

Milestone/
Measure of
Completion
Success
Date
(Effectiveness)
(Month,
Year)
Civil (1990)/ Ongoing
Students must
Sustainability
pass courses
(2003)
with a ‘C’ or
better in order
to receive
course credits
towards
graduation.

OEHS

2003

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN- 2016
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Initiation
Date (Year)

Ongoing

Successful if
information is
provided to
1

students-residents
through Residence
Hall Resident
Advisors (USA,
Residential Living).
OEHS provides a
guest lecture for a
college-level class
on storm water
pollution
prevention.
Storm Water
Pollution
Prevention Mass
Mailing using the
@theU system.
Innovative Urban
Transitions and
Arid region Hydrosustainability
(iUtah)

student RAs.

OEHS, Civil Engineering

2003

Ongoing

Successful if
one class
session uses
material.

OEHS

2016

Ongoing

Successful if at
least one mass
mailing sent
out annually.

2017

Assessing
water use
behaviors and
decisions, and
how these
influence the
urban
environment
(Program
includes
undergrad,
graduate level,
and post-doc
education
opportunities
as well as K-12
outreach.)

Multi-Institutional
2012
(http://iutahepscor.org/index.php)
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CVEEN 3610 - Introduction to Environmental
Engineering I
Course Detail
Units:

3 units

Course
Components

Discussion
Lecture

Enrollment Information
Enrollment
Requirement

Prerequisites: "C" or better in (CVEEN 2140
AND CHEM 1210) AND Full Major status in
Civil Engineering.

Description
Overview of the environmental engineering profession,
environmental quality measurements, regulatory overview, water
and wastewater quality, environmental chemistry, air quality,
design of municipal water treatment systems.

CVEEN 4410 - Engineering Hydrology
Course Detail
Units:

3 units

Course
Components

Lecture

Enrollment Information
Enrollment
Requirement
Requirement
Designation

Prerequisites: "C-" or better in CVEEN 3410
AND Full Major status in Civil Engineering.
Quantitative Intensive BS

Description
Hydrologic cycle and its elements including precipitation,
interception, infiltration, evapotranspiration, runoff; flood and
drought analysis; unit-hydrographs, probability and frequency
analysis, routing methods; ground water, hydrologic design
procedures, watershed models.

CVEEN 5305 - Introduction to Foundation Engineering
Course Detail
Units:

3 units

Course
Components

Lecture

Enrollment Information
Enrollment
Requirement

Prerequisites: "C-" or better in CVEEN 3310
AND Full Major status in Civil Engineering.

Description
Meets with CVEEN 6305. An introduction to the field of
foundation engineering concentrating on the geotechnical
background necessary for foundation analysis and design. Topics
include shear strength of granular, cohesive and partially saturated
soils; subsurface exploration and testing; lateral earth pressures
and retaining walls; slope stability; settlement and ultimate bearing
capacity of shallow foundations; seepage forces and filters.

CVEEN 5605 - Water and Wastewater
Treatment Design
Course Detail
Units:

3 units

Course
Components

Lecture

Enrollment Information
Enrollment
Requirement

Prerequisites: "C-" or better in CVEEN 3610
AND Full Major status in Civil Engineering.

Description
Meets with CVEEN 6605. This course will discuss principles and
practice of water and wastewater treatment. Focus will be placed
on system design. Main objectives of the course are to provide
students a basic understanding of the processes employed in water
and wastewater treatment plants, and the skills to analyze and
design treatment systems utilizing physical, chemical, and
biological processes.

CVEEN 6410 - Watershed Modeling
Course Detail
Units:

3 units

Course
Components

Lecture

Enrollment Information
Enrollment
Requirement

Prerequisites: Graduate status OR Instructor
Consent.

Description
Meets with CVEEN 5410. Course introduces students to basic and
advanced applied watershed modeling concepts, techniques and
applications. Students will learn to use digital geographic datasets,
delineate watersheds, determine watershed characteristics, model
hydrologic processes, perform hydrologic simulations using
lumped, distributed, and urban watershed models, apply radar
rainfall data, and analyze adequacy of hydraulic structures to
withstand predicted flow rates.

CVEEN 6430 - Stormwater Management and
Design
Course Detail
Units:

3 units

Course
Components

Lecture

Enrollment Information
Enrollment
Requirement

Prerequisites: Graduate status OR Instructor
Consent.

Description
An overview of stormwater management. Topics include
stormwater management history and regulations, urban hydrology
and hydraulics, stormwater quality and receiving-water impacts,
design of drainage systems and best management practices, and
computer modeling techniques.

CVEEN 6470 - Surface Water Quality Prediction and
Assessment

Course Detail
Units:

3 units

Course
Components

Lecture

Enrollment Information
Enrollment
Requirement

Prerequisites: Graduate status OR Instructor
Consent.

Description
Fundamentals of surface water quality, water quality
measurements, simple reactor models; development, calibration,
and application of water quality models for dissolved oxygen,
nutrient, and toxic substances concentrations.

CVEEN 6480 - Hydrotopia: Water Management in the
West
Course Detail
Units:

3 units

Course
Components

Lecture

Enrollment Information
Enrollment
Requirement

Prerequisites: Graduate status OR Instructor
Consent.

Description
Interdisciplinary case study analysis of historical and emerging
water issues and water engineering projects in the western United
States. Case studies my cover general topics such as water
conservation, water supply, water and energy, water and ecology,
and water and society as related to specific problems or
engineering projects in the western United States. Within the
context of these case studies students will learn the fundamentals
and advanced topics related to water resources planning and
management, water law, water resources engineering, water
management modeling, and engineering and environmental ethics.

CVEEN 6660 - System Dynamics and Environmental Policy
Course Detail
Units:

3 units

Course
Components

Lecture

Enrollment Information
Enrollment
Requirement

Prerequisites: Full Major status in
Engineering.

Description
Environmental policy design requires an understanding of human
interactions with environmental systems. It requires an accounting
of the complexities of behavior, context and policy. These
complexities often produce indirect and unanticipated
consequences. They yield unexpected patterns and counterintuitive results. Students from many academic fields learn userfriendly software (STELLA) to do environmental policy
simulation without proficiency in advanced mathematics. Students
use computer simulations to sort out environmental complexities;
transform group perceptions into simulation models; apply
principles of environmental management; test policy effects and
define possible pathways for future policy change.

CVEEN 7440 - Urban Watershed Management

Course Detail
Units:

3 units

Course
Components

Lecture

Enrollment Information
Enrollment
Requirement

Prerequisites: Full Major status in
Engineering.

Description
This course introduce graduate students to the principles of urban
watershed management. Covered topics include assessment of
urban watershed health in terms of in-stream water quality, biota
and geomorphic stability and the impacts of stormwater
management/land use practices on urban watershed health. State
and federal regulations and processes governing water quality in
urban watersheds are discussed extensively.
ENVST 2000 - Field Experience: Environment
and Sustainability
Course Detail
Units:

1 units

Course
Components

Field Work

Description
This course provides an opportunity for students, focused on
studies related to the environment and sustainability, to meet each
other, in a field-research setting, and discuss a major
environmental sustainability issue. The class will be held over a
three-day weekend in the local area (overnight camping
required). This class is open to all interested students, but is
required for all Environmental Studies majors. Each year the class
will focus on a particular issue related to the environment or
sustainability that is of interest to the region where the class is
being held. Local stakeholders will be invited to address the
students and engage in dialogue.

ENVST 2050 - Introduction to Environmental and
Sustainability Science
Course Detail
Units:

4 units

Course
Components

Lecture

Enrollment Information
Requirement
Designation

Physical/Life Science Exploration

Description
The goal for this class is to have students versed in the topics of: 1)
Ecology and Sustainability, 2) Biodiversity, and 3) Earth
Resources and Environmental Quality. The course consists of
lectures, participation exercises, which will require critical
thinking and data analysis, and the laboratory assignments (athome and field based). The materials have been designed to step
you through the topics and if you already have some science
background this class will help you make connections among
scientific disciplines and ESS.

ENVST 3364 - Challenges to Global
Sustainability
Course Detail
Units:

3 units

Course
Components

Lecture

Enrollment Information
Enrollment
Requirement
Requirement
Designation

Prerequisites: ENVST 2000 AND ENVST
2050 AND ENVST 2100.
International Requirement

Description
With the recent upswings in economic, political, cultural, and
technological globalization, human societies around the globe are
increasingly interconnected in various ways, often unequally. At

the same time, forms of globalization pose both challenges and
opportunities for addressing the most fundamental sustainability
challenges facing the world today. This course provides a
multidisciplinary overview of the human causes, environmental
and ecological consequences, and potential policy solutions to
various sustainability challenges in global contexts.
ENVST 3390 - Sustainable Streams and Riparian Zones
Course Detail
Units:

3 units

Course
Components

Lecture

Description
This course will provide training in the physical, chemical, and
biological factors that sustain streams and riparian areas. Social,
Political and economic factors will be considered in the context of
conservation and restoration of these habitats and the ecosystem
services they provide. The course will use readings, videos,
discussion, and classroom and field exercises to facilitate student
learning. Field-based exercises will be conducted at sites along
Red Butte Creek with contrasting land uses and at a local
restoration site.
ENVST 5390 - Sustainable Streams and Riparian Zones
Course Detail
Units:

3 units

Course
Components

Lecture

Description
This course will provide training in the physical, chemical, and
biological factors that sustain streams and riparian areas. Social,
Political and economic factors will be considered in the context of
conservation and restoration of these habitats and the ecosystem
services they provide. The course will use readings, videos,
discussion, and classroom and field exercises to facilitate student
learning. Field-based exercises will be conducted at sites along
Red Butte Creek with contrasting land uses and at a local
restoration site.

ENVST 5559 - Capstone: Air, Water, & Health
Sustainability
Course Detail
Units:

3 units

Course
Components

Lecture

Enrollment Information
Enrollment
Requirement

Prerequisites: ENVST 2000 AND ENVST
2050 AND ENVST 2100.

Description
Students will review and critique prevailing theories and models of
environmental and sustainability studies that have been introduced
in previous coursework. Students also will assess the success of
various approaches towards sustainability in various sectors of
society pertaining to air and water resources and their effect on the
health of humans and other biota. Students will reflect on their role
as responsible citizens and members of the job market. They also
will practice skills needed in both areas. Finally, students will
complete a group project that contributes to a more sustainable
University of Utah campus.

attend a University at the foot
of a protected canyon watershed!
You don’t have to imagine it, we just have to protect it.
Red Butte Creek and Canyon photo courtesy of Dr. James Ehleringer

Enjoy and Protect
Red Butte Creek.

Report hazardous spills or other stormwater contamination. EHS will respond and
protect Red Butte Creek and other waters.
Call (801)581-6590 or report online at http://ehs.utah.edu/hazard-report-form

Keep trash and litter
out of storm drains.

Dispose of hazardous
chemicals properly.

I N PA R T N E R S H I P W I T H :

Storm water runoff occurs when precipitation from rain or snowmelt flows over the ground. Impervious surfaces
like driveways, sidewalks, and streets prevent storm water from naturally soaking into the ground.
There is no clean up of water that enters the storm drain system, whatever goes into the drain, reaches the Jordan
River!
o

Polluted storm water runoff can harm plants, fish, animals, and people.

o

Sediment can cloud the water and make it difficult or impossible for aquatic plants to grow.

o

Bacteria and other pathogens can create health hazards.

o

Plastic bags, six-pack rings, bottles, and cigarette butts—washed into the storm drains will reach
the stream and choke or otherwise harm aquatic life like ducks, fish, turtles, and other birds.

o

Household hazardous wastes like insecticides, pesticides, paint, solvents, used motor oil, and other
auto fluids can also poison aquatic life.

o

Animals and people can become sick or die from eating diseased fish and shellfish or ingesting
polluted water.

o

Polluted storm water often affects drinking water sources. This, in turn, can affect human health
and increase drinking water treatment costs.

You can help!
o

Properly maintain vehicles to prevent oil, gas, and other discharges from being washed into storm
drains.

o

Be mindful of leaving litter on the sidewalk and in parking lots, especially around storm drains.

o

Pet waste can be a major source of bacteria and excess nutrients in local waters. When walking
your pet, remember to pick up the waste and dispose of it properly. Flushing pet waste is the best
disposal method. Leaving pet waste on the ground increases public health risks by allowing
harmful bacteria and nutrients to wash into the storm drain and eventually into local water bodies.

o

Use a commercial car wash that treats or recycles its wastewater, or wash your car on your yard so
the water infiltrates into the ground. Repair leaks and dispose of used auto fluids and batteries at
designated drop-off or recycling locations.

o

Report any chemical spill to the Environmental Health and Safety Department here at the
University! We’ll know the best way to keep spills from harming the environment. You can reach
us at (801)581-6590, 24 hours a day.
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ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

CMP4960 / 6960

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE

LID Rules & Regulatory Controls
Michael D. Brehm, P.E.
Christian Buehler, RSI / RSR
EHS Environmental Programs

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Let’s Revisit Definitions (GI)
• Benedict & McMahon (green landscaping)
• (…sustain air, water, quality of life)
• In addition to horizontal and vertical
infrastructure (grey infrastructure)
• Contrast w/ Green Building (LEED, ISI)
• Policy, rules, standards, plans
• An “approach”, interdisciplinary, adaptable

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Rouse & Bunster-Ossa (2013)
• “In recent years the term “green infrastructure” has assumed a
leading position in the lexicon of planners and designers. At the
city and regional scales, it has been defined as a multifunctional
open-space network. At the local and site scales, it has been
defined as a stormwater management approach that mimics natural
hydrologic processes.”

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Session Objectives & Format
•
•
•
•
•
•

Informal, contextual, interdisciplinary
Reinforce prior material
Provide practitioner context
Introduce regulatory drivers, roles
Invite interaction, Q&A
Discuss “state-of-the-art” (dynamic!)

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Industry Practice & Applications
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scale (Macro, Micro, Miscellaneous)
Owner considerations, $ considerations
Sources of Policy & Rulemaking
Stakeholders – who/why are the players?
Mandatory v.s. discretionary programs
The role of monitoring (TMDL, performance)

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

2015 UDEQ WORKSHOP
•
•
•
•

Regulatory shifts
Design Considerations
Impact on rules and standards
Next 7 slides credit UDEQ Staff & Craig
Bagley/Bowen Collins Associates

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Philosophy Change
• Previous
Collect and dispose of
storm water quickly using
engineered systems

• Here to Forward
Mitigate impacts, reverse
damage caused by
development, apply LID,
emulate functions of
natural systems to
reintegrate rainfall into
the water cycle rather
than disposing of it as a
waste product

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

National Storm Water Rulemaking
• EPA began developing new rules in 2010
• Current approach unlikely to adequately control
storm water’s contribution to water body
impairment
• Retention based national performance standard
for new development and redevelopment
activities based on percentile storm water
capture

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Utah’s MS4s & LID Implementation
Obstacles to LID
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintenance
Cost uncertainty
Ordinance/city code/zoning
Outdated design standards
Site constraints (soil /groundwater)
Underground Injection Wells (UIC)
Rainwater harvesting laws

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Low Impact Site Design Example
Buildings and Roadways
• Cluster buildings within the
development envelope
• Design buildings with smaller
footprints
• Roadways should follow
existing grades.
• Use parking structures
• Separate parking areas

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Roadways and Parking Areas
Parking Lots
•

Create multiple small
lots

•

Allow shared parking

•

Reduce requirements
near transit

•

Require compact spaces

•

Set parking maximums

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
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LID IMPLEMENTATION

Review of Local Codes
•

Zoning Bylaw and Site Plan Review

•

Subdivision Rules and Regulations

•

Board of Health Regulations

•

Wetland Regulations

•

Building Codes

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
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LID IMPLEMENTATION

Stormwater/LID Bylaw
Replace the “patchwork” of stormwater codes with
a single set of local standards

•

Establish Stormwater Permitting Authority to review
all projects over a certain size

•
•

Specify performance standards

•

Utilize expert review when necessary

•

Permit/promote the use of LID techniques

•

Require a maintenance plan

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Clean Water Act (1977)
•
•
•
•
•
•

UDEQ Primacy from U.S. EPA
Valuation of Waters (use, quality)
See on-line resources, fact sheets
Nationwide/General Permits
MS4 Permit
Sidebar: see Traver testimony (2009)

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

TRAVER TESTIMONY
(review transcript for highlights)

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
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BREAK / Q&A
• We’ll jump into a local, UOU program
example next, in some detail….

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Long-Term Post Construction
Stormwater Management
4.2.5 – “All Permittees shall develop, implement and
enforce a program (ordinance or regulatory mechanism) to
address post-construction storm water runoff to the MS4
from new development and redevelopment construction
sites disturbing greater than one acre…the objective of this
control measure is for the hydrology associated with new
development to mirror the pre-development hydrology of
the previously undeveloped site or to improve the
hydrology of a redeveloped site and reduce the discharge
of storm water.”

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

University Design Standards:
3.1.J.1.a – “Water conservation measures are to be
designed into, and implemented on all new construction or
substantial remodeling projects. No project is to increase
the quantity of water consumed; indeed; water consumption
should decrease with the completion of each project.”
3.2.B.4.a – Storm Water Runoff: “The hydrology associated
with new construction projects must mirror predevelopment
hydrology of the previously undeveloped site; or, the design
must improve the hydrology of a redeveloped site and
reduce the discharge of storm water.”

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
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Non-Structural BMPs (4.2.5.3.1)
Requirements and standards:
•

Minimize development in areas susceptible to erosion/sediment
loss

•

Minimize the disturbance of native soils and vegetation

•

Reserve areas that provide important water quality benefits

•

Protect sensitive areas and natural resources

•

Implement flood control measures
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Infiltration

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
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100 foot buffer around Red Butte Creek
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Structural BMPs (4.2.5.3.2)
Encourage an approach that implements
structural BMPs, where practicable, that:
• Infiltrate
• Evapotranspire (evaporation+plant transpiration)
• Harvest storm water
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Infiltration
•
•
•
•

Green Parking Strip
Grassed Swales
Permeable Pavement
Class V Injection Well
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CLASS V INJECTION
• Brief summary of the rule, inventory
• Intended applications
• See ASCE engineered dry wells
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Infiltration Trenches / Dry Wells
Infiltration and Volume Reduction
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Green Roof - Marriott Library
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Rainwater Harvesting
• The total allowed storage capacity is no more
than 2,500 gallons.
• Collection and use are limited to the same
parcel of land on which the water is captured
and stored.
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Permit Required Documentation:
• How BMPs were selected
• Pollutant removal expectations
• Technical basis for
expectations
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Grumpy Maintenance Man
• Ensure, inspect and track maintenance of
storm water controls
• Maintain post construction structural storm
water control inventory
• Retrofit plan for existing developed sites that
are not working
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DEQ Municipal Audit
• Documentation (inspections/maintenance)
• Documentation (required standards)
• Documentation (training logs)

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
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Where are MS4 regulations
going?
• New issuance of the MS4 permit in
2016 will include stronger LID
language.
• Reduce discharge of specific
pollutants
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Jordan River TMDL
• Dissolved Oxygen
• Phosphorus -Nutrient reduction
program

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
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BREAK / Q&A
• We’ll jump to a discussion of 3rd party
planning, design and recognition
programs and other non-agency drivers

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
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NON-AGENCY DRIVERS
• Leadership in Energy & Environmental
Design (LEED) – vertical infrastructure
• Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure (ISI)
– horizontal infrastructure
• Progressive thinkers, cities, developers

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
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LEED is flexible enough to apply to all project types.
There are five rating systems that address multiple project types:
Building Design and Construction
Interior Design and Construction
Building Operations and Maintenance
Neighborhood Development
Homes

Institute For Sustainable Infrastructure (ISI): Project Assessment - Project Verification Details
INITIAL ASSESSMENT

NW1.6

INCLUDE

Enhanced ( 5 / 14 )

5/7/15, 9:29 AM

usace floodplain report; stormwater meeting notes

Avoid unsuitable development on steep slopes.
Protect steep slopes and hillsides from inappropriate and unsuitable development in order to avoid exposures and risks from erosion and landslides, and other natural hazards.

ENV SP INITIAL

EXCLUDE

N/A

ASSESSMENT

As demonstrated on the topographic map, the project area does not contain steep slopes or hillsides.
NW1.3 & 1.6 Non-App Topographic Map from State of Tennessee GIS.docx

NW1.7

Preserve greenfields.

ENV SP INITIAL

Conserve undeveloped land by locating projects on previously developed greyfield sites and/or sites classified as brownfields.
INCLUDE
Conserving ( 15 / 23 )
100 % of the project is within previously developed property (i.e, greyfield).

ASSESSMENT

Description of site condition prior to project that demonstrates under-utilitzed and derilect equipment

NW2.1

Manage stormwater.

ENV SP INITIAL

Minimize the impact of infrastructure on stormwater runoff quantity and quality.
INCLUDE
Enhanced ( 4 / 21 )
The site design achieves a 34 % reduction in runoff volume. documentation supporting credit assessment

ASSESSMENT

NW2.2

Reduce pesticide and fertilizer impacts.
Reduce non-point source pollution by reducing the quantity, toxicity, bioavailability and persistence of pesticides and fertilizers, or by eliminating the need for the use of these materials.

ENV SP INITIAL

INCLUDE

Improved ( 1 / 9 )

check with landscape architecht and parks - understand plant selection will preclude pesticide and fertilizer use Plans sheet showing plant list; applicable design specifications, Nashville Landscape Guidelines

ASSESSMENT

NW2.3

Prevent surface and groundwater contamination.
Preserve fresh water resources by incorporating measures to prevent pollutants from contaminating surface and groundwater and monitor impacts over operations.

ENV SP INITIAL

INCLUDE

Conserving ( 14 / 18 )

A) geotch report, stream monitoring, positive impact on receiving stream, (B) - N/A, (C)no hazardous mat'ls & SWPPP during construction, (D) controlled land use
Documents the project measures to protect water and references monitoring of receiving stream

ASSESSMENT

NW3.1

Preserve species biodiversity.

ENV SP INITIAL

Protect biodiversity by preserving and restoring species and habitats.
INCLUDE
Conserving ( 13 / 16 )
increasing tree/plant diversity A & B

ASSESSMENT

various documents that support the increase in biodiversity associated with this project

NW3.2

Control invasive species.

ENV SP INITIAL

Use appropriate non-invasive species and control or eliminate existing invasive species.
INCLUDE
A,B,C - plant selection, landscape plan
No Added Value
( 0 / 11 )

ASSESSMENT

NW3.3

Restore disturbed soils.

ENV SP INITIAL

Restore soils disturbed during construction and previous development to bring back ecological and hydrological functions.
INCLUDE
No Added Value
Unable to achieve the conserving level due to large excavation required for tank and limited area on the site needing fill.

ASSESSMENT

( 0 / 10 )

NW3.4

Maintain wetland and surface water functions.

ENV SP INITIAL

Maintain and restore the ecosystem functions of streams, wetlands, waterbodies and their riparian areas.
INCLUDE
Conserving ( 15 / 19 )
4 functions maintained/enhanced

ASSESSMENT

Applicable plan sheets and USACE Updated FIs for FIS

https://www.sustainableinfrastructure.org/portal/projectsNEW/verification/projectVerificationDetails.cfm?id=617

Page 7 of 9

Green Factor Score Sheet
enter sq ft of parcel

Project title:
Parcel size (enter this value first) *
Landscape Elements**

5,000
Totals from GF worksheet

SCORE

Total

Factor

A.Landscaped areas (select one of the following for each area)
enter sq ft
1

Landscaped areas with a soil depth of less than 24"

0

0.1

-

0.6

-

1.0

-

enter sq ft
2

Landscaped areas with a soil depth of 24" or greater

0
enter sq ft

3

B.

Bioretention facilities

0

Plantings (credit for plants in landscaped areas from Section A)
enter sq ft

1

Mulch, ground covers, or other plants less than 2' tall at maturity

2

Shrubs or perennials 2'+ at maturity - calculated
at 12 sq ft per plant (typically planted no closer than 18" on center)

3

Tree canopy for "small trees" or equivalent
(canopy spread 8' to 15') - calculated at 75 sq ft per tree

4

Tree canopy for "small/medium trees" or equivalent (canopy spread 16' to 20') - calculated at 150 sq ft per tree

5

Tree canopy for "medium/large trees" or equivalent
(canopy spread of 21' to 25') - calculated at 250 sq ft per tree

enter number of plants

6

Tree canopy for "large trees" or equivalent
(canopy spread of 26' to 30') - calculated at 350 sq ft per tree

enter number of plants

7

Tree canopy for preservation of large existing trees
with trunks 6"+ in diameter - calculated at 20 sq ft per inch diameter

C.
1

0

0.1

0

0.3

0

0.3

0

0.3

0

0.4

0

0.4

0

0.8

enter number of plants

0

-

enter number of plants

0

-

enter number of plants

0

0

0

-

-

-

enter inches DBH

0

-

Green roofs
Over at least 2" and less than 4" of growth medium

enter sq ft

0
2

-

-

0.4

Over at least 4" of growth medium
enter sq ft

0
D.

-

0.7

Vegetated walls
enter sq ft

E.Approved water features F

-

0

Permeable paving

0.7
-

enter sq ft
1

Permeable paving over at least 6" and less than 24" of soil or gravel

2

Permeable paving over at least 24" of soil or gravel

0

0.7

-

enter sq ft

0
G Structural soil systems

0.2
-

enter sq ft

0

0.5
-

enter sq ft

0
H Bonuses
1

Drought-tolerant or native plant species

2

Landscaped areas where at least 50% of annual irrigation needs are met through the use of harvested rainwater

sub-total of sq ft =

0.2
0

enter sq ft

0

3
4

Landscaping visible to passersby from adjacent public right of way or public open spaces
Landscaping in food cultivation

0.1

-

0.2

-

0.1

-

enter sq ft

0
enter sq ft

0

-

enter sq ft

0

0.1
Green Factor numerator =

* Do not count public rights-of-way in parcel size calculation.
** You may count landscape improvements in rights-of-way contiguous with the parcel. All landscaping on private and public property must comply with the Landscape Standards Director's Rule (DR 6-2009)
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STORM WATER POLLUTION PREVENTION

Never put anything in a storm drain. Storm water from rain,
snow and sleet travels down gutters into the storm drain and

then directly into our rivers, lakes and streams.
Everything storm water collects from the land surface,
roadways, sidewalks, parking lots, construction sites, etc.,
ends up in our local rivers and streams untreated.

Maintain your vehicle to avoid drips and leaks.

I of2

6/2/20161:57 PM

BMP Fact Sheet
Non-University Owned Facilities – Education Materials
Measurable Goal: The desired result is to meet the permit requirements outlined in section 4.2.1.1, and
4.2.1.3. The information is provided to target audience on prohibitions against illicit discharges and
improper disposal of waste, as well as topics most relevant to the audience in question.
Additional topics include:
•
•
•
•
•

Household Hazardous Waste Disposal
Proper Car Maintenance and Washing
Proper management of pet wastes
General storm water education
Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination

Rationale: Environmental protection information is made easily accessible to the public through website
pages and an annual print advertisement.
Objectives & Goals: Address the target pollutants (TSS, oils, grease, and floatables, etc.) and pollutant
sources (parking lots and etc.) through education of the specified audience. The University makes it clear
to institutions, industrial, and commercial facilities that storm water pollution prevention is important to
the Institution by the methods we promote to reduce runoff and improve water quality.
For each Action Item the Responsible Department, Initiation Date, Milestone Date, and Measure of
Effectiveness will be included.

Action Items

Include specific information on
the EHS website (include links)
and at EHS offices and Other
offices.
O&M SOPs designed for storm
water pollution protections are
shared electronically with
applicable target audience,
including Nitrogen and
Phosphorus reduction.

Responsible
Department

OEHS

OEHS

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN- 2016
APPENDIX E, Updated 6.2.16

Initiation
Date
(Year)

2005 and
2003

Dec-11

Milestone/
Completion
Date
(Month,
Year)

Measure of Success
(Effectiveness)

Ongoing

Successful if information
available on the EHS
website and in the EHS
office.

Annually

Successful if SOPs are
provided to Primary
Children’s Hospital and
any questions from
audience are answered.

1

Preventing Illicit Discharges (Illegal Dumping) | Environmental Health an...

1 of 2

http://ehs.utah.edu/environmental-programs/storm-water-pollution-preven...

Signed in as: Christian Buehler (Log out)

What is an illicit discharge?
Illicit discharges are generally any spill into a storm drain system this is not composed entirely of
storm water. Illicit discharges are a problem because, unlike wastewater which flows to a
wastewater treatment plant, storm water generally flows to waterways without any additional
treatment. These Illicit discharges often include pathogens, nutrients, surfactants, and various toxic
pollutants.
These pollutants include, but are not limited to the following:
Household Hazardous Wastes (kitchen and bathroom cleaners, etc)
Oil or other fluids from motor vehicles
Pet Waste
Trash, litter or debris such as grass clippings
Half of a cup of motor oil can contaminate over 30,000 gallons of water. So if so little can do so
much, what can you do to prevent oil spills? The first step is to be aware of the possible hazards in
your workplace, including storage and use of oils. Some other keys to pollution prevention:
Store oil containers inside secondary containment. If you store several containers of oil,
provide enough containment for at least one entire container.
Store containers out of the flow of traffic.
Tightly close containers when you are not using them
Make everyone in the area aware of what is stored and how to respond.
Have a spill response kit available in the event of an accident.
Conduct vehicle maintenance in a proper place, not in a parking lot.
Clean up drips and leaks promptly.
Keep in mind- all oils, including edible oils, are an environmental hazard.
The commencement, conduct or continuance of any illegal discharge to the storm drain system is
prohibited.
Remember! Only clean water can go down the storm drain.
If you observe illegal dumping or spilled materials at the U please call Environmental Health and
Safety at (801)581-6590.

Site Map

4/26/2016 10:33 AM

Preventing Illicit Discharges (Illegal Dumping) | Environmental Health an...

2 of 2

http://ehs.utah.edu/environmental-programs/storm-water-pollution-preven...

Emergency contacts
Fire,Police,Am bulance:
911 on m obile phone
9-911 on desk phone
Call 801-585-2677 to contact police for other than an emergency
In Case of Emergency (PDF)
Fill this out and post it in your workspace
Report a hazard
Report a hazard or safety concern on campus
Injury or accident
Follow these instructions
Unwanted hazardous materials pickup
Login to Lab Management System
Request LMS Account
First time? More info...
Bad air or odor complaint?
Report an environmental concern

4/26/2016 10:33 AM

BMP Fact Sheet
Construction Contractors – Education Materials

Measurable Goal: The desired result for construction projects is to meet the permit requirements
outlined in section 4.2.1.1, and 4.2.1.4 which requires the development of SWPPPs and BMPs for
reducing adverse impacts from development sites.
Rationale: Environmental protection information is made available to contractors through website
pages, contract documents and by direct training.
Objectives & Goals: Address the target pollutants (TSS, oils, grease, and floatables, etc.) and pollutant
sources (parking lots and etc.) through education of the specified audience. The University makes it clear
to both project designers and construction contractors that storm water pollution prevention is
important to the Institution by the methods we promote to reduce runoff and improve water quality.
For each Action Item the Responsible Department, Initiation Date, Milestone Date, and Measure of
Effectiveness will be included.

Action Items

Post the Design Standards for
Contractors on the Facilities
Management website. See
Appendix C for details.
General Supplemental
Conditions requiring SW
Pollution Prevention Plan. See
Appendix C for details.
Hold pre-construction training
with Contractors (of projects
with sites 1 acre or larger).

Responsible
Department

CPD

CPD

OEHS

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN- 2016
APPENDIX E, Updated 6.2.16

Initiation
Date (Year)

Dec-10

Dec-10

Dec-10

Milestone/
Completion
Date
(Month,
Year)

Measure of Success
(Effectiveness)

Dec-10

Successful if the Design
Standards are available
for contractors.

Dec-10

Successful if the Design
Standards are provided to
contractors. As part of
pre-construction.

Dec-10

Successful if the trainings
are entered into the EHS
training database.

1

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Storm Water Pollution
Prevention for Construction
Christian Buehler, Environmental Technician (EHS)
christian.buehler@ehs.utah.edu
(801)581-4264 (office)

(801)599-5460 (cell)

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Expectations:
• Erosion prevention as the first line of defense
and sediment cleanup as a secondary effort.
• Documented site self inspections, as required
by the General Construction Permit.
• Expectations that contractors will use best
management practices (BMPs) to ensure that
only clean water will go down the storm drains.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Required Documentation:
• State SWPPP Template available on the DWQ
website: http://www.waterquality.utah.gov
• Correct signage posting locations of the
SWPPP for public review along with contact
name, phone number, and email.
• Map displaying all BMPs employed onsite,
updated as changes are made during the
course of construction.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

NOI Signatory
Requirements:
• Contractor
• University Project Manager (as owner)

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

My role as the University’s SWPPP Inspector:
•

•

•

The University (as a non-standard MS4) is required to have a
Storm Water Management Plan. We conduct storm water
outreach, inspections and enforcement in order to be in
compliance with federal regulations.
Regular inspections will be used to check documentation, BMP
installation and maintenance, and general housekeeping
(trash, concrete washout, chemical/fuel storage, etc.)
I will also make spot checks during and after rain events to
evaluate the site. Wet conditions are when BMPs really
need to work.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Municipal SW Inspections
• Check site map update
• Review self inspections
• Ensure BMPs marked on map installed
onsite, maintenance and function
• Inspection reports/Corrective actions
provided electronically.
The best response for CAs is to preform
maintenance and email photo proof to EHS
before provided deadline. Eliminates the need
for a follow up inspection.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Red Flags
• My inspection appear to be what triggers
any/all maintenance activity.
• Same corrective action items month after
month.
• Reliance on BMPs that aren’t working.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Escalating Enforcement:
• If during the University inspection of a construction
project that site is found to be out of compliance the
University will take the following steps:
• 1: Corrective action form will be issued with deadline
for the non-compliant issues.
• 2: If the site has not corrected these items by the
deadline the University Project Manager will issue a
Stop Work order. The site will be reopened if it
passes a follow up inspection 24 hours after the

Stop Work order was issued.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Enforcement Cont.:
• 3: If the site is not within compliance after the
24 hour shunt down then the University will hire
a 3rd party company to come and do the BMP
maintenance and cleanup.
• The contractor will be billed for this cleanup
and the site will be reopened.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

SWPPP Team:
• Identify in the SWPP the people onsite who are
responsible for BMP installation and
maintenance.
• Who is responsible for site self inspections?
• Who will is responsible for repairs?

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Before Groundbreaking:
• SWPPP approved.
• BMPs installed.
• Perimeter controls are now required by GCP:
50 foot buffer (or equivalent) to any site
adjacent water bodies.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Self Inspections: Qualifications
As of 11/1/14 the GCP requires that
contractors must have “qualified” personal
performing self inspections (GCP 4.1.1)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Utah Registered Stormwater Inspector (RSI)
Certified Professional in Erosion and Sediment control (CPESC)
Certified Professional in Storm Water Quality (CPSWQ)
Certified Inspector of Sediment and Erosion Control (CISEC)
National Institute for Certification in Engineering Technologies, Erosion and Sediment Control, Level 3 (NICET)
Utah Department of Transportation Erosion Control Supervisor (ECS)

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Common Documentation
Issues:
• SWPPP out of date.
• BMPs on map and in SWPPP do not reflect
what is installed on site.
• Self inspections with correction details not
present in SWPPP documentation onsite.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

What can go down the
drain?
• Only clean water, it’s that simple.
• Prohibited discharges include: sediment,
concrete washout, stucco, paint, fuels, soaps,
solvents, any toxic or hazardous materials.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Sweeper Trucks:
• Offsite tracking is one of the major sources for
sediment discharge at the U, sediment should
be kept onsite instead of using secondary
measures to clean it up after it escapes.
• Wheel wash stations are preferable for site
exits when they can be used.
• Our Sweeper truck philosophy at the U is this:
If you have to use a sweeper truck, some other
BMP has already failed.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Site Exits:
• Riprap exits are maintenance heavy and have
consistently failed to keep adjacent roadways
sediment free on previous construction sites at
the U.
• Wheel washes are preferable because they
remove most material from tires before exiting.
• Without a wheel wash, it might be necessary to
have a written site policy that during wet
conditions, no vehicle may exit the site.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Site Exit Cont.:
• Again, if there is tire track out on the adjacent
roadways the site is out of compliance and will
receive a Corrective Action notice. This is the
most common issue.
• Ensuring that roadways adjacent to the site are
clean “by the end of the workday” is not an
acceptable policy.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Subcontractors:
• Subs often don’t know the details of your
SWPPP or even about storm water
regulations.
• It is the responsibility of the Prime to ensure
subcontractors follow the SWPPP.
• Storm water training logs for subcontractors
should be in the SWPPP binder.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Other Considerations:
• Inlet protection only screens out about 25% of
sediment and should be used as a last resort.
Water/sediment will flow downhill to the next
unprotected inlet.
• Avoid storing soil/material piles on paved
surfaces in possible and make use of proper
BMPs if it is unavoidable.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

NOT requirements:
• When the project is finished and has achieved
“final stabilization” I will do a close out
inspection at your request, so that you can get
an NOT(notice of termination).
• 70% vegetative cover for unpaved areas and
areas not covered by permanent structures or
other permanent stabilization measures.
• Construction materials removed.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Closing:
• Preventing erosion and keeping sediment on
the site in the first place is the preferred
method.
• See EPA menu of BMPs for more ideas/BMP
installation guidelines at epa.gov
Christian.Buehler@ehs.Utah.edu
O.(801)581-4264 / C.(801)599-5460

BMP Fact Sheet
Staff – Education Materials
(Departments: Environmental Health and Safety, Plumbing Shop, Motor Pool, Campus
Support, Landscape Maintenance, Paint Shop, Carpentry Shop and Others)
Measurable Goal: The desired result is to meet the permit requirements outlined in section 4.2.1.1, and
4.2.1.5-6. Information is provided to target audience on prohibitions against illicit discharges and
improper disposal of waste including:
•
•
•
•
•

Storm water pollution prevention
Minimization of use of salt or other deicing materials
Proper management of waste materials and dumpsters
Proper management of parking lot surfaces
Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination

Rationale: Environmental protection information is made available to staff through website pages and
an annual print advertisement, as well as by direct mandatory training provided in the workplace.
Objectives & Goals: Address the target pollutants (TSS, oils, grease, and floatables, etc.) and pollutant
sources (parking lots and etc.) through education of the specified audience. The University makes it clear
to Operations and Maintenance staff that storm water pollution prevention is important to the
Institution by the methods we promote to reduce runoff and improve water quality.
For each Action Item the Responsible Department, Initiation Date, Milestone Date, and Measure of
Effectiveness will be included.
Action Items

Develop and schedule annual
training on illicit discharges
and storm water P2. Include a
record of who has received
the training. See Appendix F
for details.
Employees are trained when
hired and annually thereafter
on Standard Operating
Procedures designed for
storm water pollution
protection, including Nitrogen
and Phosphorus reduction.
See Appendix B and D for
details.

Responsible
Department

OEHS

Plant Ops

STORM WATER MANAGMEN T PLAN- 2016
APPENDIX E, Updated 6.2.16

Initiation Milestone/
Measure of Success
Date
Completion
(Effectiveness)
(Year)
Date
(Month,
Year)
Dec-11
Ongoing,
Successful if the EHS training
Annually
database notes that
Department employees have
received the training.
Dec-11

Ongoing,
Annually

Successful if department
Supervisors provide training
and include documentation
as part of new hire process.

1

Present LID information to
designers and project
managers. See Appendix F for
details.

OEHS

STORM WATER MANAGMEN T PLAN- 2016
APPENDIX E, Updated 6.2.16

Dec-11

Ongoing,
Annually

Successful if Construction
“Refresher” is presented
annually.

2

Total:

UofU - SWAMT
Date:
Time:
Location:

Organizer:
Name:
Occupational Environmental Health &
Safety (801) 581-6590

ON SITE REGISTRATION
* Please print legibly:

Department
Specify if
Name (first last)

UNID

Student, Staff,
Faculty, Other

Email

(specify College
of Engineering,
School of
Medicine, Other)

*Signature
(Signature confirms
attendance)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

STORM WATER MANAGMENT PLAN - 2016
APPENDIX E, Updated 6.2.16
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ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT
OCCUPATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL
HEALTH
AND SAFETY

General Permit for Discharges from
Small Municipal Separate Storm
Sewer Systems (MS4s)
University of Utah:
UTR090024
6.09.16

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT
OCCUPATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL
HEALTH
AND SAFETY

Municipal Storm Water Permit:
•

Authorizes storm water discharges to Waters of the State of Utah
by Small Municipal Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s), in accordance
with the provisions of the Utah Water Quality Act and the Federal
Clean Water Act.

•

The University of Utah is a small, non-standard MS4 by virtue of
our ownership of the storm water infrastructure on campus.

•

March 1st 2016 – DWQ renewed the Permit. Permittees have 120
days to comply with updated requirements. The new permit cycle
extends until 2.28.2021

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT
OCCUPATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL
HEALTH
AND SAFETY

The Storm Water Management Plan
(SWMP)
Occupational Environmental Health and Safety
maintains a 400+ page SWMP which outlines all
the University’s efforts to comply with Permit
requirements and retain all necessary
documentation including (but not limited too)
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), inspection
forms, published materials, and training rosters.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT
OCCUPATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL
HEALTH
AND SAFETY

Program Delivery: 6 Minimum Control
Measures (MCMs)
1: Public Education and Outreach on SW Impacts
–
–
–
–

General Public
Staff
Construction Contractors
Institutions (Primary Children’s)

2: Public Involvement/Participation
– Posting of SWMP online
– Solicitation of comments from the public
– SWAMT Meeting/ followed by revising the SWMP

3: Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination (IDDE)
– Dry Weather Screening of outfalls
– Illicit Discharge Investigation
– IDDE Training for Staff

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT
OCCUPATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL
HEALTH
AND SAFETY

MCMs continued:
4: Construction Site SW Runoff Control
–
–
–
–
–

Required sites larger than 1 acre to have a SWPPP
SWPPP review
Pre-construction training for contractors
Monthly or bi-monthly inspections (Best Management Practices, etc.)
Enforcement on non-compliance

5: Long-Term SW Management (Post-Construction)
– Installation/maintenance of long term storm water management structures at
new/redevelopment construction sites.
– Pollutant removal expected from the selected structural BMPs; and the technical basis which
supports the performance claims for the selected BMPs.
– Review of planned BMP designs

6: Pollution Prevention and Good Housekeeping for Municipal Operations
– Customized Standard Operating Procedure (SOPs) to reduce storm water runoff pollution
(Heavy EQ, Plumbing, Landscape Maintenance, etc.)
– “High Priority” area quarterly inspections, wet weather screening, weekly log
– Maintenance of areas like the Guardsman’s Way motosoil storage

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT
OCCUPATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL
HEALTH
AND SAFETY

New Permit term 2016-2021
Major Updates:
– Phosphorus and Nitrogen reduction initiatives
– Permittees must now “ensure” training both annually and
at the time of hire
– Sizing of structural BMPs on new/redevelopment projects
to prevent the off-site discharge of the precipitation from
all rainfall events less than or equal to the 90th percentile
rainfall event.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT
OCCUPATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL
HEALTH
AND SAFETY

Department of Water Quality Audit:
•

Sometime during the new permit term (March 2016 – February 2021) we can
expect a visit from the DWQ.

•

What the U’s focus should be (as per the DWQ):
– Training
– Construction inspections/enforcement
– “High Priority” area inspections (the Bullpen)

•

There is fine ($) potential for lack of training, inspections, or documentation.

To Paraphrase Rhonda Thiele: “Fine free audits are over.”

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT
OCCUPATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL
HEALTH
AND SAFETY

Signatory requirements:
• Notice of Intent for the SWMP must be
signed by a “principal executive officer”.
• Formerly was Arnold Combe
• Expectation was that it would be Mike Perez
• Due June 28th to the DWQ

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
& EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
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Signed in as: Christian Buehler (Log out)

Updated plan: May 2015
The purpose of this Storm Water Management Plan Program (SWMPP) is to comply with Utah
Department of Environmental Quality’s general permit for the discharge of storm water from the
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System of the University of Utah Campus.
The general permit became effective on August 1, 2010 and expires on July 31, 2015. The
University desires to discharge under that permit and thus has completed the Notice of Intent and
an update to their SWMP in accordance with Part II and Part IV of the permit.

Downloads:

University of Utah Storm Water Program Plan - May 2015 (PDF, 22MB)

Site Map

Emergency contacts
Fire,Police,Am bulance:
911 on m obile phone
9-911 on desk phone
Call 801-585-2677 to contact police for other than an emergency
In Case of Emergency (PDF)
Fill this out and post it in your workspace
Report a hazard
Report a hazard or safety concern on campus
Injury or accident
Follow these instructions

4/26/2016 10:06 AM
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Signed in as: Christian Buehler (Log out)

The University of Utah is a Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) with a discharge
permit issued by the Utah Division of Water Quality (DWQ) in April 2003. The permit requires a
program with six Minimum Control Measures (MCMs), Best Management Practices (BMPs) for each
MCM, and Measurable Goals for each BMP. The University's Storm Water Management Program
Plan describes the MCMs, BMPs, measurable goals, target dates, and our program rationale. The
University of Utah's first Storm Water Management Program Plan (SWMPP) was completed and
submitted to the Utah Division of Water Quality (DWQ) on May 18, 2005.
The six minimum control measures are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Public Education and Outreach on Storm Water Impacts
Public Involvement
Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination
Construction Site Storm Water Runoff Control
Post-Construction Storm Water Management
Pollution Prevention/Good Housekeeping for Municipal Operations

Each measurable goal has a target date associated with it. The EHS department tracks the
University's progress toward meeting its goals, and reports this progress to the DWQ in the
University's annual Storm Water Report.
Our current SWMPP and annual reports are available for viewing or downloading from this
website. If you would like to comment on the SWMPP please complete a comment form, also
available for download from this website.
External sites
Utah Division of Water Quality
Utah Department of Air Quality
EPA Region 8 - Water
EPA Region 8 - Air
For program information, to report illegal dumping activity, if you have any suggestions, or want to
help with the storm water pollution prevention program contact the EHS Environmental Engineer
at 801-585-1617.
One of the greatest things you can do is to educate others about storm water pollution prevention!
More...
Storm Water Management Program Plan
Annual Reports
Preventing Illicit Discharges (Illegal Dumping)

4/26/2016 10:05 AM
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Household Hazardous Waste and Disposal

Site Map

Emergency contacts
Fire,Police,Am bulance:
911 on m obile phone
9-911 on desk phone
Call 801-585-2677 to contact police for other than an emergency
In Case of Emergency (PDF)
Fill this out and post it in your workspace
Report a hazard
Report a hazard or safety concern on campus
Injury or accident
Follow these instructions
Unwanted hazardous materials pickup
Login to Lab Management System
Request LMS Account
First time? More info...
Bad air or odor complaint?
Report an environmental concern

4/26/2016 10:05 AM

Annual Reports | Environmental Health and Safety | University of Utah
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https://ehs.utah.edu/environmental-programs/storm-water-pollution-preven...

Signed in as: Christian Buehler (Log out)

Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual

Report 2004
Report 2005
Report 2007
Report 2008
Report 2009 - 01
Report 2009 - 02
Report 2010
Report 2011
Report 2012
Report 2013
Report 2014

Site Map

Emergency contacts
Fire,Police,Am bulance:
911 on m obile phone
9-911 on desk phone
Call 801-585-2677 to contact police for other than an emergency
In Case of Emergency (PDF)
Fill this out and post it in your workspace
Report a hazard
Report a hazard or safety concern on campus
Injury or accident
Follow these instructions

4/26/2016 10:05 AM

Appendix F
Training
•
•
•
•

Storm Water Training Class Overview
Class Roster
Stormwater P2 Training Material Example
IDDE Training Material Example

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN - 2016
APPENDIX F, Updated 6.14.16

TRAINING CLASSES OVERVIEW
Training Class
Construction SWP2

Attendees
Construction Contractors

Frequency
At start of
construction
project.

Permit
4.2.1.4

•

Topics Covered
Development of SWPPPs
and BMPs selection
Reducing adverse impacts
from storm water runoff
Enforcement procedures

Storm Water P2 Training

•
•
•
•
•

Protecting water quality
O&M requirements
Prevent or minimize impacts
Reporting concerns
Illicit discharges

HVAC
Plumbing shop
RBG Horticulture Staff
Heavy Equipment Dept.
Motor pool
Landscape Maintenance
Waste Management Team Leads
University Student Apartments O&M
Staff

Time of hire
and annual
thereafter.

4.2.6.10

Illicit Discharge
Detection and
Elimination (IDDE)

•

Identification of illicit
discharges
Investigation
Termination
Cleanup
Reporting

HVAC
Plumbing shop
RBG Horticulture Staff
Heavy Equipment Dept.
Motor pool
Landscape Maintenance
Waste Management Team Leads
University Student Apartments O&M
Staff

Time of hire
and annual
thereafter.

4.2.1.5,
4.2.3.11

Campus Planners and
Project Managers Annual
Refresher

•

Low Impact Development
practices
Green Infrastructure
Specific requirements of
Post-Con controls
Construction Program
Elements

Construction Project Delivery Project
Managers
Campus Planning

Time of hire
and annual
thereafter.

4.2.1.6

Fundamentals of long-term
storm water management
structural/non-structural
control methods via SOP
annual review

Plumbing Shop
Landscape Maintenance
Heavy Equipment

Time of hire
and annual
thereafter.

4.2.5.6

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Post-construction BMPs
maintenance

•

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN - 2016
APPENDIX F, Updated 6.14.16

Total:

Class:
Date:
Time:
Location:

Instructor:
Name:
Environmental Health & Safety
(801) 581-6590

ON SITE REGISTRATION
* Please print legibly:

Department
Specify if
Name (first last)

UNID

Student, Staff,
Faculty, Other

Email

(specify College
of Engineering,
School of
Medicine, Other)

*Signature
(Signature confirms
attendance)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
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RAIN CHECK: STORMWATER POLLUTION PREVENTION

FOR

MS4S

Municipal Stormwater Regulations
Municipalities, urbanized areas of counties, universities, some military
installations and certain other public entities that operate municipal separate
storm sewer systems (“MS4’s”) must protect those systems from pollution.
Pollution can result from exposure of stormwater run-off or snow melt to
materials such as fuels, chemicals, raw materials, fertilizers, pesticides,
and wastes.
Regulated entities are issued a stormwater discharge permit by the state
environmental agency or the US EPA. These permits all require the development and implementation of an operating and maintenance program to
control stormwater pollution. This written program is often called the
Stormwater Management Program (SWMP) and includes a written plan
often called a Stormwater Management Plan or Stormwater Management
Program document.

the Stormwater
Management Program
The SWMP describes how a facility will protect stormwater that enters its
MS4. The permit requires that small (Phase II) municipalities address six
“Minimum Control Measures“ (MCM’s) in the Program.
These MCM’s include:
#1 Public Education and Outreach
#2 Public Participation and Involvement
#3 Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination
#4 Construction Site Run-Off Control
#5 Post-Construction Management
#6 Pollution Prevention and Good Housekeeping
1
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Individual stormwater programs implemented by large and medium-sized
MS4’s (“Phase I”) cover similar control measures though they may be
referred to by different names. Once written, signed and accepted by the
regulatory agency, any actions, structures, procedures or prohibitions
described in the Program must be implemented throughout the jurisdiction.

ReQUiReMentS
Pollution Prevention and
Good Housekeeping
MCM #6 requires that MS4s make sure that employees at their own
operations and facilities prevent stormwater pollution. This means that
municipal facilities such as maintenance facilities, garages, transportation
terminals, parks, marinas, golf courses, streets and roads, fire and police
stations and office buildings must take measures to protect the stormwater
or snow melt leaving these facilities. The EPA calls the control measures
that protect stormwater “best management practices” or “BMPs”. Good
housekeeping is one important BMP.

DefininG bMPs
the impact of employee training
BMPs are the structures and work practices (“non-structural” BMPs) that
MS4’s include in their Programs to protect stormwater. BMPs range from
secondary containment structures under and around above-ground bulk
storage tanks to stormwater detention ponds to good housekeeping and
rapid clean-up of spills and leaks. There are many BMPs, and it is up
to each municipal facility or operation to identify and implement the
appropriate BMPs for that facility.

2
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No two facilities are exactly the same, and the BMPs selected for each
will be different. However, one BMP that will be important at virtually
all facilities is employee training. Employee training is fundamental to
effective stormwater protection. Without well-trained employees, no MS4
can effectively or reliably implement selected BMPs. Recognizing this,
SWMPs specifically mandate that MS4s train their employees on
stormwater pollution prevention.

ReQUiReD tRaininG
In general, the only employees (full-time and part-time) who must be
trained on stormwater BMPs are those that work outdoors (at any time)
with materials that could contaminate stormwater run-off. Employees who
only work indoors or who never handle any materials or wastes that could
be exposed to stormwater need not be trained.
Employees who typically require training include workers in these areas:
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

bus and train terminals and stations
building maintenance (exterior)
fire and police stations
golf courses
landscaping and grounds maintenance
marinas, beaches and waterfront facilities
new construction projects
outdoor materials storage and handling
parks and open spaces
sanitation (trash collection operations)
storm drainage maintenance
street sweeping
street maintenance and repair

3
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✔ vehicle, fleet or equipment maintenance
✔ vehicle or equipment washing/fueling
✔ waste management facilities

bMPs & tRaininG MY eMPloYeeS
According to the National Menu of BMPs there are several types of
BMPs that are often important, including training, at municpal facilities.
Each chapter of Rain Check focuses on a specific type of BMP.
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Good Housekeeping & Spill Prevention
Spill Control & Response
Vehicle Fueling
Vehicle & Equipment Maintenance
Vehicle & Equipment Washing
Materials Management
Waste Management
Municipal Facility Maintenance
Parking Lots & Streets
Storm Drain System Cleaning
Landscaping & Grounds Maintenance
Working Over or Near Surface Waters

It is recommended that the trainer consider presenting the entire Rain Check
program to cover specific types of BMPs, however some facilities may wish
to train employees only on the BMPs that are specifically applicable to that
facility. This usually means basic BMPs as well as any specialty BMPs that
apply. It is up to the trainer to decide which BMPs should be covered in each
training session.

4
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tHe Rain cHeck ViDeo
The Rain Check video program is available primarily in two formats: DVD
and CD-ROM. How Rain Check is used for training will depend on which
BMPs are included and how the trainer elects to present the training.
DVD foRMat
The DVD opens with a menu of three main training options. The trainer
can select the option that best fits the training needs of the employees
at each facility or operation.
option #1 complete Program (31 minutes)
This presents all 14 chapters of training and includes basic and specialty
BMP training. The following chapters are included:
CHAPTER 1: Introduction
CHAPTER 2: Good Housekeeping & Spill Prevention
CHAPTER 3: Spill Control & Response
CHAPTER 4: Vehicle Fueling
CHAPTER 5: Vehicle & Equipment Maintenance
CHAPTER 6: Vehicle & Equipment Washing
CHAPTER 7: Materials Management
CHAPTER 8: Waste Management
CHAPTER 9: Municipal Facility Maintenance
CHAPTER 10: Parking Lots & Streets
CHAPTER 11: Storm Drain System Cleaning
CHAPTER 12: Landscaping & Grounds Maintenance
CHAPTER 13: Working Over or Near Surface Waters
CHAPTER 14: Conclusion

5
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option #2 basic bMPs (19-1/2 minutes)
At a minimum most employees should receive basic BMP training
because these practices apply at the vast majority of municipal operations.
Option #2 includes the Introduction, the basic BMPs (Chapter 2-8)
and the Conclusion.
CHAPTER 1:
CHAPTER 2:
CHAPTER 3:
CHAPTER 4:
CHAPTER 5:
CHAPTER 6:
CHAPTER 7:
CHAPTER 8:
CHAPTER 9:

Introduction
Good Housekeeping & Spill Prevention
Spill Control and Response
Vehicle Fueling
Vehicle & Equipment Maintenance
Vehicle & Equipment Washing
Materials Management
Waste Management
Conclusion

option #3 Specialty bMPs: Employees in certain types of
operations will benefit from BMP training that is specific to their
job duties. The trainer can select specialty BMP training related to the
employee’s tasks. Each specialty BMP section include the basic BMPs.
for building Maintenance employees
■ Municipal Facility Maintenance (21-1/2 minutes)
for Street, Road & bridge employees
■ Parking Lots & Street Cleaning/Storm Drain System Cleaning (23 minutes)
for Parks & open Space employees
■ Landscaping & Grounds Maintenance (23-1/2 minutes)
for Marina, Harbor or Port employees
■ Working Over Surface Waters (21-1/2 minutes)
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The DVD format also offers two other options, All Chapters and Closed
Captions. All Chapters allows the trainer to view each chapter individually.
cD-RoM foRMat
The CD-ROM offers the same options described in the DVD format,
plus the option to build a custom program. This allows the trainer to
individually select which BMP chapters to include in any training
presentation. With the custom option the trainer can select and organize
the presentation as needed for each audience. The selected curriculum
can be saved and used repeatedly. It can also be changed as often as
the trainer desires. (Detailed instructions are provided on the CD).

tRaininG SeSSionS
There are many ways to structure employee BMP training sessions. What
follows is one good approach, but there are others as well. Employee
training is usually divided into initial training and refresher training.
Initial training must be delivered to all employees before they assume any
duties that might threaten stormwater. Initial training is usually delivered
to current employees when the municipality is first issued a permit and
then to new employees shortly after hiring.
Initial training should cover all the BMPs applicable at that facility. Any
practices, procedures, prohibitions, testing, monitoring or recordkeeping
contained in the facility SWMP that involves employees at that facility
should be covered in the training.
An effective training session could be organized as follows:

7
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I. PREPARE

The Rain Check kit contains a SiteCast CD, created with PowerPoint®
presentation software. This template allows the trainer to add site/facility
specific information to any training session. Prior to delivering training,
the trainer should edit the training template provided on the SiteCast
CD based on the stormwater needs of the facility/audience.
TM

TM

The SiteCast CD has 43 slide templates organized into chapters
in the same order as shown in the Rain Check video. The trainer
may delete any chapters or slide templates that do not apply to the
facility. In editing, the trainer can enter additional text or replace
the existing graphics and/or photos with images from the facility at
which the training will be conducted. Once edited, the trainer can
save the edited template onto a disk or hard drive for use in future
training sessions.
TM

Note that each SiteCast CD contains two templates. One uses the
PowerPoint® .ppt format and the second uses the .pptx format. Users
of PowerPoint® 2007 (and later versions) will usually use .pptx. Users
of earlier PowerPoint® versions will generally use .ppt.
TM

Prior to delivering a training session, the trainer wll also need to
determine which video training option will be presented: Option #1
(Complete Program), Option #2 (Basic BMPs), Option #3
(Specialty BMPs) or Custom Training (CD-ROM users only).
Trainers that purchase a CD-ROM format and wish to create a
custom program can refer to the detailed instructions provided on
the CD to prepare the presentation prior to training.
II. INTRODUCE

To start each training session, the trainer should introduce the topic of
the session: Stormwater Pollution Prevention for MS4s. Describe
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briefly what the training session is about and that the training is part
of a program that is required by regulation.
(Time: 2 minutes)
III. SHOW

Show the training video: Rain Check: Stormwater Pollution Prevention
for MS4s.
(Time: 20-31 minutes depending on the program option selected)
IV. PRESENT SITE-SPECIFIC INFORMATION

Present the SiteCast CD presentation that was edited and prepared
before the training session. The trainer must verbally narrate the
content during the SiteCast training presentation.
(Time: Depends on length of the presentation but typically 10-15 minutes)
TM

TM

V. INVITE

Invite the trainees to discuss the video and site-specific information
and what it means at their facility or operation. Allow time for
employees to comment and ask questions about their particular
situations and issues. If employees do not initiate discussion, the
trainer might pose questions such as: ‘What types of materials do
we handle here that are of concern to stormwater pollution? Where
are the spill response kits and what’s in them? What work activities in
our organization are most likely to result in stormwater pollution? Are
the lids on outdoor dumpsters kept closed? If vehicles and equipment
are cleaned or washed outdoors, how is the waste water kept out of
stormwater?’
There are many provocative questions that can be posed to get the
employees to think about stormwater pollution and how their work
affects it. (Time: typically 15-20 minutes)
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VI. ADMINISTER QUIZ

The Rain Check kit offers the trainer the opportunity to handout a
standard paper quiz provided in the kit or a custom quiz created with
a quiz generator program. In the standard quiz, the quiz questions are
organized as Basic BMPs and Specialty BMPs, with specific topics
listed under each section. The trainer will need to direct the trainees
to complete the quiz sections related to the training they received. At
minimum, all employees should be directed to complete the Basic
BMPs section. The trainer may wish to add site-specific questions to
the quiz as well.
(Time: 10-15 minutes)

Paper Quiz
The Rain Check kit contains quiz sheets with 40 questions. Questions
1-26 are related to Basic BMPs training. Questions 27-40 are related
to Specialty BMPs training. Depending on which chapters were
shown in the training session, the trainer can administer different
quizzes. The trainer will direct the trainees to the questions related to
the training received. In cases where all the chapters were shown, the
trainer may direct the trainees to complete the entire quiz. The quizzes
in the kit may be copied as often as needed. The trainer should pass
out applicable quiz sheets to all employees.
Quiz Generator
The quiz generator allows the trainer to configure custom quizzes
by selecting the maximum number of questions, the chapters to
be covered and the method of selecting the questions. The quiz
generator is a web application and can be accessed through links in
the QuizGen folder on the DVD, CD or SiteCast discs. Detailed
instructions are also available through the QuizGen folder.
TM
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VII. CORRECT QUIZ (OPTIONAl)

Answers to the paper quiz are provided in the Quiz Answer Key on
page 13 of this guide. The quiz generator generates an answer key
with each quiz created. Many trainers prefer to allow employees to
correct their own quizzes. This highlights any gaps in their understanding and shows them the correct information. Allow plenty of
time for employees to ask questions about the quiz and to discuss
their concept of the issues.
(Time: 5-10 minutes)
VIII. DISTRIBUTE POCKET REFERENCES

Included in the Rain Check kit are five Pocket References. These
References summarize the Rain Check video in print form. They
are meant to be carried by employees to remind them about the key
stormwater pollution prevention practices. They can be distributed
to trainees at the end of the class as handouts. If more Pocket
References are needed, they may be ordered from Excal Visual.
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DocUMentinG eMPloYee tRaininG
When training is complete, the trainer should collect the quizzes and file
them. These records will document that employee training was completed. If
the trainer does not wish to administer quizzes, there are “Acknowledgment
of Training” forms included in the kit. Trainees can simply sign and date
those forms after each training session as documentation that training was
attended. Many trainers file completed quizzes or Acknowledgment forms
in their SWMP for convenience.

RefReSHeR tRaininG
After all affected employees have received initial training, refresher
training must be conducted periodically (usually annually). The SWMP
will identify the schedule for refresher training. Refresher training may
be a complete repeat of initial training or it may be shortened. In any
case, it should focus attention on changes since the last training, and/or
on shortcomings that have been noted during inspections, audits or other
observations. As part of refresher training, the video may be shown either
in whole or in part to emphasize and highlight correct practices.

aDDitional eMPloYee tRaininG
MS4s must develop plans related to Illicit Discharge Detection and
Elimination (IDDE) and train specific employees how to track and identify
illicit discharges. Excal Visual offers an IDDE training program that is
complimentary to Rain Check. We encourage you to preview this program
as an additional training tool to meet the IDDE training requirements.
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QUiz anSweR keY
1. b

11. c

21. d

31. d

2. c

12. d

22. d

32. b

3. d

13. a

23. d

33. d

4. a

14. d

24. c

34. a

5. d

15. a

25. a

35. b

6. c

16. c

26. e

36. c

7. d

17. a

27. a

37. d

8. a

18. d

28. d

38. d

9. c

19. d

29. a

39. d

10. d

20. b

30. b

40. d
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notice and DiSclaiMeR
The information, examples, and procedures illustrated in this training package are intended to
be used solely as an aid in developing a program of compliance with the employee training
requirements included in EPA and state regulations pertaining to MS4s.
Use of this training package does not ensure compliance with any state or federal rule or
regulation. The training package is designed to familiarize facility employees with federal
regulations. If you have compliance questions or need additional information regarding
regulations, please contact your state agency or regional EPA office for guidance.
Excal Visual LLP, Zachary LLC and Visual Communications Group, Inc. specifically disclaim
any liability for injury, damage, non-compliance, violations, penalties, or other harm or losses
arising out of the use of this video, CD-ROM, DVD and/or other training material.
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training aids include:
Environmental Management Systems
✔
Environmental Awareness
✔
First Responder Awareness Level (HAZWOPER)
✔
Fuel Economy
✔
Hazard Communication (HazCom)
✔
Hazardous Materials Spill Response
✔
Hazardous Waste (RCRA) for LQGs
✔
Hazardous Waste (RCRA) for SQGs
✔
Hazardous Waste (California)
✔
Hazardous Waste for Laboratories & Research Facilities
✔
Pandemic Workplace Strategies
✔
Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPCC)
✔
SPCC for California
✔
SPCC for Electric Utilities
✔
Stormwater Pollution Prevention: Construction Sites
✔
Stormwater Pollution Prevention: General BMPs
✔
Stormwater Pollution Prevention: Industrial Facilities
✔
Stormwater Pollution Prevention: MS4s–Municipal Facilities
✔
Universal Waste

5721 Arapahoe Ave. A-2 • Boulder, CO 80303
(888) 925-6554 • Fax (303) 413-0683

www.excalvisual.com

Visit our website to request a free trial or to find the latest releases
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IDDE
a grate concern

PURPosE of tHIs tRaInER’s GUIDE
This Trainer’s Guide is a companion document to the Excal Visual video
training kit IDDE – a grate concern. This guide shows trainers how to
use the contents of the video kit to effectively train municipal employees
on Illicit Discharge Detection & Elimination (IDDE). This guide is
designed to lead a trainer through the process of developing, delivering
and evaluating the effectiveness of employee IDDE training.

MUnIcIPal stoRMWatER
REGUlatIons & Ms4s
Municipalities, urbanized areas of counties, universities, some military
installations and certain other public entities that operate municipal separate
storm sewer systems (MS4s) must protect those systems from pollution.
Pollution can result from exposure of stormwater run-off or snow melt to
materials such as fuels, chemicals, raw materials, fertilizers, pesticides
and wastes.
Regulated municipalities are issued a stormwater discharge permit by
the state environmental agency or the US EPA. Each of these permits
describes all the requirements for compliance. These permits require
the development and implementation of an operating and maintenance
program to control stormwater pollution. This written program is called
the Stormwater Management Program (SWMP) and includes a written
plan often called a Stormwater Management Plan or Stormwater
Management Program document.
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stoRMWatER Plan
The Stormwater Management Plan describes how the municipality will
protect stormwater that enters its MS4. Plans require that small (Phase II)
municipalities address six Minimum Control Measures (MCMs).
These MCMs are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Public Education and Outreach
Public Participation and Involvement
Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination
Construction Site Run-Off Control
Post-Construction Management
Pollution Prevention and Good Housekeeping

Individual stormwater plans implemented by large and medium-sized
MS4s (Phase I) cover similar control measures though they may be
referred to by different names. Once written, signed and accepted by
the regulatory agency, any actions, structures, procedures or prohibitions
described in the plan must be implemented throughout the jurisdiction.
IDDE – a grate concern addresses training of municipal employees
on MCM #3.
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REQUIREMEnts of IllIcIt
DIscHaRGE DEtEctIon anD
ElIMInatIon (IDDE)
Municipalities must develop plans to identify illicit discharges and
then eliminate them. Illicit discharges are any discharges (accidental
or on purpose) of anything other than stormwater (with some exceptions)
into an MS4. Municipalities must map their stormwater drainage systems.
They must then locate problem areas, trace discharge sources and remove
or correct them.

MUnIcIPal EMPloYEEs tHat nEED
IDDE tRaInInG
Employees who track down illicit discharges (typically storm sewer
maintenance staff) need specialized training covering the entire IDDE
process. In addition, any employees who might be in a position to spot
or identify an illicit discharge must be trained on detection. This training
is required even if illicit discharge detection is not part of their normal
duties. Employees who might be in positions to detect possible illicit
discharges include street, road and bridge employees, sanitation, park and
open space employees, police, fire and EMT personnel and others. Any
employees who regularly visit or observe storm drain inlets or outfalls
where illicit discharges could occur should be trained on detection.
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tRaInInG contEnt of tHE KIt
IDDE – a grate concern shows employees who travel around the
permitted jurisdiction how to spot a possible illicit discharge or signs
of past discharges. It discusses direct and indirect discharges and shows
employees what to look for at curb inlets, drop inlets and outfalls. It
shows examples of the tell-tale signs often left by past illicit discharges.
It encourages employees to be vigilant in watching for signs of illicit
discharges and to report their suspicions to the storm drainage staff,
Public Works Department or environmental staff who can then initiate
the process of tracking the source of the discharge and eliminating it.

an EffEctIVE IDDE EMPloYEE
tRaInInG PRoGRaM
There are many ways to structure employee IDDE training. What follows
is one good approach, but there are others as well. Employee training is
usually divided into initial training and refresher training. Initial training
must be delivered to affected employees before they assume any duties
that might impact stormwater. Initial training is usually delivered to
current employees when the MS4 is first issued its permit and then to
new employees shortly after hiring.
An effective training session could be organized as follows:
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I. INTRODUCE

Introduce the topic of the session: Illicit Discharge Detection and
Elimination. Describe briefly what the training session is about and
that the training is part of a regulatory program that is required for
the MS4 by regulations.
Time: 2 minutes
II. SHOW

Show the training video: IDDE – a grate concern.
Time: 14:21
III. INVITE

Invite the trainees to discuss the video and what it means in their
daily work activities. Allow time for employees to comment and
ask questions about their particular situations and issues.
Time: typically 15-20 minutes
IV. QUIZ

The IDDE – a grate concern kit contains quiz sheets with 15 questions. The quizzes in the kit may be copied as often as needed. The
trainer should pass out quiz sheets to all employees and instruct
them to answer the questions. All questions are multiple choice.
Time: 10-12 minutes
V. CORRECTING THE QUIZ (OPTIONAL)

Answers to all the quizzes are printed on page 8 of this guide.
Many trainers allow employees to correct their own papers. This
highlights any misperceptions or gaps in their understanding
and shows them the correct information. Allow plenty of time for
employees to ask questions about the quiz and to discuss their concept
of the issues.
Time: 5-10 minutes
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VI. DISTRIBUTE POCKET REFERENCE WORKBOOKS

Included in the training kit are five employee Pocket Reference
Workbooks. These workbooks summarize the IDDE–a grate concern
content in print form and can be carried by employees to remind them
about key IDDE practices.
Employees in the field that observe an illicit discharge, discover
evidence of past discharges or see or smell something that could
indicate an illicit discharge can complete an Observation Report
form in the back of the Pocket Reference. Recorded information
includes the date, time, location, photo, possibly a license plate
number and description.
Completed Observation Reports can be removed from the workbook
and given to the employee’s supervisor or to the designated MS4
contact person.
Distribute these workbooks to the employees at the end of the
training session. Additional workbooks can be ordered from Excal
Visual as needed.

On page 14 of the Pocket Reference Workbook the trainer
can fill-in the MS4 contact information prior to training or have
the employee enter this information during the training session.
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PERIoDIc REfREsHER tRaInInG
After all affected employees have received initial training, refresher training should be conducted periodically. The Stormwater Plan will identify
the schedule for refresher training. Refresher training may be a repeat of
initial training or it may be shortened. In any case, it should focus attention on changes since the last training and/or on shortcomings that have
been noted during inspections, audits or other observations. As part of
refresher training, the video may be shown either in whole or in part to
emphasize and highlight correct practices.

DocUMEntInG EMPloYEE tRaInInG
When training is complete, the trainer should collect the corrected quizzes
and file them. These records will document that employee training was
completed. If the trainer does not wish to administer quizzes, there are
“Acknowledgment of Training” forms included in the kit. These forms
may be copied as often as needed. Trainees can sign and date these forms
after each training session as documentation that training was attended.
Many trainers file completed quizzes or acknowledgment forms in their
Stormwater Plan for convenience.

aDDItIonal EMPloYEE tRaInInG
Excal Visual produces other employee training programs on stormwater and
related environmental regulations. See our website at www.excalvisual.com
for information about these training kits.
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QUIz ansWER KEY
1. c

6. b

11. d

2. a

7. d

12. a

3. d

8. c

13. a

4. b

9. e

14. e

5. e

10. c

15. d

notIcE and DIsclaIMER
The information, examples and procedures illustrated in this training package are intended
to be used solely as an aid in developing a program of compliance with the employee training
requirements for stormwater pollution prevention included in EPA and state regulations
pertaining to MS4s.
Use of this training package does not ensure compliance with any state or federal rule or
regulation. The training package is designed to familiarize facility employees with applicable
regulations. If you have compliance questions or need additional information regarding
regulations, please contact your state agency or regional EPA office for guidance.
Excal Visual LLP, Zachary LLC and Visual Communication Group, Inc. specifically disclaim
any liability for injury, damage, non-compliance, violations, penalties, or other harm or losses
arising out of the use of this video, CD-ROM, DVD and/or training material.
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training aids include:
Environmental Management Systems
Environmental Awareness
First Responder Awareness Level (HAZWOPER)
Fuel Economy
Hazard Communication (HazCom)
Hazardous Materials Spill Response
Hazardous Waste (RCRA) for LQGs
Hazardous Waste (RCRA) for SQGs
Hazardous Waste (California)
Hazardous Waste for Laboratories & Research Facilities
Pandemic Workplace Strategies
Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPCC)
SPCC / APSA for California
SPCC for Electric Utilities
Stormwater Pollution Prevention: Construction Sites
Stormwater Pollution Prevention: General BMPs
Stormwater Pollution Prevention: Industrial Facilities
Stormwater Pollution Prevention: MS4s–Municipal Facilities
Universal Waste

5721 Arapahoe Ave. A-2 • Boulder, CO 80303
(888) 925-6554 • Fax (303) 413-0683

www.excalvisual.com
Visit our website to request a free trial or to find the latest releases

Appendix G
Permits:
•

General Permit for Discharges from Small Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s), Permit No. UTR090000

•

Storm Water General Permit for Construction Activities,
Permit No. UTRC00000

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN – 2016
APPENDIX G, Updated 6.02.16

STATE OF UTAH DEPARTMENT OF EI{\4ROI\MENTAL QUALITY
DIVISION OF WATER QUALITY
Authorization to Discharge Under the
Utah Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (tlPDES)
General Permit for Discharges from Smalt Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s)
This Permit is issued in compliance with the provisions of the Utah Water Quality Act, Title 19, Chapter
5, Utah Code Annotated2004, as amended (the "Act") and the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33
U.S.C. $$ 1251 et. seq., as amended to date), and the rules and Regulations made pursuant to those
statutes.

This Permit authorizes storm water discharges to Waters of the State of Utah resulting from a Small
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (Small MS4 ) as provided in Part 1.0 of this Permit. This
authorization is conditioned upon an operator of a Small MS4 meeting the eligibility requirements in Part
1.2 of this Permit prior to filing a Notice of Intent ("NOI") to discharge under this General Permit. An
operator of a Small MS4 is not covered by this General Permit if the operator submits an NOI but has not
met these conditions.
This authorization is subject to the authority of the Utah Water Quality Board or the Div¿s ion of the IJtah
Water Quality Board to reopen this Permit (see Part 6.22 of Permit), or to require a discharger to obtain
an individual Permit (see Part 6.15 of this Permit). The issuance of a discharge Permit authorization
under this General Permit does not relieve Permittees of other duties and responsibilities under the Act or
rules made under that Act. Significant terms used in this Permit are defined in Part 7.0 of this Permit.
This Permit shall become effective on March 1,2016.
This Permit and the authorization to discharge shall expire at midnight, February 28,2021,except
described in Part 6.3 of this Permit.

signed

tnid/

w
Director

Baker, P

aav

of f¿/acz.e7zot6.

as
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1.0

Coverage Under this Permit

1.1.

Authority to Discharge
This General Permit authorizes the discharge, to Waters of the State of Utah, of storm water from
a Small MS4 as that term is defined in R317-8-1.6(14) and Part 7.39. of this Permit. This
authorization is subject to all of the terms and conditions of this Permit. This General Permit
does not authorize discharges prohibited under Part 1.4. of this Permit.

1.2.

Permit Area and Eligibility
1.2.1.

This Permit covers all areas of the State of Utah except Indian Country (see Part 7.22.
of this Permit for a definition of “Indian Country”).

1.2.1.1.

No operator of a Small MS4 described in 40 CFR 122.32 may discharge from that
system without authorization from the Division. (See Utah Administrative Code
Section R317-8-3.9(1)(h)(1)(a), which sets forth the Permitting requirement, and
R317-8-1.10(13), which incorporates 40 CFR 122.32 by reference.) Authorization to
discharge under the terms and conditions of this Permit is granted if:

1.2.1.1.1

It applies to an operator of a Small MS4 within the State of Utah but not within
Indian Country;

1.2.1.1.2

The operator is not a “large” or “medium” MS4 as defined in 40 CFR 122.26(b)(4) or
(7);

1.2.1.1.3

The operator submits a Notice of Intent (NOI) in accordance with Part 2.0 of this
Permit;

1.2.1.1.4

The MS4 is located fully or partially within an urbanized area as determined by the
latest Decennial Census by the Bureau of Census;

1.2.1.1.5

The operator is ordered by the Division to obtain coverage under this Permit, as
provided in the UPDES rules, R317-8.

1.2.2.

The following are types of authorized discharges:

1.2.2.1.

Storm water discharges. This Permit authorizes storm water discharges to waters of
the State from the Small MS4s identified in 1.2.1., except as excluded in Part 1.4.

1.2.2.2.

Non-storm water discharges. The following non-storm water discharges do not need
to be addressed unless the Permittee or the Division identifies these discharges as
significant sources of pollutants to Waters of the State or as causing or contributing
to a violation of water quality standards:
•
•
•

Water line flushing
Landscape irrigation
Diverted stream flows
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.3.

Rising ground waters
Uncontaminated ground water infiltration
Uncontaminated pumped ground water
Discharges from potable water sources
Foundation drains
Air conditioning condensate
Irrigation water
Springs
Water from crawl space pumps
Footing drains
Lawn watering runoff
Individual residential car washing
Flows from riparian habitats and wetlands
Dechlorinated swimming pool discharges
Residual street wash water
Dechlorinated water reservoir discharges
Discharges or flows from emergency firefighting activity

Local Agency Authority
This Permit does not pre-empt or supersede the authority of local agencies to prohibit, restrict, or
control discharges to storm drain systems or other water courses within their jurisdiction.

1.4.

Limitations on Coverage
This Permit does not authorize:
1.4.1.

Discharges that are mixed with sources of non-storm water unless such non-storm
water discharges are in compliance with a separate UPDES Permit or are determined
not to be a substantial contributor of pollutants to Waters of the State.

1.4.2.

Storm water discharges associated with industrial activity as defined in Utah
Administrative Code (UAC) R317-8-3.9(6)(c).

1.4.3.

Storm water discharges associated with construction activity as defined in UAC
R317-8-3.9(6)(d)(10) and R317-8-3.9(6)(d)(11).

1.4.4.

Storm water discharges currently covered under another Permit.

1.4.5.

Discharges that would cause or contribute to in-stream exceedances of water quality
standards as contained in UAC R317-2.

1.4.6.

Discharges of any pollutant into any Waters of the State for which a Total Maximum
Daily Load (TMDL) has been approved by EPA unless the discharge is consistent
with the TMDL. This consistency determination applies at the time a Notice of
Intent is submitted. If conditions change after coverage is issued, the coverage may
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remain active provided the conditions and requirements of Part 3.1. of this Permit are
complied with.

2.0

Notice of Intent and Storm Water Management Program Requirements

2.1.

The requirements of this Part apply only to Permittees not covered under the previous General
Permit for Storm Water Discharges from Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems, i.e.
New Applicants. Permittees that were covered under the previous MS4 General Permit and have
submitted a notice of intent (NOI) at least 180 days prior to the expiration date of the previous
Permit, are covered by this Permit and instead must follow the requirements of Part 2.3.
2.1.2.

New applicants must meet the following application requirements. The Notice of
Intent (NOI) must include submittal of the Storm Water Management Program
(SWMP) document. Detailed information on SWMP requirements can be found in
Part 4.0 of this Permit.

2.1.3.

Within 180 days of notification from the Division, the operator of the MS4 shall
submit a NOI form as provided by the Division at
http://www.deq.utah.gov/Permits/water/updes/stormwatermun.htm. (The Division
retains the right to grant permission for a later submission date upon good cause
shown). One original completed NOI shall be submitted, by mail or hand delivery to:
Attention: UPDES IES
Department of Environmental Quality
Division of Water Quality
195 North 1950 West
PO Box 144870
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-4870

2.1.4.

Late submittal of an NOI is prohibited (unless permission has been granted by the
Division). If a late NOI is submitted, authorization is only for discharges that occur
after Permit coverage is granted. The Division reserves the right to take appropriate
enforcement actions for any unpermitted discharges.

2.1.5.

Where application is made by a new applicant that has assumed operational control
of an MS4 for which coverage under this Permit was previously held by a separate
entity, the Division may determine that the new applicant shall comply with the
Permit requirements in this Permit, as directed for Renewal Permittees. Notification
shall be made by the Division of this requirement in writing to the New Applicant
prior to issuance of Permit coverage

2.1.6.

Implementation of the Permittee’s SWMP must include the six minimum control
areas, including Measurable Goals, described in Part 4.2. Measurable Goals for each
of the program areas must include, as appropriate, the year by which the Permittee
will undertake required actions, including interim milestones and the frequency of the
action if applicable.
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2.2.

2.1.7.

Implementation of the Permittee’s SWMP as described in the Permittee’s application
is required to begin within 30 days after the completed application is submitted. The
Permittee must fully develop and implement the SWMP as discussed in Part 4.0 of
the Permit by the end of the Permit term unless a more restrictive timeframe is
indicated.

2.1.8.

If an Operator is designated by the Division as requiring Permit coverage later than
one year after the effective date of this General Permit, the Division may approve
alternative deadlines that would allow the Permittee to have its program areas
implemented.

Contents of the Notice of Intent
The Notice of Intent requires, at a minimum, the following information:
2.2.1.

Name, address, and telephone number of the principal executive officer, ranking
elected official or other duly authorized employee in charge of municipal resources
used for implementation of the SWMP;

2.2.2.

Name(s)/ identification of Waters of the State as defined by UAC R317-1-1.32 that
receive discharges from the Permittee’s MS4;

2.2.3.

Name of the person responsible for overseeing implementation and coordination of
the SWMP;

2.2.4.

Summary description of the overall water quality concerns, priorities, and measurable
goals specific to the Permittee that were considered in the development of the
SWMP;

2.2.5.

The SWMP document shall consist of, at a minimum, a description of the program
elements that will be implemented (or already exist) for each of the SWMP minimum
control measures. The plan must be detailed enough for the Division to determine the
Permittee’s general strategy for complying with the required items in each of the six
minimum control measures in the SWMP document (see Part 4.2 of this Permit);

2.2.6.

Information on the chosen Best Management Practices (BMPs) and the measurable
goals for each of the storm water minimum control measures in Part 4.2 of this
Permit and, as appropriate, the timeframe by which the Permittee will achieve
required actions, including interim milestones;

2.2.7.

Permittees which are applying as Co-Permittees shall each submit an NOI and
individual SWMP document which will clearly identify the areas of the MS4 for
which each of the Co-Permittees are responsible. Permittees which are relying on
another entity (ies) to satisfy one or more of their Permit obligations shall include
with the NOI, a summary of the Permit obligations that will be carried out by the
other entity (ies). During the term of the Permit, Permittees may terminate or amend
shared responsibility arrangements by notifying the Division, provided this does not
alter implementation deadlines.

2.2.8.

Certification and signature requirements in accordance with Part 6.8.
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2.3.

Storm Water Management Program Plan Description for Renewal Permittees
2.3.1.

The requirements of this part apply only to Renewal Permittees that were previously
covered under the last MS4 General Permit. New applicants are not required to meet
the requirements of this Part and instead must follow the requirements of Part 2.0.

2.3.2.

Renewal Permittees must submit a revised SWMP document to the Division within
120 days of the effective date of this Permit, which includes at a minimum, the
following information:

2.3.2.1.

Permit number;

2.3.2.2.

MS4 location description and map;

2.3.2.3.

Information regarding the overall water quality concerns, priorities, measurable
goals, and interim milestones specific to the Permittee that were considered in the
development and/or revisions to the SWMP document;

2.3.2.4.

A description of the program elements that will be implemented (or are already being
implemented) in each of the six minimum control measures (see Part 4.0);

2.3.2.5.

A description of any modifications to ordinances or long-term/ongoing processes
implemented in accordance with the previous MS4 General Permit for each of the six
minimum control measures;

2.3.2.6.

A description of how the Permittee intends to meet the requirements of the Permit as
described in Part 4.0 by either referencing existing program areas that already meet
the Permit requirements or a description and relevant measurable goals that include,
as appropriate, the year by which the Permittee will achieve required actions,
including interim milestones.

2.3.2.7.

Indicate the joint submittal (s) of Co-Permittees (if applicable) and the associated
responsibility (ies) in meeting requirements of the SWMP.

2.3.2.8.

Certification and signature requirements in accordance with Part 6.8.

2.3.2.9.

The revised SWMP document must contain specific details for complying with the
required items in each of the six minimum control measures contained within the
SWMP document (See Part 4.2.).
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3.0

Special Conditions

3.1.

Discharges to Water Quality Impaired Waters
3.1.1.

Applicability: Permittees must:

3.1.1.1.

Determine whether storm water discharge from any part of the MS4 contributes to a
303(d) listed (i.e., impaired) waterbody. A 303(d) list of impaired waterbodies is
available at:
http://www.deq.utah.gov/ProgramsServices/programs/water/wqmanagement/assessm
ent/PreviousIR.htm. Water quality impaired waters means any segment of surface
waters that has been identified by the Division as failing to support classified uses. If
the Permittee has discharges meeting these criteria, the Permittee must comply with
Part 3.1.2. below and if no such discharges exist, the remainder of this Part 3.1 does
not apply.

3.1.1.2.

If the Permittee has “303(d)” discharges described above, the Permittee must also
determine whether a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) has been developed by the
Division and approved by EPA for the listed waterbody. If there is an approved
TMDL, the Permittee must comply with all requirements associated with the TMDL
as well as the requirements of Part 3.1.2. below and if no TMDL has been approved,
the Permittee must comply with Part 3.1.2. below and any TMDL requirements once
it has been approved.

3.1.2.

Water Quality Controls for Discharges to Impaired Waterbodies. If the Permittee
discharges to an impaired waterbody, the Permittee must include in its SWMP
document a description of how the Permittee will control the discharge of the
pollutants of concern. This description must identify the measures and BMPs that
will collectively control the discharge of the pollutants of concern. The measures
should be presented in the order of priority with respect to controlling the pollutants
of concern.

3.1.3.

Where a discharge is already authorized under this Permit and is later determined to
cause or have the reasonable potential to cause or contribute to the violation of an
applicable water quality standard, the Division will notify the Permittee of such
violation(s). The Permittee must take all necessary actions to ensure future discharges
do not cause or contribute to the violation of a water quality standard and document
these actions as required by the Division. If violations remain or re-occur, coverage
under this Permit may be terminated by the Division and an alternative General
Permit or individual Permit may be issued. Compliance with this requirement does
not preclude any enforcement activity as provided by the Utah Water Quality Act for
the underlying violation.
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3.2.

3.3.

Nitrogen and Phosphorus Reduction
3.2.1.

As part of the Permittee’s Storm Water Management Program (SWMP), all
Permittees must specifically address the reduction of water quality impacts associated
with nitrogen and phosphorus in discharges from the MS4.

3.2.1.1.

The Permittee can meet the requirements of this section through contribution to a
collaborative program (e.g., storm water coalitions) to evaluate, identify, target, and
provide outreach that addresses sources State-wide or within a specific region or
watershed.

3.2.1.2.

The Permittee must determine and target sources (e.g., residential, industrial,
agricultural, or commercial) that are contributing to, or have the potential to
contribute, nitrogen and phosphorus to the waters receiving the discharge authorized
under this Permit.

3.2.1.3.

The Permittee must prioritize which targeted sources are likely to obtain a reduction
in nitrogen and phosphorus discharges through education. The Permittee must
distribute educational materials or equivalent outreach to the prioritized targeted
sources. Educational materials or equivalent outreach must describe storm water
quality impacts associated with nitrogen and phosphorus in storm water runoff and
illicit discharges, the behaviors of concern, and actions that the target source can take
to reduce nitrogen and phosphorus. The Permittee may incorporate the education and
outreach to meet this requirement into the education and outreach strategies provided
in accordance with Permit Part 4.2.1.

Co-Permittees
3.3.1.

Two or more operators of interrelated or neighboring Small MS4s may apply as CoPermittees.

3.3.2.

In order to be Permitted as Co-Permittees, the MS4(s) must each submit an NOI
complete with BMP measurable goals and implementation milestones. Each
description of the MS4(s) Storm Water Management Program Plan(s) must clearly
describe which Permittees are responsible for implementing each of the control
measures.

3.3.3.

Each Co-Permittee is individually liable for:

3.3.3.1.

Permit compliance for discharges from portions of the MS4 where it is the operator
and for areas within its legal jurisdiction;

3.3.3.2.

Ensuring that the six minimum control measures described in Part 4.2 are
implemented for portions of the MS4 where it is the operator and in areas within its
legal jurisdiction; and

3.3.3.3.

If any Permit conditions are established for specific portions of the MS4, CoPermittees need only comply with the Permit conditions relating to those portions of
the MS4 for which they are the operator.
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3.3.4.

Each Co-Permittee is jointly liable for compliance with annual reporting
requirements listed in Part 5.5, except that a Co-Permittee is individually liable for
any parts of the annual report that relate exclusively to portions of the MS4 where it
is the operator.

3.3.5.

Specific Co-Permittees are jointly liable for Permit compliance on portions of the
MS4 as follows:

3.3.5.1.

Where operational or storm water management program implementation authority
over portions of the MS4 has been transferred from one Co-Permittee to another in
accordance with legally binding interagency agreements, both the owner and the
operator may be jointly liable for Permit compliance on those portions of the MS4;
and;

3.3.5.2.

Where one or more Co-Permittees jointly own or operate a portion of the MS4, each
owner/operator is jointly liable for compliance with Permit conditions on the shared
portion of the MS4.
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4.0

Storm Water Management Program
Permittees covered under the previous General Permit for Storm Water Discharges from Small
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems, i.e. Renewal Permittees, are expected to have fully
implemented all of the following six minimum control measures as required in the previous
Permit term. Permittees that were newly designated during the previous Permit term have 5 years
from the date of their submitted NOI to develop, fully implement and enforce their Storm Water
Management Program (SWMP). A Renewal Permittee must continue to implement its SWMP
designed to reduce the discharge of pollutants from the MS4 as described in the application and
submittals provided in accordance with the previous MS4 General Permit, while updating its
SWMP document pursuant to this Permit. This Permit does not extend the compliance deadlines
set forth in the previous MS4 General Permit unless specifically noted. All requirements
contained in this renewal Permit are effective immediately unless an alternative timeframe is
indicated.

4.1.

Requirements
4.1.1.

All Permittees must develop, implement, and enforce a SWMP designed to reduce
the discharge of pollutants from the MS4, protect water quality, and satisfy the
appropriate water quality requirements of the Utah Water Quality Act. The SWMP
must include the six minimum control measures described in Part 4.2 of this Permit.

4.1.1.1.

The SWMP shall be developed and implemented in accordance with the schedules
contained in Part 4.0. of this Permit.

4.1.2.

Each Permittee shall have an ongoing documentation process for gathering,
maintaining, and using information to conduct planning, set priorities, track the
development and implementation of the SWMP, evaluate Permit compliance/noncompliance, and evaluate the effectiveness of the SWMP implementation.

4.1.2.1.

Each Permittee shall track the number of inspections performed, official enforcement
actions taken, and types of public education activities implemented as required for
each SWMP component. This information shall be provided to the Division upon
request and used by the Division to determine compliance with this Permit.

4.1.2.2.

Each Permittee must secure the resources necessary to meet all requirements of this
permit. Each Permittee must conduct an annual analysis of the capital and operation
and maintenance expenditures needed, allocated, and spent as well as the necessary
staff resources needed and allocated to meet the requirements of this permit,
including any development, implementation, and enforcement activities required.
Each permittee must submit a summary of its fiscal analysis with each annual report.

4.1.3.

The SWMP document shall include BMPs that the Permittee or another entity will
implement for each of the storm water minimum control measures.

4.1.3.1.

The measurable goals for each of the BMPs shall include, as appropriate, the months
and years in which the Permittee will undertake required actions, including interim
milestones and the frequency of the actions.
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4.1.3.2.

The SWMP document shall indicate the person or persons responsible for
implementing or coordinating the BMPs contained within the SWMP document.

4.1.3.3.

The revised SWMP document shall clearly identify the roles and responsibilities of
all offices, departments, divisions, or sub-sections and if necessary other responsible
entities and it shall include any necessary agreements, contracts, or memorandum of
understanding (MOUs) between said entities that affect the implementation and
operation of the SWMP. Necessary agreements, contracts, and MOUs shall deal with
coordination or clarification of the responsibilities associated with the detection and
elimination of improper connections or illicit discharges to the MS4, BMP
coordination or other coordinated programs or sensitive issues of unclear or
overlapping responsibility. Such agreements, contracts, and MOUs shall be retained
by the Permittee as required by the SWMP document.
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4.2.

Minimum Control Measures
The six minimum control measures that must be included in the storm water management
program are:
4.2.1.

Public Education and Outreach on Storm Water Impacts
The Permittee must implement a public education and outreach program to promote
behavior change by the public to reduce water quality impacts associated with
pollutants in storm water runoff and illicit discharges. Outreach and educational
efforts shall include a multimedia approach and shall be targeted and presented to
specific audiences for increased effectiveness. The educational program must
include documented education and outreach efforts for the following four audiences:
(1) residents, (2) institutions, industrial and commercial facilities, (3) developers and
contractors (construction), and (4) MS4-owned or operated facilities. The minimum
performance measures which should be based on the land uses and target audiences
found within the community include:

4.2.1.1.

Target specific pollutants and pollutant sources determined by the Permittee to be
impacting, or have the potential to impact, the beneficial uses of receiving water.
This includes providing information which describe the potential impacts from storm
water discharges; methods for avoiding, minimizing, reducing and /or eliminating the
adverse impacts of storm water discharges; and the actions individuals can take to
improve water quality, including encouraging participation in local environmental
stewardship activities, based on the land uses and target audiences found within the
community;

4.2.1.2.

Provide and document information given to the general public of the Permittee’s
prohibitions against and the water quality impacts associated with illicit discharges
and improper disposal of waste. The Permittee must at a minimum consider the
following topics. These topics are not inclusive and the Permittee must focus on
those topics most relevant to the community: maintenance of septic systems; effects
of outdoor activities such as lawn care (use of pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers);
benefits of on-site infiltration of storm water; effects of automotive work and car
washing on water quality; proper disposal of swimming pool water; and proper
management of pet waste.

4.2.1.3.

Provide and document information given to institutions, industrial, and commercial
facilities on an annual basis of the Permittee’s prohibition against and the water
quality impacts associated with illicit discharges and improper disposal of waste.
The Permittee must at a minimum consider the following topics. These topics are not
inclusive and the Permittee must focus on those topics most relevant to the
community: proper lawn maintenance (use of pesticides, herbicides and fertilizer);
benefits of appropriate on-site infiltration of storm water; building and equipment
maintenance (proper management of waste water); use of salt or other deicing
materials (cover/prevent runoff to storm system and contamination to ground water);
proper storage of materials (emphasize pollution prevention); proper management of
waste materials and dumpsters (cover and pollution prevention); and proper
management of parking lot surfaces (sweeping). This education can also be a part of
the Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination measure detailed in Part 4.2.3.
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4.2.1.4.

Provide and document information given to engineers, construction contractors,
developers, development review staff, and land use planners concerning the
development of storm water pollution prevention plans (SWPPPs) and BMPs for
reducing adverse impacts from storm water runoff from development sites. This
education can also be a part of the Construction Site Storm Water Runoff minimum
control measure detailed in Part 4.2.4.

4.2.1.5.

Provide and document information and training given to employees of Permitteeowned or operated facilities concerning the Permittee’s prohibition against and the
water quality impacts associated with illicit discharges and improper disposal of
waste. The Permittee must at a minimum consider the following topics: equipment
inspection to ensure timely maintenance; proper storage of industrial materials
(emphasize pollution prevention); proper management and disposal of wastes; proper
management of dumpsters; minimization of use of salt and other de-icing materials
(cover/prevent runoff to MS4 and ground water contamination); benefits of
appropriate on-site infiltration (areas with low exposure to industrial materials such
as roofs or employee parking); and proper maintenance of parking lot surfaces
(sweeping).

4.2.1.6.

Provide and document information and training given to MS4 engineers,
development and plan review staff, land use planners, and other parties as applicable
to learn about Low Impact Development (LID) practices, green infrastructure
practices, and to communicate the specific requirements for post-construction control
and the associated Best Management Practices (BMPs) chosen within the SWMP.

4.2.1.7.

An effective program must show evidence of focused messages and audiences as
well as demonstration that the defined goal of the program has been achieved. The
Permittee must define the specific messages for each audience. The Permittee must
identify methods that will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the educational
messages and the overall education program. Any methods used to evaluate the
effectiveness of the program must be tied to the defined goals of the program and the
overall objective of changes in behavior and knowledge.

4.2.1.8.

The Permittee must include written documentation or rationale as to why particular
BMPs were chosen for its public education and outreach program.
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4.2.2.

Public Involvement/Participation
The Permittee must implement a program that complies with applicable State and
Local public notice requirements. The SWMP shall include ongoing opportunities
for public involvement and participation such as advisory panels, public hearings,
watershed committees, stewardship programs, environmental activities, other
volunteer opportunities, or other similar activities. The Permittee should involve
potentially affected stakeholder groups, which include but is not limited to,
commercial and industrial businesses, trade associations, environmental groups,
homeowners associations, and education organizations. The minimum performance
measures are:

4.2.2.1.

Permittees shall adopt a program or policy directive to create opportunities for the
public to provide input during the decision making processes involving the
development, implementation and update of the SWMP document including
development and adoption of all required ordinances or regulatory mechanisms.

4.2.2.2.

Renewal Permittees shall make the revised SWMP document available to the public
for review and input within 120 days from the effective date of this Permit. New
Applicants shall make the SWMP document available to the public for review and
input within 180 days of receiving notification from the Division of the requirement
for Permit coverage.

4.2.2.3.

A current version of the SWMP document shall remain available for public review
and input for the life of the Permit. If the Permittee maintains a website, the latest
version of the SWMP document shall be posted on the website within 120 days from
the effective date of this Permit and shall clearly denote a specific contact person and
phone number or email address to allow the public to review and provide input for
the life of the Permit.

4.2.2.4.

The Permittee must at a minimum comply with State and Local public notice
requirements when implementing a public involvement/participation program.

4.2.3.

Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination (IDDE)
All Permittees shall revise as necessary, implement and enforce an IDDE program to
systematically find and eliminate sources of non-storm water discharges from the
MS4 and to implement defined procedures to prevent illicit connections and
discharges according to the minimum performance measures listed below. The
IDDE program must be described in writing, incorporated as part of the Permittee’s
SWMP document, and contain the elements detailed in this part of the Permit. The
minimum performance measures are:

4.2.3.1.

Maintain a current storm sewer system map of the MS4, showing the location of all
municipal storm sewer outfalls with the names and location of all State waters that
receive discharges from those outfalls, storm drain pipe and other storm water
conveyance structures within the MS4.

4.2.3.2.

Effectively prohibit, through ordinance or other regulatory mechanism, non-storm
water discharges to the MS4, including spills, illicit connections, illegal dumping and
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sanitary sewer overflows (“SSOs”) into the storm sewer system, require removal of
such discharges consistent with Part 4.2.3.6. of this Permit, and implement
appropriate enforcement procedures and actions. The Permittee must have a variety
of enforcement options in order to apply escalating enforcement procedures as
necessary for the severity of violation and/or the recalcitrance of the violator.
Exceptions are discharges pursuant to a separate UPDES Permit (other than the
UPDES Permit for discharges from the MS4) and non-storm water discharges listed
in Part 1.2.2.2.
4.2.3.2.1

The IDDE program must have adequate legal authority to detect, investigate,
eliminate and enforce against non-storm water discharges, including illegal dumping,
into the MS4. Adequate legal authority consists of an effective ordinance, by-law, or
other regulatory mechanism. The documented IDDE program that is included in the
Permittee’s SWMP must include a reference or citation of the authority the Permittee
will use to implement all aspects of the IDDE program.

4.2.3.3.

Implement a written plan to detect and address non-storm water discharges to the
MS4, including spills, illicit connections, sanitary sewer overflows and illegal
dumping. The plan shall include:

4.2.3.3.1

Written systematic procedures for locating and listing the following priority areas
likely to have illicit discharges (if applicable to the jurisdiction):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Areas with older infrastructure that are more likely to have illicit
connections;
Industrial, commercial, or mixed use areas;
Areas with a history of past illicit discharges;
Areas with a history of illegal dumping;
Areas with onsite sewage disposal systems;
Areas with older sewer lines or with a history of sewer overflows or crossconnections;
Areas upstream of sensitive waterbodies; and,
Other areas the Permittee determines to be likely to have illicit discharges.

The Permittee must document the basis for its selection of each priority area and
create a list of all priority areas identified in the system. This priority area list must
be updated annually to reflect changing priorities.
4.2.3.3.2

Field inspections of areas which are considered a priority area as identified in Permit
Part 4.2.3.3.1. Compliance with this provision shall be achieved by inspecting each
priority area annually at a minimum. All field assessment activities shall utilize an
inspection form to document findings.

4.2.3.3.3

Dry weather screening (See Definition 7.13) activities for the purpose of verifying
outfall locations and detecting illicit discharges that discharge within the Permittee’s
jurisdiction to a receiving water. All outfalls shall be inspected at least once during
the 5-year Permit term. Dry weather screening activities shall utilize an inspection
form to document findings.
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4.2.3.3.4

If the Permittee discovers or suspects that a discharger may need a separate UPDES
Permit (e.g., Industrial Storm Water Permit, Dewatering Permit), the Permittee shall
notify the Division.

4.2.3.4.

Implement standard operating procedures (SOPs) or similar type of documents for
tracing the source of an illicit discharge; including visual inspections, and when
necessary, opening manholes, using mobile cameras, using field tests of selected
chemical parameters as indicators of discharge sources, collecting and analyzing
water samples for the purpose of determining sanctions or penalties, and/or other
detailed inspection procedures.

4.2.3.5.

Implement standard operating procedures (SOPs) or similar type of documents for
characterizing the nature of, and the potential public or environmental threat posed
by, any illicit discharges found by or reported to the Permittee by the hotline or other
telephone number described in 4.2.3.9. These procedures shall include detailed
instructions for evaluating how the discharge shall be immediately contained and
steps to be taken for containment of the discharge. Compliance with this provision
will be achieved by initiating an investigation immediately upon being alerted of a
potential illicit discharge.

4.2.3.5.1

When the source of a non-storm water discharge is identified and confirmed, the
Permittee must record the following information in an inspection report: the date the
Permittee became aware of the non-storm water discharge, the date the Permittee
initiated an investigation of the discharge, the date the discharge was observed, the
location of the discharge, a description of the discharge, the method of discovery,
date of removal, repair, or enforcement action; date, and method of removal
verification. Analytical monitoring may be necessary to aid in the identification of
potential sources of an illicit discharge and to characterize the nature of the illicit
discharge. The decision process for utilizing analytical monitoring must be fully
documented in the inspection report.

4.2.3.6.

Implement standard operating procedures (SOPs) or similar type of documents for
ceasing the illicit discharge, including notification of appropriate authorities;
notification of the property owner; technical assistance for removing the source of the
discharge or otherwise eliminating the discharge; follow-up inspections; and
escalating enforcement and legal actions if the discharge is not eliminated. Illicit
discharges to the MS4 are prohibited and any such discharges violate this Permit and
remain in violation until they are eliminated. Upon detection, the Permittee shall
require immediate cessation of improper disposal practices upon confirmation of
responsible parties in accordance with its enforceable legal authorities established
pursuant to Part 4.2.3.2.1. of this Permit.

4.2.3.6.1

All IDDE investigations must be thoroughly documented and may be requested at
any time by the Division. If a Permittee is unable to meet the minimum performance
measures outlined in Parts 4.2.3.5. or 4.2.3.6., the Permittee must immediately submit
to the Division written documentation or rationale describing the circumstances why
compliance with the minimum performance measures was not possible. All IDDE
documentation shall be retained by the Permittee as required by the SWMP
document.
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4.2.3.7.

Permittees shall inform public employees, businesses, and the general public of
hazards associated with illicit discharges and improper disposal of waste.

4.2.3.8.

Permittees shall promote or provide services for the collection of household
hazardous waste.

4.2.3.9.

Permittees shall publicly list and publicize a hotline or other local telephone number
for public reporting of spills and other illicit discharges. A written record shall be
kept of all calls received, all follow-up actions taken, and any feedback received from
public education efforts.

4.2.3.9.1

The Permittee must develop a written spill/dumping response procedure, and a flow
chart for internal use, that shows the procedures for responding to public referrals of
illicit discharges, the various responsible agencies and their contacts, and who would
be involved in illicit discharge incidence response, even if it is a different entity other
than the Permittee. The procedure and list must be incorporated as part of the IDDE
program and incorporated into the Permittee’s SWMP document. The list must be
maintained and updated as changes occur.

4.2.3.10.

Permittees shall implement procedures for program evaluation and assessment which
includes maintaining a database for mapping, tracking of the number and type of
spills or illicit discharges identified; and inspections conducted.

4.2.3.11.

Permittees shall at a minimum, ensure that all staff, contracted staff, or other
responsible entities receives annual training in the IDDE program including
identification, investigation, termination, cleanup, and reporting of illicit discharges
including spills, improper disposal, and illicit connections. All Permittees shall
ensure that all new hires are trained immediately upon hire and annually thereafter, at
a minimum. Follow-up training shall be provided as needed to address changes in
procedures, methods or staffing. The Permittee shall provide training to all field staff
that as part of their normal job responsibilities might come into contact with or
otherwise observe an illicit discharge or illicit connection to the MS4. The Permittee
shall also train office personnel who might receive initial reports of illicit discharges.
Training shall include how to identify a spill, an improper disposal, or an illicit
connection to the MS4 and proper procedures for reporting the illicit discharge.
Training records must be kept and shall include dates, activities or course
descriptions, and names and positions of staff in attendance. The Permittee shall
include a summary of such training in the annual report.

4.2.3.12.

The Division reserves the right to request documentation or further study of a
particular non-storm water discharge of concern, to require a reasonable basis for
allowing the non-storm water discharge and excluding the discharge from the
Permittee’s program, and to require inclusion of the discharge in the Permittee’s
program, if water quality concerns cannot otherwise be reasonably satisfied.

4.2.4.

Construction Site Storm Water Runoff Control
All Permittees shall revise as necessary, implement and enforce a program to reduce
pollutants in any storm water runoff to the MS4 from construction sites with a land
disturbance of greater than or equal to one acre, including projects less than one acre
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that are part of a larger common plan of development or sale according to the
minimum performance measures listed below. Public and private projects, including
projects proposed by the Permittee’s own departments and agencies, shall comply
with these requirements. The minimum performance measures are:
4.2.4.1.

Revise as necessary and enforce an ordinance or other regulatory mechanism that
requires the use of erosion and sediment control practices at construction sites. The
ordinance or other regulatory mechanism shall, at a minimum, be equivalent with the
requirements set forth in the most current UPDES Storm Water General Permits for
Construction activities which can be found at
http://www.deq.utah.gov/Permits/water/updes/stormwatercon.htm. The ordinance or
other regulatory mechanism shall include sanctions to ensure compliance. The
ordinance or other regulatory mechanism shall apply, at a minimum, to construction
projects disturbing greater than or equal to one acre and to construction projects of
less than one acre that are part of a larger common plan of development or sale.
Existing local requirements to apply storm water controls at sites less than 1 acre or
not part of a Common Plan of Development may be retained.

4.2.4.1.1

The ordinance or other regulatory mechanism shall, at a minimum, require
construction operators to prepare a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP)
and apply sediment and erosion control BMPs as necessary to protect water quality,
reduce the discharge of pollutants, and control waste such as, but not limited to,
discarded building materials, concrete truck washout, chemicals, litter and sanitary
waste at the construction site that may cause adverse impacts to water quality. The
SWPPP requirements must be, at a minimum, equivalent with the SWPPP
requirement set forth in the most current UPDES Storm Water General Permits for
Construction Activities, which can be found at:
http://www.deq.utah.gov/Permits/water/updes/stormwatercon.htm.

4.2.4.1.2

Permittees shall ensure construction operators obtain and maintain coverage under
the current UPDES Storm Water General Permits for Construction Activities for the
duration of the project. Coverage can be obtained by completing a NOI as well as
renewed online at
https://secure.utah.gov/account/login.html?returnToUrl=https%3A//secure.utah.gov/s
tormwater/uii_authentication.

4.2.4.1.3

The ordinance shall include a provision for access by qualified personnel to inspect
construction storm water BMPs on private properties that discharge to the MS4.

4.2.4.2.

Develop a written enforcement strategy and implement the enforcement provisions of
the ordinance or other regulatory mechanism which shall include:

4.2.4.2.1

Standard operating procedures (SOPs) or similar type of documents that include
specific processes and sanctions to minimize the occurrence of, and obtain
compliance from violators which shall include appropriate, escalating enforcement
procedures and actions.

4.2.4.2.2

Documentation and tracking of all enforcement actions.

4.2.4.3.

Develop and implement SOPs or similar type of documents for pre-construction
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) review and keep records for, at a
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minimum, all construction sites that disturb greater than or equal to one acre,
including projects less than one acre that are part of a larger common plan of
development or sale, to ensure plans are complete and in compliance with State and
Local regulations. Permittees shall keep records of these projects for five years or
until construction is completed, whichever is longer. Prior to construction, the
Permittee shall:
4.2.4.3.1

Conduct a pre-construction SWPPP review which includes a review of the site
design, the planned operations at the construction site, planned BMPs during the
construction phase, and the planned BMPs to be used to manage runoff created after
development.

4.2.4.3.2

Incorporate into the SWPPP review procedures the consideration of potential water
quality impacts and procedures for pre-construction review which shall include the
use of a checklist.

4.2.4.3.3

Identify priority construction sites considering the following factors at a minimum:
• Soil erosion potential;
• Site slope;
• Project size and type;
• Sensitivity of receiving waterbodies;
• Proximity to receiving waterbodies; and,
• Non-storm water discharges and past record of non-compliance by the
operators of the construction site.

4.2.4.4.

All Permittees shall develop and implement SOPs or similar type of documents for
construction site inspection and enforcement of construction storm water pollution
control measures. The procedures must clearly define who is responsible for site
inspections as well as who has authority to implement enforcement procedures. The
Permittee must have the authority to the extent authorized by law to impose sanctions
to ensure compliance with the local program. These procedures and regulatory
authorities must be written and documented in the SWMP. The construction site
storm water runoff control inspection program must provide:

4.2.4.4.1

Inspections of all new construction sites with a land disturbance of greater than or
equal to one acre, including projects less than one acre that are part of a larger
common plan of development or sale at least monthly by qualified personnel using
the Construction Storm Water Inspection Form (Checklist) found on the Division’s
website at http://www.deq.utah.gov/Permits/water/updes/stormwatermun.htm.

4.2.4.4.2

The Permittee must inspect all phases of construction: prior to land disturbance,
during active construction, and following active construction. The Permittee must
document in its SWMP the procedure for being notified by construction
operators/owners of their completion of active construction so that verification of
final stabilization and removal of all temporary control measures may be conducted.
This procedure must be provided to the construction operator/owner before active
construction begins.

4.2.4.4.3

Inspections by the MS4 of priority construction sites defined in Part 7.36. must be
conducted at least biweekly (every two weeks) using the Construction Storm Water
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Inspection Form (Checklist) found on the Division’s website at
http://www.deq.utah.gov/Permits/water/updes/stormwatermun.htm.
4.2.4.4.4

Based on site inspection findings, the permittee must take all necessary follow-up
actions (i.e., reinspection, enforcement) to ensure compliance in accordance with the
permittee’s enforcement strategy. These follow-up and enforcement actions must be
tracked and documented.

4.2.4.4.5

Permittees shall publicly provide and publicize a hotline or other local telephone
number for public reporting of storm water related issues on construction sites, such
as tracking onto streets. Records of violations, enforcement actions and corrective
actions taken shall be tracked and documented.

4.2.4.5

The Permittee must ensure that all staff whose primary job duties are related to
implementing the construction storm water program, including permitting, plan
review, construction site inspections, and enforcement, are annually trained to
conduct these activities. The training can be conducted by the MS4 or outside
training can be attended. Such training must extend to third-party inspectors and plan
reviewers as well. The Permittee shall ensure that all new hires are trained upon hire
and before commencing storm water related duties and annually thereafter, at a
minimum. Follow-up training shall be provided as needed to address changes in
procedures, methods or staffing. The training records to be kept include dates,
activities or course descriptions, and names and positions of staff in attendance.

4.2.4.6.

All Permittees shall implement a procedure to maintain records of all projects
disturbing greater than or equal to one acre, including projects less than one acre that
are part of a larger common plan of development or sale. Permittees shall keep
records which include but are not limited to, site plan reviews, SWPPPs, inspections
and enforcement actions including verbal warnings, stop work orders, warning
letters, notices of violation, and other enforcement records. Permittees shall keep
records of these projects for five years or until construction is completed, whichever
is longer.

4.2.5.

Long-Term Storm Water Management in New Development and
Redevelopment (Post-Construction Storm Water Management)
All Permittees shall revise as necessary, implement and enforce a program to address
post-construction storm water runoff to the MS4 from new development and
redevelopment construction sites disturbing greater than or equal to one acre,
including projects less than one acre that are part of a larger common plan of
development or sale, according to the minimum performance measures listed below.
The objective of this control measure is for the hydrology associated with new
development to mirror the pre-development hydrology of the previously undeveloped
site or to improve the hydrology of a redeveloped site and reduce the discharge of
storm water. The water quality considerations of this minimum control measure do
not replace or substitute for water quantity or flood management requirements
implemented on the local level for new developments. The water quality controls
may be incorporated into the design of structures intended for flow control; or water
quality control may be achieved with separate control measures. The program must
apply to private and public development sites, including roads.
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The minimum performance measures are:
4.2.5.1.

Develop and adopt an ordinance or other regulatory mechanism that requires longterm post-construction storm water controls at new development and redevelopment
sites. The ordinance or other regulatory mechanism shall apply, at a minimum, to
new development and redevelopment sites that discharge to the MS4 and that disturb
greater than or equal to one acre, including projects less than one acre that are part of
a larger common plan of development or sale. Existing local requirements to apply
storm water controls at smaller sites shall be retained. The ordinance or other
regulatory mechanism shall require BMP selection, design, installation, operation and
maintenance standards necessary to protect water quality and reduce the discharge of
pollutants to the MS4.

4.2.5.2.

Implement an enforcement strategy and implement the enforcement provisions of the
ordinance or other regulatory mechanism. Procedures for enforcement of BMPs
include:

4.2.5.2.1

Procedures that include specific processes and sanctions to minimize the occurrence
of, and obtain compliance from, chronic and recalcitrant violators which shall include
appropriate, escalating enforcement procedures and actions.

4.2.5.2.2

Documentation on how the requirements of the ordinance or other regulatory
mechanism will protect water quality and reduce the discharge of pollutants to the
MS4. Documentation shall include:
•
•
•

How long-term storm water BMPs were selected;
The pollutant removal expected from the selected BMPs; and
The technical basis which supports the performance claims for the
selected BMPs.

4.2.5.3.

The Permittee’s new development/redevelopment program must have requirements
or standards to ensure that any storm water controls or management practices for new
development and redevelopment will prevent or minimize impacts to water quality.
BMPs must be selected that address pollutants known to be discharged or anticipated
to be discharged from the site.

4.2.5.3.1

The Permittee’s new development/redevelopment program shall include nonstructural BMPs such as requirements and standards to minimize development in
areas susceptible to erosion and sediment loss; to minimize the disturbance of native
soils and vegetation; to preserve areas in the municipality that provide important
water quality benefits; to implement measures for flood control; and to protect the
integrity of natural resources and sensitive areas.

4.2.5.3.2

For new development or redevelopment projects that disturb greater than or equal to
one acre, including projects less than one acre that are part of a larger common plan
of development or sale, the program shall include a process which requires the
evaluation of a Low Impact Development (LID) approach which encourages the
implementation of BMPs that infiltrate, evapotranspire or harvest and use storm
water from the site to protect water quality. Structural controls may include green
infrastructure practices such as rainwater harvesting, rain gardens, permeable
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pavement, and vegetated swales. If an LID approach cannot be utilized, the
Permittee must document an explanation of the reasons preventing this approach and
the rationale for the chosen alternative controls on a case by case basis for each
project.
Since 2010, rainwater harvesting is legal in the State of Utah. Depending on the
volume of rainwater collected and stored for beneficial use, the Permittee must meet
the requirements of the Utah Division of Water Rights to harvest rainwater found on
their website: http://waterrights.utah.gov/forms/rainwater.asp
4.2.5.3.3

The Permittee must develop a plan to retrofit existing developed sites that are
adversely impacting water quality. The retrofit plan must be developed to emphasize
controls that infiltrate, evapotranspire or harvest and use storm water discharges. The
plan must include a ranking of control measures to determine those best suited for
retrofitting as well as those that could later be considered for retrofitting. The
Permittee must include the following when developing the criteria for the retrofit
plan:
•
•
•
•
•

Proximity to waterbody
Status of waterbody to improve impaired waterbodies and protect unimpaired
waterbodies
Hydrologic condition of the receiving waterbody
Proximity to sensitive ecosystem or protected area
Any upcoming sites that could be further enhanced by retrofitting storm
water controls

4.2.5.3.4

Each Permittee shall develop and define specific hydrologic method or methods for
calculating runoff volumes and flow rates to ensure consistent sizing of structural
BMPs in their jurisdiction and to facilitate plan review. Within 180 days from the
effective date of this Permit, new development or redevelopment projects that disturb
greater than or equal to one acre, including projects less than one acre that are part of
a larger common plan of development or sale must manage rainfall on-site, and
prevent the off-site discharge of the precipitation from all rainfall events less than or
equal to the 90th percentile rainfall event. This objective must be accomplished by
the use of practices that are designed, constructed, and maintained to infiltrate,
evapotranspire and/or harvest and reuse rainwater. The 90th percentile rainfall event
is the event whose precipitation total is greater than or equal to 90 percent of all
storm events over a given period of record. If meeting this retention standard is
technically infeasible, a rationale shall be provided on a case by case basis for the use
of alternative design criteria. The project must document and quantify that
infiltration, evapotranspiration and rainwater harvesting have been used to the
maximum extent technically feasible and that full employment of these control are
infeasible due to site constraints.

4.2.5.4.

All Permittees shall adopt and implement procedures for site plan review which
evaluate water quality impacts. The procedures shall apply through the life of the
project from conceptual design to project closeout. Prior to construction, Permittees
shall:
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4.2.5.4.1

Review post-construction plans for, at a minimum, all new development and
redevelopment sites that disturb greater than or equal to one acre, including projects
less than one acre that are part of a larger common plan of development or sale, to
ensure that the plans include long-term storm water management measures that meet
the requirements of this minimum control measure.

4.2.5.4.2

Permittees shall provide developers and contractors with preferred design
specifications to more effectively treat storm water for different development types
such as industrial parks, commercial strip malls, retail gasoline outlets, restaurants,
parking lots, automotive service facilities, street and road construction, and projects
located in, adjacent to, or discharging to environmentally sensitive areas.

4.2.5.4.3

Permittees shall keep a representative copy of information that is provided to design
professionals; and if information is distributed to a large number of design
professionals at once, the dates of the mailings and lists of recipients.

4.2.5.5.

All Permittees shall adopt and implement SOPs or similar type of documents for site
inspection and enforcement of post-construction storm water control measures.
These procedures must ensure adequate ongoing long-term operation and
maintenance of approved storm water control measures.

4.2.5.5.1

The ordinance or other regulatory mechanism shall include provisions for postconstruction access for Permittees to inspect storm water control measures on private
properties that discharge to the MS4 to ensure that adequate maintenance is being
performed. The ordinance or other regulatory mechanism may, in lieu of requiring
that the Permittee’s staff inspect and maintain storm water controls on private
property, instead require private property owner/operators or qualified third parties to
conduct maintenance and provide annual certification that adequate maintenance has
been performed and the structural controls are operating as designed to protect water
quality. In this case, the Permittee must require a maintenance agreement addressing
maintenance requirements for any control measures installed on site. The agreement
must allow the Permittee to conduct oversight inspections of the storm water control
measures and also account for transfer of responsibility in leases and/or deeds. The
agreement must also allow the Permittee to perform necessary maintenance or
corrective actions neglected by the property owner/operator, and bill or recoup costs
from the property owner/operator as needed.

4.2.5.5.2

Permanent structural BMPs shall be inspected at least once during installation by
qualified personnel. Upon completion, the Permittee must verify that long-term
BMPs were constructed as designed.

4.2.5.5.3

Inspections and any necessary maintenance must be conducted annually by either the
Permittee or through a maintenance agreement, the property owner/operator. On
sites where the property owner/operator is conducting maintenance, the Permittee
shall inspect those storm water control measures at least once every five years, or
more frequently as determined by the Permittee to verify and ensure that adequate
maintenance is being performed. The Permittee must document its findings in an
inspection report which includes the following:
•
•

Inspection date;
Name and signature of inspector;
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•
•
•

•

Project location;
Current ownership information;
A description of the condition of the storm water control measure including
the quality of: vegetation and soils; inlet and outlet channels and structures;
catch basins; spillways; weirs, and other control structures; and sediment and
debris accumulation in storage as well as in and around inlet and outlet
structures; and,
Specific maintenance issues or violations found that need to be corrected by
the property owner or operator along with deadlines and reinspection dates.

4.2.5.6.

Permittees shall ensure that all staff involved in post-construction storm water
management, planning and review, and inspections and enforcement receive adequate
training on an annual basis. Training shall be provided or made available for staff in
the fundamentals of long-term storm water management through the use of structural
and non-structural control methods. The training records to be kept include dates,
activities or course descriptions, and names and positions of staff in attendance. The
Permittee shall ensure that all new hires are trained upon hire and before
commencing storm water related duties and annually thereafter, at a minimum.
Follow-up training shall be provided as needed to address changes in procedures,
methods or staffing.

4.2.5.7.

The Permittee must maintain an inventory of all post-construction structural storm
water control measures installed and implemented at new development and
redeveloped sites that disturb greater than or equal to one acre, including projects less
than one acre that are part of a larger common plan of development or sale. This
inventory shall include both public and private sector sites located within the
Permittee’s service area.

4.2.5.7.1

Each entry to the inventory must include basic information on each project, such as
project’s name, owner’s name and contact information, location, start/end date, etc.
In addition, inventory entries must include the following for each project:
•
•
•

4.2.5.7.2

Short description of each storm water control measure (type, number, design
or performance specifications);
Short description of maintenance requirements (frequency of required
maintenance and inspections); and
Inspection information (date, findings, follow up activities, prioritization of
follow-up activities, compliance status).

Based on inspections conducted pursuant to Part 4.2.5.5., the Permittee must update
the inventory as appropriate where changes occur in property ownership or the
specific control measures implemented at the site.
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4.2.6.

Pollution Prevention and Good Housekeeping for Municipal Operations
All Permittees shall implement a program for Permittee-owned or operated facilities,
operations and structural storm water controls that includes standard operating
procedures (SOPs), pollution prevention BMPs, storm water pollution prevention
plans or similar type of documents, and a training component that have the ultimate
goal of preventing or reducing the runoff of pollutants to the MS4 and Waters of the
State. All components of the program shall be included in the SWMP document and
must identify the department (and where appropriate, the specific staff) responsible
for performing each activity described in this section. The Permittee must develop an
inventory of all such Permittee-owned or operated facilities. The Permittee must
review this inventory annually and update as necessary. The minimum performance
measures are:

4.2.6.1.

Permittees shall develop and keep current a written inventory of Permittee-owned or
operated facilities and storm water controls that may include but is not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.2.6.2.

Composting facilities
Equipment storage and maintenance facilities
Fuel farms
Hazardous waste disposal facilities
Hazardous waste handling and transfer facilities
Incinerators
Landfills
Landscape maintenance on municipal property
Materials storage yards
Pesticide storage facilities
Public buildings, including libraries, police stations, fire stations, municipal
buildings, and similar Permittee-owned or operated buildings
Public parking lots
Public golf courses
Public swimming pools
Public works yards
Recycling facilities
Salt storage facilities
Solid waste handling and transfer facilities
Street repair and maintenance sites
Vehicle storage and maintenance yards
Permittee-owned and/or maintained structural storm water controls

All Permittees shall assess the written inventory of Permittee-owned or operated
facilities, operations and storm water controls identified in Part 4.2.6.1. for their
potential to discharge to storm water the following typical urban pollutants:
sediment, nutrients, metals, hydrocarbons (e.g., benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and
xylene), pesticides, chlorides, and trash. Other pollutants may be associated with, but
not generated directly from, the municipally-owned or operated facilities, such as
bacteria, chlorine, organic matter, etc. Therefore, the Permittee must determine
additional pollutants associated with its facilities that could be found in storm water
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discharges. A description of the assessment process and findings must be included in
the SWMP document.
4.2.6.3.

Based on the assessment required in Part 4.2.6.2., the Permittee must identify as
“high-priority” those facilities or operations that have a high potential to generate
storm water pollutants. Among the factors that must be considered in giving a
facility a high priority ranking is the amount of urban pollutants stored at the site, the
identification of improperly stored materials, activities that must be performed
outside (e.g., changing automotive fluids), proximity to waterbodies, poor
housekeeping practices, and discharge of pollutant(s) of concern to impaired
water(s).

4.2.6.4.

Within 180 days from the effective date of this Permit, the Permittee shall develop
and implement a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) or similar type
document for each “high-priority” Permittee-owned or operated facility. The SWPPP
shall identify potential sources of pollution that may reasonably be expected to affect
the quality of storm water discharges associated with activity from the facility. The
SWPPP shall describe and ensure the implementation of standard operating practices
(SOPs) that are to be used to reduce the pollutants in storm water discharges
associated with activity at the facility and to ensure compliance with the terms and
conditions of this Permit. This document shall be tailored and retained at all “high
priority” facility locations. The SWPPP shall include a site map showing the
following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Property boundaries;
Buildings and impervious surfaces;
Directions of storm water flow (use arrows);
Locations of structural control measures;
Location and name of the nearest defined drainage(s) which could receive
runoff from the facility, whether it contains water or not;
Locations of all storm water conveyances including ditches, pipes, basins,
inlets, and swales;
Locations where the following activities are exposed to storm water:
-Fixed fueling operations;
-Vehicle and equipment maintenance and/or cleaning areas;
-Brine making areas;
-Loading/unloading areas;
-Waste storage or disposal areas;
-Liquid storage tanks;
-Process and equipment operating areas;
-Materials storage or disposal areas;
Locations where significant spills or leaks have occurred;
Locations of all visual storm water monitoring points;
Locations of storm water inlets and outfalls, with a unique identification code
for each outfall and an approximate outline of the areas draining to each
outfall;
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•
•

Locations of all non-storm water discharges;
Locations of sources of run-on to your site from adjacent property.

4.2.6.5.

The following inspections shall be conducted at “high priority” Permittee-owned or
operated facilities:

4.2.6.5.1

Weekly visual inspections: The Permittee must perform weekly visual inspections of
“high priority” facilities in accordance with the developed SOPs to minimize the
potential for pollutant discharge. The Permittee must look for evidence of spills and
immediately clean them up to prevent contact with precipitation or runoff. The
weekly inspections must be tracked in a log for every facility and records kept with
the SWMP document. The inspection log should also include any identified
deficiencies and the corrective actions taken to fix the deficiencies.

4.2.6.5.2

Quarterly comprehensive inspections: At least once per quarter, a comprehensive
inspection of “high priority” facilities, including all storm water controls, must be
performed, with specific attention paid to waste storage areas, dumpsters, vehicle and
equipment maintenance/fueling areas, material handling areas, and similar pollutantgenerating areas. The quarterly inspection results must be documented and records
kept with the SWMP document. This inspection must be done in accordance with the
developed SOPs. An inspection report must also include any identified deficiencies
and the corrective actions taken to remedy the deficiencies.

4.2.6.5.3

Quarterly visual observation of storm water discharges: At least once per quarter, the
Permittee must visually observe the quality of the storm water discharges from the
“high priority” facilities (unless climate conditions preclude doing so, in which case
the Permittee must attempt to evaluate the discharges four times during the wet
season). Any observed problems (e.g., color, foam, sheen, turbidity) that can be
associated with pollutant sources or controls must be remedied to prevent discharge
to the storm drain system. Visual observations must be documented and records kept
with the SWMP document. This inspection must be done in accordance with the
developed SOPs. The inspection report must also include any identified deficiencies
and the corrective actions taken to remedy the deficiencies.

4.2.6.6.

SOPs shall be developed and implemented for the following types of facilities and/or
activities listed below:

4.2.6.6.1

Buildings and facilities: SOPs shall address, but is not limited to: Permittee-owned
or operated offices, police and fire stations, pools, parking garages, and other
Permittee-owned or operated buildings or utilities. The SOPs must address the use,
storage and disposal of chemicals and ensure through employee training, that those
responsible for handling these products understand and implement the SOPs. All
Permittee-owned or operated facilities must develop and ensure that spill prevention
plans are in place, if applicable, and coordinate with the local fire department as
necessary. The SOPs must address dumpsters and other waste management which
includes, but is not limited to, cleaning, washing, painting and other maintenance
activities. The Permittee must include a description of schedules and SOPs for
sweeping parking lots and keeping the area surrounding the facilities clean to
minimize runoff of pollutants. All Permittees must maintain an inventory of all floor
drains inside all Permittee-owned or operated buildings. The inventory must be kept
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current. The Permittee must ensure that all floor drains discharge to appropriate
locations.
4.2.6.6.2

Material storage areas, heavy equipment storage areas and maintenance areas.
Permittees shall develop and implement SOPs to protect water quality at each of
these facilities owned or operated by the Permittee.

4.2.6.6.3

Parks and open space. SOPs shall address, but are not limited to: the proper
application, storage, and disposal of fertilizer, pesticides, and herbicides including
minimizing the use of these products and using only in accordance with
manufacturer’s instructions; sediment and erosion control; evaluation of lawn
maintenance and landscaping activities to ensure practices are protective of water
quality such as, proper disposal of lawn clippings and vegetation, and use of
alternative landscaping materials such as drought tolerant plants. The SOPs must
address the management of trash containers at parks and other open spaces which
include scheduled cleanings and establishing a sufficient number of containers, and
for placing signage in areas concerning the proper disposal of pet wastes. The SOPs
must also address the proper cleaning of maintenance equipment, building exterior,
trash containers and the disposal of the associated waste and wastewater. Permittees
shall implement park and open space maintenance pollution prevention/good
housekeeping practices at all park areas, and other open spaces owned or operated by
the Permittee.

4.2.6.6.4

Vehicle and Equipment. SOPs shall address, but are not limited to: vehicle
maintenance and repair activities that occur on Permittee-owned or operated vehicles.
BMPs should include using drip pans and absorbents under or around leaky vehicles
and equipment or storing indoors where feasible. Fueling areas for Permittee-owned
or operated vehicles and equipment shall be evaluated. If possible, place fueling
areas under cover in order to minimize exposure. The O & M program shall include
SOPs to ensure that vehicle wash waters are not discharged to the MS4 or Waters of
the State. This Permit strictly prohibits such discharges.

4.2.6.6.5

Roads, highways, and parking lots. SOPs shall address, but are not limited to: SOPs
and schedule for sweeping streets and Permittee-owned or operated parking lots and
any other BMPs designed to reduce road and parking lot debris and other pollutants
from entering the MS4; road and parking lot maintenance, including pothole repair,
pavement marking, sealing and repaving; cold weather operations, including
plowing, sanding, and application of deicing compounds and maintenance of snow
disposal areas; right-of-way maintenance, including mowing, herbicide and pesticide
application; and municipally-sponsored events such as large outdoor festivals,
parades or street fairs. The Permittee must ensure that areas used for snow disposal
will not result in discharges to receiving waters.

4.2.6.6.6

Storm water collection and conveyance system. SOPs shall address, but are not
limited to: SOPs and schedules for the regular inspection, cleaning, and repair of
catch basins, storm water conveyance pipes, ditches and irrigation canals, culverts,
structural storm water controls, and structural runoff treatment and/or flow control
facilities. Permittees shall implement catch basin cleaning, storm water system
maintenance, scheduled structural BMP inspections and maintenance, and pollution
prevention/good housekeeping practices. Permittees shall prioritize storm sewer
system maintenance, with the highest priority areas being maintained at the greatest
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frequency. Priorities should be driven by water quality concerns, the condition of the
receiving water, the amount and type of material that typically accumulates in an
area, or other location-specific factors. All Permittee-owned or operated storm water
structural BMPs including but not limited to, swales, retention/detention basins or
other structures must be inspected annually to ensure that they are properly
maintained to reduce the discharge of pollutants into receiving waters. Permittees
shall ensure and document proper disposal methods of all waste and wastewater
removed from the storm water conveyance system. These disposal methods apply to,
but are not limited to, street sweeping and catch basin cleaning. Materials removed
from the MS4 shall be dewatered in a contained, impervious area and discharged to
the local sanitary sewer (with approval of local authorities) where feasible. The solid
material shall be stored and disposed of properly to avoid discharge to Waters of the
State during a storm event. Any other treatment and disposal measures shall be
reviewed and approved by the Division. Some materials removed from storm drains
and open channels may require special handling and disposal, and may not be
authorized to be disposed of in a landfill.
4.2.6.6.7.

Other facilities and operations Permittees shall identify any facilities and operations
not listed above that would reasonably be expected to discharge contaminated runoff,
and develop, implement, and document the appropriate BMPs and SWPPP to protect
water quality from discharges from these sites.

4.2.6.7.

If a Permittee contracts with a third-party to conduct municipal maintenance or
allows private developments to conduct their own maintenance, the contractor shall
be held to the same standards as the Permittee. This expectation must be defined in
contracts between the Permittee and its contractors or the contractors of private
developments. The Permittee shall be responsible for ensuring, through
contractually-required documentation or periodic site visits that contractors are using
appropriate storm water controls and following the standard operating procedures,
storm water control measures, and good housekeeping practices of the Permittee.

4.2.6.8.

The Permittee must develop and implement a process to assess the water quality
impacts in the design of all new flood management structural controls that are
associated with the Permittee or that discharge to the MS4. This process must
include consideration of controls that can be used to minimize the impacts to site
water quality and hydrology while still meeting project objectives. A description of
this process must be included in the SWMP document

4.2.6.8.1

Existing flood management structural controls must be assessed to determine whether
changes or additions should be made to improve water quality. A description of this
process and determinations should be included in the SWMP document.

4.2.6.9.

Public construction projects shall comply with the requirements applied to private
projects. All construction projects disturbing greater than or equal to one acre,
including projects less than one acre that are part of a larger common plan of
development or sale, owned or operated by the Permittee are required to be covered
under the General UPDES Permits for Storm Water Discharges Associated with
Construction Activities.

4.2.6.10.

The Permittee shall ensure that all employees, contracted staff, and other responsible
entities that have primary construction, operation, or maintenance job functions that
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are likely to impact storm water quality receive annual training. The Permittee shall
identify target individuals to participate in the training sessions and ensure that all
such employees receive training upon being hired and annually thereafter, at a
minimum. Training shall address the importance of protecting water quality, the
requirements of this Permit, operation and maintenance requirements, inspection
procedures, ways to perform their job activities to prevent or minimize impacts to
water quality, SOPs and SWPPPs for the various Permittee-owned or operated
facilities and procedures for reporting water quality concerns, including potential
illicit discharges. Training records must be kept and shall include dates, activities or
course descriptions, and names and positions of staff in attendance. Follow-up
training shall be provided as needed to address changes in procedures, methods or
staffing.
4.3.

4.4.

Sharing Responsibility
4.3.1.

Implementation of one or more of the six minimum measures may be shared with
another entity, or the entity may fully take over the measure. A Permittee may rely
on another entity only if:

4.3.2.

The other entity, in fact, implements the control measure;

4.3.3.

The particular control measure, or component of that measure, is at least as stringent
as the corresponding Permit requirement; and

4.3.4.

The other entity agrees to implement the control measure through a written
agreement. This obligation must be maintained as part of the description given in the
Permittee’s SWMP document. If the other entity agrees to report on the minimum
control measure, the Permittee must supply the other entity with the reporting
requirements contained in Part 5.5. of this Permit. If the other entity fails to
implement the control measure, then the Permittee remains liable for any discharges
due to that failure to implement.

4.3.5.

The Permittee conducts training of the responsible entity on the Permit requirements
and applicable standard operating procedures.

Reviewing and Updating Storm Water Management Programs
4.4.1.

Storm Water Management Program Review: All Permittees must conduct, at a
minimum, an annual review of the SWMP document in conjunction with preparation
of the annual report required in Part 5.5.

4.4.2.

Storm Water Management Program Update: A Permittee may change the SWMP
document during the life of the Permit in accordance with the following procedures:

4.4.2.1.

Changes adding (but not subtracting or replacing) components, controls, or
requirements to the SWMP document may be made at any time upon written
notification to the Division.
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4.4.2.2.

Changes replacing an ineffective or unfeasible BMP specifically identified in the
SWMP document with an alternate BMP may be adopted at any time, provided the
analysis is clearly outlined and subsequently approved by the Division. An analysis
shall include:

4.4.2.2.1

An explanation of why the BMP is ineffective or infeasible,

4.4.2.2.2

Expectations or report on the effectiveness of the replacement BMP, and

4.4.2.2.3

An analysis of why the replacement BMP is expected to achieve the goals of the
BMP to be replaced, or has achieved those goals.

4.4.3.

Change requests or notifications must be made in writing and signed in accordance
with Part 6.8.

4.4.4.

Change requests or notifications will receive confirmation and approval or denial in
writing from the Division.

4.4.5.

Storm Water Management Program Updates required by the Division: The Division
may require changes to the SWMP as needed to:

4.4.5.1.

Address impacts on receiving water quality caused, or contributed to, by discharges
from the MS4;

4.4.5.2.

Include more stringent requirements necessary to comply with new Federal
regulatory requirements; or

4.4.5.3.

Include such other conditions deemed necessary by the Division to comply with the
goals and requirements of the Clean Water Act.
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5.0

Narrative Standard, Monitoring, Recordkeeping and Reporting

5.1.

Narrative Standard
It shall be unlawful, and a violation of this Permit, for the Permittee to discharge or place any
waste or other substance in such a way as will be or may become offensive such as unnatural
deposits, floating debris, oil, scum or other nuisances such as color, odor or taste, or conditions
which produce undesirable aquatic life or which produces objectionable tastes in edible aquatic
organisms; or concentrations or combinations of substances which produce undesirable
physiological responses in desirable resident fish, or other desirable aquatic life, or undesirable
human health effects, as determined by bioassay or other tests performed in accordance with
standard procedures

5.2.

Analytical Monitoring
Permittees are not required to conduct analytical monitoring (see definition in Part 7.3) during the
effective term of this Permit, with the following exceptions:

5.3.

5.2.1.

Water quality sampling may be required for compliance with TMDLs, pursuant to
Part 3.1. of this Permit.

5.2.2.

Sampling or testing may be required for characterizing illicit discharges pursuant to
Parts 4.2.3.4., 4.2.3.5., and 4.2.3.5.1 of this Permit.

5.2.3.

In the event that the MS4 elects to conduct analytical monitoring as part of its Storm
Water Management Program, the Permittee is required to comply with Part 6.18. of
this Permit.

Non-analytical Monitoring
5.3.1.

5.4.

Non-analytical monitoring (see definition in Part 7.32.) such as visual dry weather
screening is required to comply with Part 4.2.3.3.2 of this Permit.

Record keeping
5.4.1.

Permittees must keep all supplementary documents associated with this Permit (e.g.,
Storm Water Management Program (SWMP) document, SWMP Implementation
Schedule) current and up to date to achieve the purpose and objectives of the required
document.

5.4.2.

All modifications to supplementary documents must be submitted to the Division in
accordance with Parts 4.4 and 6.8.

5.4.3.

The Division may at any time make a written determination that parts or all of the
supplementary documents are not in compliance with this Permit,
wherein the Permittee must make modifications to these parts within a time frame
specified by the Division.

5.4.4.

The Permittee shall retain all required plans, records of all programs, records of all
monitoring information, copies of all reports required by this Permit, and records of
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all other data required by or used to demonstrate compliance with this Permit, for at
least five years. This period may be explicitly modified by alternative provisions of
this Permit or extended by request of the Division at any time.
5.4.5.

5.5.

The Permittee must make records, including the Notice of Intent (NOI) and the
SWMP document, available to the public if requested.

Reporting
5.5.1.

The Permittee must submit an annual report to the Division by October 1 for the
reporting period of July 1 to June 30 of each year of the Permit term.

5.5.2.

The report must be submitted using the report form provided on the Division’s
website at http://www.deq.utah.gov/Permits/water/updes/stormwatermun.htm.

5.5.3.

The Permittee shall sign and certify the annual report in accordance with Part 6.8.

5.5.4.

Signed copies of the Annual Report and all other reports required herein, shall be
submitted to:
Department of Environmental Quality
Division of Water Quality
PO Box 144870
195 North 1950 West
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-4870
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6.0

Standard Permit Conditions

6.1.

Duty to Comply
The Permittee must comply with all conditions of this Permit. Any Permit noncompliance
constitutes a violation of the Act and is grounds for enforcement action; for Permit termination,
revocation and reissuance, or modification; or for denial of a Permit renewal application. The
Permittee shall give advance notice to the Division of any planned changes in the Permitted
facility or activity, which may result in noncompliance with Permit requirements.

6.2.

Penalties for Violations of Permit Conditions
The Act provides that any person who violates a Permit condition implementing provisions of the
Act is subject to a civil penalty not to exceed $10,000 per day of such violation. Any person who
willfully or negligently violates Permit conditions or the Act is subject to a fine not exceeding
$25,000 per day of violation. Any person convicted under UCA 19-5-115(2) a second time shall
be punished by a fine not exceeding $50,000 per day.

6.3.

Duty to Reapply
If the Permittee wishes to continue an activity regulated by this Permit after the expiration date of
this Permit, the Permittee shall apply for and obtain a new Permit. The application shall be
submitted at least 180 days before the expiration date of this Permit. Continuation of expiring
Permits shall be governed by regulations promulgated at UAC R317-8-5 and any subsequent
amendments.

6.4.

Need to Halt or Reduce Activity not a Defense
It shall not be a defense for a Permittee in an enforcement action that it would have been
necessary to halt or reduce the Permitted activity in order to maintain compliance with the
conditions of this Permit.

6.5.

Duty to Mitigate
The Permittee shall take all reasonable steps to minimize or prevent any discharge in violation of
this Permit, which has a reasonable likelihood of adversely affecting human health or the
environment.

6.6.

Duty to Provide Information
The Permittee shall furnish to the Division, within a time specified by the Division, any
information which the Division may request to determine whether cause exists for modifying,
revoking and reissuing, or terminating this Permit, or to determine compliance with this Permit.
The Permittee shall also furnish to the Division, upon request, copies of records required to be
kept by this Permit.
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6.7.

Other Information
When the Permittee becomes aware that it failed to submit any relevant facts in a Permit
application, or submitted incorrect information in a Permit application or any report to the
Division, it shall promptly submit such facts or information.

6.8.

Signatory Requirements
All notices of intent, storm water management programs, storm water pollution prevention plans,
reports, certifications or information either submitted to the Division or that this Permit requires
to be maintained by the Permittee, shall be signed, dated and certified as follows:
6.8.1.

All Permit applications shall be signed by either a principal executive officer or
ranking elected official.

6.8.2.

All reports required by the Permit and other information requested by the Division
shall be signed by a person described above or by a duly authorized representative of
that person. A person is a duly authorized representative only if:

6.8.2.1.

The authorization is made in writing by a person described above and submitted to
the Division, and,

6.8.2.2.

The authorization specifies either an individual or a position having responsibility for
the overall operation of the regulated facility, such as the position of plant manager,
superintendent, position of equivalent responsibility, or an individual or position
having overall responsibility for environmental matters. A duly authorized
representative may thus be either a named individual or any individual occupying a
named position.

6.8.2.3.

Changes to authorization. If an authorization under Part 6.8.2. is no longer accurate
because a different individual or position has responsibility for the overall operation
of the facility, a new authorization satisfying the requirements of Part 6.8.2. must be
submitted to the Division prior to or together with any reports, information, or
applications to be signed by an authorized representative.

6.8.3.

Certification. Any person signing documents under this Part shall make the
following certification:
"I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared
under my direction or supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure
that qualified personnel properly gathered and evaluated the information submitted.
Based on my inquiry of the person or persons who manage the system, or those
persons directly responsible for gathering the information, the information submitted
is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, accurate, and complete. I am aware
that there are significant penalties for submitting false information, including the
possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations."
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6.9

Availability of Reports
Except for data determined to be confidential under the Government Records Access and
Management Act (see particularly Utah Code Ann. § 63-2-309) and Utah Code Ann. § 19-1-3-6,
all reports prepared in accordance with the terms of this Permit shall be available for public
inspection at the office of the Division. As required by the Act, Permit applications, Permits and
effluent data shall not be considered confidential.

6.10.

Penalties for Falsification of Reports
The Act provides that any person who knowingly makes any false statement, representation, or
certification in any record or other document submitted or required to be maintained under this
Permit, including monitoring reports or reports of compliance or noncompliance shall, upon
conviction be punished by a fine of not more than $10,000.00 per violation, or by imprisonment
for not more than six months per violation, or by both. Utah Code Ann. § 19-5-115(4)

6.11.

Penalties for Tampering
The Act provides that any person who falsifies, tampers with, or knowingly renders inaccurate,
any monitoring device or method required to be maintained under this Permit shall, upon
conviction, be punished by a fine of not more than $10,000 per violation, or by imprisonment for
not more than six months per violation, or by both.

6.12.

Oil and Hazardous Substance Liability
Nothing in this Permit shall be construed to preclude the institution of any legal action or relieve
the Permittee from any responsibilities, liabilities, or penalties to which the Permittee is or may
be subject under the "Act".

6.13.

Property Rights
The issuance of this Permit does not convey any property rights of any sort, or any exclusive
privileges, nor does it authorize any injury to private property or any invasion of personal rights,
nor any infringement of Federal, State or Local laws or regulations.

6.14.

Severability
The provisions of this Permit are severable, and if any provision of this Permit, or the application
of any provision of this Permit to any circumstance, is held invalid, the application of such
provision to other circumstances, and the remainder of this Permit shall not be affected thereby.

6.15.

Requiring a Different Permit
The Division may require the Permittee authorized by this Permit to obtain an individual UPDES
Permit. Any interested person may petition the Division to take action under this paragraph. The
Division may require the Permittee authorized to discharge under this Permit to apply for an
individual UPDES Permit only if the Permittee has been notified in writing that a Permit
application is required. This notice shall include a brief statement of the reasons for this decision,
an application form (as necessary), a statement setting a deadline for the Permittee to file the
application, and a statement that on the effective date of the municipal UPDES Permit, coverage
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under this Permit shall automatically terminate. Permit applications shall be submitted to the
address of the Division of Water Quality shown in Part 5.5. of this Permit. The Division may
grant additional time to submit the application upon request of the applicant. If the municipality
fails to submit in a timely manner a municipal UPDES Permit application as required by the
Division, then the applicability of this Permit to the Permittee is automatically terminated at the
end of the day specified for application submittal.
6.16.

State/Federal Laws
Nothing in this Permit shall be construed to preclude the institution of any legal action or relieve
the Permittee from any responsibilities, liabilities, or penalties established pursuant to any
applicable State law or regulation under authority preserved by UCA 19-5-117 and Section 510 of
the Clean Water Act or any applicable Federal or State transportation regulations, such as but not
limited to the Department of Transportation regulations.

6.17.

Proper Operation and Maintenance
The Permittee shall at all times properly operate and maintain all facilities and systems of
treatment and control (and related appurtenances) which are installed or used by the Permittee to
achieve compliance with the conditions of this Permit and with the requirements of the SWMP.
Proper operation and maintenance also includes adequate laboratory controls and appropriate
quality assurance procedures. Proper operation and maintenance requires the operation of
backup or auxiliary facilities or similar systems, installed by the Permittee only when necessary
to achieve compliance with the conditions of the Permit.

6.18.

Monitoring and Records
6.18.1.

Samples and measurements taken for the purpose of monitoring shall be
representative of the monitored activity.

6.18.2.

The Permittee shall retain records of all monitoring information including all
calibration and maintenance records and all original strip chart recordings for
continuous monitoring instrumentation, copies of the reports required by this Permit,
and records of all data used to complete the application for this Permit, for a period of
at least five years from the date of the sample, measurement, report or application.
This period may be extended by request of the Division at any time.

6.18.3.

Records of monitoring information shall include:

6.18.3.1

The date, exact place, and time of sampling or measurements;

6.18.3.2

The name(s) of the individual(s) who performed the sampling or measurements;

6.18.3.3

The date(s) and time(s) analyses were performed;

6.18.3.4

The name(s) of the individual(s) who performed the analyses;

6.18.3.5

The analytical techniques or methods used; and

6.18.3.6

The results of such analyses.
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6.19.

Monitoring Procedures
Monitoring must be conducted according to test procedures approved under Utah Administrative
Code ("UAC") R317-2-10, unless other test procedures have been specified in this Permit.

6.20.

Inspection and Entry
The Permittee shall allow the Division or an authorized representative, upon the presentation of
credentials and other documents as may be required by law, to:

6.21.

6.20.1.

Enter upon the Permittee’s premises where a regulated facility or activity is located
or conducted or where records must be kept under the conditions of this Permit;

6.20.2.

Have access to and copy at reasonable times, any records that must be kept under the
conditions of this Permit; and

6.20.3.

Inspect at reasonable times any facilities or equipment (including monitoring and
control equipment).

6.20.4.

Sample or monitor at reasonable times, for the purposes of assuring Permit
compliance or as otherwise authorized by law, any substances or parameters at any
location.

Permit Actions
This Permit may be modified, revoked and reissued, or terminated for cause. The filing of a
request by the Permittee for a Permit modification, revocation and re-issuance, or termination, or
a notification of planned changes or anticipated noncompliance does not stay any Permit
condition.

6.22.

Storm Water-Reopener Provision
At any time during the duration (life) of this Permit, this Permit may be reopened and modified
(following proper administrative procedures) as per UAC R317.8, to include, any applicable
storm water provisions and requirements, a storm water pollution prevention plan, a compliance
schedule, a compliance date, monitoring and/or reporting requirements, or any other conditions
related to the control of storm water discharges to "Waters-of-State”.
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7.0

Definitions
Definitions related to this Permit and small municipal separate storm sewers (MS4s).

7.1.

“40 CFR” refers to Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations, which is the codification of the
general and permanent rules published in the Federal Register by the executive departments and
agencies of the Federal government.

7.2.

"Act" means the Utah Water Quality Act.

7.3.

“Analytical monitoring” refers to monitoring of waterbodies (streams, ponds, lakes, etc.) or of
storm water, according to UAC R317-2-10 and 40 CFR 136 "Guidelines Establishing Test
Procedures for the Analysis of Pollutants,” or to State or Federally established protocols for
biomonitoring or stream bioassessments.

7.4.

“Beneficial Uses” means uses of the Waters of the State, which include but are not limited to:
domestic, agricultural, industrial, recreational, and other legitimate beneficial uses.

7.5.

“Best Management Practices" (BMPs) means schedules of activities, prohibitions of practices,
maintenance procedures, and other management practices to prevent or reduce the pollution of
Waters of the State. BMPs also include treatment requirements, operating procedures, and
practices to control facility site runoff, spillage or leaks, sludge or waste disposal, or drainage
from raw material storage.

7.6.

“CWA” means The Clean Water Act of 1987, formerly referred to as the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act.

7.7.

"Co-Permittee" means any operator of a regulated Small MS4 that is applying jointly with
another applicant for coverage under this Permit. A Co-Permittee owns or operates a regulated
Small MS4 located within or adjacent to another regulated MS4. A Co- Permittee is only
responsible for complying with the conditions of this Permit relating to discharges from the MS4
the Co-Permittee owns or operates. See also 40 CFR 122.26(b)(1).

7.8.

“Control Measure” refers to any Best Management Practice or other method used to prevent or
reduce the discharge of pollutants to Waters of the State.

7.9.

“Common plan of development or sale” means one plan for development or sale, separate parts of
which are related by any announcement, piece of documentation (including a sign, public notice
or hearing, sales pitch, advertisement, drawing, plat, blueprint, contract, Permit application,
zoning request, computer design, etc.), physical demarcation (including contracts) that identify
the scope of the project. A plan may still be a common plan of development or sale even if it is
taking place in separate stages or phases, is planned in combination with other construction
activities, or is implemented by different owners or operators.

7.10.

“Director” means the director of the Utah Division of Water Quality, otherwise known as the
Division of the Utah Water Quality Board.

7.11.

“Division” means the Utah Division of Water Quality.

7.12.

"Discharge" for the purpose of this Permit, unless indicated otherwise, refers to discharges from
the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4).
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7.13.

"Dry weather screening" is monitoring done in the absence of storm events to discharges
representing, as much as possible, the entire storm drainage system for the purpose of obtaining
information about illicit connections and improper dumping.

7.14.

“Escalating enforcement procedures” refers to a variety of enforcement actions in order to apply
as necessary for the severity of the violation and/or the recalcitrance of the violator.

7.15.

“Entity” means a governmental body or a public or private organization.

7.16.

"EPA" means the United States Environmental Protection Agency.

7.17.

“General Permit” means a Permit which covers multiple dischargers of a point source category
within a designated geographical area, in lieu of individual Permits being issued to each
discharger.

7.18.

“Ground water” means water in a saturated zone or stratum beneath the surface of the land or
below a surface water body.

7.19.

“High quality waters” means any water, where, for a particular pollutant or pollutant parameter,
the water quality exceeds that quality necessary to support the existing or designated uses, or
which supports an exceptional use.

7.20.

"Illicit connection" means any man-made conveyance connecting an illicit discharge directly to a
municipal separate storm sewer.

7.21.

"Illicit discharge" means any discharge to a municipal separate storm sewer that is not composed
entirely of storm water except discharges pursuant to a UPDES Permit (other than the UPDES
Permit for discharges from the municipal separate storm sewer) and discharges resulting from
emergency firefighting activities.

7.22.

“Impaired waters” means any segment of surface waters that has been identified by the Division
as failing to support classified uses. The Division periodically compiles a list of such waters
known as the 303(d) List.

7.23.

“Indian Country” is defined as in 40 CFR §122.2 to mean:
7.23.1.

All land within the limits of any Indian reservation under the jurisdiction of the
United States Government, notwithstanding the issuance of any patent, and, including
rights-of-way running through the reservation;

7.23.2.

All dependent Indian communities within the borders of the United States whether
within the originally or subsequently acquired territory thereof, and whether within or
without the limits of a state; and

7.23.3.

All Indian allotments, the Indian titles to which have not been extinguished,
including right-of-ways running through the same.
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7.24.

“Large MS4” Large municipal separate storm sewer system means all municipal separate storm
sewers that are located in an incorporated place with a population of 250,000 or more as
determined by the current Decennial Census by the Bureau of the Census.

7.25.

“Low Impact Development” (LID) is an approach to land development (or re-development) that
works with nature to more closely mimic pre-development hydrologic functions. LID employs
principles such as preserving and recreating natural landscape features, minimizing effective
imperviousness to create functional and appealing site drainage that treat storm water as a
resource rather than a waste product. There are many practices that have been used to adhere to
these principles such as bioretention facilities, rain gardens, vegetated rooftops, rain barrels, and
permeable pavements.

7.26.

"MS4" is an acronym for "municipal separate storm sewer system".

7.27.

"Maximum Extent Practicable" (MEP) is the technology-based discharge standard for Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems established by paragraph 402(p)(3)(B)(iii) of the Federal Clean
Water Act (CWA), which reads as follows: “Permits for discharges from municipal storm sewers
shall require controls to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent practicable,
including management practices, control techniques, and system, design, and engineering
methods, and other such provisions as the Administrator or the State determines appropriate for
the control of such pollutants.”

7.28.

“Medium MS4” Medium municipal separate storm sewer system means all municipal separate
storm sewers that are located in an incorporated place with a population of 100,000 or more but
less than 250,000, as determined by the1990 Decennial Census by the Bureau of the Census

7.29.

“Monitoring” refers to tracking or measuring activities, progress, results, etc.;

7.30.

"Municipal separate storm sewer system" means a conveyance or system of conveyances
(including roads with drainage systems, municipal streets, catch basins, curbs, gutters, ditches,
man-made channels, or storm drains) pursuant to paragraphs R317-8-1.6(4), (7), & (14), or
designated under UAC R317-8-3.9(1)(a)5:

7.31.

7.30.1.

that is owned or operated by a state, city, town, county, district, association, or other
public body (created by or pursuant to State Law) having jurisdiction over disposal of
wastes, storm water, or other wastes, including special districts under State Law such
as a sewer district, flood control district or drainage district, or similar entity, or a
designated and approved management agency under section 208 of the CWA that
discharges to Waters of the State;

7.30.2.

that is designed or used for collecting or conveying storm water;

7.30.3.

which is not a combined sewer; and

7.30.4.

which is not part of a Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTW) as defined in 40
CFR 122.2.

“NOI” is an acronym for “Notice of Intent” to be covered by this Permit and is the mechanism
used to “register” for coverage under a General Permit.
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7.32.

“Non-analytical monitoring” refers to monitoring for pollutants by means other than UAC R3172-10 and 40 CFR 136, such as visually or by qualitative tools that provide comparative or rough
estimates.

7.33.

“Operator” is the person or entity responsible for the operation and maintenance of the MS4.

7.34.

"Outfall" means a point source as defined by UAC R317-8-1.5(34) at the point where a municipal
separate storm sewer discharges to Waters of the State and does not include open conveyances
connecting two municipal separate storm sewers, or pipes, tunnels or other conveyances which
connect segments of the same stream or other Waters of the State and are used to convey waters
of the State.

7.35.

“Phase II areas” means areas regulated under UPDES storm water regulations encompassed by
Small MS4's (see definition 7.39.).

7.36.

“Priority construction site” means a construction site that has potential to threaten water quality
when considering the following factors: soil erosion potential; site slope; project size and type;
sensitivity of receiving waterbodies; proximity to receiving waterbodies; non-storm water
discharges and past record of non-compliance by the operators of the construction site.

7.37.

“Redevelopment” is the replacement or improvement of impervious surfaces on a developed site.

7.38.

“Runoff” is water that travels across the land surface, or laterally through the ground near the
land surface, and discharges to water bodies either directly or through a collection and
conveyance system. Runoff includes storm water and water from other sources that travels across
the land surface.

7.39.

“SWMP” is an acronym for storm water management program. The SWMP document is the
written plan that is used to describe the various control measures and activities the Permittee will
undertake to implement the storm water management plan.

7.40.

“SWPPP" is an acronym for storm water pollution prevention plan.

7.41.

“Small municipal separate storm sewer system” is any MS4 not already covered by the Phase I
program as a medium or large MS4. The Phase II Rule automatically covers on a nationwide
basis all Small MS4s located in “urbanized areas” (UAs) as defined by the Bureau of the Census
(unless waived by the UPDES Permitting authority), and on a case-by-case basis those Small
MS4s located outside of UAs that the UPDES Permitting authority designates.
7.41.1.

This term includes systems similar to separate storm sewer systems in municipalities,
such as systems at military bases, large hospital or prison complexes, and highways
and other thoroughfares. The term does not include separate storm sewers in very
discrete areas, such as individual buildings.

7.42.

“SOP” is an acronym for standard operating procedure which is a set of written instructions that
document a routine or repetitive activity. For the purpose of this Permit, SOPs should emphasize
pollution control measures to protect water quality.

7.43.

"Storm water" means storm water runoff, snowmelt runoff, and surface runoff and drainage.
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7.43.

“Storm water management program” means a set of measurable goals, actions, and activities
designed to reduce the discharge of pollutants from the Small MS4 to the maximum extent
practicable and to protect water quality.

7.44.

“TMDL” is an acronym for “Total Maximum Daily Load” and in this Permit refers to a study
that: 1) quantifies the amount of a pollutant in a stream; 2) identifies the sources of
the pollutant; and 3) recommends regulatory or other actions that may need to be taken in order
for the impaired waterbody to meet water quality standards.

7.45.

“Urbanized area” is a land area comprising one or more places and the adjacent densely settled
surrounding area that together have a residential population of at least 50,000 and an overall
population density of at least 1,000 people per square mile.

7.46. “Waters of the State” means all streams, lakes, ponds, marshes, water-courses, waterways, wells,
springs, irrigation systems, drainage systems, and all other bodies or accumulations of water, surface and
underground, natural or artificial, public or private which are contained within, flow through, or border
upon this state or any portion thereof, except bodies of water confined to and retained within the limits of
private property, and which do not develop into or constitute a nuisance, or a public health hazard, or a
menace to fish and wildlife which shall not be considered to be “Waters of the State” under this definition
(“UAC” R317-1-1).
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